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—

Synojysis of the PrincijMl Facts elicited from a series of
Microscopical Researches ujoori the Nervous Tissues.

By Dr. H. D. Schmidt, of New Orleans, La.

(Bead before the Royal Microscopical Society, Jane 3, 1874.)

1, The ganglionic bodies of the spinal marrow and brain repre-

sent plexuses of nervous fibrillin, which are continuous with the

fibrillae of the processes and axis cylinders arising from them.
Each plexus, thus formed, embraces a nucleus which is distinguished

by a double contour representing its wall ; it contains a large

nucleolus and a great number of small granules. The nucleolus is

also distinguished by a fine, sharply-defined double contour, and
filled up by granules. In the large ganglionic bodies of the spinal

marrow, it contains besides the granules two clear bodies of a
reddish lustre ; the one of these is never wanting, and is distin-

guished by its size, amounting to « io- nim. in diameter, and also by
its brightness. It appears in the form of a vesicle with a dark

granule in its centre. The other is usually somewhat smaller, and
frequently absent. In many cases, in addition to the nucleolus, a

lew smaller ones are observed, which, however, contain no ghmmer-
ing vesicles, but are only filled with granules.

2. The Cortical Layer of the Cerebrum*—The nervous portion

of this consists of numerous ganglionic bodies of different form and
size, and of vertically or horizontally-running nerve fibres arising

from them ; further, of a fine granular substance, lodging a network
of fine granular fhrillse, and also a considerable number of free

nuclei. The typical form of the greater portion of the ganghonic
bodies in this portion of the brain resembles a more or less spindle-

shaped tuber, from the sides of which a number of greater or

^ smaller conical processes arise ; the whole body appears, therefore,
'^ in a thin section in the form of a triangle or pyramid. The average
^^ number of the processes is four or five. One of them, the pyramidal
"^

or ])ointed process, takes a vertical course toward the surface of the

C_5 cerebrum ; another, sometimes two, the lateral processes, pass in a

^ more or less horizontal direction ; and the rest, the basal processes,

* The description relates mainly to the convolutions of the convexity of the
hemispheres of the cerebrum of man.
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2 Transactions of the

pass vertically toward the white substance. The pointed process

attains, according to the size of its ganglionic body, a length of

from tVo to YoV mm. In its more or less serpentme course it

^ves off a number of small lateral branches, which soon termmate

in the above-mentioned fibriUous nervous network of the granular

substance. I have never seen this process terminate m a dark-

borderal nerve fibre. From the lateral process, a dark-bordered

nerve fibre always arises ; it attains a considerable length, and its

course is more or less horizontal. A direct communication between

two ganglionic bodies by means of" these fibres I have never seen

;

in some cases, however, I have observed them dividing into two

branches, the ramifications of which ended in the terminal network.

From the basal processes, the nerve fibres of the white substance

arise. On ganglionic bodies of medium size, two of these processes

are ordinarily seen, one of which is converted into a nerve fibre,

while the other divides dichotomously. One of the branches result-

ing from this division forms also the axis cylinder of a nerve fibre,

while the other subdivides into finer branches, which terminate in

the network. In the larger ganglionic bodies, even the first basal

process divides and gives rise to two axis cylinders.

In the upper strata of the cortical layer a considerable number

of smaller ganglionic bodies of a more triangular or quadrilateral

form are met with. Their delicate processes run about in the

same direction, and terminate in the same manner as those of the

larger bodies just mentioned.

The nerve fibres of the white substance, arising from the basal

processes, leave the grey matter in the form of bundles, composed
of about eight to ten, or even more nerve fibres of different thick-

ness. Generally, two or three of the fibres, of from -^^-is to ^^o mm.
in diameter are met with in each bundle; the rest are finer fibres,

of about ^^ to si^ mm. in diameter. One portion of the finer

fibres appears to arise from the smaller ganglionic bodies of the

upper strata, but another arises directly from the terminal nervous
network. At first, the bundles of nerve fibres are separated from
each other by considerable interspaces ; but as others arise from
the ganglionic bodies situated below, the interspaces become more
narrow, until, at the border of the white substance, they are
entirely lost, so that the bundles come to lay contiguous to each
other.

In tracing the different nervous elements, imbedded in the
granular substance of the cortical layer of the cerebrum, from the
surface toward the white substance, we first meet with the exceed-
ingly fine, felt-like, fibrillous neuroglia, covering the surface and
extending throughout the whole cortical layer to the white sub-
stance. Directly under the neuroglia, in the uppermost stratum
of the cortical layer, a considerable number of fine dark-bordered
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nerve fibres are seen crossing in various directions ; the terminal

ramifications of which form an imperfect network. The meshes

of this network, measuring about ^^ mm. in width, extend into

the granular substance to a depth of ^V mm., and are gradually

lost in the fine terminal nervous network, already mentioned. A
considerable number of free nuclei, surrounded by pigment granules,

are distributed throughout the stratum to a depth of t^o^ mm.
Advancing farther, we now meet with the first ganglionic bodies,

forming a layer of about f¥o mni- in depth. The direction of the

processes of these bodies is various and indefinite, as some pursue a

vertical and oblique course, while others run in an opposite direc-

tion. Their further connection is difficult to discover, as they can

only exceptionally be traced to a greater distance than yw n^iii.

From certain observations, I suppose that those fine dark-bordered

nerve fibres on the surface, above mentioned, as well as others of

the same kind, running horizontally in the iuterior, are derived

from them. I doubt not but that these small ganghonic bodies also

send a nerve fibre to the white substance. The transition of the

ramifications of some of their processes into the terminal network
can always be seen.

About tA iiim. from the surface of the cortical layer, the

ganghonic bodies commence to change their form by the lengthening

of their pointed process, and thus approach the above - described

pyramidal type. Gradually increasing in size, they attain, about

-nrW nun. deeper, their maximum, with a length of from yio to

-^ mm. These bodies, the most perfectly developed, and repre-

senting the type, form a layer of about -^^ mm. in thickness.

Advancing still deeper, they diminish again in size, and become, to

a certain degree, though not without exception, more spiudle-

shaped, in which form they extend to the white substance. At the

same time they decrease in number, so that in the lowermost layer

of the cortical substance the fibrous element already predominates.

The decrease m size of the ganghonic bodies in approaching the

white substance, however, is not so considerable as might be sup-

posed, for they still attain a length of about too mm. or more;
their pointed process, however, is proportionately thinner.

3. The Cortical Layer of the Cerebellum.—This consists of

the true cortex or so-called grey layer, and of the reddish-grey

nucleated layer. In the latter, the transition of the grey matter
into the white, composed of nerve fibres, takes place.

The grey layer is about -^^^ mm. thick, and consists of gan-
ghonic bodies and free nuclei, imbedded in a fine granular substance

through which a terminal nervous network extends. The principal

ganghonic bodies are those of Purhinje, well known by their pecu-

Har form. They are found at the inferior margin of the grey layer,

whence they extend their enormous antler-shaped processes with

B 2



4 Transactions of (he

their extensive ramificatious throughout the whole grey layer, to

terminate in its terminal network. Another much smaller process,

arising from a point opposite to the large process, passes into the

nucleated layer, and is transformed into a dark-bordered nerve

fibre. Distributed throughout the granular substance between the

extensive ramifications of the large ganglionic bodies of PurUnje,

a number of smaller ones of a triangular form is observed. From

their acutely projecting angles fine processes arise, which, however,

even in the most favourable cases, can be traced only to a very

short distance. Single free nuclei are also distributed throughout

the whole layer. In addition to the elements of the grey layer just

mentioned, there are a considerable number of fine nervous fibrillae,

which, arising directly from the terminal network, pass over to the

nucleated layer, either singly or in the form of anastomoses. They

arise in all parts of the grey layer, and approach in a vertical direc-

tion its inner border. At the summit of the convolution they

penetrate in this direction into the neighbouring nucleated layer,

more or less parallel to the axis of the convolution. .
At the sides of

the latter, however, they make a greater or smaller curve, before they

leave the grey layer, in order to pursue a course parallel to the axis.

The nucleated layer is a continuation of the grey layer. Its

examination is rendered difficult by a large number of nuclei

densely distributed through it, and preventing one from obtaining

a clear view of the relative arrangement of the axis cylinders and

nerve fibres passing through the interspaces. In examining a very

thin section at the summit of a convolution, it will be observed that

the granular substance of the grey layer extends through the whole

nucleated layer and even farther, and fills up the interspaces left

between the nuclei, fibrillae, and dark-bordered nerve fibres. There
will also be observed a number of fine nervous fibrillae, which,

singly crossing or anastomosing with each other, pass over from
the former to the latter. The greater portion of these fibrillae are

most probably derived from the terminal network of the grey

layer ; a small part of them, however, may arise from the smaller

gangUonic bodies, a conjecture which I have not been able to con-

firm by direct observation. But it is certain that a large part

of them originate in the network, not only in the gi-ey but also in

the nucleated layer. In extremely thin, somewhat torn sections,

especially at the border of the nucleated layer, the fibrillous

terminal network, passing through the granular substance, can

be distinctly recognized, as well as fine and short fibrillae arising

from it, which, after anastomosing with each other here and there,

finally unite to form fine axis cylinders. These are soon trans-

formed into dark-bordered nerve fibres, and after passing through
the nucleated layer, more or less parallel with the axis of the con-

volution, at last disappear in the white substance.
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At the sides of the convohition, a part of the fibrillae, originating

in the network of the grey layer, take another course, by making
before leaving the grey layer a turn toward the base of the convo-

lution ; then they enter the nucleated layer, and, after being

converted into dark-bordered nerve fibres, run along its border

around the bottom of the sulcus, to pass over into the neighbouring

convolution. These fibres connect, therefore, the grey layer of two
convolutions. Nevertheless, other fibres, leaving the grey layer

around the bottom of the sulcus, are also observed, which cross

those connecting fibres obliquely and pass through the nucleated

layer into the white substance.

The ganglionic bodies of PurJcinje are found, as we know, near

the inner border of the grey layer ; many of them project even

with a part of their body into the nucleated layer; their basal

process belongs therefore to the latter. When we meet with this

process entirely isolated, it is generally partly torn ofi", and there-

fore seldom longer than 3V t^^^- Nevertheless, I saw it pass into

a dark-bordered nerve fibre, which I was able to pursue, while

passing along between the nuclei, to a considerable distance, and in

a dh'ection toward the white substance. Its diameter near its origin

is 3^0 mm., diminishing at a distance of about ^V ^^^' from the

body to 6 iTo mm.
The dark-bordered nerve fibres, issuing from the nucleated

layer, form the white substance. The transition from the former

to the latter, however, is only gradual, and it is therefore diffi-

cult to draw a distinct limit between them. The difiiculty consists

in the extension into the white substance, not only of the nuclei,

lying now farther distant from each other, but also of the granular

substance, which here still appears in the form of small isolated

groups of granules, though without terminal network. The fine

fibrinous neuroglia, extending itself between the nerve fibres, from

the white substance below upward, contributes also to lend to the

whole structure a confused appearance. As far as I have been

able to ascertain, there exists no communication between the indi-

vidual nerve fibres of the white substance of a group or leaf of

convolutions of the cerebellum.* In examining these fibres in a

thin section, or in a fine bundle, split ofi" from the white substance

at a point where they leave a group of convolutions, a considerable

difi'erence is found to exist in their diameter. While this, namely,

measures in the greater number of fibres from ^hs to ^^o mm.,

others are met with of only -^^ mm., and, again, some even as thick

as 2^0 mm. We might venture to presume, therefore, that while the

larger nerve fibres of the white substance be a continuation of the

hasal process of the ganglionic bodies of PurMnje, the axis cyhn-

* The above description relates to the long convolutions of the hemispheres
of the cerebellum of man.
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ders of the finer nerve fibres are proLably formed by the fibriUm

originating in the terminal netivork ; some of them may also arise

from the small triangular ganglionic bodies of the grey layer.

4. The Ganglionic Bodies of the Sym^Kithetic Ganglia.—These

are especially distinguished from those of the spinal marrow and

brain by being enclosed in a membraniforra capsule with which they

are in a certain manner connected. From the body, enclosed within

the capsule, a number of larger and smaller processes arise, consist-

ing, like those proceeding from the ganglionic bodies of the spinal

marrow and brain, of fine granular fibrillje. These, however,

cannot be distinctly traced over the body from one process into the

other as in the former case ; on the contrary, the whole body
appears more as a mass of granules surrounding the nucleus.

In selecting a sympathetic ganglionic body of the gangliated

cords of man as a type, we observe from two to four of the larger

processes, directly after arising from the body, piercing the capsule

and disappearing, at a distance of about -jIq mm, or more, in the

form of naked axis cylinders among the neighbouring bundles of

sympathetic nerve fibres. The two largest processes frequently

arise from opposite points of the body ; in some cases, the larger

one of these, again, divides already dichotomously within the capsule,

so that the axis cylinders arising from this division subsequently
pierce the capsule. The axis cylinders arising from the processes

possess a sheath manifesting itself by a double contour, and which,
in many instances, may be traced back over the body ; the diameter
of the axis cylinders measures about sl^ mm.

The smaller processes, arising from the body, are more numerous
than those just mentioned, and consist mostly of only two or even
one fibiil. After a course of aw to 2%-s mm. alongside of the
body, they enter the capsule at its inner surface, and form, by
means of ramification and reciprocal connection, a netuorJc extend-
ing throughout this membrane ; the interspaces of the network
are filled up by small granules. The capsule of the sympathetic
ganglionic bodies, therefore, represents complicated, memhraniform,
nervous structure, derived from and connected with the body which
it encloses. On the surface of the capsule, formed in this manner,
a number of fine fibrillae arise from the network, a part of which
pass, in the form of a finely reticulated plexus, over into the
capsules of neighbouring ganglionic bodies, and thus establish a
reciprocal communication; the rest surrounds the axis cylmders
arising from the larger processes which have pierced the capsule,
and, running with these in the same direction, unite among them-
selves to form finally the so-called sympathetic nerve fibres.

Scattered over the inner as well as the outer surface of the
capsule, a considerable number of round or oval nuclei are observed.
They are especially numerous in the reticulated fibrillous plexus
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connecting the ganglionic bodies with each other, whence they

extend, while assuming a more oblong form, between the sympathetic

nerve iibres.

The destination of those axis cylinders, arising from the processes

piercing the capsule, I have never been able to determine satisfac-

torily. Several times I have seen them isolated to a length of

^V mm., and frequently I have traced them in thin transparent

sections to a considerable distance, without noticing any change in

their structure or even their diameter ; they always disappeared

between the bundles of sympathetic nerve fibres. Although these

axis cylinders run mostly, as already mentioned, parallel with the

sympathetic fibres, they nevertheless are observed to pass here and
there through the latter in an oblique direction, and as it appears,

toward the dark-bordered nerve fibres. In consequence of this

fact, I presume that, after a shorter or longer course, they are

surrounded by a covering and transformed into darh-hordered

nerve fibres. If this conjecture should prove to be true, as we
shall see farther on, the sympathetic ganghonic bodies would then
give rise to both kinds of nerve fibres, each of which might transmit

a nervous current of its own.

The ganghonic bodies of the spinal ganglia show, with some
deviations, the same structure as those of the gangliated cords.

There are certain difficulties, however, in the way of examining
them accurately, produced by their more considerable size and a
greater thickness of their capsule, as well as by a number of dark-

bordered nerve fibres running between them. From the body
within the capsule, as in the former case, a number of processes of

difierent diameters arise ; some of them seem to pierce the capsule,

while the rest contribute to the formation of the capsule. The con-

struction of the latter, as also the reciprocal connection with the
neighbouring capsules, are the same as those of the ganglionic bodies

of the gangliated cords, with this difierence, that the meshes of the

network are, in proportion to the greater size of the whole body,

somewhat larger. The most essential difierence, however, consists

in a darh-hordered nerve .fibre, originating directly in the spinal

ganglionic body. The axis cylinder of this nerve fibre arises, as

usual, from the body, and pierces the capsule, while the tubular

membrane seems to terminate in the latter. Whether this dark-

bordered nerve fibre connects the sympathetic ganghonic body with
the spinal marrow, or whether it runs in an opposite direction

toward the periphery, is difficult to determine, especially, as it first

winds its way along for some distance between the neighbouring

ganghonic bodies before it joins the bundle of nerve fibres. But
judging from certain observations I made, I am inclined to think
that it belongs to the spinal marrow. A part of the fibriUae arising

from the network on the outer surface of the capsule go to contri-
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bute to the formation of the sympathetic nerve fibres of the nearest

bundle. ,,',..
The construction of the sympathetic ganghomc bodies is most

distinctly seen in those of the pkxus gangliformis of the pneumo-

"astric nerve. Still larger in circumference than those of the

spinal ganglia, their capsule shows a coarser and unmistakable net-

work, the meshes of which attain a diameter of about yi o mm. or

more! The ganghonic bodies which lie, mostly in the form of

oblonrr groups, between the dark-bordered fibres of the nerve, are

here also connected with each other by the reticulated plexus of

their capsules. Thus far I have not succeeded in discovering on

these bodies more than one process piercing the capsule. This

arises generally in the long axis of the nerve, and is, after a course

of about iV mm. or more, transformed into a dark-bordered nerve

fibre. As in the sympathetic ganglionic bodies before described, a

considerable number of fine fibrillae arise here also from the net-

work on the outer surface of the capsule, a portion of which sur-

round the axis cyhnder, and unite finally to form sympathetic

nerve fibres, while the rest, in the form of a plexus, establishes a

communication with the adjoining capsules.

In reviewing the above-described construction of the sympa-

thetic ganghonic bodies, it will at first appear more complicated

than that of those of the central organs. By a closer examina-

tion, however, this seeming complication disappears, and a certain

analogy of their component parts, especially with those of the

cortical layer of the brain, may be recognized. The ganglionic

bodies of the cortical layer of the cerebrum, namely, send out some

processes, the lateral and basal, the axis cylinders of which are

transformed into dark-bordered nerve fibres, while the ramifications

of another, the pointed process, terminate directly in the terminal

fibrinous network, the meshes of which are filled up by small

elementary granules. Directly from this network, as I have shown

above, another set of very fine nerve fibres arises, which also pursue

their course toward the periphery. In the cortex of the cerebellum

we meet the same arrangement ; the ramifications of the enormous

processes of the ganglionic bodies of Purkinje, namely, terminate

in the network of the grey layer, while their small hasal processes

are transformed into dark-bordered nerve fibres, which finally

form a part of the white substance. From the terminal network of

the grey layer, the same as in the cerebrum, a considerable numljer

of fine fibrillae arise, which subsequently form the axis cylinders of

dark-bordered nerve fibres, a part of which pass around the sulcus

to a neighbouring convolution, in order to form a communication

between the nervous elements of two adjoining convolutions, while

the rest proceal to the white substance.
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In the sympathetic ganglionic bodies, finally, we may compare
the hodij, enclosed within the capsule, to a ganglionic body of the

cortical layer of the cerebrum, while the co/jsw/e itself—representing

a fine fibrillous network, the meshes of which are filled with small

granules—is analogous to the terminal network in the granular

substance. From the body, enclosing its nucleus as all other

ganglionic bodies, we observe some processes arise, which, after

having pierced the capsule, give rise to axis cylinders which are

finally transformed into dark-bordered nerve fibres, while the ramifi-

cations of a number of smaller processes, also arising from the body,

terminate in the network of the capsule. From the outer surface

of the latter, lastly, a number of fine fibrillae arise, a part of which
establish a communication with the adjoining capsules, while the

rest unite to form the ultimate sympathetic nerve fibres, going to

the periphery.

5. The Nerve Fibres and Ganglionic Bodies of Insects.—Tlie

nerve fibres of insects consist of fine granular fibrillse, about

yoVo iiiDi. in diameter, enclosed within a structureless sheath, and
thus representing the entire ner\'e. In the nerve fibre of an insect,

therefore, we behold the conducting anatomical element of the nervous

tissues in its primitive form, that is, as a simple axis-cylinder fibre.

The history of the development of these tissues in the human embryo
justifies this view. The fibrillse running parallel to each other in

the sheath of the nerve are not divided into subordinate bundles.

They are surrounded by a semi-liquid substance, resembling in

character the nerve-medulla of the dark-bordered nerve fibre of the

higher animals.

The ganglionic bodies of insects are round or slightly oval

bodies, from each of which a large process, composed of fine fibrill^e,

arises. They consist of a mass of granules, surrounding a large,

clear nucleus. The latter, about j-^ mm. in diameter, shows a

fine double contour, and contains a greenish shining nucleolus of

2^0 mm., composed of several granules. From the sm-face of the

granular mass surrounding the nucleus a great number of tine short

fibrillae arise, which slightly anastomose with each other. From
these anastomoses others arise, the greater portion of which join in

forming the large process, while the rest pass over to the adjoining

ganglionic bodies to establish a reciprocal communication. A sheath,

enclosing the whole body, seems not to exist. The ganglionic

bodies of a ganglion are, like those of the sympathetic nervous

system of the higher animals, divided into groujjs. The processes

arising from the bodies of a group, unite to form nerve-fibre bundles,

and these, again, unite with those of other groups, forming still

larger bundles, from which, finally, the larger nervous trunks,

leaving the ganglion, arise. The whole ganglion itself is sur-
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rounded by a structureless membrane, which extends, in the form

of the above-mentioned sheath, over the nerves. The interspaces of

the ganghonic bodies, and the bundles of nerve fibres within the

ganghon, are filled up by a semi-fluid substance containing in-

numerable granules.

\_Erritta.—In my paper on the development of the blooil corpuscles, in

No. LXIL, February, 1874, p. 49, line 10 from top, for "blood," read "brood";
and IS lines from top, for " blood," read " brood." Also the words " nat. size " on
Plate LI. is, of course, an error.]
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IL—Oii Bog Mosses. By E. Braithwaite, M.D., F.L.S.

Plates LXVII. and LXVIII.

14. Sphagnum squarrosum Persoou in lit.

Weber and Mohr, Reise durcli Schweden, p. 29, Tab. II, fig. I(^ h (1804).

Plate LXVII.

Syn.—Smith Eng. Bot. t. 1498 (1804).—P. de Beauvois Prodrnmus p. 88
(1805).—La Marck et Cand. F1. Franc. I, p. 443 (1805).—Schultz F1. Star-ard.

p. 276 (1806).-Bridel Sp. Muse. I, p. 14 (1806). Mantissa p. 2 (1819). Bry.
Univ. I, p. 5 (1826).—Web. & Mohr Bot. Tasch. p. 73 (1807).—Schkuhb Deutsch.
Moose p. 14, t. 6 (1810).—Schwagb Supp. I, P. I, p. 13, tab. IV (1811).—
RoHLraG Ann. Wetter. Gesells. I, p. 197 (1809). Deutsch. Fl. IIL p. 36 (1813).—
VoiT Muse. Herbip. p. 12 (1812).—Hook. & Tayl. Muse. Brit. p. 4, tab. IV
(1818).—FcNCK Taschenh. t. 2 (1821). Zenk. & Dietu. Muse. Tliuring. Fas-c. I,

No. 21 (1821).—Nees Hscu. & St. Bryol. Germ. I, p. 9, t. 1, fig. 3 (1823).—
HiJBENER Muse. Germ. p. 28 (1833).—De Notaris SvH. Muse. Ital. p. 295 (1838).
—C. MiJLL. Synop. I, p. 94 (1849).—Wilson Bry. Brit. p. 23, tab. IV (18.55).—
Hartm. Skand. Fl. ed. 6, p. 435 (1854).—Schimper Torfm. p. 63, tab. XXII
(1858).—Synop. p. 677 (I860).—Linuberg Torfm. No. 7 (1862).—Berkel. Handb.
Br. Mosses p. 308, PI. 2, fig. 4 (1863).—Russow Torfm. p. 62 (1865).—Milde
Bry. Siles. p. 387 (1869).—Hobkirk Synop. Br. Mosses p. 26 (1873). Sph. Aconiense
De Notaris MSS. Sph. patulum Mitten MSS.

3Ionoicous, in loose deep glaucous green tufts. Stems robust,

6-15 inches high, generally dichotomous, rigid, reddish brown.
Cortical cells small, non-porose, in tico strata, the woody zone
rufous brown. Cauline leaves large, erect or reflexed, Ungulate,

not bordered, minutely auricled at base, a2)ex rounded, slightly

fimbriate ; hyaline cells elongated hexagono-rhomboid below

,

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate LXVII.

Sphagnum squarrosum.
o.—Fertile plant.

1.—Part of stem with a branch fascicle and male in florescence.

3.—Perichsetiura and fruit. 4.—Upper bract from same.
5.—Stem leaves. 5 a a.—Areolation of apex of same.
6.—Leaves from a divergent branch, 6x.—Section. 6 p.—Point of same.

6 c.—Cells from middle, x 200.

7.—Basal intermediate leaf. 9 x.—Part of section of stt m. 10.—Part of a branch
denuded of leaves.

Plate LXVIII.

Sphagnum teres.

n.—Female plant, a *o.—Male plant.

I.—Part of stem and a branch fascicle.

2.—Male inflorescence. 2b.—Bract from same with antheridiura.
3.—Perichsetium and fruit. 4.—Upper bract from same.
5.—Stem leaf. 5 a a.— Areolatiun of apex of same.
6.—Leaves from a divtrgent branch. 6 a;.—Section. G p.—Point of same.

6 c.— Cells from mid<lle, X 200.

7.—Basal intermediate leaf. 8. —Leaf from a pendent branch.

9 X.—Part of section of stem.
10.—Piirt of a branch denuded of leaves.
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rhombic above, without fibres or pores, but here and there with a

transverse partition.

Hamuli 4—5 in a fascicle, of which 2-3 are divergent, tumid
attenuated toward the points, with the leaves on the lower two-

thirds squarrose and recurvedfrom tJie middle, those of the upper

third imbricated and elongated ; the other branches pendulous and

appressed, slender, terete, with all the leaves imbricated; cortical

cells elongated, in two strata, the retort-cells perforated but scarcely

prominent at apex. Branch haves from a very concave base,

broadly ovate, suddenly becoming lanceolate above, the margin
involute in the upjjer third, the apex minutely 3-4 toothed,

bordered by 2-3 7'ows of very narrow cells ; hyaline cells with

numerous annular fibres and two rows of large pores, chlorophyll

cells compressed entirely enclosed by the hyaline.

Male amentula terete, clavate, yellowish-green ; the bracts

slightly squarrose, oblong-lanceolate, the basal cells without fhres
and jx)res, the upijer shorter, uith annular fibres and small pjores.

Fruit seated in the coma or in the axils of the upper fascicles,

moderately elevated ; the bracts somewhat distant, concave convolute,

the lower oblougo-eUiptic, the upper very broad, obovate emar-
ginate and slightly fimbriate at apex, laxly areolate, without fibres

or pores. Spores yellow.

Var. /3, squarrosulum. Sph. squarrosulum Lesquereux.

Plants smaller, more slender, deep green above, pale below.

Stem pale green. Leaves small, more distant.

Hab.—About boggy springs and the sides of moorland streams.

yS, in more shady alpine places. Fruits in July. Not uncommon,
and found throughout Europe and the middle and northern states

of North America. This fine species sometimes attains a great

size, becoming proportionately robust, and thus may be looked

upon as the grandest European rej)resentative of the genus. It

may be readily recognized by its squarrose leaves, and often bears

fruit abundantly. Lindberg considers squarrosulum Lesq. to be
rather a starved or undeveloped form than a distinct variety, yet it

is widely distributed, but does not appear to have been ever found
with fruit.

o

15. Sphagnum teres Angstrom.

Hartm. Skand. Fl. ed. 8, p. 417 (1861).

Plate LXVIII.

Syn.—LiKDB. Torfm. No. C (1862).—Milde Bryol. Siles. p. 388 (1869). Sph.
poroswn LiNDB. MSS.

Sph. squan-osuM var. y teres Schpe. Torfm. p. 64 (1858). Synop. p. 677 (1860).—KUS.SOW Torfm. p. 64 (1865).

Bioicous, in small tufts or intermixed with otiier species, soft,

pale yellowish green often with a ferruginous tint. Stems slender,
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4-8 inches high, pale rufous red ; the cortical cells non-porose, in

three strata, the icoody zone red. Cauline leaves precisely like

those of ;S^. squarrosum. Hamuli distant, 4-5 in a fascicle, 2-3
divergent, terete ; the leaves imbricated throughout, and only

having the apices slightly recurved ; broadly ovate, pointed, three

toothed, in structure agreeing with those of 8. squarrosum. Cor-

tical cells of branches in a single stratum.

Male amentida elongated, broivnish, fertile and thichened in

the lower part, and beyond this extended into a slender sterile

branch ; the bracts broadly ovato-lanceolate, pointed, agreeing in

structure uith the branch leaves.

Fruit seated in the coma, or in the upjoer fascicles ; the bracts

resembling those of 8. squarroswn.

Hab.—About the edges of bogs and springs in subalpine dis-

tricts ; sparingly distributed. In this country it has been found

by Mr. Wilson at Knutsford Moor, Wybunbury Bog and New-
church Bog in Cheshire ; by McKinlay at Domie ; and by
Mr. Stabler at Btaveley, Westmoreland.

This plant has usually been regarded as a variety of 8. squar-

rosum, and Professor Lindberg has recently expressed to me his

coincidence with this view ; structurally there is absolutely no

distinction between them, but in external aspect 8. teres closely

resembles 8. strictum. The beautiful and instructive specimens

collected by Limj^richt at Bunzlau, and distributed under No. 1153
of Kabenhorst's Bryotheca, combine the characters of both, the

upper part having the imbricated leaves of 8. teres, the lower part

the squarrose leaves of typical 8. squarrosum. There is thus left

to us only the dioicous position of the inflorescence, and the slight

difference in the male amentula.

III.

—

Tlie Optical Quality of Mr. Tolles' ^ Objective.

By Egbert B. Tolles.

Further but brief discussion of the well-whipped subject of

angular aperture is here offered on my part, being again sum-
moned to the front after repeated dismissals by Mr. Wenham, while

he imparts " further information " as to optical law concerned. I

EXPLANATION OF FIGURES.

Fig. 1.—m, Front surface of middle.
R, R, Outside rays of pencil from middle 60°.

R' R', Pencil traced from Focus of 82°.

Outside pencil at Focus of 90°.

„ 2.—Angle reduced by cIosukj the lenses.
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allude to his notice of the ^-inch objective of my manufacture, and

owned by Mr. F. Crisp, of London.

Without quoting his declarations and conclusions about that

objective, I refer the reader to the accompanying diagram, Fig. 1,

as an illustration of the general case. I offer it as an example of the

conditions under which balsam-angle can be obtained greater than

can possibly proceed from an air-angle capacity of the maximum
extent. That corresponding maximum balsam-angle is, as all con-

stantly agree, 82^ very nearly. This is elementary and plain

—

assuming, however, that the material of front or of front-surface is

1 • 525 refractive index.

But to discuss the other case, i.e. of balsam-angle exceeding 82°.

4
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Let the lines marked E, E in Fig. 1 represent the extreme marginal
rays of a pencil of 60^ angle proceeding from the inner systems,

viz. the back and middle combinations acting as one. Angular
aperture of such limited extent, 60°, certainly involves no difficulty

as to measurement, and hoping no objection from any critic on
that score, I will assume the angle and focus-distance A of the

pencil emergent from the front surface of the middle, m, to be

accepted on trust. In support of the case, I will state here that I

can easily give more available angle to back-and-middle.

When the front, which is a hemisphere, is in position, as shown
in Fig. 1, the cone of hght bounded by K, E is intercepted by it at

its convex surface, and brought to a focus at F directhj, the front

being of common-crown glass, and " immersed " in balsam of the

same refractive-index, assumed to be 1 • 525 for the case. The
focal-point F is obtained by projection, and Mr. Wenham is expected

to admit its correctness or show the contrary. The angle at F
is 90^.

And now to discuss the case of maximum air-angle under the

same circumstances.

The inner lines E' E', Fig. 1 , are drawn at an angle of 82^, or

4P with the axis. As this pencil of smaller angle emanates from
the same focal-point F in balsam, the rays E' E' must meet the

convex surface of the fr'ont at a less distance from the axis than

the larger pencil, as may be seen in the figure. But as this

reduced aperture of the lens at the front, and at the convex
surfaces, is aU that can possibly be used " dry," its limits being

shown by tracing the course of extreme rays for the equivalent

balsam pencil of the largest possible pencil transmissible to or from
air; it follows that that portion of the front-surface between the

lines E' E must be unused aperture, when the objective is used

dry, though the practical angle be infinitely near to 180°.

To illustrate a little further : Let the light be considered as

proceeding down the tube from the eye- piece, and the objective

being dry at the surface, s. Obviously the extreme ray of the

pencil of 82°, and of balsam-focus at F, would meet the interior

plane and dry surface of the front at an incidence of 41°, and
necessarily have its course on emergence with a nearness to coinci-

dence with the front plane surface, involving only an inappreciable

difference from a direction parallel, or 180^ of angle.

Mr. Wenham's small caps may perhaps properly enough apply

here to express his sensations, but the/ad becomes clear and indis-

putable.

Dry, the surplus aperture from E' to E, i. e. beyond 4F of

incidence, gives a silvery ring by total reflexion from the plane

surface as should be expected. It trims the aperture hke a

diaphragm.

VOL. XII. c
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More Balsam-Angle.

By increasing the angle of tlie back-and-middle pencil of course
more balsam-angle of the objective would be obtained, at the same
time using more clear opening of the (this) front. But the hmit
of angle of the inner systems being attained, not that gains for us
the limit of possible balsam-angle, though considerably beyond 90°
could be gained thus. The front can be made to play a part it

does not here ; helping to a still further increase.

Place of Adjustment for Maximum Angle.

A case of reduction of balsam-angle by mere change of position
to closed is shown in Fig. 2. The same front is represented in
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near-contact approach to middle. The same back-and-middle and

angular pencil are concerned, and nothing changed except relative

position effected by closing the adjustment. The clear opening of

the front being the same as before for 90°, its boundary is reached

by the pencil indicated by the lines R" E" proceeding from the

middle. Projecting the course of these rays their focus is found

at F, and shows a reduction of angle from 90° to 72^, or slight

fraction more. Although closed not the maximum balsam-

angle.

Spherical Aberration.

Having shown that the closed point is not necessarily the

adjustment for maximum angle, I wish to call attention to the

enormous aberration under which angle is taken ordinarily, without
" cover," and, I will assume, the systems closed.

With a dry front surface the same extreme rays R" R", Fig. 2,

will have, when proceeding from within to air, refraction to the

corresponding air-angle ; but not any ray nearer to the axis than

those, can have the same focus in air.

Take the case of light radiating from a small point in the axis

of the microscope at the place of the eye-piece, or, which is the

same, the longer conjugate focus. The focal point at the front

surface vdll move to a point of gradually increased distance, as the

rays from the 10 inches distant radiant point are incident at the

convex-surface of the front at a gradually decreased augidar distance

from the axis.

This enormous spherical aberration arises at the front plane

surface, and for compensation, or correction rather, needs a covering

glass of suitable thickness ; with a technically '' dry " objective this

would be sufficient. But with an immersion objective having

immersion contact with " cover " to a dry-mount, the dry front

surface of the objective is in effect removed to the surface of the

covering glass next the object ; and the focus of the extreme mar-

ginal rays will then be very near to the focus of the mean and

nearly central rays, because all the rays of the cone emerge within

a comparatively very small area about the axis. This is all very

well known and, though the demonstration is easy, that may be

omitted.

I do not care to comment on Mr. Wenham's precautions in

taking angles, as described in his account of the |-inch. I will

only say that the whole seems to me quite unnecessary.* What
I have said of interposition of " cover " is suggestive of the true

* Mr. Wenham, in bis diaa;ram at p. 114, the lower one, draws the ray d for

170° of aperture at an impossible emergence from the convex surface. It falls

outside of the perpendicular and must be bent outward, the surl'ace acting as a

concave. Perhaps Mr. Wenham thinks this of no consequence and—so do I

!

c 2
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method I judge, and it is this—for a strict test of angle let the

objective be measured in position as used on the object.

Mr. Wenham having adopted the semi-cyhnder, I will remark

that this can be very easily done with that, in all cases ; but as

an effectual means to dismiss any suspicion of false light, " not

going to form images," let this, which he has well approved, be

done, viz. put light doivn thro ugh the tube of the microscope.

Then if a low eye-piece be put in place in the body, and a beam of

sunlight be the light used and directed through the eye-piece down
the body along the axis, it will have emergence at the cylindrical

surface, and, if intercepted by a band of thin moist paper adhering

to the same surface, the circular houndary of the emergent pencil

will be sharply defined, and the angle can be accurately and

instantly read there.

Of course, if a dry mount is used, only 82° can appear emergent

at the surface when the air-angle of the objective is infinitely near

to 180^, and reference index of cylindrical piece being 1 '525, as

Mr. Wenham used to stipulate/or halsam, with a view, it is under-

stood, to simplify the argument, its index varying slightly from that.

Whatever the angle read at the cylindrical surface, the corre-

sponding air-angle is readily known or deduced from it ; for surely

it will not be claimed that other than " image-forming rays " will

have emergence from the objective-front when derived from a beam
of unmodified sunhght entering the eye-piece.

And now, though claiming for that method that it is safe

against false light, yet I admit (or claim) that sunlight through the

eye-piece and thence through the objective is not necessary for

accurate results ; not at all ; for I have always found the results of

the reverse method to nicely correspond

—

ivithout any diaphragming

of the field, such as Mr. Wenham describes in the ' Monthly ' for

March last, it will be found that the limits of angle are the same,

whether the light be put down through the body, or reversely, the

light has direction from a radiant in front, and angle-limits

observed at the eye-piece.

There is especial convenience, however, in the latter method,

and having happily Mr. Wenham's endorsement of the semi-

cylinder for such purpose, I will j)articularize. Thus if the

cylindrical piece, balsam-mounted-object thereon, and objective be

in position, and the observer having the object in plain view

through the microscope, then, with lamp in hand, while moving
the screw-collar forward or back for the limit of angle as the

radiant is moved out from the axis, the focal adjustment being

maintained consentaneously, the real maximum angle will be

ascertained by working for the greatest obliquity of the illu-

minating ray that bisects the field. When that greatest obliquity

of incidence is gained, measuring the angle can be attended to.
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My test measurements of angle were made according to this

method. An exact semi-cyHnder in use, carefully in proper posi-

tion, and an object mounted in balsam under covering glass imme-
diately on the plane surface of the semi-cylinder itself. It was
used where a balsam-angle of 110° was shown, the method de-

scribed, and with the result published.* The method has not

been," and will not be, impeached. The results were verified by
putting the light (sunlight) down through the tube.

When the maximum angle limits have been ascertained, then

the angle can be measured in the way Mr. Wenham points out,

viz. by rotating the microscope. Or, if the semi-cylinder be pro-

vided with divisions to degrees, adjacent, a shutter sliding over the

cylindrical surface from the central parts outward will, under
observation at the eye-piece, mark exactly the limits of angle on
either side, and the corresponding degree can be noted. According
to Mr. Wenham, only 82° can be seen there with an object-glass

properly so called, with air or water or balsam contact at plane

surfaces. Now, note the fact that in my hands in June last j this

occurred

—

viz. when 81° closely was shown on the screen as the

aperture of an objective " dry," then, by simply making the

medium of contact at the plane surfaces water, or balsam, instead

of air, the pencil-limits on the screen were found at about 110°,

the object in focus in both instances.

And then, to show that this additional pencil consisted of
" image-forming rays," the moist-paper screen was removed, and a

shutter, covering 82°, substituted, and on illuminating the object

through this outside portion only, behold, with the objective at

maximum angle adjustment and used dry, total darkness was the

effect of course to the eye at the eye-piece, while if balsam or

water contact was given, the light had access beyond 82°, and the

object became in clear view well defined.

Thus fact and " theory " continue (!) consistent.

Jacksonville, Florida, May 14, 1874.

IV.

—

On the Structure of Diatoms. By G. W. Moeehouse, U.S.A.

It is hoped that the publication of the following memoranda will

serve the double purpose of elucidating the structure of the tests,

and at the same time demonstrating the utility of microscopical

objectives of exceptionally high powers. The uncertainty of the

footing in this unstable and contested ground will necessitate many
errors, and may serve as an excuse for them. So many competent

* See ' ]M. M. J.' for June and August, 1873.

t See ' M. M. J.' for August, 1873.
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microscopists have written upon this subject, that the writer would

fain be silent were it not for a firm belief in the superiority of the

instrument he used, for this kind of investigation. In fact this

excellent glass gives advanced work on almost every test tried, and

fully justifies the confidence reposed in it. The observations re-

corded below, unless where otherwise stated, were made with a

Tolles' :^V immersion objective of 165° angle of aperture, and gene-

rally a Tolles' 2-inch eye-piece, giving an amplification of 2500
diameters.

Eupodiscus Argus.—My attention was especially called to this

shell by having noticed the wide difference between the views of

Mr. Henry J. Slack, Mr. Samuel Wells, and Mr. Charles Stodder.

My observations are corroborative of the idea of two plates, as

asserted by Messrs. Stodder and Wells. Using a | objective with

power of 340 times obtained by high eye-piece and extending draw-

tube, and using a Lieberkiihn, the outside or coarser markings on

specimens mounted convex side uppermost are white with white

cloud Olumination. An erased space on one shell and the holes or

depressions through which Slack's four large " spherules " are seen,

are now black. They, then, are not covered by the external

"crust."

The slide was then turned over and the inside of the same
specimen examined by the same method, and on the more favour-

able portions of it the finer network of the inner jilate is also seen

in white, the " spherules " being perfectly black. By this reflected

light the " four spherules " are plainly seen to be dark openings in

the white plate, and the network is clearly traced across the areolae

in the outside plate. The diatom looks like a piece of coarse white

netting laid over a finer piece.

Under the Tolles' -^-^ and with transmitted light, whether central

or obhque, it matters not, all portions of the surface of both the

upper and the lower plates are found to be covered with, or com-
posed of, a still finer network with irregular oval meshes hke the

two coarser ones.

The place in the shell above referred to, where the layers are

erased, denuding an interior structureless " vail," gives an oppor-

tunity to observe the edges of the fractured layers. The broken

edges of both plates bordering on the erasure show the jagging of

this finest net structure. The arrangement of the finest areolae is

more regular near the margin of the diatom, or appears so by
reason of the simpler character of the structure in that part. They
are easily seen with the 5^0 on any part of every specimen studied,

but are unusually distinct between the " four spherules " on the inner

plate looking through the largest openings in the outer plate ; or

may be rendered still more distinct on shells with the concave side

up. They are more difl&cult to be seen on the outside crust with
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the high powers used, because of its greater opacity. Deductions
from focal changes with reference to the various markings lying in

different focal planes corroborate the conclusions above expressed.

The disks examined are on Moller's Probe-Platte, and on a slide

prepared by Mr. Wells.

Hyalodiscus suhtilis Bailey.—On this beautiful little shell the
" engine rulings " are readily seen with almost any illumination,

and the inevitable concomitant of intersecting lines, whether real or

illusory beading is displayed. When we use monochromatic light

the whole scene is changed. The hyaline portion of the disk is in-

stantly resolved, into perfectly well defined hexagons, radiating from

the central nucleus. The central part, because of its greater depth

and complexity, is only resolved into irregularly shaped spaces of a

more or less hexagonal form. Every one of the five beads usually

seen represents the centre of an hexagonal plane exactly as in

Pleurosigma angulatum.

The hexagons are well defined with a power of 7000 diameters.

They may also be seen with lamp or daylight.

Triceratium favus.—The two sets of markings on this fasci-

nating object certainly lie in different focal planes,* and probably

"belong to two distinct layers." The coarse hexagonal ridges are

found to project from the outer or convex surface, and the inner

plate bears the minute markings. This is proved by the fact that

the fine markings show decidedly the plainest on valves that are

mounted with the interior surface uppermost.

Under this superior objective the finer markings, like the larger,

are distinctly faveolate. Their hexagonal structure is easily seen

even with lamp illumination. When examining comparatively thick

shells, possessing a complex structure, like the one in question, the

necessity for avoiding errors caused by too intense or by excessively

oblique light becomes at once apparent. The unequal refraction of

the light in passing through the external silicious layer produces a

distorted image upon and of the interior surface. In this manner
distorted small hexagons may be seen along the lines of the larger

network by a lens incapable of clearly displaying the minute hexa-

gonal markings above described.

The best results are obtained on the T. favus with a moderate

light nearly central.

Surirella gemma.—This beautiful form has been subjected to

all the different conditions of illumination in my possession. Like

other relatively thick shells, the appearances presented by the mark-

ings vary greatly with the changing conditions of observation. No
trouble is experienced in bringing out the longitudinal strise, nor in

making the little beauty seem to " wear beads." At times the beads

give place to rectangles, and again after careful manipulation to

* See Carpenter, ' The Microscope/ 4th edition, p! 282 and note.
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sharply-defined elongated hexagons.* Hartnack's hexagons as

figured are too much elongated ; although sometimes such an ap-

pearance is presented when the illuminating pencil is at right angles

with the median line, the transverse lines being less distinctly per-

ceptible. When the light is so arranged as to show every side with

equal perfection, the form of the markings is nearer that of regular

hexagons.

The Amici prism is found to work excellently on the SurireUa,

and when it is used with the ^V objective and the blue cell the

slightly elongated hexagons are easily exhibited on an average

frustule.

Aulacodiscus Kittonii.—This splendid disk is traced with easy

angular figures evidently elevations, and the spaces between the

Hnes are undoubtedly depressions. Some of the markings are cir-

cular, others square, some pentagonal, some hexagonal, and others

heptagonaL Broken specimens of Brightivellia Johnsonii with Hke
surface markings show the line of fracture running through the

areolae.

Navicula rhomhoides.—Individual frustules of this species vary

considerably in degree of difficulty of resolution. Some of the

smallest valves when mounted in balsam tax the powers of excellent

instruments. The writer has found all specimens, whether mounted
dry or in balsam, to yield readily transverse striae with oblique illu-

mination direct from the lamp. Under the same conditions an

average valve exhibits well-defined longitudinal striae. With the

ammoni-sulphate cell it is instantly and clearly shown covered in

every part with squares, like Pleurosigma Balticum.

Navicida crassinervis.—The specimens of this variety, in my
possession, are more difficult than Frustulia Saxonica, and even

rival A. 2)eUucida under lamp illumination ; but any clean frustule

is satisfactorily resolved.

Using monochromatic light with plain mirror and Wenham's
paraboloid, longitudinal hnes are discovered. After careful mani-

pulation both sets of lines are seen at the same time, and an appear-

ance of beading results.

Navicula cuspidata.—Both sets of Hnes are easy, but the

longitudinal are much closer together than the transverse. Conse-

quently the light interhnear spaces are elongated and no semblance

of beading is to be seen. In diatoms where the intersecting striae

are of nearly equal fineness the little square spaces, when not well

defined, seem circular ; and if the illumination by transmitted hght
is intense, they present a raised appearance due to refraction.

JMr. Charles Stodder called my attention to this diatom with the

view of ascertaining with the ^V whether or not the two sets of

lines lie in difierent focal planes. My observations, many times

* ' The Microscope,' Carpenter, page 182,
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repeated, have convinced me that they are never both in focus at

the same time, and further that the longitudinal lines are on the

external surface, and the transverse on the internal plate. If there

are not two plates, the lines may be on opposite surfaces of the

same plate.

White cloud illumination is found to be much better than other

and more brilliant light for demonstrating these slight differences

in focal distances. Many errors of interpretation are avoided by
using an approximately central pencil when the instrument used

is capable of elucidating all the details of structure without greater

obliquity.

Frustulia Saxonica.—In addition to my observation of longitu-

dinal lines upon this test and resolution into dots,* it may be

worth noting that even with lamp illumination the ^V lias displayed

the transverse much clearer than they appear in Dr. Woodward's

photo-print.t With oblique light direct from a small German
student's lamp, without mirror, prism, or condenser of a-iy kind,

a person entirely unaccustomed to the microscope could distinctly

see them with Beck No. 3 eye-piece, power 7000 times. With
the ammoni-sulphate of copper cell the longitudinal lines and dots

are displayed with ease.

This is one of the most difficult test diatoms thus far studied,

ranking but little easier than A. pellucida, N. crassinervis, and
Nitzschia curvula.

Amphifleura pellucida.—Many times the writer has been able

to confirm the observations of longitudinal lines on this most

difficult test shell, but never has succeeded in seeing the dots except

with the blue cell and Wenham's paraboloid, and only then under

favourable circumstances.^ When resolution is effected, the dots

are exceedingly minute and uniform in size, showing as mere points

of light when magnified 2500 times. On one occasion the writer

has seen fine dark hues crossing between the transverse striae like

the steps of a ladder, the dots or spaces plainly longest in direction

parallel with the median line, proving the longitudinal to be finer

than the transverse lines.

One obstacle in the way of resolution of the longitudinal striae

is the presence of diffraction lines. The valves being so narrow

increases this difficulty. Only after much time is wasted, and

after many discouraging failures, will the patient observer receive

the reward of success.

Nitzschia curvula Sm.— The unusual number of spurious

appearances in this object leads me to suspect that it possesses a

* 'American Naturalist,' July, 1873, p. 443.

t 'Lens,' vol. i., p. 197.

X See I. E. Smith, in tlic 'Lens,' April, 1873, p. 115. See also the 'American
Naturalist,' May, 1873, p. 316.
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complicated structure, as yet beyond the reach of the instrument.

The extreme fineness of the longitudinal lines, as compared with

the transverse, reminds one of the Navicula cuspidata, and as

is the case with the coarser shell, no efibrts avail to develop a

semblance of beading.

Stricdella imipunctata.—Two sets of fine lines, and as the

direction of the light is changed, may be made to exhibit either

beads or squares. In point of value as a test, will be found to

approach Surirella gemma.
Grammaiophora.—Of this genus the writer has examined the

G. marina, G. suhtilissima, and G. serpentina; all of which are

resolved into hexagons. Broken specimens of G. marina show the

line of fracture running through the hexagonal planes and leaving

points of the network projecting. The markings continue com-
pletely illustrated as the stage is revolved, in whatever direction

the beam of light may fall.

Stauroneis.—Some of the larger varieties of S. phoenicenteron

are covered with hexagonal areolae, easily exhibited with central

daylight. The projecting points of the fractured partitions between

the hexagons may be observed.

Pleurosigma anguJatum.—Hexagons. The line of fracture

generally running around them, but quite often through them.

Pleurosigma Balticum.—A drop of water slowly advancing by
capillary attraction shows this shell to be covered with squares,

and proves that both sets of lines forming the boundaries of the

squares are on the same surface of the valve ; and the appearance

presented by an air bubble on the other side proves that surface

to be smooth.

Pleurosigma formosum.—Near the ends of the frustule it is

easy under certain adjustments of the light to make it appear like

a checker-board with alternate bright red and green squares.

Double rows of green and red beads alternating may be seen on
this as well as on other species of the same genus.* When we
resort to central light from a white cloud, and thus lessen the

liabihties to err caused by refraction, difiraction, decomposition of

light, and oblique projection of shadows, the conclusion is arrived

at that these various appearances are caused by two sets of inter-

secting diagonal ridges, the finer ridges running up and down, over

and between the coarser, and subject to considerable variation even

on the same frustule. This theory would also account for the
" beads " (?) being of different colours, and the same " beads

"

changing colour when the focus is changed. We see in many of

the mollusks shell-markings of a similar character.

Concluding remarlcs.—It would seem that the perfect box-like

form of the shells of the Diatomaceae and their elaborate oma-
* Dr. Pigott, in ' M. M. J.'
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mentation would exclude the idea of a blind process of chemical

crystallization. Analogy should teach that they are secreted for a

protective covering for the tender animal-like plant, as among
higher forms. If this is true, the surface markings ought to be so

distributed as to give additional strength to the shell without

greatly adding to its weight. It would also be expected that some
of the larger shells would be perforated with holes. This idea,

of course, would have to admit into the discussion considerations of

habits of growth, and environments. Those contained in gelatinous

envelopes should be less developed in strength of shell and bracing.

Those growing on algae, and in exposed localities, should be strong

to resist fracture. On those moving free the bracing would be

in proportion to the weakness of the shell ; larger shells being

relatively more liable to be broken. Here as elsewhere nature,

without waste of material, combines utility with beauty.

—

The
American Naturalist, May.
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27*6 Muscular Tissue of Corethra jylumicornis.—This is very fully

described in an article in a late number of Max Scliultze's ' Archiv,' *

by Herr G. E. Wagener. He enters upon the subject of its develop-

ment, and he points out many facts which show that it is in its

development not unlike the ordinary striated muscle of vertebrate

animals. A couple of excellent plates, done in the ' Archiv's ' best

style, accompany the paper.

The Betelopment of the Ovum in Anodonta.—This is a subject

which is partly worked out by Herr W. Flemming, who is Professor

of Anatomy in Prague. He shows among other things the peculiar

form of the zoosperms and the mode in w^hich they enter through the

micropyle. This pajjer, which extends over more than thirty-five

pages, is illustrated by a good plate.f

Has the so-called Microsimron Audounii any Existence ?— This
question is very well discussed in the ' Archives de Physiologic

'

(May, 1874), by M. Malassez, who, having debated the question very
fully, arrives at the conclusion that it is j)resent, but differs t ) some
extent from the conclusions already laid down by M. Gruby. M.
Malassez says that it is constituted of minute spores, of which he
describes three types:— (1) Those which measure from 4 to 5 mm.
have a double contour and may possess buds : these are the large

spores. (2) Those measuring from 2 to 2 • 5 mm. have no double con-

tour, and may have buds : these are the small spores. (3) These have
an inferior diameter about 2 mm., have a single contour and no buds

:

these are the sporules. He says that the ovoid spores that one some-
times sees do not belong to this fungus, but most probably to some
other one. There are no tubes, but sometimes little chains of five or

six or even more spores. These results difier from those of M. Gruby
chiefly in the absence which they record of branches and stems, which
are described by M. Gruby to be .present.

TJie Zoological Position of the Hypojms is very clearly defined in a

memoir by M. Megnin in the ' Journal de I'Anatomie ' (No. 3, May,
1874). These animals belong to the acari class of beings, and are

parasitic (so-called) on nearly every animal, from the common house-

fly upward. M. Megnin discusses their relations to each other, their

anatomy and their habits, and comes to some interesting conclusions

;

among others, that these animals are not truly parasitic ; for he says

that the animal on which they are situated merely acts as a " dis-

senmiatar and preserver of their species." This paper is accompanied
by four good plates, in which several species are figured in their

mature and immatm-e conditions.

The Structure of the Skiri.—Dr. P. H. Pye-Smith gives an excellent

survey of the recent work in this direction, which has been done by

* 1874, Zehnter B;m<l Drittcs Heft.

t See Max Schultze's ' Archiv,' 10th Bund, 3rd Heft.
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Professor Tomsa, of Kiev, in Russia. Dr. Pye-Smith says (' Medical
Eecord') tLat tlie autlior, starting from the zones recently sketched

by Langers, describes the felted arrangement of the fibrillfe in the
papillary layer of the coriura, and the looser texture of the deeper or

reticular layer, where the great bundles of fibrous tissue form rhombic
and polygonal spaces by their intersection, which make on section a

kind of lattice-work. There is also a distinct, though not uniform,
arrangement of this tissue in successive layers, parallel to the surface.

All this structure the author finds equally in the zones, which more
or less perfectly encircle the limbs and trunk, and in the spaces

between them. He then shows the arrangement of the hair-folHcles,

which are connected, not by their blind extremities, but by their edges,

with four bundles of fibres running obliquely up from the reticular

layer of cutis, and crossing each other obliquely before they expand in

the papillary layer so as to surround the mouth of the follicle. This
applies chiefly to the white fibres, as seen in tanned specimens of
human skin. The elastic tissue is more irregularly disposed, while
the inter-fibrillar cement {Kittsuhstanz) pervades all parts alike.

The author does not find any continuous layer of endothelium
lining the spaces into which the cutaneous lymphatics open.

The arrangement of the muscles of the skin is next described with
great minuteness, and illustrated by figures of a mechanical model
constructed for the purpose.

The second part of this paper deals with the blood-vessels of the

integuments. The plan employed by the author was to inject first

the veins and then the arteries with different coloured fluids, so that

the place of meeting in the capillaries could be afterwards recognized.

Professor Ludwig's apparatus was used ; the injections consisted of
size, coloured with solution of Berlin blue, watery solution of hydrated
oxide of iron, dialyzed and afterwards concentrated by evaporation, or

ferrocyanide of copper dissolved with oxalate of ammonia. Carmine
injections did not succeed ; the colours stained the sm'rounding tissues

in spite of all precautions. Pieces of skin in which the injection had
run well, from the face, arm, foot, hand, scrotum, trunk, &c., were
hardened in alcohol : sections were made in various directions, and
cleared with acetic acid and glycerine, or with turpentine.

The most important results of these observations, which are

illustrated by numerous well -executed coloured drawings, ai'e as

follows :

—

1. There is no direct communication between the cutaneous arteries

and veins, as supposed by M. Sucquet; the capillary network is

complete throughout.

2. There is no special capillary system for the fibrous and elastic

tissue of the skin. Fine injections show that the capillaries are

arranged as follows : (a) in the papillfe, where their function is

supposed by the author to be the formation of epidermis
; (h) aroimd

the convoluted part of the sweat-glands, and the sacs of the sebaceous

and hair-follicles
;
(c) among the arrectores pilorum and the muscular

fibres of the dartos
;
{d) surrounding the nerve fibres and the minute

ganglioniform enlargements which have been described by the author

;
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(e) forming a somewhat loose and scanty network around the arteries

—external vasa vasorum
; (/) supplying the lobule^ of adipose tissue.

Two points in the description of these capillary systems are worthy of

special notice : one, that the sweat-glands are quite unconnected in

their blood-supply with the papilla, so that there is no second capil-

lary network in the skin, as in the kidney ; the other, that the special

capillaries of the adipose tissue can be recognized in the foetal

integument before any fat-cells have been formed.

3. Three vascular layers may be distinguished in the human skin :

a deep one, supplying the subcutaneous fat and deepest part of the

cerium, a mid-layer for the sweat-glands, and a superficial papillary

network. The last discharges its blood into a venous plexus, which is

almost erectile in character. The three corresponding sets of veins

finally open into common collecting branches, visible to the naked

^y^-
. . .

4. The author confirms the observations of those histologists who
have frequently met with papillae which are at once nervous and

vascular.

A New Sponge is described by Professor A. E. Verrill as having

been obtained in the course of his recent dredgings on the coast of

New England. He says* it is a large species, of which several fine

specimens were obtained. This in general appearance and form some-

what resembles a Tethya, and in the character of the spicula it agrees

with Dorvillia Kent. This sponge consists of a broad, convex, often

nearly hemispherical, upper portion, two to four inches in diameter,

supported on a broad, stout, but short, peduncle, usually two or three

inches broad in large specimens, and somewhat less in height, the

peduncle usually forming about one-half of the total height, which

may be three or four inches. The peduncle is composed of very long,

slender, irregularly aggregated, mostly setiform spicula, more or less

appressed to the surface, but with the upper ends mostly free; together

with a few small dependent fascicles. The " head " or upper portion

of the sponge mass is firm and rather dense, composed chiefly of

radiating bundles of large and long slender spicula, often more than

half an inch long, many of which, at the external layer, divide into

thi*ee horizontal or recurved branches or prongs, each of which usually

forks near the end into two acute divergent branches, serving to

support the cortical layer, which is more or less irregular and uneven,

but firm ; some of the spicula referred to project beyond the surface,

and nearly the whole exterior is rudely and densely hispid, with long,

setiform, acute spicules, which project unequally from the surface, the

free ends ol many of them being half an inch or more in length.

Among the projecting spicula, and supported by them, are small,

elongated oval, or fusiform, masses of soft sarcode, which are probably

to be regarded as external gemmae. Scattered irregularly over the

upper surface, and especially around the periphery, are large, often

very elongated, rounded, or angular, sunken areas or pits, often half

an inch across, surrounded by a more or less prominent margin sup-

* Sillimau's Journal, Mny, 1874.
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ported by stiff projecting spicula. The bottom of these pits is formed
by a thin membrane or diaphragm, perforated by very numerous small

round or oval openings, which are quite variable in size, even in the

same area, and in many cases are so numerous and large in the central

part as to be separated only by a mere network, when they become
polygonal. This perforated membrane is filled with minute, many-
rayed double-stellate spicula, with a small number of much larger

ones having four or five acute rays. Beneath the diaphragm the pits

become more or less funnel-shaped, and communicate with large round
anastomosing channels, which ramify through the sponge-mass.

It seems necessary to refer this remarkable form to the genus
Dorvillia, and therefore he proposes to consider it a new species under
the name of Dorvillia echinata.

Striated Muscular Fibre.—At a recent meeting of the Boston
Society of Natural History, Dr. Thomas Dwight read a paper on the
" Structure and Action of Striated Muscular Fibre." His studies had
been made on the muscles of the legs of the small water-beetle Gyrinus.

Their covering is quite transparent, and after the leg has been cut ofi"

and put into a drop of water under a covering glass, the contractions

can often be observed for over an hour. He found that the fibre, at

rest, consisted of narrow granular transverse stripes, with broad light-

coloured bands between them. Close to the black stripe there was a

glaring white reflexion, but midway between two stripes the fibre was
grey. When the fibre contracted the black bands came nearer together,

and their granular structure became more obscure; the grey band
disappeared, so that there was merely an alternation of black and
white stripes. The ends of the white stripes bulged out during con-

traction. As the wave of contraction moved along, it was easy to see

that there was no interchange of position between the black and the

light substances, and no homogeneous transition stage, as is maintained

by Merkel. When one part of the fibre is in contraction, the part

from which the wave is running is put upon the stretch ; the black

bands are divided into two rows of granules, and there is less distinc-

tion between the white and grey substances.

TJie Capability of the Microscope.—According to the researches of

Professor Abbe, published in a late number of Max Schultze's 'Archiv,'

and abstracted by one of our contemporaries, it is made to appear that

the limit of capability of the microscope is almost reached by our best

microscopes, and that all hope of a deeper penetration into the material

constitution of things, than such microscopes now afford, must be dis-

missed. [I !] Experiment and theory agree in showing how the changes
wrought by difii-action of light passing through tine structures, whose
elements are so small and near each other as to call forth this pheno-
menon, are such as to prevent the object being imaged more geometrico.

Thus it may ha^jpen, on the one hand, that different structures give

the same microscopical image, and, on the other, that like structures

give different images. Consequently, while objects of the kind
(systems of fine lines and the like) may appear ever so distinct and
well marked in the microscope, we are not entitled to regard such
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appearances as of morphological significance, but merely as physical

phenomena, from which nothing further can certainly be inferred than

the presence of such structural conditions as are capable of producing

the diffraction effects obtained. The remark has notable applications

to many of the microscopical researches on markings of diatoms, and

on striated muscular fibre. And it affects not merely the morpholo-

gical relations of the objects, but the deductions, made from microsco-

pical observation, as to properties (such as differences of transparence,

colours, polarization, &c.). The author lays down the following prin-

ciple as basis for determination of a limit :—By no microscope can parts

be distinguished (or the marks (Merkmale) of a really present structure

perceived), if they are so near to each other that the first bundle of

light rays produced by diffraction can no longer enter the objective

simultaneously with the undiffracted cone of light. Professor Abbe
has also recently described a new illuminating apparatus for the

microscope, formed of a condensing system of two unachromatic lenses,

which are fixed in the stage of the microscope, and transmit the rays

from the mirror below ; the purpose being that the object (immediately

above the upper lens) may be illuminated by light from a great many
different directions.

Is Eozoon Canadense a Foraminifer or not ?—This important ques-

tion which was long ago discussed by Dr. Carpenter and Professors

King and Eowney, has recently been taken up by no less an authority

than Mr. H. J. Carter, F.R.S., who alleges that it presents none of the

features of an animal ; he has been replied to in a very able paper

by Dr. Carpenter, in the last number of the ' Annals of Natural His-
tory.' We propose to lay the former view of Mr. Carter before our
readers in the present number, and Dr. Carpenter's in the next number
of this Journal. After giving the structure of certain fossil specimens

of Nummulites and Orlitoides, he goes on to say, that " in vain do we
seek in the so-called Eozoon Canadense for the imvarying perpendi-

cular tubuli, sine qua non of foraminiferous structure. In vain do we
look for that regularity of chamber-formation which, in the amorphous
growth assigned to the so-called Eozoon, might be equally well as-

sumed to be identical with the heterogeneous mass of chambers on each

side of the central plane of Orbitoides dispansa, accompanied by the

transverse bars of stoloniferous structure uniting one chamber to the

other. In short, in vain do we look for the casts of true foramini-

ferous chambers at all, in the grains of serpentine ; they, for the most
part, are not subglobular, but subprismatic. With such deficiencies, I

am at a loss to conceive how the so-called Eozoon Canadense can be

identified with the foraminiferous structure, except by the wildest con-

jecture ; and then such identification no longer becomes of any scien-

tific value. Having examined the slice of Laurentian limestone

which has been so courteously submitted to me, in thick and thin

polished sections, mounted in Canada balsam, by transmitted and also

reflected light, also the surface of the 'decalcified' slice as it came
from you, in all directions, with one-quarter and one-inch focus com-
pound powers respectively, I must unhesitatingly declare that it pre-

sents no foraminiferous structure anywhere. Nor does its structure
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bear so much resemblance to tliat of a foraminiferous test as the legs
of a table to those of a quadruped ; while, if such be the grounds on
which geological inferences are established, the sooner they are aban-
doned the better for geology, the worse for sensationalism ! The con-
tents of this letter are open to no controversy. My knowledge of
foraminiferous structure has been obtained step by step, beginning
with the recent and then going to the fossilized forms, making and
mounting my own sections, from which afterward my illustrations and
descriptions have been taken. If others who have pursued a similar

course of instruction differ from me in what I have above stated, the
question can only be decided by a third party, not on verbal arguments
alone, but on a comparison of the actual specimens, as prolonged dis-

putation, in matters of opinion, soon disgusts everybody but the com-
batants, and can end in nothing but a fearful waste of time that might
be better employed."

The Air-cells in Limnanthemum. — Dr. T. G. Hunt contributes a

short account of the above to a recent number of the ' American
Naturalist.' He says that in the leaf of Limnanthemum lacunosum, or

floating-heart, may be demonstrated multitudes of peculiar stellate

bodies, apparently like those found in the stem of Nuphar. The
whole interior of the leaf is studded with them. There are no ordi-

nary large air-spaces so often found in other floating-leaves, but all

through the parenchyma these curious bodies are ii'regularly scattered.

They vary in size and also in the number of rays given oft' by each.

These rays are smooth and not echinulate like those in Nuphar. In
the field of a f lens he has counted hundreds at one view. Under
the polarizing binocular microscope, proi^erly illuminated, they are

revealed with startling distinctness and beauty. It is nearest the

under epidermis that they are located, and the best view therefore is

obtained from beneath. Their true physiological significance is not
doubtful. In the natural condition they contain air, and the floating-

heart rides securely on the surface of the lake, buoyed up by innmne-
rable life-preservers which are not likely to shift out of place. The
veins in the leaf are present, of course, but are comparatively rudi-

mentary. The vascular bundles are faintly marked, and only a few
delicate supporting cells line their margins ; thus giving another

example of nature's economy, for where strongly developed organs are

not necessary there we do not find them.

Mr. W. Archer on the so-called Ague-plant. — It seems that the

editor of ' Grevillea ' sent some of this plant to Mr. Archer, of Dublin,

who has explained its nature very distinctly by showing that it is

simply Hydrogastrum. He says (in ' Grevillea,' May), " On reading over

the more recent description of the ' Ague-plant,' communicated by Dr.

Bartlett to the ' Chicago Society of Physicians and Surgeons,'* one sees

how fairly it tallies with the known characters of Hydrogastrum,| but

it is undoubtedly surprising how he and the American observers of

the Society referred to (loc. cit.) failed to perceive the identity of the

* See 'Grevillea,' No. 21, March, 1874, p. 142.

t See also Parfitt iu 'Grevillea,' No. 7, January, 1873, p. 103.

VOL. XII. D
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organism in question, one -wliicli finds a place in so many botanical text-

books, both by figure and description, as well as on lecture-diagrams, as

a noteworthy example of a single-celled independent plant, and at the

same time endowed with the power to become copiously ramified, so

to speak, ' root,' ' stem,' and aerial portion combined in one ' cell ' only.

I venture to think it hardly less surprising to find this seemingly so

passive and inert little chlorophyllaceous alga, met with, in suitable

situations, all over Europe, gravely tried and found guilty, on so

slender evidence, of being the atrocious ' cause of the ague.'

" In the mud-samples so kindly forwarded by the Editor, there

occurred some fragmentary examples of a plant wholly different from

the foregoing—so small in quantity as to be quite invisible to the

unassisted eye—but which disclosed itself amongst the debris taken

up along with the Hydrogastrum. This was a Clithonoblastus, Kiitz.

(Microcoleus, Harvey), and was most probably the same as Oi. cerugi-

neiis, Kiitz. Just where one of these algse would be found it would

not be very surprising to meet with the other. Can this latter be

chargeable with being the 'cause of the ague'? It is wholly a

diflerent kind of alga from Hydrogastrum, without any point of homo-

logy or affinity therewith, except, perhaps, their common love for the

damp clayey substratum afforded by the partial drying of the swamps,

near which, unfortunately, from some occult cause, the ' ague ' is prone

to hover."

The Mucous Membrane of the Larynx.—Dr. W. Stirling contributes

a note on this to a recent number of the 'Medical Kecord.' He states

that Mr. P. Coyne has arrived at the following conclusions upon this

subject. The mucous membrane of the larynx is formed in a layer

subjacent to the epithelium, by a reticulated tissue analogous to

lymphatic tissue ; it thus approaches the structure of the mucous
membrane of the small intestine. Lymphatic organs, analogous to

the closed sacs of the small intestine, exist in the superficial layers

of the mucous membrane. The author is of opinion that the presence

of these glands may account for the development of certain ulcerations

in the larynx diu'ing fever, as in typhoid. On the free border of the

inferior vocal cord certain vascular, and probably nervous papillae, are

to be found. These papillse are specially developed on the anterior

half of the vocal cords. From the preparation of more than twenty-

five human larynges, the author has satisfied himself that the sub-

mucous serous sac, admitted by Fournie, does not exist.

TJie Nerve of the Digestive Canal.—A paper on this subject which,

though short, is not devoid of interest, appears in the ' Medical

Record,' April 29th. It is really an abstract of Professor Arnstein's

communication of the results obtained by Professor Gonjaens. It is

to the following effect :
—

1. Ganglion cells occur in considerable quantities in the walls of

the oesophagus of the frog.

2. The nerve-stems of the mucous membrane of the oesophagus of

the frog lie generally in lymph-spaces. The fine nerve-fibres, devoid

of the white si;bstance of Schwann, which branch from these nerve-
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stems, run within the Saftcanale between the bundles of connective

tissue.

3. A thick net of non-medullated nuclei containing nerve-fibres is

distributed in the mucous membrane of the oesophagus of the frog.

From this net, fine nerve-fibres branch off and ascend vertically in the

direction of the epithelium, and can be followed to the interstices

between the epithelial cells.

4. The nerve-fibres of the mucous membrane of the stomach and
intestine of the frog arise from nerve bimdles, which often pierce the

muscular coat in company with small arteries. In their further

course, two principal directions are to be made out. Part of the fibres

ascend vertically from the deeper layers of the mucous membrane and
reach the epithelium of the mucous layer. In this course, they give

fine threads to the gastric and intestinal glands. A connection

between, the nerve-threads and the epithelial structures could nowhere
be made out. The other part of the nerve-fibres of the mucous mem-
brane ascend at first in the form of an arch, and later have a dii-ection

parallel to the surface of the mucous membrane. In that the above-

named bondings occur at different heights, so that on a vertical section

there appear three or four parallel rows of nerve-fibres. These nerve-

fibres are destined for the capillary vessels of the mucous membrane,
and form, on making sections parallel to the surface, long drawn-out
nets around the blood-vessels ; single nerve-threads touch in, a

radiating manner the walls of the capillaries.

Is Dichcena rugosa a Lichen or Fungus ?—This subject is very well

discxxssed in a pajier by Mr. F. C. S. Roper, F.L.S., which was lately

read before the Eastbourne Natural History Society. After some
introductory remarks, the author said the w'hole surface of the patch

when viewed with a low power is granular or minutely tubercular, of

a dull browmish-black colour, and in some cases tinged here and there

with green. On making a section, it is foiuid that these granular

bodies arise from below the cuticle of the bark, but without any trace

of mycelium penetrating the bark itself, as is commonly the case with
Fungi ; they are of irregular outline, and enclose a cavity, opening by
a pore, or rather slit, at the summit. This cavity is more or less

filled with asci, or small sac-like bodies, which contain spores, sur-

rounded with a mass of filaments called paraphyses, which are septate

or jointed, and curiously bent or hooked at the summit. The number
of spores in each ascus is variable, generally from two to six, though
as the spores are large, it is not improbable that the normal number is

eight. The spores are oval, and the largest about -j-j/ij^th of an inch

in length ; they are filled with granular matter, of a pale brownish
tinge, variegated by a mixture of bluish green. These spores, w^hen

mature, escape through the aperture at the summit of the gi-anules.

Scattered over the edges, and at times imbedded between the plants,

we find masses of green bodies (Gonidia), which are very minute,

varying in shape from distinct circles to ovals or oblongs, encircled

by a hyaline or transparent border wdth a double-cell wall. The green

matter in the smaller of these bodies (which is probably chlorophyll)

is homogeneous. In the larger we find segmentation commenced, and
D 2
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they arc divided into two, four, or eight masses, separated by a dis-

tinct i)artitioii, but still enclosed in the hyaline cell wall. It must be

remembered that each of these granular brownish-black bodies is a

separate plant, and it is only by their rapid increase and aggregation

into masses that the patch we see on the tree is produced. It is a

matter of considerable difficulty to convey in writing a clear descrip-

tion of these minute forms of life; but I trust, by the help of the

specimens and drawings on the table, I have made sufficiently clear

all the data we have to enable us to find out its position in the vege-

table kingdom. I may, however, mention that no reaction is found on

the contents of the perithecium either by potash or iodine.

The question first arises, after having ascertained its structure.

Where are we to look for it? The general appearance is certainly

that of a Lichen, and the black oblong or ovoid perithecia have much
the appearance of some of the Graphidcfe. The spores and asci give

us no help, as they may belong either to a Lichen or a Fungus. The
great difficulty arises from the presence of the green particles, temied

gonidia, which are identical with some of the Algse, and have been

figiu'ed and described under various names by Kiitzing, Hassal, and

others, as separate and distinct plants ; but similar bodies are also

found in Lichens ; and we find the Eev. M. J. Berkeley, one of our

greatest authorities, in his introduction to Cryptogamic Botany,

defines Fungi as " plants Hysteroj)hytal (that is, living upon dead or

living organic matter) or Epiphytal (that is, growing upon another

plant), noui'ished by the matrix, nevei' producing gonidia

;

" whilst his

definition of Lichens is "Aerial, nourished by air, and not by the

matrix, producing gonidia," Of course, with these definitions, anyone

would naturally expect to find our plant amongst Lichens ; but a most

carefid examination of Leighton's ' Lichen Flora,' the latest and best

work on this tribe, together with Mudd's Manual and other works,

failed to show me any description that would agree in all respects with

the appearance shown by the plant I have described. I then asked

Mr. Muller to examine it, and ascertain if it could be a Fungus. The
mixture of distinguishing characters was as gi'cat a puzzle to him as

it had been to me, and he was unable to make out from Cooke's Hand-
book its exact position ; but on carefully going through the ascomy-

cetes Fungi in Hooker's ' English Flora,' he found Hysterium rugosum

described as "Stroma, crust-like, innate, brown-black, perithecia elliptic

bursting through the living bark, at length running together into irre-

gular spots." This is said to be extremely common on the smooth
branches of birch and oak. And Mr. Berkeley, who prepared this

portion of the British Flora, states also that it is usually referred to

the order Lichenes, from which, however, Messrs. Borrer and Hooker,
in accordance with the views of Chevalier, Wallroth, and Fries, con-

sider it extraneous. Sir James Smith long since perceived its affinity

with Hysterium, from which it differs in the presence of a stroma, and
in its being j)roduced on living bark. Reference is made to ' English
Botany,' t. 2282, and on looking at the figure and description there

given, as well as to the works of Fries, Acharius, and other authors, it

was evident this was undoubtedly the plant we were in search of. The
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synonymy is curious, and well exemplifies the difficulty cryptogamic
botanists find in clearly defining the limits of these lowly-organized
plants ; for I find that ten well-known authors describe it as a Lichen,
and six, equally well known, place it amongst the Fungi ; whilst it is

rejected by both our latest authors on these plants, Mr. Cooke, in his
' Handbook on British Fungi,' 1871, merely mentioning the name of

DichcBna rugosa, with the remark, " I think it should be included with
Lichens," and the Rev. W. A. Leighton, in his ' Lichen Flora,' pub-
lished the same year, taking no notice of it whatever.

Pseudo-Muscular Hypertrophy. — The ' Philadelphia Medical
Times ' contains a translation of an article on this subject. After

describing the usual symptoms and course of the disease, and the

microscopic appearance as being simply an atrophy of the muscular
fibre, accompanied by an enormous increase of the interstitial fatty

and connective tissue, the wi'iter passes on to the consideration of four

cases, which, though presenting some points of similarity, were in

others markedly dififerent from the ordinary coiu"se of the disease. In
each of these cases the disease was consequent upon an injury. The
fimctional derangements were not so marked as in typical cases : in

place of being totally lost, the power of motion was only diminished.

The microscope revealed, in each case, what appeared to be a true

hyjiertrophy of the muscular fibres, without excessive growth of the

interstitial connective tissue. From this it would seem that the

hypertrophy spreads from the muscle to the connective tissue, and
the hypertrophied connective tissue, pressing on the muscle, causes

atrophy afterwards. Schlesinger, however, rej)orts a case of a man
with mental disease, in whom some of the muscles were hypertrophied.
The microscope showed the muscular tissue much diseased, but in

them there was no hyjiertrophy of the muscular fibre. Whether the

process is a simple inflammation, or what is its nature, is not Imown.
—See also the ' Medical Examiner,' Chicago, May 1.

Tlie Microscopy of Gum Production has been fully explained in a
paper before the French Academy by M. Prilling. The writer divides

the subject into three heads, as follows :

—

1. Production in vessels.—In the wood of a tree so diseased as to

produce gum, a large number of vessels are more or less filled with it

either through theii' entire length or forming a coating more or less

thick around them, or on one side. The most recent observers have
admitted that the gum results from the disorganization and transform-

ation of the inside of the walls of the vessels, but an attentive study
of the production of gum in the vessels has led me to a different con-

viction. The gum shows itself first in very fine droi)S, which increase

in size, touch each other, become confluent and form irregular masses,

with sinuate edges. This mode of origin of gum contained in vessels

appears irreconcilable with the opinion professed by German ob-

servers. The examination of large masses of gum taken from the

vessels of the apricot has led to the same conclusion. These vessels

are marked with areolar cavities and a spiral projection formed by a

thickening of the cell-walls on the interior, and the masses of gum
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present on their surface furrows corresponding to the spiral lines

which jut out from the walls of the vessel, and even little projections

corresponding to the cavities. It is then very certain that, in this

case, the gum is deposited in the interior of the vessels, and has taken

the impression of the interior. This gum is of the same nature with

that M. Trecul calls cerasone.

2. Production in Cells.—Transformation of Starch.—Gum is often

seen in the medullary rays and there offers particular interest,

because its appearance is connected \vith the disappearance of the

starch originally contained in the cells. The cliange of starch into

gum has been noted by former observers, but never to my notion

precisely described. On the first appearance of gum in the cell, the

grains of starch, still entire, are gathered into little groups, aroimd

which appears a thin layer of gum, also small portions of which may
be seen deposited in other parts of the cell. The masses of starch

enveloped by gum diminish continually as the layer of gum increases

in thickness, but when treated by iodine the two substances preserve

their special properties without modification till the starch finally

disappears, usually leaving a small cavity in the centre of the little

mass of gum. When the production of gum commences in the tissues,

an increased amount of starch is observable in the neighbouring cells

which seems absorbed, and immediately changed into gum, but ordi-

narily the gum in this case does not ai)pear to be deposited in the

cells, but passes into the neighbouring reservoirs, where it accumu-

lates in considerable quantity.

3. It is neither in vessels nor cells, but rather in the lacunae formed

in the interior of young tissues, the voluminous masses of gum accu-

mulate, which we often observe. These lacunae are most frequently

found in the cambial zone, but may be seen at diflerent depths in the

wood, disposed concentrically like successive annual layers. They
are formed in the germinal layer, and then occupy the interval between

the medullary rays. When not too largely developed, a new woody
layer forms outside of them, and the growth is not sensibly altered.

On the contrary, if growth cease at this point, a flow of gum is caused,

the woody tissue necroses and cannot be covered except by the extension

of lateral portions where the germinal layer is uninjured.

The tissues next to these lacunae suffer an important modification of

development ; the cambium, instead of forming woody tissue, produces

cells in which an abundance of starch is deposited. There arises then,

wherever gum is developed, a particular tissue (woody parenchyma)

which does not exist in healthy stems, and whose appearance is so

intimately connected with the morbid formation of gum, that it may
be considered as a pathologic tissue. The starch, which accumulates in

this special woody parenchyma, is used, as in the medullary rays, to

form gum, which accumulates in large quantities in the lacuna?. These

lacunae increase at the expense of the neighbouring tissue, which is

disorganized; nevertheless, the cells which border the lacunae often

manifest extreme vital activity, and give birth to true pathologic

formations. They develop, multiply and ramify in the interior of the

lacunas, even when separated from the rest of the tissue, and absolutely

isolated in the middle of the gum.
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What is the exact Definition of Leucocyte and Pus-corpuscle'?—
The following is an account of an amusing discussion which took
place at a late meeting of the Philadelphia Pathological Society.
" Dr. Bertolet said he had not a clear idea of what was comprised by
the term ' leucocytes,' and desired much to know its limitations.

Dr. Tyson replied that, after other better-known histologists, he had
always used the word leucocyte in a generic sense, as including all

that class of small, round, variously granular cells which, according
to the situations in which they were found, were variously called
white blood-corj)uscles, mucus-corpuscles, young pus-corijuscles, or
the round cells of connective tissue,—in other words, dead amoeboid
cells. Dr. Bertolet said he thought this was an error in theory which
had been allowed to supplant practice ; that the white corpuscle and
pus-corpuscle were not the same. Dr. Eichardson said the word leu-

cocyte had been originally.introduced by Charles Eobin, who aj^plied

it to the class of bodies named by Dr. Tyson, whether alive or dead,
as well as to exudation-corpuscles, and he believed also, provisionally,

salivary corpuscles. He thought that if anyone would treat white
corpuscles contained in a drop of blood from his finger, first with
water by inti-oducing a small quantity at the edge of the thin glass

cover, and then with weak aniline solution, in the manner described
in his report on the white blood-corpuscle,* he would have no difficulty

in finding many globules which exhibited two or three, and occasion-
ally those which displayed four or five, well-formed and strongly-tinted

nuclei, and which manifested a precise identity, in that respect at

least, with the leucocytes of j)us, as described by older pathologists.

By this experiment it was easily demonstrated that the characteristic

formerly so much relied upon for the recognition of the pus-cell, and
quoted by Dr. Bertolet,—namely, that it possessed two, three, or more
nuclei,— was valueless as a means for its discrimination from the
leucocytes of blood. Dr. Tyson adxoitted that pus-corpuscles soon
became very granular from fatty degeneration, and then presented
objects which did not so closely resemble the white blood-corpuscle

;

but in their young state he did not think they could be distiBguished,

and to acetic acid and water both responded identically. Dr. Eichard-
son said that about one white corpuscle out of thirty is ordinarily

more granular than its companions, and he was strongly inclined to

think that these white corpuscles were also the seat of fatty degenera-
tion. The President said it was very important to have clear ideas as •

to the exact application of terms. He presumed, of coui-se, that this

discussion referred simply to the morphology, and not the vital

properties or developmental tendencies, of the cells in question. He
said that he himself had been called upon to study cases where in-

flammation had obKterated the trunks of vessels,— a matter which
brought up directly the question of being able to distinguish between
the corpuscles in the surrounding inflamed tissue and the white cor-

puscles which remained in the softened clots. By no means which
were available could he distinguish between the two. Dr. Eichardson
thought the more he studied the subject in connection with Cohn-
heim's observations, the more he was led to conclude that living leU"

* ' Amer. Mud. Assoc. Traus.,' 1872.
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oocytes of pus and blood were identical physiologically as well as

morphologically."

27(6 Minute Structure of a Peculiar Fern.—At one of this year's

meetings of the Philadelphia Academy, Dr. J. G. Hunt remarked that

the structure of the Schizcea imsilla differed widely from that of our

other indigenous schizaeceous ferns, viz., Lygodium palmatum, and its

morphological elements are unlike those of our ferns in general. The
barren frond of Schizcea pusilla is marked on its epidermal surface

with a double line of stomata, and these organs extend the entire

length of the frond. The cells which make up the interior of this

delicate fern are cylindrical and vary in size, but their distinctive

characters lie in minute projections or outgrowths from all sides of the

cells, and these projections meet and are articulated with correspond-

ing outgrowth from adjoining cells, so that the cells of Schizcea have

penetrating between them in every direction intercellular spaces and

channels of remarlcahle regularity and beauty, and so characteristic is

this plan of cell-union that the botanist need find no difficulty in

identifying the smallest fragment of the plant. This morphological

peculiarity has not been noticed before.

Microscopic Crystals.—These have formed the subject of a couple

of papers by Dr. Lea in the 'Proceedings of the Philadelphia

Academy of Natui'al Science.' They are illustrated by a plate. The
minerals examined were garnets, asteriated sapphire, labradorite, a

black feldspar, barite, amethyst, ruby.

NOTES AND MEMOEANDA. '

Photographs of Microscopic Writing.—The following account is

given by Colonel Woodward in a letter to Mr. Ingpen, F.E.M.S.,

the Secretary of the Quekett Club, and is published by him in the

Jom-nal of that Society:—"Two samples of Mr. Webb's fine writing

on glass have been received at the Museum since my communica-
tion of August 18th. Each consists of the Lord's Prayer, written

with a diamond, according to the label, in a space -^^ y ^^y of an
inch. In one of the slides the writing is blackened, and moimted
in Canada balsam ; in the other it is not blackened, and is mounted
dry. I send photographs of both herewith — the one magnified
650 diameters, the other 825. I find Mr. Webb's statement of the

dimensions in which this writing is executed to be substantially

correct, and he has certainly produced a most curious and interesting

object for microscopical study. To compare his work with the

coarser bands of Nobert's plate, I took a photograph of the first seven
bands of the Nineteen-band plate with 650 diameters, which I also for-

ward herewith. This photograph, and that of the blackened writing,

were taken on the same day with the same objective, Powell and Lealand's
immersion ^th, at the same distance, and under identical conditions.
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The photograph of the writing was made fii'st, and is the best of a
number of trials. I then inserted the Nobert's plate, not even
changing the cover correction, as I should have done to secure the

best definition, because this would have changed the power. The
pictiu'e sent was the result. A comparison of the two pictures will

render any remarks on the relative delicacy of Mr. Webb's work and
that of Nobert imnecessary. It is evident that the point used by the

former is very much coarser than that used by the latter. The
pictui-e of the Prayer, mounted dry, was taken on a subsequent occa-

sion, and is also the best of a number of trials. It is taken with the

same objective as the other pictures, but with a different cover correc-

tion, and somewhat greater distance. Both the samples sent me by
Mr. Webb are inscribed on such thick covers that they are seen under
a disadvantage, and my highest powers cannot be used on them. The
writing is, however, comparatively so coarse that it can hardly be
considered as a serious test for high powers. Either plate is easily '

read with a good half-inch objective and central light. I am curious

to learn how this writing of Mr. Webb's compares with that of

Mr. Peters, described by the late Mr. Farrants in his address as

President of the Eoyal Microscopical Society. He stated that it was
executed at the rate of twenty-two Bibles to the inch. I would
greatly like to see such a specimen, and give it a photographic trial.

Will you kindly read this note to the Club, and present the photo-

graphs ? I send also a full set of my last photographic analysis of

Nobert's plate for the Club, and a package for Mr. Webb, which I

beg you to hand him."

A Spherical Diaphragm is thus described in the 'American
Naturalist ' by Mr. F. B. Kimbal. He says :—" Wishing to use tubular
diaphragms with my microscope, and knowing how clumsy the
ordinary ones are, I set to work, and endeavoured to devise a
substitute. I made a globe 1^ inch in diameter, and di-illed holes
through it of the proper grade of sizes, and adjusted it so that

by a spring stop the holes will correspond to the axis of the micro-
scope when the ball is revolved on its axis by a milled head at the
right of the stage. The fittings are so arranged that the dia-

phragm may approach or recede from the stage so as to touch the
slide or be far from it. The globe may be made hollow and the
lower part cut off if the tubular wells are not desired. I think this

form of diaphragm offers many advantages over the ordinary piece of
apparatus."

A New Microscopical Society has been formed at Louisville, Ken-
tucky, U.S.A., which meets the first and third Thursdays of each month.

• The follo\ving are the names of the ofiicers for the ensuing year:

—

President, J. Lawrence Smith; Vice-Presidents, Noble Butler, Chas.
F. Carpenter ; Treasurer, C. T. F. Allen ; Cor. Secretary, E. S. Crosier

;

Secretary, John Williamson ; Executive Committee, Thos. E. Jenkins,
James Knapp, W. T. Beach, E. E. Palmer, R. C. Gvvathmey.
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COKKESPONDENCE.

Who Sent Mb. Tolles' Objective to Me. Crisp?

To the Editor of the ^Monthly Microscopical Journal.^

Boston, 3fay 19, 1874.

Mr. Editoe,— I find in tlie May number of this Journal that the

Eev. Mr. Brakey has indulged again in his favourite pastime of

describing the impossible, viz, the thoughts and motives of persons

three thousand miles * distant across the Atlantic Ocean. One wonders

if his clairvoyant medium is reliable ?

He writes, " Mr. Tolles had constructed an objective which he

labelled with the astonishing angle of 180', and not only constructed

it, but in an evil hour sold it to Mr. Crisp, little tldiiking that in so

doing he was selling himself into the hands of the Philistines, to be

shown and made sport of."

The truth is that Mr. Tolles had little to do with the sending of

that objective to England. It was sent by myself of my own motion,

expecting that some of the Philistines would break their heads against

it in their " sport"; and with a special request that it might be seen by
the most unbelieving Philistine of the Philistines—Mr. Brakey him-
self! Mr. Brakey should be acquainted with the history of the

Philistines, and may take warning l)y their fate after they aroused

Samson.

I may add that the objective was not purchased by Mr. Crisp

imtil after he had seen it.

In the future Mr. Brakey should be more cautious of writing what

he cannot possibly know, and then he may not so often be put into

such " ludicrous " positions.

Charles Stodder.

Mb. Pillischer's Eeply to Me, Beooke.

To the Editor of the ^Monthly Microscopical Journal.'

8, Lower Eock Gardens, Brighton, June 19, 1874.

Sir,—Having been indisj)osed and away from home, Mr. Charles
Brooke's letter in the April number of this Journal, in reply to mine
in the March number, has only just come to my notice.

Being still far from well, I should willingly allow Mr. Brooke's
letter to pass unnoticed, but for the glaring misrepresentation it con-

tains, which in order to refute, I have once more to ask your favour of

inserting this in the next issue of your valuable Journal, after which
I shall consider, as far as I am concerned, this matter at an end.

Mr. Brooke is astonished at the tone of my letter, and says :
" First,

as to nationality : my authority was a juror at Vienna," and regrets

* Mr. Brakey says 2000 miles. His readers may wonder if liis knowledge of

optics is any more accurate than his knowledge of geography.
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having crroaeously repeated it. I assure Mr. Brooke tliat beyoucl the
questionable propriety of introducing my nationality at all in his

address to the members of the Royal Microscopical Society, to whom
I am by no means a stranger, I care not a button whether he believed
that I was a Prussian or a Turk.

With regard to Mr. Brooke's argimient that native British ojitical

goods were wholly unrepresented at the Vienna Exhibition, I think
any schoolboy, if asked, will tell him that goods manufactured in
England, of English materials, by English workmen, under the super-

intendence of an English foreman, are to all intents and purposes
native British j)roducts.

As to deep objectives : somehow it pleases Mr. Brooke to remember
my telling him at the Exhibition that I had no higher j^ower than
a ^-inch, but I expected some, and he attributes to me extreme care-

lessness for not informing him personally of their subsequent arrival.

I emphatically deny in the most positive terms having had any cou-
versation whatsoever with Mr. Brooke on the above subject, except
on the day when my microscopes and objectives were before the jury

;

it was there, I repeat, that he asked me what objectives I had to show,
and when telling him that a series ranging from 4-inch to Tjlg^-inch

were on the table, he replied, " I do not care for high powers," and left

it to me to show him what I liked. The day having been dark and
gloomy, and no artificial light provided, and convinced that under such
circumstances it would be vain to attempt to show a high power

;

moreover, perceiving that the only test the jury had at their disposal
was a coarse angulatum intermixed with a specimen or two of
Surirella gemma, I contented myself with showing the angulatum under
a i-inch and Kellner's D eye-piece, evidently to the satisfaction of the
three jurors present.

Ajjologizing for trespassing on your valuable space,

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,

M. PiLLISCHEK.

[Out of a desire to exhibit fair play we liave inserted Mr. Pillisclier's letter,

having removed tlie more objectiouable passages. At the same time we cannot
but deprecate the tone of his observations. On communicating with Mr. Brooke,
he has informed us that his "recollections of Vienna are entirely at variance with
those of Mr. Pillischer."—Ed. ' M. M. J.']

Immersion v. Dry Objectives.

To the Editor of the ^Monthly Microscopical Journal.''

1, Bedfokd Square, June 20, 1874.

Sir,—I have no intention of asking you to devote more of your
valuable space to " The hattle of the Lenses," nor am I at all inclined

to enter into a controversy with the Eev. S. L. Brakey, " On the

Theory of Immersion," but if Mr. Brakey's practical experience of

the immersion system is too limited to enable him to say whether or

not " the immersion lenses do actually possess the superiority of defi-

nition which has lately been ascribed to them," I venture to think
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he will do well to visit some of our Metropolitan Medical Schools, or

the Medical Microscopical Society, where I know he would have

ample opportunities afforded him of both seeing and learning that the

immersion system has much simplified the whole process of obtaining

high-power definition ; and that students are now able to examine for

themselves with a magnification of a thousand diameters, where for-

merly such magnification was scarcely practical, or only known as of

difficult achievement.

Doubtless, if Mr. Brakey could see a fair comparison made be-

tween immersion objectives, as those of Hartnack, or some other

equally well-known maker, and the old or even modern dry objectives,

he would at once admit that there is not much room for a play of

fancy, " as in judging the merits of wine," and he might " exactly say

how much of the difference is really due to the immersion system,"

both as to practical results obtained, economy of time (probably also

of money), and what is due to a previously settled " conviction."

I have the honour to remain,

Your most obedient servant,

Jabez Hogg.

On Immersion Lenses.

To the Editor of the ' Monthly Microscopical Journal.''

Sir,—As an Immersion of some years' standing I should like to

say a few words on behalf of myself and of certain of my fellow-

objectives.

Your contributor on the Theory of Immersion suggests that we
have received undue praise for our merits, which he says are so in-

definite that he does not care to pledge himself either for or against

us ; he evidently inclines to the belief that the qualities claimed

for us, and on which we pride ourselves, are mainly imaginary.

I think your contributor might well admit that not everyone,

save himself, who has seen and examined, is still unconvinced of our

high qualities of clearness and definition. In this I would ask him to

believe it possible that others besides himself and Mr. Wenham have

given serious attention to the subject of Immersion, and that some

have had quite as much and possibly more varied experience than

either of them in the use of Immersion lenses. I venture to say that

neither of them would presume to be of greater authority on the

Theory of Optics than Sir David Brewster or Amici, both of whom
declared in favour of the Immersion principle. Sir David (then Dr.)

Brewster, indeed, claimed to be the inventor of the first compound
microscope involving the Immersion principle : he describes it in his

' Treatise on New Philosophical Instruments,' published at Edinburgh

in 1813 : while Amici not only spoke in favour of the principle, but

exhibited Immersion lenses made by himself, which he openly stated

would show minute structure that was invisible to the Dry Objective.

Since then, certain Paris opticians and others have given special

attention to the Immersion principle, and have not been sparing of
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their criticism of the way in which the English Jnrors passed over their

work at the Paris International Exhibition. I well remember being

there myself, but because the Test-object I was exhibiting was un-

known to the said Jurors, I was scarcely noticed by them. I heard
too, that an English oj)tician criticised us with some acrimony in the
' Athenaeum '; he went so far as to say that the Test-object, which I was
exhibiting with a magnification of about twelve hundred diameters, was
altogether too coarse to use as a test even for a low power ;—but he
was beside the mark.

Very soon after this, myself and other Immersions were pitted

against some of the then best Dry Objectives in England, and we more
than held our own. The merits of our principle of construction being

thus brought prominently to the notice of English amateurs and opti-

cians, some of the latter were not slow in taking the matter iip. Then
came the announcement that Dr. Woodward had made a series of

photographs of Nobert's new Nineteen-band Test-Plate with Messrs.

Powell and Lealand's y^*^ Immersion. This was immediately
followed by copies of the photographs which were exhibited at the

Royal Microscopical Society. On comjiarison with the photographs

of the same Test-plate made with some of the finest and most power-
ful Dry Objectives it was abundantly evident that the Immersion
princif»le would now take the lead. Dr. Woodward, with a zeal and
perseverance that were truly admirable, followed up these photographs

by others of the Podura, AmjjJiipleura pellucida, FrustuUa saxonica,

Bhomboides, &c., &c., produced by various Immersion lenses ; and
these photographs can be referred to in the collection of the Royal
Microscopical Society by any one interested in the subject.

So far as I am concerned personally I shall be glad to have our

merits judged by our works. On the part of many of my fellow Im-
mersion lenses and myself I accept Dr. Woodward's photographs as

fairly representing our capabilities up to the date of their produc-

tion ; and I venture to believe that in them we show results ahead of

anything that has hitherto been done of a similar kind by any Dry
Objective.

Since that date, and notably as exhibited at the Vienna Exhibition,

improvements have been made in our construction ; our younger
brethren have had a fourth combination added ; that is, have a single

front (which the oldest of us have had— aye, even that made by
Dr. Brewster in the beginning of the century ;— I hope Mr. Wenham
will pardon this slur on his claim to be the inventor of single fronts !)

and three doublet achromatics progressively increasing in diameter.

In this construction a zone of peripheral rays is gained and made
available in the formation of the image ;—which we believe will be

an advantage in high powers.

The close study of M. Pouillet's experiments to determine the

conditions of the production of diffraction in the passage of light

through various forms and parts of prisms has led one of the most
learned of the Paris opticians to aim at extending as much as prac-

ticable the introduction of marginal rays into the formation of the

image : the new objectives of four combinations that were shown at the

Vienna Exhibition were practical examples in this direction.
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In the meantime your contributor has touched on an important

point in stating that our excellence (which he grudgingly says may be

assumed for the present) is partly due to the greater intensity of the

rays of light we transmit. He may now forestall the Paris savant,

in whose conversation the statement and demonstration of these in-

vestigations has formed an integral element during ten years to my
knowledge, and show experimentally and mathematically that the

theory of the production of the minutest oiitical images requires the

gi-eatest possible preponderance of peripheral over central rays in the

objective : that the immersion principle greatly assists in the attain-

ment of this condition : that we thus inherently possess greater freedom

from errors of diffraction that necessarily exist in the Dry Objectives.

At this date, with lenses already made on the Immersion principle

of focal lengths varying from ^th to J^th of an inch, we do not ask

to have our merits assumed ; we point to our series of Dr. Woodward's

photographs as conclusively proving that we possess photometric

powers and other qualities most highly valued in microscopic defini-

tion, in a degree quite beyond those of Dry Objectives.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Immersion Lens.

PEOCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.

KoYAL Microscopical Society.

King's College, June 3, 1874.

Charles Brooke, Esq., F.E.S., President, in the chair.

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read and confirmed.

A list of donations to the Society siuce the last meeting was read

by the Secretary, and the thanks of the meeting were voted to the

donors.

The President announced that the reading room and library of

the Society would be closed during the month of August. He also

regretted to inform them that a i:)aper which it was expected would

have been read before the meeting that evening, had unfortimately

been lost in transmission through the post, and they were consequently

unable to read it.

The Secretary called attention to a slide exhibited by Mr. Baker,

just received from Herr MoUer, and a very remarkable specimen of

his extraordinary skill. In a square, with sides only yV^h of an iuch,

were 80 clear circular sj)aces in a dark framework of phutography,

and in each space a fine specimen of a diatom, wdth its name, and the

authority for the name, plainly photograj^hed below it. The whole
series could be well seen at one glance under a 1 J-inch objective, and
the names read, though very small with that power unless a B eye-

piece was employed. Beck's ith had a considerably larger field than

one of the spaces, and Powell and Lealand's immersion -J th just took

one in, and showed in one view a name as long as " Triceratium for-

mosum," the letters being beautifully sharp with that magnification.
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It was stated that Herr Moller prepared slides with 100 as well as

those with 80 specimens, aud was about to introduce similar slides of

Echinoidea, Holothuridaj, &c. "With difficult objects like diatoms, the

advantage of having a well-assorted series in one slide with the names
attached was obviously great, and would no doubt be appreciated by
all students as well as by collectors of microscopical curiosities.

Mr, Slack also said that he was asked at the last meeting if he had
seen silica solution in the milky condition described by Mr. Eead.*
Since that meeting he had received from Mr. Eead a specimen, the

whole of which was milky, and the question was whether the particles

could be seen. He had examined some of the fluid with various

powers and imder diiferent illuminations, but had not succeeded in

seeing the particles. If a drop or a thick film were put upon a glass

slide and evaporated, the result was a film of the silica with the cracks

in it; but if a thin smear only were put on the glass, then they got

thousands of spherical particles. The deposit was probably a hydrate

of silica, and he thought it jjossible that particles ought to be seen if

the power employed was good enough. He had sent some of the

solution to Dr. Anthony, and it appeared that he did see numerous
aprticles with a ^-inch objective by Eoss, in a dark room with a beam of

light let in through a hole in a shutter, but he was unable to see

them with a higher power. This reminded him of some remarks by
Professor Tyndall, who had stated that if a little mastic dissolved in

alcohol was added to water in sufficient quantity to produce a sky-blue

effect, the particles could not be seen by any known microscopical

powers ; but if a small drop of it were taken and put into a little

water, then they could be seen. "Why was it that they could be seen

in the small quantity, and yet not in the large ? He had not yet

material enough to write a paper on the subject, but thought ho
might mention it as being one of interest.

The President believed that it was entirely a matter of molecular
aggregation. He remembered that some years ago the late Professor

Faraday gave him a bottle of liquid containing gold in a minute state

of subdivision, so that the fluid appeared of a rose colour. He sub-

mitted it to examination with the highest powers, and illuminated it

in all ways, but was not able to trace any sign of the particles. It

remained so for many years, and at the present time there was a

quantity of the minute particles of gold at the bottom of the bottle as

a sediment ; but if shaken up, they remained merely mechanically
suspended in the liquid, and could be seen as molecules, which settled

again to the bottom in the course of a short time. In dissolving a

substance it might be that its molecules were so widely separated that

they passed beyond each other's sphere of attraction, and that if placed

in a small quantity of fluid they might be brought nearer, and thus

within the sjihere of mutual attraction. He believed another instance

was furnished by the preparation of chromate of lead which was used

for injections. These injections it was found could only be made
with a solution of the precipitate which was freshly prej)ared ; if it

were allowed to remain a long time, the molecules became larger, and
the finest capillaries could not any longer be injected with them,

* 'Monthly Microscopical Journal,' Jnne, 1874, p. 272.
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Mr. Chas. Stewart communicated to the meeting a short note upon
the position of the toucli-corpuscles in the human skin. His attention

had been drami to the subject by a paper written by Dr. Thin, and
though he agreed generally with the writer as to their structure, he

could not do so altogether as to their position. Mr. Stewart then

proceeded to explain by means of drawings upon the black-board the

structure of the palmar skin of the hand and the plantar skin of the foot,

as distinguished from that of the other parts of the body, and showed
the peculiar position in the skin of the finger of the touch-corpuscles.

The results of many observations showed that they were invariably

situated in those papillte which were nearest to the furrows of the

skin, and never in those nearest to the sudoriferous ducts. He did

not yet see why they should be so placed, but their position there he

had found to be invariable.

Mr. Stewart also called attention to some prepared sections of an
ascidian (Botryllus) which he exhibited in the room. His method of

killing them was to place them fii'st in a glass of water until they

opened out aud were in full action, and then to plunge them imme-
diately into strong methylated spirit. The change was so sudden
that they opened their mouths in the new element, and immediately

died the death of the drunkard. If weaker spirit were used, they

took some of it in, but immediately closed up, and would have no
more to do with it. The mounted section exhibited had been killed

in this way, and was stained slightly with hematoxylin. Mr. Stewart

then drew upon the black-board the section referred to, and explained

the structure and action of the various parts as he proceeded. He
thought that it might, be of interest to some persons to know that

many most beautiful forms of these creatures could be easily prepared

and preserved.

On the motion of the President, votes of thanks to Mr. Stewart for

his interesting communications were unanimously passed.

Dr. Matthews said he should like to hear Mr. Stewart's opinion as

to the Pacinian bodies of the mesentery.

Mr. Stewart thought there was really very little resemblance, but

the preparation was perhaps worth mentioning. He had found a good
way was to cut out a piece of mesentery, put it into Muller's fluid for

three weeks. After that dissect off one half, and place it in a little

weak spirit and water ; then transfer it to absolute alcohol for the

purpose of hardening, and afterwards into a very weak solution of

hematoxylin to stain it. On taking it out of the staining fluid it

should be put to harden again in spirit, and afterwards moimted in

balsam in the usual way.

Dr. Braithwaite said he should like to observe that in the first

diagram drawn by Mr. Stewart (that of the section of skin of human
finger), although he had every respect for Mr. Darwin, it seemed to

him that those little tacti were really placed in just the very best

position for the pui'jjose for which they were intended, and that they
were so placed as not to interfere with the sweat-gland appeared to

him very indicative of design. He thought the meeting was very
much indebted to Mr. Stewart for the very lucid manner in which he
had described these very interesting bodies.
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Mr. Stewart was hardly prepared to say why the corpuscles were

placed as above described ; they might, for instance, have been placed

upon the top of the ridge and nearest to the sui-face which first came

in contact with the objects touched. In their actual position the dis-

tance was greater from the surface of contact than it otherwise might

have been. He confessed that he could not quite as yet see why they

were placed in that particular position.

Mr. Slack thought that, as a mechanical question, the top of the

ridge being thicker than the intermediate space, these little bodies

might be really in the position of greatest impression.

Mr. Sanders asked Mr. Stewart how the ascidian was hardened.

Mr. Stewart said that at the time of killing them he put them into

strong methylated spirit 80° over proof, and then afterwards put them

into absolute alcohol.

Dr. Matthews said that in killing these creatures suddenly he had

adopted the plan of introducing the spirit through a tube put down to

the bottom of the vessel, and thus displacing the sea water.

Mr. Stewart had adopted this plan sometimes in killing zoophytes,

adding the spirit very carefully di-op by drop ; but with the ascidians

he found that any plans of this sort did not answer so well as putting

them suddenly into strong spirit, and letting them get a good mouthful

of it before they knew where they were.

Dr. Matthews said part of his plan was to cork the end of the

funnel, and to let the spirit go in with a rush : the difference in the

specific gravity of the two fluids rendered this necessary.

The President wished the Fellows of the Society a pleasant vaca-

tion and many opportunities of increasing their stock of objects ; and

the meeting was then adjourned to October 7th.

Donations to the Library since May 6th, 1874 :

—

From

Nature. Weekly The Editor.

Athenaeum. Weekly Ditto.

Society of Arts Journal. Weekly Society.

Sixteenth Report of the East Kent Natural History Society

for 1873 Ditto.

Proceedings of the Bristol Naturalists' Society. New
Series. Vol. I. Part I Ditto.

.Journal of the Quekett Club. No. 26 Club.

The President's Address, &c., of West Kent Natural History

Society for 1873 Society.

The Canadian Journal. No. SO Canadian Institution,

Bulletin de la Socie'te' Botanique de France Society.

The following gentlemen were elected Fellows of the Society :

—

Frederick William Hembry, Esq.

Dr. Arthur Jukes Johnson.

William James Lancaster, Esq.

Samuel Petty Leather, Esq.

Dr. William Radford.

Eoland Dunn Smith, Esq,

Walter W. Reeves,

Assist.-Seeretary

.

VOL. XII. E
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Medical Microscopical Society.

The twelfth meeting of this Society was held on Friday, March
20th, at the Eoyal Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, Jabez Hogg,
Esq., President, in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting having been read and confirmed,

Mr. George Giles read a paper " On Staining with Aniline Dyes for

Balsam Mounting."
The author of the paper was first led to study this subject from

reading the following passage in Frei's 'Technology' :
—

"It is very unfortunate that alcohol soon extracts the colour [of

aniline-red
J,

so that it is impossible to preserve the specimen in

Canada balsam."

To obviate this inconvenience he tried a 2 per cent, solution of

aniline in spirit, and then found that by staining sections that had
been in spirit with this solution for three or four minutes, rinsing in

spirit and placing subsequently in oil of cloves, the colour was jier-

fectly preserved when the specimen was mounted in Canada balsam.
Oil of cloves was preferable to turpentine, the latter at times pre-

cijjitating the colouring matter; but should this occiu', brushiug with
a camel's hair pencil would remove the deposit. Mr. Giles claimed
three advantages for this method : 1st, Its cleanliness ; 2nd, That one
has the most jierfect control over the depth of colour obtained by re-

gulating the time of the subsequent washing in spirit ; 3rd, That the
colour is less trying to the eyes than that of carmine. Its selective

power was greater than that of Frei's aqueous solution of aniline. The
nerve fibres of the spinal cord, as well as the nuclei of cells, being
vividly brought out.

The Secretary then read a paper by Mr. E. C. Baber—who was
unavoidably absent — upon " Staining with Picro - Carminate of

Ammonia."
Peeparation of Picko-Carmine.

Pure Carmine 1 grme.
Liq. AmmonisQ 4 c. centres.

Water 200 grmes.

INIix ; and then add

Picric acid 5 grmes.

Agitate from time to time during two daj^s; allow risidue to settle; decant and
evaporate decanted liquor at the temperature of Ike air; redissolve the crystals iu

•water (strength, 2 p. c); and filter if necessary.

In the discussion that followed,

—

Dr. Matthews remarked that some tissues attract red rather than
purple colours : thus, nuclei generally were more easily stained by the

former. Judson's dyes he had found useful. Eeferred to Frei's

methods of employing picro-carmine ; had obtained good results from
first staining in carmine, and subsequently in a solution of picric acid.

He had found Stevens' writing fluid a ready and useful stain for

sections.

Mr. White had found a section of epithelioma, stained with log-
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wood, and then with picric acid, showed the yellow centres of the
" birds' nests," described by Mr. Baber, while the surrounding jiarts

were tinted by the haematoxylin. Had only used carmine and picric

acid as separate solutions, but by this means had seen yellow channels

of communication from one " bird's nest " to another.

Mr. Kesteven asked if aniline dyes were permanent.
Mr. Atkinson found that crystallized magenta, when first used for

staining sections, became blue, and then after a time disappeared

;

but mounting in ^ per cent, of corrosive sublimate prevented this.

Mr. Scbafer had given up carmine because of its too brilliant

colour, and always used logwood, which he found selective in pro-

perty. Thought osmic acid better than picro-carmine for nerve

tissues ; and remarked that Dr. Sharpey had long ago used magenta
for staining the axis cylinders of nerves.

Mr. Miller had found a solution of carmine and a 4 per cent,

solution of picric, and in alcohol and water especially, good for spleen

and unstriped muscular fibres. He preferred carmine to logwood.

Mr. Groves, except in the case of nerve structures, preferred

logwood to carmine. The double staining of logwood and gold

chloride was good for nerves and nuclei, and especially, for such

structures as frog's bladder.

Mr. Golding Bird mentioned Dr. Moxon's use of Stevens' writing

fluid for staining nerve structures, and mentioned a fact communi-
cated to him by Dr. Malassez of Paris, that aniline dissolved in spirit

was especially good for studying ossification of cartilage ; for it stained

the cartilage, but not the newly-formed bone ; while an aqueous solu-

tion of aniline stained the cavaliculi and not the bone substance, but

was not permanent like the alcoholic solution.

The President, in proposing a vote of thanks to the authors of the

papers, and which was duly accorded, remarked that more investiga-

ticm was required on the subject of staining fluids, and recommended
it as an object of special study, that would certainly be productive of

useful results.

Mr. W. B. Kesteven then read a paper upon " Miliary Sclerosis."

The subject of this paper was a form of grey degeneration occurring

in the brain and spinal cord, and designated by Drs. Batty, Tuke, and
Eutherford, " Miliary Sclerosis." The author showed examples of this

lesion by sections and drawings. The change, he stated, is associated

with a wide range of diseases of the nervous centres. He enumerated
as many as twenty morbid conditions in which he had met with the

so-called miliary sclerosis. The essential characters of this lesion

Mr, Kesteven showed to consist in the absence, in circumscribed

patches of the normal nerve tissue, and its replacement by an altered

and degenerate state of the neuroglia. The spots vary in size from
gJyth inch to ^^^o*^ inch in diameter. Their physical characters

were described in detail, and the author then proceeded to discuss the

question of how this change was connected with previous symptoms,
and whether it is possible that they could be the result of mere post-

mortem changes. These questions, he submitted, were as yet un-
answered. Judging from the great diversity of pathological con-

E 2
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ditions in which this degeneration is met with, he deemed the solution

of the problem impossible with our present amount of knowledge in

neuro-pathology.

Dr. Payne asked whether Mr. Kesteven had found miliary scle-

rosis in a spinal cord or brain, otherwise quite healthy, and discussed

the question as to whether the changes described might not be the

commencement of secondary degenerations of nerves, as is seen to

result from inactivity of a nerve arising from any cause ; or of the

wasting of certain nerve fibres, that might go on to worse changes.

Mr. Schafer took exception to the name, as giving the idea of

fibrous or cecatricial tissue, whereas what had been described was

rather colloid in nature ; for at times it could be stained intensely.

He had seen " miliary sclerosis " in the brain of a supposed healthy

dog, that had been hardened in chromic acid ; and from this he con-

cluded that the alcohol used to prepare the specimens could not be

the cause of the " sclerosis," as had been alleged, seeing that he had

used none. As the disease followed no special tracts, he considered

it could not be simply degeneration of nerve fibres.

Dr. Matthews asked whether coincident disease—as atheroma—of

the vessels of the brain had been noticed.

The President had seen miliary sclerosis accompanied by calca-

reous change in the vessels, and in a case where death resulted from

cerebral hemorrhage ; also in preparations of brain made by Dr. Crisp

from the lower animals, and hardened in chromic acid.

Mr. Kesteven, in reply, considered the term " sclerosis " more
applicable to the cases where the disease occurs en plaques. There
was nothing of fibrous nature in the condition he had been describing

;

still. Dr. Tuke had given the name originally. He did not consider

the alteration colloid, though at first sight resembling it ; nor had he

noticed the change in connection with atheromatous vessels, though at

times the bodies described were calcareous and gritty (" brain sand "),

Agreed with Mr. Schafer in not considering the condition as one of

nerve fibre degeneration, and was in fact still seeking an explanation.

With a vote of thanks to Mr. Kesteven, by the President, the

election of new members, and an announcement of a gift of slides to

the Society's cabinet, the proceedings terminated.

The principal specimens exhibited under microscopes during the

evening were in illustration of the papers read.

At the meeting of this Society, on April 18th, Jabez Hogg,
Esq., President, in the chair, Dr. Greenfield read a paper upon
" Diphtheria."

In this paper, which was founded upon the microscopical exami-

nation of specimens from five cases of diphtheria, which was illus-

trated by preparations, the author, in remarking upon the obscurity

and doubt which still seemed to exist upon the origin and structure of

the diphtheritic false membrane, stated his belief that this arose in

part from the confusion in the nomenclature in common use, espe-

cially the fact that " croupous" and " dii)htheritic " were terms used
in different senses, clinically and histologically.

An examination of his cases showed in all, in the larynx and
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trachea the raucous membrane and usually the deeper tissues in a
state of more or less intense inflammation of ordinary character

;

whilst the false membrane consisted for the most part of a stratified

network of a substance giving the reactions of fibrin, in the meshes
of which were contained altered epithelial cells and corpuscles.

The amount of adhesion to the mucous membrane was various,

but in no case did the exudation actually pass into its substance

;

although in some cases it appeared adherent by fibrinous bands to the

papillae.

After describing the views of Wagner and of other German patho-

logists, the author stated his belief that the false membrane consisted

in part of a catarrhal process, with modifications in the epithelium

;

and in part of a true fibrinous exudation. These views were sup-

ported by the comparative examination of specimens taken from cases

in various stages.

In the pharynx the inflammatory process was stated to extend

much deeper than in the trachea, and to be accompanied by a more
rapid destruction of tissue. The false membrane was believed to

consist in a larger measure of altered cells.

The question of the occurrence and importance of fungous growth
in the mi:cous membrane was then discussed, and the author showed
specimens from the pharynx containing numbers of minute fungous
sj)ores and a delicate mycelium deeply j^enetrating the inflamed

mucous membrane. He had not, however, been able to find a similar

appearance in the larynx and trachea of the same or other cases ; and
he considered it therefore still an open question how far the fungus
was an accidental occurrence and what was its relation to the disease.

The President, after proposing a vote of thanks to the author

of the paper, stated his belief that fungous growths might be always
found in the mucous membranes in certain low states of health, and
considered a fungus in diphtheria an accidental rather than an essential

occurrence. He could not agree with Dr. Oscar Giacchi, who held that

the disease was owing to the presence of a fungus. He had examined
more than one case of diphtheritic conjunctivitis, in which disease the

exudation forms very rapidly, but had never found any fungus. The
position of a vegetable parasite ujDon the body had much to do with

its influence upon the disease it accompanied, or of which it was the

cause. Hence some importance might be attached to the specimen
shown, where the fungus was deep in the inflamed mucous membrane.

Dr. Bruce remarked that croup is generally defined as owing to a

false membrane, on the removal of which healthy mucous membrane
is left ; this, however, the paper would disprove, since Dr. Greenfield

had shown that not only the mucous and submucous tissues were at

times reached in croup, but that even the tracheal rings might be in

part destroyed. He had also noticed the small cavities or vacuoles

described in the false membranes, and thought them owing to the

exudation from the ducts of mucous glands ; indeed, these spaces at

times were filled with exudation cells. The mucous epithelium is not

necessarily destroyed by the false membrane ; it may sometimes be
seen covered by the latter. Exudation of fibrin would fully account
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for the false membrane upon the mneous membrane, without inter-

fering with the epithelium covering the latter, through which wandering

cells might easily pass : and a precedent for fibrinous exudation on a

mucous surface might be found in croupous pneumonia.

Mr. Needham thought that as pus could come fi'om a serous, fibrin

might from a mucous membrane.
Dr. Coupland thought the different layers in the false membrane

showed a mixed origin ; thus the surface of it was more coarsely

fibrillated than the deeper parts, which were much finer, as though

there had been first a catarrh, destroying the epithelium, and then

fibrinoiis exudation last of all.

Mr. Stowers asked for a verification of the observation made, that

the histological appearances in the angina form of scarlatina and in a

blistered surface were those of diphtheria.

Mr. Miller referred to Eindfleisch's remark that the exudation in

pharyngeal affections was more cellular and less fibrillated than in

laryngeal ; as well as to the existence of apertures in the basement

membrane of the affected parts.

The President thought the non-homogeneity of the false membrane
might be explained by the different ages of its component parts, and

suggested that the fungus foimd in throat diphtheria might owe its

presence to the open-mouthed mode of respiration in diphtheritic

patients. In the two cases of diphtheritic conjunctivitis already

mentioned, the eyes had been kept bandaged, and, as stated, no fungus

had been found.

Dr. Greenfield, in reply, quoted German authority for the constant

presence of fungus in diphtheria ; and since fungi in the kidney had
also been described, they might serve to explain the renal complica-

tion so constantly present. The only way to get at a life history of a

false membrane was to examine in the same subject the patches in all

stages of growth. He had done this, but had only found at first a

catarrhal state, and later on pus - globules and fibrillation on the

deeper surface of the membrane. The fibrinous exudation in pneu-

monia was no precedent for the same process in diphtheria, since the

air-cells might be proved, and were by some thought to be, part of

the lymphatic system. Epithelium in place would not allow fibrin to

exude ; but once destroy the former, and then exudation was easy.

Two theories existed with regard to the part played by fungi in

diphtheria ; one, that they were its cause, the other only the cause of

the rapid disintegration of the membrane : it was a subject still sub

judice.

Numerous specimens in illustration of Dr. Greenfield's paper were
exhibited, as well as others of new growths, and of the glandular

stomach of the crow.

Friday, May 15, 1874.—Jabez Hogg, Esq., President, in the chair.

Molluscum jihrosum {? Cheloid).—Dr. Pritchard mentioned the case

of a negro, who for twenty years had been subject to a growth, ori-

ginating behind one ear, and gradually extending over nearly all the

body. After death, a portion of the skin, with growth, was forwarded
to him (from America) as illustrating " Cheloid simulating molluscum
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fibrosum." Microscopically the cutis vera was found hypertrophied

;

here and there masses of cells between the fibres of the areolar tissue.

Epidermis much thickened — hair-follicles normal. Papillfe had
grown irregularly and sideways, and not vertically as normal. He
considered it simply a case of molluscum fibrosum, not of Cheloid.

Engravings of the patient, with specimens of the disease, were exhi-

bited. The President inquired if any fungus had been noticed ; it

was by some believed to exist in molluscum. Mr. Needham thought

this condition of the papillfe normal in the negro. Dr. Pritchard, in

reply, had observed no fungus.

Perivascular Spaces in the Brain.—Mr. Kesteven read a paper on this

subject, illustrated by drawings and specimens. These spaces had been

considered normal structures, intended to relieve intracranial blood

pressure ; but Mr. Kesteven had never seen them in a really healthy

brain : had often noticed them associated with chronic cerebral

mischief, and hence concluded they were owing to absorption of

brain substance by the irregular circulation that goes on in chronic

disease : the vessels being at one time full, at another nearly empty.

Though the mode of preparation in chromic acid might render these

spaces more evident by the shrinking of the blood-vessel, he did not

think it suflicient to account entirely for them. He could find in the

perivascular spaces no resemblance to normal lymphatic structure,

while Dr. Batty Tuke had now abandoned the idea that they denoted

a healthy condition of brain. Dr. Pritchard considered them entirely

owing to the mode of preparation in chromic acid ; he had never found

them in sections made by freezing the brain. Mr. Needham argued

their belonging to the lymphatic system, though not strictly speaking
" lymphatics." The President explained .them in some cases by the

giving way of the capillaries around which tbey were found : he had
seen the brain substance stained with hoematin in their vicinity

;

hence an explanation, perhaps, for some of the anomalous convulsions

of childhood : thought proof was wanting of their connection with

the lymphatic system. Mr. Tirrard asked if, in injected brains, these

spaces were seen, or were obliterated by the distension of the vessel.

In reply, Mr. Golding Bird stated that he had never seen them in

injected specimens. Mr. Groves asked if Mr. Kesteven had ever

examined the spaces by staining with nitrate of silver. Mr. Kesteven,

quoting Dr. Batty Tuke, stated that the spaces had been found in the

lower animals (e. g. cats) after strangulation ; and that, though the

vessels thus remained full, a sj^ace could be seen beyond. He had
never seen anything to warrant the siipposition that they were owing

to hemorrhage. He knew of no anatomist having traced these spaces

into lymphatics ; they had been injected by His by the puncture

method.
Multiple Cystic Tumour of Heart.—A specimen of this, exhibited

by Mr. Needham, seemed to show, from the excess of epithelium

in the mammary tubules, and the epithelial infiltration of sur-

rounding parts, at once a cystic, an adenomatous, and cancerous nature.

Mr. Needham founded his idea of cancer on the arrangement, and not

on the intrinsic form of the cells composing it.
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Brighton and Sussex Natural History Society.

April 23rd.—Microscopical Meeting. Mr. Haselwood, President,

in the chair.

The receipt of eleven micro-photographs, by Dr. Hallifax, for the

Society's album, was announced, and a vote of thanks given to Dr.

Hallifax for the same.

Mr. Wonfor on " Plant Crystals."

In most of the manuals on botany or the microscope, certain crys-

talline bodies found within the cells of plants were designated by the

name Baphides, or needle-shaped bodies, a term inapplicable to some,

because they were not needle-shaped, and on the whole misleading,

because in the lists of plants generally given as containing them, it

would seem as though their appearance was an accidental circum-

stance in the economy of the plant, instead of a constant quantity, not

confined to one period of the plant's growth, but found in all stages

of its existence.

The first to reduce to something like order and to indicate the

value of plant crystals in determining the differences between plants

of otherwise closely-allied families was Professor G. Gulliver, by
whom they had been arranged into the three groups

—

JRaj^Mdes,

Sphceraphides and Crystal Prisms.

Baphides were transparent colourless crystals, needle-shaped,

and tapering to a fine point at each end, loosely connected in bundles

of twenty or more in oval or oblong cells of slightly larger dimen-

sions than themselves. The slightest pressure on the tissues of a

portion of a plant, when under examination, caused them to escape

from their cells. Examples could easily be obtained either by
making thin sections or simply tearing with needles a portion of

the tissues of any member of the balsams, woodruffs, evening prim-

rose, arum, orchis, and some of the iris family.

Spliceraphides were more or less rounded, often spherical bodies,

made up of white or opaque crystals or crystalline matter. In some
the ends of the component crystals projected and gave them a star-shaped

appearance. They were much smaller than their cells, and, in some
cases, were thickly studded throughout the cellular tissue. This was
the case with many of the cactus family, some of which, when aged,

had their tissues so filled with them, as to render the plants very
brittle. It was mentioned that plants of G. senilis, reported over a

thousand years old, when sent to Kew Gardens, had to be packed in

cotton as carefully as if they were delicate glass or jewellery. The
fruit of the prickly pear was full of sphceraphides, examples of which
were easily seen in the crane's-bills, elm, beet, spinach, or violets.

Crystal prisms were found either singly, or two, three, or, at most,

four together, in combination in the same cell. While under a low
power rapjhides did not present angles or faces, crystal prisms j^re-

sented both ; instead, too, of tapering to a point at both ends, they

were wedge-shaped or angular. Some were three or four sided, while

others were octohedrons. They were larger than raphides, and were
not, as a rule, easily separated from the tissues in which they were
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seated. Examples miglit be found in the green-pea sliell, the garlic,

green fig stem, gladiolus, &c., and very abundantly in the soap tree of

South America, used in Peru as a substitute for soap in the cleansing

wool or hair, or in washing.

Chemically, plant crystals were chiefly composed of oxalates of

lime and magnesia, or phosphate of lime.

Professor Gulliver's researches showed that so persistent were

raphides in certain families of plants, and so absent in others, that it

was possible to differentiate, at all stages of their growth, betv\'een

plants otherwise apparently allied. Thus Onagracece and Galliacece

abounded in rapMdes, while none of their near neighbours contained

them. So likewise the red berries of black bryony and cuckoo-pint

could be distinguished from those of red bryony and giielder-rose, by
the presence in the fii'st two and the absence in the last two of

raphides.

To the botanical student characters such as those indicated were

of very great value, and to the microscopist a wide field of research

was opened, for not only would he find plants containing one or other

of the plant crystals described, but great differences in their shape

and size ; nany of them, too, imder polarized light were very beau-

tiful ; while a lesson was to be learnt by all, that they were not

accidents of decay or disease, but part of the economy of life in the

plants in which they were found.

After a discussion, in which Drs. Hallifax, Corfe, the President,

Mr. Glaisyer, and others took part, Mr. Henry Lee, who had been

recently elected an honorary member, presented for distribution spe-

cimens of the skin of the rough-hound, and explained the mode of

mounting and also of separating the spine-like scales, by dissolving

away the animal matter by means of liquor potassce ; by this method
the spines with their socket attachments were well shown. He
hoped in time to bring down from the aquarium skins of all the dog-

fishes, so that the members might each have a perfect series in their

cabinets.

A vote of thanks was given to Mr. Lee.

Eeading Microscopical Society.*

March 3.—Mr. Tatem exhibited an ant-like insect, from Ceylon,

belonging to the order Heterogyna, sub-order Mutilla, insects of solitary

habits, each species being composed of winged males and apterous

females ; the latter always armed with a jiowerful sting. The insertion

of the antennae near the mouth would indicate the a£Snity of the speci-

men with the genera Dorylus and Lahidus, Indian, African, and South

American insects, found in dry sandy districts, running with great

speed and actively predaceous. The large eyes, long legs, and stout

anterior tarsi, with claws developed into powerful chelas, show eminent

fitness for the piu'suit and apprehension of living insect prey, so far

agreeing vsdth the genera referred to. There are, however, some points

* Kcport furnished by Mr. B. J. Austin.
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of divergence which render it questionable whether the specimen can

be correctly referred to either ; e. g. the head is not small, nor is the

abdomen cylindric.

The specimen is to bo submitted to competent authority to

determine whether it may not be generically or specifically new.

Captain Lang exhibited an arranged slide of Stauroneis acuta in

filaments and both aspects, from a gathering near Warwick (sent by
Mr. Staunton) ; also diatoms from a gathering by Captain Perry, on

the west coast of South America, the most noteworthy being what

seemed a perfectly new species of Auliscus, and a group of Aulacodiscus

formosus ; one being evidently a newly-formed inner valve of a dividing

frustule. He also showed 6 and 8-rayed specimens of Aulacodiscus

Kittonii.

Margate i\ricR0SC0PicAL Club.*

The members of the Margate Microscopical Club gave their first

public soiree at the Koyal Assembly Eooms on Thursday, March 2Gth.

Owing to illness Prof. Gulliver was unable to attend and give his

lecture "On Eaphides and other Plant Crystals." However, Col.

Cox, of the East Kent Natui-al History Society, discoursed on
" Agates," and explained the gathering and polishing of his beau-

tiful collection of British agates, many of which, although very
valuable, were found on Hastings and Dover beaches, being prin-

cipally derived from the lower chalk formation.

Mr. Henry Lee detailed the observations made at the Brighton

Aquarium upon the " Ova of the Dog-Fisb," including the habits

of the fish, the mode of deposition of eggs, duration of hatching, and
the nature of the studies now being undertaken by Prof. Huxley and
Dr. Kitchen Parker on the nervous development and skull formation.

The speciality of the evening was the display of living marine
organisms, which were very successfully exhibited, and, whilst they

charmed and fascinated the eye, nothing could exceed the interest

taken by all the large company present in watching the beautiful

movements and ciliary action of life.

It is by no means an easy task to prepare and exhibit to advantage
a living object for a soiree, but the following were successfully dis-

played :—Membranipora, Bowerbankia, Pedecellina, barnacles, nume-
rous eggs of annelids, doris spawn, young whelks and periwinkles

on the point of hatching, fish and crab spawn, entomostraca, small
crustaceans, &c.

The Margate Club has only been established three years, and
numbers forty members.

Its principal aim is to study the marine life of the Thanet coast,

and, whilst it entertains its fellow-residents with successful gatherings
like the present, it also trains men to observe and be acquainted with
the various forms of marine life, so that, if the projiosed aquarium,
designed uj)on the Brighton scale (although less ornate in appearance),
and by the same engineers, be successfully established, few clubs can
be more favourably situated for valuable and scientific observation.

* Report furnished by Mr. F. B. Kyngdon, Hon. Sec.
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QuEKETT Microscopical Club,

April 24tli.—Ordinary Meeting. Dr. Eobert Braithwaite, F.L.S.,
President, in the chair.

After the formal business was concluded, a paper by Mr. G. J.

Burch, " How to make Thin Covering-glass," was read.

The mode adopted was to seal up the end of a glass tube of about
^-inch bore with the blowjnpe, soften it in the flame, then remove it,

and blow through it as strongly as possible, so as to form a large

and very thin bubble ; this was to be broken and the pieces cut to

shape with a writing diamond. If required flat, a piece could be
placed on a perfectly flat piece of platinum foil, and dejiressed for a
moment into the Bunsen flame. In this way Mr. Burch produced
glass 2 dVo^^i ^^ ^^ inch in thickness.

Mr. Ingpen read a paper " On a False-light Excluder for Micro-
scopical Objectives." This consisted of a cap, having a perforation

a little larger than the field of view of the objective ; when this was
slipped on close up to the front lens, it diminished the angle of aper-
ture ; but when brought into contact with the covering glass, it allowed
the full angle to be used ; while in either case no rays but " image-
forming rays" were admitted, and the milkiness caused by stray light

was completely got rid of. This method occurred to Mr. Ingpen upon
reading Mr. Wenham's letter in the March number of the ' Monthly
Microscopical Journal,' describing his mode of measuring the true

angle of a ToUes' ^th objective.

A paper by Mr. James Fullagar, " On the Development of Hydra
vulgaris from Ova," was read, and illustrated with several beautifully

executed drawings of Hydra in its various stages. Hydra vulgaris

differed in several respects from Hydra viridis ; the egg being larger,

and studded with what appeared to be short sj)ines, and surrouuded
with a gelatinous envelope, which it retained to the time of hatching.

The development of a single ovum was traced from the time of its

extrusion. After about fifty-five days a protuberance appeared, a
slight rupture was seen in the shell, and a portion of the Hydra
slowly emerged. In about two hours rudiments of tentacles appeared
as rounded lumps, and in twelve hours the Hydra was fully developed,
with seven tentacles, being however still attached to the inside of the
shell by the suctorial disk at the posterior end of the body. After a
time, varying from twelve to sixty hours, the Hydra finally quitted
the egg, and fixed itself to the weed or the side of the aquarium.
The growth of the Hydra was very slow, and it could not be observed
to feed. After a month, some small entomostraca were put into the
cell, which were seized, but not absorbed ; these, however, died from
the effects of the stinging power of the tentacles. The ova were not
easily found, after extrusion, their gelatinous envelope speedily be-
coming covered with extraneous particles. After the extrusion of the
ovum, the parent Hydra gradually diminished, and in about twenty-
one days the whole body dissolved. The sperm cells continued to dis-

charge spermatozoa into the water for some days after the separation
of the ovum. The ovisac and sperm cells were generally found on the
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same Hydra, but sometimes there were sperm cells only, when the whole
body was seen to be studded with them. The diameter of the ovum was
about ^'oth of an inch, that of Hydra viridis about ^th. Hydra vulgaris

is reproduced from ova in the autumn, Hydra viridis in the spring.

Mr. Ingpen exhibited and described an achromatic bull's-eye con-
denser, formed out of the objectives of a binocular opera-glass. One
of the lenses w^as reversed in its cell, and the two screwed into the
opj)osite ends of a short j)iece of tube, so that the flat side of one
nearly touched the convex side of the other. The light thrown by
this condenser was very pure, and those who possessed a binocular
opera or field-glass could construct one at a small expense, while the
lenses were not spoilt for their original purpose.

The President announced that at the next meeting he would read
the fifth of his series of papers " On the Histology of Plants."

The meeting concluded with the usual conversazione, at which
several interesting objects were exhibited.

May 22.—Dr. Eobert Braithwaite, F.L.S., President, in the
chair.

Twenty-three members were duly elected.

The death was announced of Mr. T. W. Burr, F.R.A.S., F.E.M.S.,
an old and valued member and a Vice-President of the club.

Dr. George Hoggan read a paj)er " On a New Section-cutting

Machine." This instrument differed in many respects from any of
those in ordinary use, and was designed by him for cutting both hard
and soft substances. Two of these instruments were exhibited, and
minutely described. A stoi;t plate of brass, sliding in a double dove-
tailed gi'oove, was moved backwards and forwards by a micrometer
screw. Upon this plate the substance to be cut, if hard, was fixed by
one or more clamps ; if soft, it was inserted in a cube of carrot, cut to

fit a brass trough, which could be similarly clamped to the plate or
" table," so as to move with it. Hard substances were cut with a very
fine-toothed spring saw, which was guided between strong supports, so

as to be capable of cutting a series of perfectly parallel sections. In
one of the instruments shown, there were three of such sections from
a tooth, cut very nearly through, but still attached to the rest, from
which many more sections could be made. These sections were
ready for mounting, the saw marks being scarcely, if at all visible.

Stress was laid ujion using the saw with the teeth reversed, so as to

cut while pulling, and not while pushing it. Soft substances, after

being imbedded in the cube of carrot, and wedged up, if required,

with pieces of elder-pith, were fixed to the plate by means of the

trough, and the knife or razor was guided by two parallel bars of
steel, instead of sliding over a plate, by which method the edge was
less liable to injury, and sections of large masses of imequal con-
sistence could be cut with great facility, from the possibility of
making a number of short cuts, instead of single sweeps only. The
blade of the knife was straight, the under side flat, and the uj)per side

deeply hollowed, so as to contain enough fluid to float off the section

as soon as it was cut. The machine was rather complicated, but this

was necessary, from the desire that success should depend as little as

possible upon the skill of the operator.
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The thanks of the meeting were unanimously voted to Dr. Hoggan,
and a short discussion followed. A number of beautiful specimens,

both of hard and soft substances, cut by the machine, were exhibited,

and much interest was shown in them.

A paper by Dr. Braithwaite, " On the Histology of Plants," being

the fifth of a series written for the club, was taken as read ; and it

was announced that the demonstration of it, by the exhibition of a

number of microscopical preparations of pith, bark, cuticle, &c., would
take place at the next conversational meeting, on the 12th of June.

Announcements of meetings, excui'sions, &c., were made, and the

meeting concluded with the usual conversazione.

Microscopical Section of the Academy of Natural Sciences

OF Philadelphia.

January 5, 1874.—Director W. S. W. Euschenberger, M.D., in the

chair.—Mr. Holman's " siphon slide " for the microscope was exhibited

in operation by Dr. Joseph G. Richardson, who remarked that the

apparatus was composed essentially of a strip of plate glass, of the

ordinary length and width (namely, three inches long by one inch

wide), but double the usual thickness, in the upper surface of which

had been ground a shallow groove, elliptical in both its transverse and

longitudinal section, and deeper toward one extremity. The excava-

tion was so arranged as to receive a small fish, tadpole, or triton, and

retain it without, on the one hand, injury from undue pressure, but

without, on the other, permitting any troublesome gymnastics beneath

the thin glass cover, which, when applied, formed the ceiling of the cell.

The great improvement of this slide consisted, however, in the imbed-

ding of a small metallic tube (communicating with each extremity of

the groove), in either end of the slide, and the adaptation to these two

tubes of pieces of slender caoutchouc pipe, about eighteen inches in

length, one of these being intended for the entrance and the other for

the exit of any fluid, cold or Jiot, which it might be desirable to employ.
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For examination of larger reptiles, and for demonstrations with the

gas microscope, a slide four inches long, with two oval concavities, and

a narrow groove more deeply cut for the body of the creatiu'e, as

shown in the figure, has been devised. With such an apparatus,

through which a current of ice-water can be passed, the injurious

heating effect which ordinarily attends the use of calcium or electric

light to illuminate living specimens is entirely cotmteracted.

When in use it is only necessary to place the animal (in the case

before us a little triton) with some water in the groove of the slide,

cover him with a sheet of thin glass, immerse the end of one of the

caoutchouc tubes in a jar of water, and then, applying the mouth to

the extremity of the other rubber pipe, make sufficient suction to set

up a flow of the liquid through the apparatus. The stream of fluid

(of course bathing the animal in the cell during its passage) can readily

be kept up as in any other siphon for hours or days, and its raj idity

exactly regulated by graduated pressure upon the entrance pipe, so

that in this way a triton may be examined continuously (as stated by
Dr. J. Gibbons Hunt, who had kindly furnished and prepared the slide

and specimen) for a whole week without material injury.

Among the great advantages of this very ingenious contrivance

may be enumerated,—first, its security—the animal being prevented

from escaping, and the joints of the apparatiis being kept tightly closed

by the pressure of the atmosphere ; second, its portability,—the whole

preparation, for example, one for showing the circulation of the blood,

being made at home,— as was done in this instance,—carried to a lec-

ture-room in the pocket, and exhibited to an audience hours after-

wards ; and third, its convenience,—this arrangement permitting the

removal of the slide at any time from the microscope stage, to make
way for other exjieriments, and its instant readjustment when desired.

Dr. Eichardson invited the attention of members to the remarkably

clear and distinct view of the circulation displayed by the aid of this

apparatus in the caudal extremity of a triton, beneath one of the micro-

scopes upon the table, and pointed out as especially worthy of note

the marked prominence of nuclei in epithelial cells covering a portion

of the tail, where blood-stasis had occurred, in consequence of a minute

puncture, purposely made before incarcerating the reptile ; suggesting

that this change was doubtless the visible exponent of that jiatholo-

gical alteration of the circumjacent cellular elements, which constitutes

such an important, although as yet but imperfectly understood, factor

in the inflammatory process.

The Louisville Microscopical Society.

The Louisville Mici-oscopical Society was organized on Thursday,

January 15, 1874. The following are the officers for the ensuing

year :

—

President, Prof. J. Lawence Smith ; Vice-Presidents, Noble
Butler, Dr. C. F. Carpenter ; Treasurer, C J. F. Allen ; Secretary,

John Williamson ; Corresponding Secretary, Dr. E. S. Crosier ; Execu-

tive Committee, E. C. Gwathmey, Dr. E. E. Palmer, Dr. James Knapp,
W. F. Beach, D. T. E. Jenkins.
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The Presence of Balhianis Nucleus in the Ovum of
Osseous Fishes. By Dr. Van Bambeke.

We know that according to M. Balbiani the ovule is not so simple a

structure as is generally believed ;
* by a series of researches extended

over nearly every class of animals the distinguished French em-
bryologist is assured that besides the germinal vesicle considered

as the nucleus of the egg-cell, one finds a second nucleus -whose

function " consists essentially in bringing about the separation of

the elements, till then indifferent, of the protoplasm of the young
ovule into a germinal part, and a nutritive part, grouping around
the one the materials destined to form the plastic part or the germ
whence is later formed the embryo, while the other or simply

nutritive material remains around the germinal vesicle."! Hence
the name vesicule embryofene given by M. Milne-Edwards to

Balbiani's vesicle.

We know then generally the great importance from the point of

view of embryology of Balbiani's discovery. But, as he says himself

in his last work, " his conclusions have been combated by various

authors." And in a very recent memoir upon the egg and its

development in osseous fishes, published by one of the first embry-
ologists in Germany—Herr W. His—there is no mention whatever

of Balbiani's vesicle.| This it is which leads me to communicate
the present paper to the Society of Medicine at Gand.

In studying the ovarian egg of osseous fishes I am certain that one

finds in ovules of a certain age, l)esides the germinal vesicle, another

nuclear mass, viz. le noyau de Balbiani.^ Without stopping for a

* "Oil the Constitution of the Germ in the Animal Ovum before Fecundation
"'

('Oomptea Kendus,' 1864, t. Iviii., pp. 584-588, 621-625). A short expose of

Balbiani's mode of view, accompanied by three figures (after the author), has
been inserted in the form of a note by Dr. Eunvier in his translation of Frey's

'Treatise on Histology,' p. 103.

t Balbiani, ''Me'moire sur le De'veloppement des Arane'ides " ('Annales des
Sciences Naturelles,' 5" Se'ric, tom. xviii., p. 33).

X Wilhelm His, ' Ilntersuchungcn iilDcr das ei und die Eientwickelung bia

Knocken-fischen,' mit 4 Tafeln, Leipzig, 1873. We think we recognize Balbiani's

vesicle in tlie egg of the Barbel, Fig. Id of Plate II. of His' essay.

§ I have rarely found the vesicular form, but generally that of a more or less

granular mass. For this reason, and not to prejudge the function of the organ, I

have replaced here the expressions vesicule de Balbiani and vesicule emhryogme by
that of noyau de Balbiani.

VOL. XII. r
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moment to speak of the intimate structure of tliis spot, and being

still reserved on its genesis and function, the following is what

I have found :

—

(1) Generally Balbiani's nucleus is not readily distinguishable

in ova examined in the fresh state, or in indifferent hquids. But

it soon appears under the influence of certain reagents, such as

chloride of gold, picro-carmine, and, above all, acetic acid,

(2) It exists in even the smallest ovules.

(3) It is always eccentric as regards the germinal vesicle, and

it is generally very close to the periphery of the egg.

(4) Its volume, which is generally inferior to that of the germinal

vesicle, increases with the age of the ovule.

(5) It disappears with the maturity of the ovum, consequently

its disappearance precedes that of the germinal vesicle. Neverthe-

less, I admit this last proposition provisionally and with some doubt.

Gand.

II.— Observations on the Tolles' \th.

By K. B. ToLLES, Boston, U.S.A.

This paper is written as a supplement to what was sent the

Journal from Florida last month. I offer items of proof and

illustration not available there, the record of the ^-inch traversed by

Mr. Wenham in the March issue of the ' M. M. Journal ' being in

Boston. Of course I desired to speak accurately from the record,

rather than trust to recollection in any important particular.

First, I will speak of the proof I have to offer of the claimed

balsam angle beyond 82° as pertaining to the -^-inch named.

With a view to doing what I could not wait to do on the eve

of my departure South, I have had a ^-inch made closely to the

formula of the i-inch concerned. My plan for proof of outside

angle was to cut off or intercept all the (cone of) light entering the

objective

—

dry, by means of a central stop placed upon the posterior

surface of the back system. A stop of • 39" diameter accomplished

this, while the clear aperture of the back system being 0'44"a
ring of clear aperture remained, of appreciable breadth, beyond

the opaque circular stop. And now, observe,—with air as the

front external medium it is a fact no light came through the objec-

tive to the eye at the eye-piece.

With no matter what obliquity, the light could not be made to

pass the stop to the eye. With balsamed alike with dry object

darkness was the effect. To test the question of admissibility of
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more than 82'^ of pencil with a balsam-mounted object, something
more has to be done, as obviously only 180^ could enter the front

surface of the slide.

To give access of more pencil to the object I used the semi-

cylinder. This simple piece of apparatus applied to the front

surface of the slide dry, should, if the objective have 180^ of air

aperture, show 81°
(-J-) of pencil on the cylindrical surface thereof.

Without the stop on the back such was the fact, viz. 81° at the

cyhndrical surface, and that being the internal angle of 180° of air

angle (or infinitely near that) at the plane dry surface of the slide,

as also at the plane front surface of the objective, when dry. Re-
placing the "stop" on the back surface, again no light passed to

the eye. A perfect eclipse existed. And next, to test the question

of more than equivalent pencil for 180'' external angle when the

object is immersed in balsam or other preservative medium,—air

was replaced with water above and below the slide containing the

object mounted in balsam. And now, darkness no longer, but a flood

of light illuminating the object with good definition of its features.

The object actually used was a fine Ehomboides, of which the

cross-liHes were sharply defined, using an eye-piece about one inch

equivalent focus. Image-forming rays, evidently and certainly out-

side of the interior or balsam pencil of 180° external, and prac-

tically utilizing decidedly more than that. The balsam pencil

obtained was more than OS"". I might rest here and leave

Mr. Wenham to appropriate reflections over (so it appears to me)
his very hasty edict against my innovating ^-inch objective.

But, as it seems rather necessary, I will state, as explanatory,

that I used ^{o" covering glass (rather less), and the systems were

but slightly closed from the extreme open-point.

Very difierent indeed from the forced case he made of it. In
this matter a singular precipitating tendency to be either at one

extreme or the other extreme, fully "open" or fully closed, seems,

with my critic, a dire necessity when he assumes the judicial.

Mr. Wenham had not adjusted for maximum angle at all, nor

tried to. Just and merely " closed" to avoid " after quibbles." This

is verily amazing. How ohoniprior " quibbles," Mr.Wenham ? Who
is at fault? But to the point again. The. suggestion that O'OIS
focal distance as in the figure making necessary limit of angle to 118°

falls to the ground in view of the recited experiments. As already

stated, the objective (in the experiments described) was adjusted nearly

entirely open. This of itself annihilated the • 013" distance, sending

his figure to the realms of fancy. Not "abstruse," this teacher

encouragingly says. It is less than that, sir, and worse,— it is

simrious. There is no such thing in the case. With a dry object

mounted on the cover there is no distance involved (very possibly

indeed, and as will occur in everv such dry-mount). iVs there is

F 2
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no distance, you are invited to "plain measurement" of whatever

triangle in the case. Deny if you can.

Fui'thermore, anyone having under such covering glass a dry

object in view with this (London) |-inch, when it is ad.justed to

good definition of the object by extremest obliquity of the radiant-

light, and using this light directly, i.e. without intervening con-

denser of any sort,—then, it will be found, that the extremest

obliquity that can he made incident upon the bottom surface of the

slide will enter the objective, and it will be manifest enough that

the only hmit of obliquity of incidence of illuminating pencil is

parallelism with the surface of the slide.

Prove (do not fail to do that) that the most oblique rays actually

traverse the object and constitute an image of it at the eye-piece.

How ?—by simply passing a card, or like thin-edged body, upward
toward the slide until the very thinnest wedge of hght passes between

the edge of it and the slide, or the stage, as the case may be. (Plainly

for this purpose a slide-holder helow the stage is necessary to reach

the extremest angle.)

On my way South last March, the Journal for that month
came into my hands, and I read Mr. Wenham's article with no

little surprise, and I determined that on my return I would imme-
diately subject the -|-inch to the " stop " proof, which I knew right

well would be conclusive. Meantime I could only send the illus-

tration and seemingly necessary instruction how to make maximum
angle at open point, while diminishing it with closure of the

systems. Not netv in my practice by any means.

And in this connection I will gladly assure Mr. Wenham that

he is not being " hoist of his own petard." Not so bad as that.

The bitter reflection may be dismissed. He has had nothing to do

with the machinery of the hoisting, if that operation is going on

;

has not furnished ammunition, nor plan, in any particular. I have not

even read his " writings " referred to.

I invite Mr. Wenham's plainest comments, without considera-

tions of any sort other than to settle the point at issue, viz, practical

objective angle over 82^ for objects mounted in balsam or other

preservative media.

Business, business relations, " income," absence, or absent

health, need not stand in the way or affect the discussion.

Since writing the above, I have noted more particularly Mr.
Wenham's remarks about " getting no further than the front lens

"

with a diagram.

Now, in the paper sent you last month, the back and middle

systems not given are assumed to be of angular aperture = 60°. I

did not mention, what is true, viz. the " Museum " xV-inch to

which Dr. Woodward ascribes 87'^ hard-balsam angle, has, inner

systems, back and middle, of 62^° angle. Now this is good as a
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diagram for the argument. It is a matter of fad. Focus, clear

= 0-10", angle 60^+ . Obviously the outside rays of this cone can
be traced from behind the front to its inevitable focus in front. But,
if considered requisite, a back and middle appropriate shall be given.

P.S.—I have rigged tv?o semicircles divided for degrees to the
bottom of my zinc stage, with a shutter between, movable through
180"* of arc. The object-slide is also held and moved against the
lower surface of the stage. The very least and last light admitted

- by the shutter to impinge on the face of the slide gives an image of

the object,—with the choked, and smothered, and scouted ^-inch

objective.

[It appears to us that a simple question is now involved in a needless mass of
phraseology. Mr. Tolles objects to the measurement described by Mr. Wenham
having been taken at the closed point, always considered that of greatest aperture.
If this is a mistake it may surely be tested. We have no doubt that Mr. Crisp
will permit the apertures of the ^th to be measured at any other position of the
adjusting collar that Mr. Tolles may suggest.

—

Ed. ' M. M. J.']

III.

—

On the Nervous System of Actinia.

By Professor P. Martin Duncan, M.B. Lond., F.E.S., &c.

Plates LXIX. and LXX.

I. A Notice of the Investigations of Homard, Haime, Schneider,

and Botteken, and others on the subject.

MM. Milne-Edwards and Jules Haime* wrote as follows in 1857
concerning the nervous attributes of the group of Coelenterata

called Zoantharia :
—

" They (les Coralhaires) enjoy a highly deve-

DESCKIPTION OF THE PLATES.
Plate LXIX.

Fig. 1, which is an outline of a chromatophore, with two small ones close to it, is

magnified 10 diameters ; all the rest are drawn from nature under
the magnifying power of a J^-inch immersion lens and a medium eye-
piece.

,, 2.—Bacilli.

„ 3.—Granular and cellular protoplasm between bacilli.

„ 4.—Large refractile cells. Haimean bodies.

„ 5.—Type a of a Kotteken body.

)> ". „ p ,, „

„ 7.— „ 7 „ „ with a thread.

^^ 8.—Granular and cellular tissue between the Haimean bodies.

„ 9.—Same kind of tissue in contact with a Eotteken body.

„ 10.—Some cells with refractile nuclei in the tissue.

J,
II..—^Portion of tissue from amongst the Kotteken bodies,

„ 14.—The same, with a forked end. [Fig. 12.

* 'Hist. Nat. des Coralliaires,' vol. i., p. II.
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loped sensibility ; not only do they contract forcibly upon the slightest

touch, but they are, moreover, not insensible to the influence of

light. Nevertheless, neither a nervous system nor organs of special

sense have been discovered in them. It is true that Spix described

and figured ganglions and nervous cords in the pedal disk of

Actiniae ; but the observations of this naturalist, so far as the polypes

are concerned, are not entitled to the least confidence.

" Some naturalists have supposed that the ' bourses calicinales
'

of the Actiniae are eyes, and M. Huschke believes that certain

capsules in the trunk of Veretilla, which contain calcareous bodies,

are the organs of hearing. But these hypotheses do not rest upon
any proved facts."

In 1864 Huxley noticed that, with regard to the Coelenterata,

" a nervous system has at present been clearly made out only in

the Ctcnophora." *

Homard, t an admirable observer, contributed to the histology of

the Actinozoa inl 1851. He corrected Erdl's mistake concerning

the supposed striation of the muscular fibrillae of the tentacles, and
also Quatrefages and Leuckart's notion concerning the rupture of

the tentacular ends previously to the passage of water from them.

Giving very good illustrations, he proved himself to be a very

reliable investigator.

Amongst other parts of the Actinozoa, he paid especial attention

to the minute anatomy of the " bourses cahcinales." These bead-like

appendages, situated just without the tentacles in some genera, but

Fig. 12.—Three portions of intermediate tissue ending in the layer of granular
cells wliich underlies the Rottcken bodies.

„ 13.—Haiinean and EiJtteken bodies and the intermediate tissue in position.

„ 15.—A diagram, but very close to natiu-e, of the relative position of the histo-

logical elements of the chromatophores.

„ 16.—Haimean and Eotteken bodies intermingled.

„ 17.—Haimean bodies surrounded by pigment cells, and with bacilli flat upon
them, owing to jjressure.

Figs. 18 and 19,—Fusiform nerve cells.

Fig. 20.—a nerve cell.

„ 21.—Nerve cells connected and with fibres.

„ 22.—A spherical nerve cell with processes joining the plexus.

„ 23.—Ramifications of the plexiform cord.

„ 24.—Nerve cell and fibres.

Plate LXX.

„ 25.—Nerve in relation to the small muscular fibrils of the base.

„ 26.—Nerve ramifying and supplying wide muscular fibre.

„ 27.—A loop of nervous fibre.

„ 28.—Terminal ends of the plexus passing over muscular fibre.

Figs. 29 and 30.—The same, more highly magnified.

Fig. 31.—The plexus under the endothelium.

* Huxley, ' Elements of Comparative Anatomy,' p. 82. See Dr. Grant, F.R.S.,

&c., on Beroe pileus, 'Zool. Trans.,' vol. i., p. 10. See also ' A Manual of the Sub-
kingdom Cceleuterata,' by J. R. Greene, B.A., 1861, p. 165.

t " Sur ks Actinia)," ' Ann. des Sciences Nat.,' 1851.
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not in all, are also called chromatopbores and " bourses marginales "

;

and tbeir beautiful turquoise colour bad rendered tbem attractive

to previous anatomists, wbo bad, as bas already been noticed, guessed

concerning tbeir function.

Homard determined tbat tbey were folded elements of tbe skin

in wbicb tbe capsules (nematocysts) were enormously developed.

He stated tbat tbe tbread of tbese gigantic nematocysts was seen

witb difficulty. He noticed tbe transparency of some large cells in

tbe bourses, and stated tbat, in bis opinion, tbere was " some

pbysiological relation between tbese little organs and tbe ligbt."

Jules Haime (probably in 1855) examined tbe minute anatomy
of Actinia mesemhryanihemum, and bis colleague, Milne-Edwards,

quotes bim in tbe ' Hist. Nat. des Coralliaires,' vol. i., p. 240. Tbe
lamented young naturalist found out tbat tbe cbromatophores bore,

so far as tbeir number is concerned, a decided numerical relation

witb tbe number of tbe tentacles. He decided tbat tbey contained

but few muscular fibres, and bad navicular-sbaped nematocysts,

"diversement contourncs," witb indistinct tbreads witbin tbem.

However, be recognized large transparent cells and pigmentary

granules in tbem. Tbe nematocysts of tbe cbromatopbores are

larger tban tbose of tbe tentacles. He was evidently not satisfied

witb tbe data upon wbicb tbese coloured masses were decided to be

of importance as organs of special sense. In all probability Haime
was aware of Homard's work.

Kolliker and tbe German bistologists added about tbis time,

and later, to tbe exact knowledge respecting tbe bistology of tbe

muscles, skin, endotbelium, and tentacular apparatus, but no advance

was made towards tbe discovery of a nervous system in tbe Actinia

for many years.

In i871 tbe popular idea of tbe extent of tbe nervous system in

Actinia was expressed by Alex. Agassiz,* wbo wrote:—"Notwitb-

standing its extraordinary sensitiveness, tbe organs of tbe senses in

tbe Actinia are very inferior, consisting only of a few pigment cells

accumulated at tbe base of tbe tentacles."

But in tbis year a great advance was made towards discovery by

Profs. A. Scbneider and Eotteken.f Tbe first-named naturalist paid

especial attention to tbe development of tbe lamellse and septa in

Corals and Actiniae, and bis colleague laboured in tbe bistology of

Actinia especially.

Working at a very great disadvantage, witb specimens wbicb

bad been preserved in alcobol, Eotteken produced a series of

researcbes wbicb added greatly to tbe knowledge already granted to

* 'Sea-side Shidies,' Eliz. and A. Agassiz, 1871, p. 12.

t Sitzungsbericht der Olierliessischeu Gesellschaft fUr Natur- und Heilkimde,

March, 1871 (On the Stniotuie of Actinia' and Corals). Translated for the 'Ann.

and Mag. of Nat. Hist.,' 1871, vii., \\ 437, by W. S. Dallas, F.L.S., &c.
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science by Homard and Haime. So far as they bear on the

nervous system, the result of his researches may be stated as

follows :
—

" The bourses marginales " (chromatophores) are un-

doubtedly organs of sense, and, indeed, compound eyes. They are

pyriform diverticula of the body-wall, standing between the tentacles

and the outer margin of the peristome ; they are constructed after

the fashion of a retina, and the following layers of structure may be

distinguished in them :—1, externally a cuticular layer broken up
into " bacilli " by numerous pore-canals ; 2, a layer of strongly

refractile spherules, which may be regarded as lenses ; 3, cones

—

hollow, strongly refractile, transversely striated cylinders or prisms

rounded at the ends; these have hitherto been confounded with

urticating capsules (nematocysts) : at the exterior end of each cone

there is generally one lens, and sometimes two or three may stand

in the interspaces; 4, a granular fibrous layer occupying the

interspaces between the cones ; 5, a layer which is deeply stained

by carmine, and contains numerous extremely fine fibres and spindle-

shaped cells, probably nerve fibres and cells ; 6, the muscular layer
;

7, the endothelium, which bounds the perigastric cavity.

Actinia mesembryanthemum was the species examined, and the

diagram (PL LXIX., Fig. 15) will explain the relative position of

the layers,

Kotteken could not determine the position of the pigment of the

chromatophores from the alcoholized specimens. An examination of

the minute anatomy of the tentacles of Actinia cereus, Ellis and

Solander, determined that the refractile spherules and large cones

were to be found on the tips of these organs.

Dana,* in his popular work on Corals and Coral Islands, appears

to accej)t the statements quoted above. He states that " they some-

times possess rudimentary eyes "; and elsewhere, " they have

crystalline lenses and a short optic nerve." He then observes :

—

" Yet Actiniae are not known to have a proper nervous system

;

their optic nerves, where they exist, are apparently isolated, and

not connected with a nervous ring such as exists in the higher

Kadiate animals,"

II, A Description of the Morphology of the Chromatophores.

During the summer of 1871 the author of this communication
was examining into the minute anatomy of Actinia mesembry-
anthemum, and had the advantage of possessing living specimens.

Havmg satisfied himself of the general correctness of Eotteken's

admirable work, he relinquished the inquiry until 1873, when he
resumed it.

Everyone who has endeavoured to anatomize one of the Actinia

* 'Corals and Coral Islauda,' by James D. Dana, LL.D., 1872, pp. 39, 41.
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mnst acknowledge the excessive difficulties wliicli accompany the

attempt. The irritabihty-of the muscular tissues, their persistent

contraction during manipulation, the confusion caused by the
abundance of diflerent cellular histological elements, and the general
sliminess of the whole, render the minute examination very trouble-

some and usually very unsatisfactory. Keagents are useful for

rough examinations ; but when the most dehcate of the tissues are

to be examined they must be floated under sea-water, and this must
be the medium in which they must be examined under the

microscope. Carmine solution, osmic acid, and spirits of wine in

weak solutions are useful after the natural appearances have been
determined, but they exaggerate some histological elements and
destroy others.

G-reat care must be taken in making the thin sections, and no
tearing must be allowed ; for it is of paramount importance, in

endeavouring to trace the nervous system, that the relative position

of parts should be retained.

It is useless to rely on any observation made with object-glasses

lower than yVinch focus (immersive).

In examining the chi'omatophores. Actinias with very bright-
coloured ones, and other specimens with these organs dull in tiut,

should be selected. Fresh subjects should be obtained, and it is not
necessary to kill them first of all. The blades of very dehcate
scissors should be allowed to touch the desired chromatophore close

to its base, and then as the Actinia commences to contract, they
should be brought together gently and without wrenchincr the
tissues. By this method the chromatophore will remain on the
blades. Two or three chromatophores may be removed, with their
intermediate tissues, without injury to the animal ; but. of course,
the excision must not be too deep, or the endothehimi will be cut
into.

A dropping tube should be used to wash the chromatophore off

the blades on to a glass shde, where a drop of sea-water awaits it.

Sections are by no means easy to make, but they are best
performed under a power of 10 diameters with fine scalpels. The
forceps must not be employed, as it crushes the tissues. If possible,

very shght pressure should be exercised on the thin glass, which is

to be placed very carefully and wet over the object. After the
examination, carmine should be added, or osmic-acid solution, 1 per
cent, in strength ; but no results can be rehed on which are derived
from the examination under the influence of reagents alone, as they
modify the natural appearance greatly.

So fer as the chromatophores are concemal, my iuvesticyations

took the following course :—1. Eotteken's researches on the alco-

holized ^c/^'n/a were followal in recent specimens. 2. The tissues

of the chromatophores, of their margins, and of the spaces between
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them were examined in a large specimen of a living pale-green

variety of Actinia mesemhrijantliemum from the Mediterranean.

8. The tissues of the chromatophores of the Actinia mesemhryan-

themum were again examined with a view to explain the differences

between M. Eotteken's and my own results.

The rounded, free, coloured, external layer of a chromatophore

was carefully disengaged from the granular tissue beneath it, so

that the baciUi of Kotteken, the refractile corpuscles, and his so-

called cones were separated from the rest. This turquoise-coloured

film was floated and carefully placed on a iilass slide, the bacillary

layer being inferior and on the glass, whilst the proximal ends of

the cones were free in the water. No thin glass was placed over

the film, and an object-glass of -^-inch focus was used. The appear-

ance presented under this low power (by transmitted light) was

very remarkable, for a great number of brilliant points of light

were seen surrounded and separated by dark opaque tissue. "When

a ^-inch object-glass was used, the appearance was less striking, for

the points of light were more diff'used. No trace of an object could

be seen through the refractile tissues.

The transparent and retractile tissues were the so-called bacilli,

the globular bodies and the " cones " already noticed ; and the tissue,

which was impermeable by light, consisted of the colouring matter

in small dull granules, cells small and round in outline and granular,

and also the cell-walls of the cones.

Sections through a chromatophore were made at right angles to

the point of the greatest convexity of the surface, and thin slices

were floated off carefully from the line of section on to glass shdes.

The shces included (a) the coloured outside of the chromatophore,

(h) the tissue beneath it, and (c) some muscular fibres which limit

the endothelium. Sea-water was used as the medium, and a thin

glass cover was applied after the specimens had been examined with

a low power.

Externally was the bacillary layer (PI. LXIX,, Fig. 15). Eotteken

describes this as a cuticular layer broken up into bacilli by numer-

ous pore-canals. Examined, however, in the fresh subject, this

external layer consisted of a vast multitude of small rod-shaped

bodies, sharply rounded but conical at both ends, very transparent,

and resembling the smallest nematocysts of the tentacles without the

internal thread (PI. LXIX., Fig. 2). These are placed side by side,

and the external rounded end of each is sepiarated by a small space

from the terminations of its neighbours. These ends are free and

are in contact with the water in which the Actinia lives. The rods

are cylinders, and are separated from each other by a very delicate

film of protoplasm, in which are numerous dark opaque granules and

a few flat simple colourless rounded cells (PI. LXIX., Fig. IJ). The
inner ends are shaped like the external, and arc imbedded in the
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next layer of tissue. Each of these bodies is a simple cell filled

with a transparent fluid. When a thin film of the surface of a

chromatophore is removed and examined under a ^V-iuch, the bacilli

may be observed to crowd together over a layer of large refractile

cells. The thin glass cover is generally sufficient to crush down

the bacilh, so that their sides may be seen as they rest in all kinds

of positions on the deeper cellular layer (PI. LXIX., Fig. 17).

The bacilh are not found universally over the chromatophores,

nor do they invariably cover the layer of large refractile globular

cells.

It will be noticed, on examining excised portions which include

two or three chromatophores and their intermediate tissue, that not

only are they marked on their surface by foldings of their super-

ficial tissue, but that between them there are others which are

microscopic. These last rarely have bacilli. Moreover, in some

parts of the margins (?f the chromatophores, other pigments are

visible than the turquoise, and the red often predominates ; the

bacilh are not usually present there.

Beneath the superficial layer of bacilh and their separating

protoplasm, which is faintly granular, there is some granular

tissue with a few small spherical cells containing granules, and the

inner ends of the bacilli are imbedded therein (PI. LXIX., Fig. 3).

This granular tissue is very thin, but it covers and dips down
between the large refractile cells, which form the next layer

(PI. LXIX., Figs. 4, 13, 15, 16, 17).

These cells are more or less spherical ; the cell-wall is very thin,

and the contents are transparent, colourless, and refractile. Some
have a pale grey tint, and one or more extremely faint nuclei are

attached to the inner surface of the cell-waU. The ovoid shape is

occasionally seen.

These large cells, which transmit light so readily, are universally

found on the chromatophores ; and when there are bacilli upon them,

the spherical shape is common.
At the margins of the chromatophores, and where the red pig-

ment commences, these refractile cells assume much larger dimen-

sions and more irregular shapes. These refractile cells are, as has

already been noticed, imbedded in a tissue of granular and slightly

cellular protoplasm, and this occasionally is differentiated into some

peculiar structures.

Where there are no bacilli this granular tissue is increased in

thickness and becomes superficial ; moreover the granules then con-

tribute to the colour of the chromatophore, and probably they

always do so to a certain degree.

The refractile ceUs are not invariably confined to the layer above

the so-called cones of Piotteken, although they are often thus limited

in their position, especially if there are bacilli covering them. In
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parts of the same chromatophore, where this apparently normal

arrangement is seen, and especially on the microscopic chromato-

phores between the larger kinds, the large refractile spherules

are found between and in the midst of groups of the cones

(PI. LXIX, Fig. 16).

In the chromatophores there is considerable variety in the size

of the refractile cells ; they appear to be developed from the small

cells with a circular outline, which contain a few dark granules, and

which are found in considerable abundance amidst the enveloping

granular tissue (PI. LXIX., Fig. 8).

The most striking of all the histological elements of the chroma-

tophores are the cones of Kotteken, or the nematocysts with imper-

fectly visible threads of Homard. They are divisible into three

series :

—

a. Elongated simple cells, cylindrical in shape, with rounded and

somewhat pointed extremities, consisting of a tough cell-wall which

is capable of being bent without being broken or ruptured, and of

colourless transparent contents which are rather viscid (PI. LXIX.,
Fig. 5). They are four or five times the length of the bacilli, and

three times their width. The cell-wall is faintly tinted with the

peculiar colour of the chromatophore. These elongated cells are not

conical, nor can they be really termed cones with any propriety

;

when observed through their greatest length, or when the light

traverses their long axis, the cell-wall appears dark and the centre

very refractile. They exist in vast multitudes over most parts of

the chromatophore, and also in the intermediate tissue and its

microscopic chromatophores.

^. Cells of the same shape as " a," but the cell-wall is faintly

striated, the appearance being very distinct under a power of 2000
diameters (PI. LXIX., Fig. 6). These cells are very numerous, and

were noticed by Rdtteken ; they appear in the same position, and
often amongst the cells with simple walls.

7. Cells of the same shape and size as " a and /9," with a well-

developed thread within them, which usually has no barb (PI. LXIX.,
Fig. 7).

These cells are common where there are no bacilli, but they

occur here and there in all parts of the chromatophore circle.

In some rare instances the " Eotteken bodies " (for thus I would

name these remarkable cells) are closely approximated, side by side,

without the intervention of any structure ; but, usually, there is a

very thin layer of granular protoplasm, containing small cells,

between them.

As the bodies are cylindrical and more or less closely applied by

their sides, there is more space between them in some places than

in others ; and it is in these spots, where the bodies cannot come

in direct contact, that their intermediate structures are elongated
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and filiform (PI. LXIX., Figs. 9-14). The filiform arrangement
of the granulo-cellular protoplasm is often branched, and a set of

elongated masses may unite ab(3ve or below the bodies. The cells of

this intermediate tissue are small and usually spherical ; in one kind

there is a large refractile nucleus, but in the commonest varieties

the cells simply contain granules. It is necessary to study this

tissue, because of its close agreement to what I presume to be the

nerve structure, in some, but not in the essential, points. This

tissue is clearly continuous with that which has already been

noticed as separating and bounding the larger refractile cells outside

the Eotteken bodies, and it is continued amongst the small closely-

set granular cells which underhe these interesting histological

elements (PI. LXIX., Fig. 13).

The intermediate tissue binds together the bacilli, for it is con-

tinued upwards and between them, the large refractile cells (which

I propose to term " Haimean bodies "), and the " Ptotteken bodies,"

and it becomes lost in the cells upon which the proximal ends of

these last rest.

It contains the granular structures which give, in the mass, the

colour to the chromatoj)hore, and it is evident that the Haimean
bodies are developed from it.

The proximal ends of the Eotteken bodies retain their sharp

and rounded contour amidst the dense layers of small granular cells

which everywhere underlie them.

Those granular cells form a tissue through which light passes

with difficulty under the microscope. They are regularly placed

in series near the Eotteken bodies ; but deeper they become less so,

and then other anatomical elements may be observed between them
and the muscular fibres upon which the whole cliromatophore

rests, and which in their turn limit externally the endothelium.

III. A Notice of Bottehens discovery of Fusiform Cells and of the

different ajjpearances of the Nervous Elements noiv first

observed in the " Plexiform Tissued

Eotteken describes these nervous elements as extremely fine

fibres and spindle-shaped cells, and asserts that they are probably

nerve fibres and cells. But he has not traced them in conjunc-

tion, nor have the fibres been seen of sufficient length to anasto-

mose.

I have found the fusiform bodies and their long ends—the fine

fibres mentioned above. Moreover the connection of these irregular-

shaped cells has been determined in these investigations, and the

anastomosis of their processes and their connection with parts of a

plexiform nervous tissue also.

These structures are in the midst of a mass of viscous proto-
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plasm, granules, and granular cells, which merge gradually into the

close layers of granular cells under the Kotteken bodies, and they

transgress here and there on those layers.

The fusiform cells are numerous (PI. LXIX., Figs. 18-24), and

may be divided into two kinds:— (a) Those with irregular shapes

and short terminal processes, which are prolongations of the cell-

wall and are rounded off. These cells contain either highly refrac-

tile nuclei, or several nuclei with granular nucleoli. The fusiform

shape is not invariable, and in Plate LXIX., Fig. 20, a large cell

twice the diameter of a Ptotteken body is seen amidst the granular

plasm. It has a tail-shaped prolongation and some highly refrac-

tile nuclei.

/S. Those which are rounded in outline, and whose projections

are long and continuous with those of others. The outlines of these

cells are soft, and without definite and sharp margins, and the

colour is a very pale blue-grey. They contain one or more very

distinct nuclei. Our type, illustrated in Plate LXIX., Fig. 21, has

its cells rather wider than a Eotteken body, and they are connected

by a process with sharply-defined wells—the cell, with many nuclei,

having a long caudal fibril of a pale grey colour and rather sharp

marginal lines which had suffered disruption.

A second type has large spherical or elliptical cells, which do

not have processes passing out in opposite directions, but they are

restricted to one part. Usually the cells have only one process,

but sometimes two exist close together (Fig. 22).

These cells are granular within and have very indistinct nuclei

;

the cell-wall is extremely delicate, and the whole is of a pale grey

colour. The fibrils of these cells are particularly connected with

the plexiform tissue. In Plate LXIX., Fig. 22, there is a cell with

two fibrils—one is short, for it dips down and is foreshortened,

and the other is very long ; it bifurcates, and one end joins a

rounded mass of the plexus, and the other the rugged fibrillar

part.

In Plate LXIX., Fig. 24, a cell with one fibril is shown. The
fibril swells slightly, and then passes down to join a transverse

fibre belonging to the plexus.

The plexiform tissue is probably continuous around the Actinia

beneath the chromatophores, for it is found between the circular

band of muscular fibres and every chromatophore. It consists of

an irregular main structure and of lateral prolongations, which

either anastomose with the fibrils from the fusiform and more

spherical cells, or are directly continuous with the cells (Fig. 23).

The main structure resembles, in its indistinctness of outline

and its pale grey colour and indefinite marginal arrangement, the

fibre of the sympathetic of mammals, but it is less coherent and

smaller. The usual appearance (PL LXIX., Fig. 23) is that of a
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grey film with definite branches, and the whole has few granules
here and there and a very few nuclei. It is intimately associated

with the surrounding cell structures, but they may be separated by
accident or compression. Here and there the structure enlarges
and a ganglion-Hke cell is seen (PL LXIX., Fig. 22).

I have traced this structure almost across the whole field of

the microscope in some sections.

It appears that this portion of the nervous system of Actinia

(namely, the fusiform and spherical cells with fibrils and the plexi-

form structure) is distinct histologically from the fibrillar and
cellular structures amidst the Haimean and Eotteken bodies. These
structures are connective and developing ; but it must be remem-
bered that it is possible for both series to come in contact in the

midst of the layers of granular cells which underlie the Eotteken
bodies.

IV. Examination into the Physiological Relation between the

Chromatophores, the Nerves, and Light.

The question arises. Are these nerves of special sense ? MM.
Schneider and Eotteken answer that the small portion of the

nervous arrangement they described, i. e. the fusiform bodies and
their fibrils, are optic nerves. They are satisfied with the physical

arrangement of the bacilli, Haimean and Eotteken bodies, and
the nature of the colouring matter imitating that of an organ of

vision.

The discovery of the anastomosing fibrils and the plexiform

arrangement favour this theory ; but there are reasons to be con-

sidered which throw much doubt on the views of the distinguished

investigators. All Actinia have not chromatophores, and closely

allied genera may or may not have them. Thus, amongst the

Actinia with smooth tentacles, there is a group with non-retractile

and another with retractile tentacles : amongst those with non-

retractile arms are the genera Anemonia and Eumenides without

chromatophores, and Comactis and Ceratactis with them ; amongst
the Actinia with retractile tentacles are Actinia with, and Paractis

without, chromatophores.

Amongst the tubercular division, the genus Phymactis has

chromatophores, but its close ally Cereus has them not.

Whatever may be the value of this classification of the Actinia,

it is quite evident that to group together those with and without

chromatophores in separate divisions would be the reverse of pro-

ducing a natural arrangement. It is therefore difiicult to believe

that these ornaments, with something resembling an optical arrange-

ment, can be the seat of special sensation.

MM. Eotteken and Schneider have observed the large refractile

VOL. XII. G
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Haimean bodies in the tentacles, and, as will be noticed farther on,

I have found them of enormous size in the peristome.

They are surrounded in those places, but not covered, with

pigment cells and granules, and are situated just beneath the nema-

tocyst layer in the tentacle, and beneath a corresponding layer, or

one of bacilh, in the peristome. I have failed to recognize any
nervous elements in the tentacles save the fusiform bodies, and there

are none in the peristome except these irregular cells.

Again, the Haimean bodies are found in the chromatophores, in

some places, amidst the Eotteken bodies, separating them.

Nevertheless it is true that light falling on the surface of an

Actinia will reach farther into its structures where there are

Haimean bodies, and farther still if the Eotteken cells underlie

them. Where there is no pigment intervening between the bodies

when placed side by side, or between the Eotteken cells, a diffused

glare of hght would impinge on the granulo-cellular layer below

them, in which the nerves ramify and the nerve cells exist. But
when the pigment granules and cells exist, they break up the

general illumination and confine it to a series of separate bright

rays. Each of them is brighter than the corresponding space of

diffused light ; and it would appear that the bacilli, the Haimean
bodies, and the Eotteken cells in combination, concentrate light.

Two or three bacilli are placed side by side and behind each

other over a small Haimean refractile spherical cell, and perhaps

twenty or more cover a large cell (PI. LXIX., Fig. 15). Usually a

Haimean body is placed immediately over a Eotteken body ; but, as

Eotteken has pointed out, this is not an invariable arrangement, for

some cover the spaces between and over them. The refractibility

of the fluid contents of the Haimean bodies and Eotteken cells

appears to be the same ; but the elongated form of the last-mentioned

structures may act upon hght as if their internal fluid were more
viscid.

In every instance there is a more or less opaque tissue between
the proximal end of the Eotteken body and the nerve cells ; and,

moreover, the delicate protoplasmic layer, which is slightly impervious

to Hght, surrounds the Haimean bodies.

In my opinion the Haimean bodies, wherever they exist, carry

Hght more deeply into the tissues than the ordinary epithelial

structures. This is also the case with the bacilli and Eotteken

bodies, even when they exist separately and with or without the

Haimean bodies. There are three ordinary constituents of the skin,

and through their individual gifts and structural peculiarity they

place the Actinia in relation with light. When they are brought

together in this primitive form of eye, they concentrate and convey

light with greater power, so as to enable it to act more generally on
the nervous system—probably not to enable the distinction of objects,
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but to cause the light to stimulate a rudimentary nervous system to

act in a reflex manner on the muscular system, which is highly

developed. The Actinia, therefore, may feel the light by means of

the transparent histological elements when they are separate and
constitute integral portions of the ectoderm ; but this sensation

will be intensified when the three kinds of cells are placed in such
order as has been observed in the chromatophores.

The evolution of an eye, which can distinguish outlines, shadows,

and colours, probably took the path which is thus faintly indicated

in the Actinia, which doubtless has an appreciation of the difference

between light and darkness.

V. On the Nerves of the base of Actinia mesembryanthemum.

A large specimen of a pale green variety from the Mediterranean

was examined.

The base being free and expanded, a rapid incision cut out a

triangular piece comprehending the ectothelium, the muscular layers,

and the mucous endothelium. The apex of the triangle reached the

centre of the base of the Actinia, and the base of the triangle, which
was covered, corresponded with the basal margin of the animal.

Sections were made parallel with the original aspect of the base

of the Actinia, and then some others at right angles.

The histological elements were studied separately and compared,

so that the following tissues could be distinguished readily :

—

1. A fibrous-looking tissue like ordinary white fibrous tissue

with dark nuclei, to which the muscular fibres are attached and
from which they originate.

2. A dense layer of muscular fibres, or rather fibrils, which

originates at right angles to the fibre of the fibrous tissue. Each
fibril is refractile and nucleated. Each is separate from its neigh-

bours, and lies in the midst of granules and small cells which

contain granules, all being highly refractile. In some places the

fibrils are gathered together in masses, so as to leave areolae between

them.

3. Large muscular fibres in contact laterally, so as to form a

thin layer. Each fibre is long, broad, has several pale elongate

nuclei and a distinct lateral dark line. There are no striae.

4. The elements of the endothelium and ectothelium, which, as

they do not bear on the immediate subject, will be described in a

future memoir.

The ol>ject of the investigation being to discover some trace of

a nervous system, which was presupposed to resemble somewhat

the traces observed below the chromatophores, the necessity of

becoming familiar with the fibrous and muscular tissues, so as to

decide what was not muscle and fibre, is apparent.

G 2
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I have not found any isolated fusiform cells amongst the tissues

of the base ; but under the endothelium, and also between the layers

of muscular fibres, there are structures which I feel disposed to

believe must belong to the nervous system. 1. They are in the

position of nerves. 2. Their structure is not that of muscle or fibre.

3. Their structure resembles, in some instances, the plexiform

tissues beneath the chromatophores.

The nervous structures are found to present three characteristic

shapes :

—

1. A thin layer of muscular fibrils of the small and separate

(see 2 above) kind, with well-defined dark nuclei in them, was
examined. The whole was very transparent and well defined under
the -jJg-inch objective.

Underlying this layer, and extending on either side beyond it,

so as to appear in one of the meshes between groups of these fibrils,

was a ramified pale grey tissue, which was less pervious to light

than the muscular fibrils (PI. LXX., Fig. 25). Swollen in one part

and faintly granular throughout, it had its margins very faintly

visible. It was flat, and had a definite resemblance to the widest

portion of the plexus already mentioned.

2. A large section of muscular tissue was examined. It consisted

of one layer of large muscular fibres (see 3 above) in close lateral

contact. Eunning obhquely over the layer was an irregular but
continuous cord ramifying here and there, the branches breaking up
into fibrils. In one part the cord was swollen (PI. LXX., Figs. 26
and 27). A second ramification passed from the opposite end of

the field of the microscope and broke up into ultimate fibrils, and
in this structure there was a fusiform ceU.

Careful manipulation separated a portion of the upper cord

from the muscular fibres, but a part of it evidently dropped down
amongst them.

3. A layer of muscular fibres of the same kind as those just

mentioned was examined. It was marked, as usual, with the lateral

dark lines and pale elongated nuclei.

Three long and irregular fibres passed more or less obliquely

over the muscular tissue (PI. LXX., Figs. 28-30). They had
distinct lateral or marginal lines, were swollen out in several places,

and their texture was faintly granular.

I believe that these fibres were continuous with the fine

ramifications of the plexiform arrangement just described.

4. Above the muscular layers, and under the folds of the

endothehum, I found an inosculating series of ramifications arising

from a common cord. It was situated upon the layer of muscular
tissue, with small and separate long fibrils.

The structure was faintly granular, pale grey in colour, with
faint outlines, and was swollen in some places : it covered a con-
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siderable portion of the field of the microscope ; and portions of it

had a close resemblance to the ramifying structure mentioned as

having been observed below the muscular layer (PI. LXX., Fig. 31).

The multiplication, if it be justifiable, of these structural elements
in the other segments of the base which were not examined would
give a fair notion of the plesiform arrangement of the basal nervous
tissue. I presume that it consists of a reticulate structure beneath
the endothelium, which sends large branches between the vacuities

of the most delicate muscular layer, and which communicates with
a ramifying tissue in contact with the other muscular layers, and
that this ends in long fibres which supply the wide fibres of this

last-mentioned layer.

The diffused nature of this nervous tissue is what might be
anticipated would be found in animals possessing such general

irritabihty of tissue, and probably its function is to assist in the

reflex movements of the animal, and to produce expansion of the

disk on the stimulus of hght.

—

Proceedings of the Eoyal Society,

vol. xxii., No. 151.

IV.

—

On Diajjedesis : or the Passage of Blood-corpuscles through

the Walls of the Blood-vessels, and how to observe it.

By Joseph Needham, F.K.M.S.

The importance of the subject of diapedesis cannot be overrated,

for one can scarcely attend a course of lectures on physiology,

pathology, surgery, or medicine, without hearing, over and over

again, a description of, or a reference to, this process ; surely, then,

you will not regard . the time spent in verifying for yourselves so

important a fact as wasted. Before proceeding to the substance

proper of my discourse, 1 wish to observe that, although I may
draw now and again on physical facts, or encroach too much on
the domain of pathology, yet those digressions will only be made
to render the explanation of the subject more lucid, or to testify to

the importance of a right conception of it.

We will, for convenience, consider our matter under four

headings.

1. Mode of demonstration.

2. Description of process.

3. Explanation of phenomena.
4. Concluding remarks.

I. As to the modes of demonstration, various observers have
made use of difierent animals. The material has been drawn
chiefly from the Batrachians and their tadpoles. Fish have occa-

sionally been employed; recently warm-blooded animals have been
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used; but the study of the capillary circulation of mammalia is

attended with such great difficulty that they are seldom employed.

We will dismiss the fish and mammalia in a few words. An
oblong box of gutta-percha, with glass top and bottom, is generally

employed for studying the circulation in fish. A constant supply of

fresh water is conveyed to, and the deoxygenated water from,

the box, by means of two pipes. As regards mammaha, there is

but one external part—viz. the wing of the bat (used by Paget)

—

sufficiently transparent for observation; hence it is necessary to

employ some internal structure. The mesenteries of small rodents

have been used by Strieker ; but these are not to be compared with

the omentum, and particularly with that of the guinea-pig. It

differs from that of man in consisting of only two layers of peri-

toneum, in being much more delicate in structure, and containing

very little fat. The observations on these serous membranes have

been productive of no good results, for the injurious effects of

exposure are much greater than those which occur in Batrachians.

Therefore, to overcome these difficulties, it is necessary to have

recourse to complicated apphances and expensive apparatus, and

even then so vulnerable a tissue as that of the peritoneum cannot

be exposed even for a few minutes without injury, so that, although

the greatest care is taken in demonstration, only a momentary

glimpse can be obtained.

Batrachians and their larvae. Four parts of these animals may

be used, as follows:— (1) The web of the frog's foot. (2) The

mesentery of the frog or toad—preferably of the toad, whose mesen-

tery is longer. (3) The tongue of the toad or frog. (4) Tadpole's

tail. These animals may or may not be curarized. If curara be

employed, one drop of one-sixth per cent, solution is injected under

the skin of the back with an ordinary hypodermic syringe. If not

curarized, the brass frog-plate sold by opticians, or a large flat piece

of cork with a hole at one end, must be employed; but these

arrangements are only fitted for examining the web.

1. The web of the foot must be extended over the glass in the

brass plate, or the hole in the cork, by means of thread tied to the

toes and fastened to the plate, or by means of pins to the cork ; but

the web is not well fitted for observing diapedesis. The epithelium

soon becomes dulled by the action of reagents, and often the

extension of the web impedes or entirely prevents the circulation.

2. The mesentery. Although the preparation of the mesentery

is not so simple as one might anticipate, yet it is well suited for our

purpose. The animal must be under the infiuence of curara, and

the use of a stage frog-plate is necessitated, the construction of

which is as follows :—A piece of cork, having a circular hole in the

middle, is fastened to one end of a plate of glass or cork with a

corresponding hole ; a circular piece of thin glass is fixed to the
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projecting cork, above the hole, partly covering its surface. An
incision is made parallel to the median line on the right side of the

belly. Care must be taken not to sever any large vessels. A
similar incision is then made in the exposed muscles, still avoiding

the blood-vessels. Should there be any bleeding from a large vessel

it must be restrained by torsion or ligature. All traces of blood

having been removed with bibulous paper, the intestines and
mesentery are drawn out carefully and placed on the projecting

cork. The animal must lie supine. The intestine is covered with
bibulous paper, and a thin " cover " glass placed on the mesentery.

The whole is kept moist by the frequent addition of a few drops of

a \ per cent, solution of chloride of sodium. The mesentery should

be exposed for two or three hours before required for observation.

3. The tongue was first used by Cohnheim. The animal in

this experiment must also be curarized. A plate, similar to that

last described, is used. The tongue is drawn out and ligatured

near its root. Forty-eight hours after, the ligature is removed, and
the circulation generally recovers in a short time. Dr. Mitchell

Bruce suggests interposing a piece of leather between the ligature

and the tongue, to prevent injury to the organ. The animal is

placed on its back, the tongue drawn forwards, spread over the thin

glass, and secured in position by means of small pins. The dorsum
of the organ will be directed upwards.

4. The tail of the tadpole can be arranged with great facility,

and affords a most interesting object. Dr. Klein recommends
curarizing the animal by placing it in a moderately strong solution

of curara until motionless. It is then placed on an ordinary glass

slip, the tail covered with a thin glass, and kept moist by the

addition of salt solution when necessary.

II. The examination should be commenced with a low power,

so that a moderate-sized vein can be easily selected. The low
power is changed for a No. 7 Hartnack, corresponding to an
Enghsh quarter inch. The chosen vessel must now be closely

watched.

In every vessel, so long as the parts are natural, the central

part of the current is occupied by coloured, and the periphery by
colourless, corpuscles. The coloured pass along with their long

axes parallel to the long axis of the vessel, whilst the colourless

assume a spheroidal form, and move more slowly, or, as Dr. Burdon
Sanderson has aptly likened them, to " round pebbles in a shallow

but rapid stream."

A column of fluid may be supposed to consist of several strata,

and the friction of the fluid against the wall of the vessel causes

the external layer to move more slowly ; hence the slow onward
progress of the colourless, and the quicker transit of the coloured.

After a while the relation will be seen to be altered; the vessel
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becomes filled with coloured corpuscles, which have a tendency to

reach the external layers of the fluid, whilst the colourless are
adhering to the walls of the vessel. Frequently they are loosened
and swept onwards by the current, but many remain stationary, and
in a short time elevations will be observed on the outer side of the
wall of the vessel. These gradually increase in size at the expense
of the corpuscles on the interior, until at last the perfect corpuscles

are seen wandering away from the vessel into the tissues by means
of their delicate hyaline processes or pseudopodia.

III. We will now consider the fallacies, and the various

explanations, of these phenomena.
Fallacies.—One great source of error is the rupture of some

vessel accidentally or from operation. The blood-corpuscles spread
over the field of the microscope, and a false impression is conveyed
to the mind of a superficial observer, viz. that they have escaped
fiom the vessel under observation; but careful focussing will soon
reveal the mistake. Very often a small vessel may partly cover, or

be concealed by, a corpuscle. Again, the observer imagines he sees

a corpuscle emerging from the vessel ; but no errors of this descrip-

tion can ever be committed if the following simple rule be rigidly

observed, viz. that all corpuscles on their passage through the
capillary walls consist of three distinct portions—one on the
exterior, another on the interior, and a third or neck uniting
them ; in fact, a distinct constriction should be seen.

Explanations.—Observers do not agree on the manner in

which the corpuscles escape from the unruptured vessels.

Cohnheim considers that by virtue of the amoeboid motion
they possess, their exit is readily efiected through the false stomata
between the endothehal elements of the vessel. He also states that

the molecular arrangement of the constituents of the endothehum
is altered ; hence it becomes sticky or viscid, and the onward course

of corpuscles is retarded. Billroth believes that it is due to some
chemical or some molecular changes producing softening of the
vascular walls.

Cohnheim stated that pressure assisted materially in the process

;

but if the arteria-media of a rabbit's ear be exposed, the corre-

sponding vein opened, and distilled water injected through the
artery at a lower pressure than that of the blood, it will produce
inflammation, although no fluid has been expressed from the vessels.

The introduction into the circulation of a small quantity of

2 per cent, solution of common salt will also produce an abundant
migration.

Strieker and Prussak consider the process due to an " active

state " of the walls of the vessels, which consist of a homogeneous
extensile protoplasm, and adduce as proofs that all colloid sub-

stances allow other colloid substances to pass through without their
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integrity being broken, as proved by Graham, and have hkened the

process to the passage of frog's blood-corpuscles through the much
smaller interstices of a fine filter. Erichsen thinks that the nerves

and other tissues have an important influence.

In silver stained preparations the corpuscles always he in the

inter-endothelial lines.

The coloured corpuscles, which can also be observed to migrate,

are either taken up by the colourless corpuscles, or are disintegrated,

producing pigmentation.

IV. Intimately connected with this subject is the origin of pus.

We now know that migrated blood-corpuscles form the chief

source ; but, if we carefully review the subject, we shall agree

with Dr. Payne's remarks on the subject before the Medical Micro-

scopical Society, viz. that " Virchow's idea of the origin of

pus, though now old-fashioned, is far from being overturned by

Cohnheim," for the observations of Strieker and Eecklinghausen

go directly to prove origin, in part at least, by prohferation of

connective-tissue corpuscles.
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NEW BOOKS, WITH SHOET NOTICES.

On Spectrum Analysis as applied to Microscopical Observations

:

the subject of a Lecture delivered at the South London Microscopical

Club. By W. T. Suffolk, F.R.M.S. London: John Browning,

Strand, 1873.—It will strike the reader with some astonishment that

this book has not been noticed before, but the fact is that it was sent

to the Editor's former addi-ess, and was there detained. Hence the

delay. There is not of course very much to be said in critique, for

the work is extremely elementary in character ; still, in the absence

of any cheap essay on spectroscopic operations, the microscopist

will find in it all that he requires to make him understand the

construction and principles of action of the spectroscope, and to

enable him to perform a number of experiments with accuracy.

Besides this, it really contains in the series of plates that accompany
it, the sj)ectra of most of the substances that have been examined ujj to

the date of its publication. It is of course to be regretted that the

colours of the spectrum were not in all cases given, but this is a

trifling fault to find, the more so when the cheapness of the little

volume is concerned. Besides, the frontispiece consists of well-

coloui'ed spectra of the sun, of ten of the elements, of one of coal-gas,

of one of Sirius, and of one of the nebula. The author first gives a

popular account of the peculiarities of spectroscopy, and explains, we
think very satisfactorily, what is a puzzle to some people, viz. the

peculiarity of the bright lines becoming black ones under certain

conditions. His exjilanation of the apparatus is clear also, and is of

course confined to micro-spectroscopy; and his account of the different

spectra is lucid and to the point. Lastly, he gives a useful list of the

several papers which have been contributed on the subject of micro-

spectral work to English journals. We have no fault to find with,

but a good deal of praise to award to, Mr. Suffolk for his useful little

volume.

On the Origin and Metamorphosis of Trisects. By Sir John Lubbock,
Bart., M.P., F.E.S., with numerous illustrations. London : Macmillan
and Co. 1874.—Of the many workers on the subject of entomology

which we possess in this country, there is none who has a greater

right to come forward as one thoroughly qualified to speak on the

complex questions relating to the development of insects than Sir John
Lubbock. We fancy that many people, even among those with

zoological tastes, are not aware how thoroughly qualified is the author

of the present treatise for the work he has taken in hand. We think,

therefore, that he was quite wise in publishing a list of his j^apers on

this subject. And from this list we see that he has vrritten no less

than thirty-five valuable memoii's on this subject, many of them being

contributions to the Koyal Society of London, and all extending over a

period of twenty years. It may be said, then, that whatever the views

he expresses, they have not been hastily formed ; and from the nature

of his writings, having to do chiefly with the structure and development
of insects, they are entitled to every confidence. For ourselves, we
must say that we have road the work with a great deal of pleasure.
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both from tlie marked clearness of the writer as an instructor, and
from the excellent series of illustrations which it presents. But it

would indeed be very poor criticism which confined its observations

by such limits as these. There is a philosophical tone about the
volume which is its highest quality, and it is this, we think, which will

be most highly valued by the thinking reader, more especially if his

tendencies be Darwinian. In fact, the author has tried the very
difficult task of attemj)ting a system of classification which will show
the force of the theory of evolution as it apj)lies to the class Insecta.

He has endeavoiu-ed to show how the class was originally developed,

and then to trace out its several modifications, and its relation to the

neighbouring classes. And this he does, it appears to the writer, in a
very successful fashion. Indeed, Sir J. Lubbock's appears to be un-
questionably the most successful attempt that has been made in the
application of Darwinism to the group he has taken in hand. He
attempts to do for this group what Fritz Miiller has so sj^lendidly

performed for the class Crustacea. But besides this general feature of
the work, it is interesting from the number of remarkable passages it

contains referring to the more peculiar habits of certain of the group.

We shall quote one or two remarkable cases, and not the least

important is that relating to the solitary hymenoptera. " The solitary

bee or wasp," he says, " forms a cell generally in the ground, places

in it a sufficient amount of food, lays an egg, and closes the cell. In
the case of bees the food consists of honey ; in that of wasps, the

larva requires animal food, and the mother therefore places a certain

number of insects in the cell, each species having its own especial

prey, some selecting small caterpillars, some beetles, some spiders.

Cerceris Cupresticida, as its name denotes, attacks beetles belonging to

the genus Buprestis. Now, if the Cerceris were to kill the beetle

before placing it in the cell, it would decay, and the young larva

when hatched would find only a mass of corruption. On the other

hand, if the beetle were buried miinjured, in its struggle to escaj^e it

would be almost certain to destroy the egg. The wasp has, however,

the instinct of stinging its prey in the centre of the nervous system,

thus depriving it of motion, and let us hope of sutfering, but not of

life ; consequently when the yoimg larva leaves the egg it finds a

sufficient store of wholesome food." A not less remarkable, though
more questionable fact, is that relating to the habits of Clavigers and
Ants ; but this we may pass over. And indeed, many other equally

remarkable instances might be quoted if our space was illimitable.

We shall therefore pass on to what we consider the important j^art of

the little book before us. It is that relating to the origin of the

Insecta ; and this is of course a most difficult jiroblem for the naturalist.

As the author shows, Palaeontology supjilies very little evidence

indeed. As far as it goes, however, it supports the idea that " the

Orthoptera and Neiu-optera are the most ancient orders," though it

affords small testimony as to which is the elder of these two groups
;

and beyond this it is valueless as a means of research. It is, then,

upon embryology and development that the author rests his several

conclusions ; for he points out that very many cases occur where
insects are related in early life which have no connection whatever in
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the mature condition. Sir J. Lubbock gives a plate which illustrates

this in the same manner as Haeckel does with regard to Crustacea

;

and this very circumstance will show how difficult it is to jjlace before

our readers any fair explanation of the views of the author ; for in

many cases he simply jjoints to the woodcut as bearing out his view of

the close relationship, and in these pages of course we cannot follow

him. He says that the stag-beetle, the dragon-fly, the moth, the bee,

the ant, the gnat, and the grasshopjier, although they differ much from

each other, being dissimilar in size, form, colour, and in habits of life,

have been proved by those naturalists who have followed Savigny's

method to be " constructed on one common j)lan." And further, our

author shows that other groups, as, for instance, Crustacea and

Ai'achnida, are " fundamentally similar." In the author's words, " we
find in many of the principal groups of insects, that greatly as they

differ from one another in theii* mature condition, when they leave

the egg they more nearly resemble the typical insect type, consisting

of a head, a three-segmented thorax, with three pairs of legs, and

a many-jointed abdomen, often with anal appendages. Now, is there

any mature animal which answers to this description ? We need not

have been surprised if this type, through which it would appear that

insects must have passed so many ages since (for winged Neuroptera

had been found in the carboniferous strata), had long ago become

extinct. Yet it is not so. The interesting genus Campodea still

lives ; it inhabits damp earth, and closely resembles the larva of

Chloeon, constituting, indeed, a type which occurs in many orders of

insects. It is true that the mouth-parts of Campodea do not resemble

either the strongly mandibulate form which prevails among the larvae

of Coleoptera, Orthoptera, Xeuroj^tera, Hymenoptera, Lepidoptera, or

the suctorial type of the Homoptera and Heteroptera. It is, however,

not the less interesting or significant on that accoimt, since, as I have

elsewhere* pointed out, its mouth-parts are intermediate between the

mandibulate and haustellate types, a fact which seems to me most

suggestive." From these observations we gather that the author sup-

poses the group of insects, both mandibulate and haustellate, to have

arisen from ancestors somewhat resembling the Campodea type ; and

hence this form is, as he states, of " remarkable interest, since it is

the living representative of a primeval type, from which not only the

Collembola and Thysanura, but the other great orders of insects have

derived their origin." We think that in regard to the minor question

of which particular form the class sprang from—always admitting

that they did si)ring from some one form—the author's ideas have

more in them than those of Professor Haeckel, though of coiu'se every

weight must be given to the distinguished German's opinions. We
may sum up the author's opinions expressed fully and clearly in this

interesting and well-illustrated little volume, by stating that he

believes the insects generally are descended from forms like the present

existing genus Campodea ; and finally, that these in their turn have

been derived from a type resembling the living genus Lindia.

* 'Linnffian Journal,' vol. xi.
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Tlie American Hydrce.—A note has been read before the Society

of Natui'al Sciences of Pbiladelpliia by Professor Leidy on the two
species of Hydra common in the neighbourhood of Philadelphia.

One is of a light brownish hue and is found on the under side of

stones and on aquatic plants in the Delaware and Schuylkill rivers,

and in ditches communicating with the same. Preserved in an aqua-

rium, after some days the animals will often elongate the tentacula

for several inches in length. The gi-een Hydra is found in ponds and
springs, attached to aquatic plants. It has from six to eight tentacles,

which never elongate to the extent they do in the brown Hydra. In
winter this animal is frequently observed with the male organs de-

veloped just below the head as a mammal-like process on each side of

the body. He had not been able to satisfy himself that these Hydrce

were different from H. fusca and H. viridis of Europe. Professor

Agassiz had indicated similar coloured forms in Massachusetts and
Connecticut, under the names of H. carnea and H gracilis. Of the

former he remarks that it has very short tentacles, and if this is correct

under all circumstances, it must be different from om* brown Hydra,
which can elongate its arms for three inches or more.

ItemarTcs on Actinojyhrys Sol.—Some observations made by Professor

Leidy at one of the recent meetings of the Society of Natural Sciences

of Philadelphia are not without interest.

Professor Leidy, after describing the structure and habits of this

curious rhizopod, said that he had recently observed it in a condition

which he had not seen described. He had accidentally foimd two
individuals including between them a finely-granular rayless sphere

nearly as large as the animals themselves. These measured, indepen-

dently of the rays, "004 mm. in diameter; the included sphere

0'06 mm. He supposed that he had been so fortunate as to find

two individuals of Actinophrys in conjunction with the production of

an ovum.
Preserving the animals for observation, on returning after an

absence of three houi's, the animals were observed connected by a

broad isthmus including the graniilar sphere reduced to half its

original diameter. Two hours later the granular sphere had melted

in the isthmus, leaving behind what appeared to be a large oil globule

and half-a-dozen smaller ones. The isthmus in the former time

measured -^^ mm., at the later time -^-g mm. Shortly afterwards, the

isthmus elongated and contracted to -^^ mm. on the left, while the

right half, retaining the oil globules, remained as thick as before.

At the same time the animals became flattened at the opp^isite poles.

The latter subsequently became depressed, so that the animals assiuned

a reniform outline. The isthmus, now more rapidly narrowed and

elongated, became a mere thread, and finally separated about one hour

from the last two hours indicated. The oil globules wore retained in
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the right-hand individiial, which, with the remaining projection of the

isthmus, appeared broadly coniform in outline. In the left-hand indi-

vidual all remains of the isthmus at once disappeared, and the animal

appeared reniform in outline, but now contracting on the same side it

assumed the biscuit form. The constriction rapidly increased, and in

thirty minutes from the time of separation from the right-hand indi-

vidual it divided into two separate animals presenting the ordinary

appearance of A. Sol. Thus this second division took place in an

opposite direction from the first. The right-hand individual, retaining

the oil globules apparently unchanged, more slowly assumed the reni-

form outline, and then became constricted all around. The constriction

elongated to an isthmus, in the centre of which were the oil globules.

Three hours after the separation of the right-hand animal, the isthmus

was narrowed to about half the diameter of the two new individuals

which were about to be formed. At this moment other engagements

obliged me to leave the examination of the animals. Six hours after,

in the animalcule cage, I observed only half-a-dozen individuals of

the A. Sol.

TJie Fresh-icaier Algce of North America.—Students of our fresh-

water algfe will find in the beautiful and interesting work of Dr. H. C.

Wood, jun., says the ' American Natiu'alist,' ' A Contribution to the

History of the Fresh-water Algte of North America,' a ready means of

identifying their siiccimens. It is a large quarto volume, with many
coloured plates, and is taken from the Smithsonian Contributions to

Knowledge.

Development of Ferns without Fertilization.—At a late meeting of

the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Prof. Gray communicated

a paper by his former pupil. Dr. W. G. Farlow, now in Germany, on

the development of ferns from the prothallium irrespective of fertili-

zation, by a sort of parthenogenesis. The growth obseiwed took

place, not from an archegonium, but from some other part of the

prothallium.

Miijration of White Blood Corpuscles.—Dr. Thomas read, before

the German Association of Naturalists at Wiesbaden, a paper on the

migration of the white coi'puscles into the lymphatics of the tongue of

a frog, which is thus abstracted by the 'Lancet':—He injected the

lymphatics of the living animal with an extremely dilute solution, not

containing more than 2-fyL-jjth to ^-^jj-^ih. part of nitrate of silver, and

found that, with certain precautions, this did not lead to stasis of the

blood in blood-vessels, but only to a lively exodus of the white cor-

puscles from their interior. After the lapse of some time, when the

parts had begun to recover from the injurious effect of the injection,

he was enabled to observe the re-entrance of the corjmscles into the

lymphatic vessels, through certain stomata in their walls, now marked

and rendered distinct by a precipitate of the silver salt. In a second

series of researches the lymphatics were injected with a dilute emulsion

of cinnabar, in a f per cent, solution of common salt. The cinnabar

was in part deposited in the stomata of the lymphatics, and partly

passed through them, and was deposited in the tissues in the form of
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small, round, cloudy patches. The evidence of the identity of the
stomata, brought into view by raeans of the cinnabar, with those

rendered evident by the nitrate of silver, is obtained by observing
their peculiar grouping, and by the subsequent injection of nitrate

of silver into the same vessels. The injection of the cinnabar
causes very little disturbance of the circulation. If a lively exodus of
the white corpuscles from the blood-vessels be produced by making an
abrasion of the surface, the migrating cells quickly make their appear-
ance in the stomata of the lymphatics marked out by the cinnabar.

They then take up the particles of the cinnabar into their interior,

which causes them to lose their activity and accumulate in the stomata.

They then appear in the form of cauliflower excrescences, projecting

into the interior of the lymphatics, which gradually break up into

their constituent cinnabar-holding cells. These may be traced into

the larger vessels, and from them into the blood. In these researches,

a remarkable regularity, or uniformity, in the track pursued by the

white cori^uscles, was observed. They pass away from the blood-
vessels nearly at right angles into the tissues, their course, however,
being in a series of short zigzags. They all appear to travel about
the same pace.

Persistence of Sensibility in the Peripheric Ends of Cut Nerves.—
A i)aper on this by MM. Arloing and Trij^ier, is thus abstracted in

the ' Medical Eecord,' June 17th, by Dr.B. MacDowal :—1. The facial

and the spinal nerves of solijieds and rodents possess recurrent sensi-

bility as well as those of carnivora.

2. To find recurrent sensibility most readily, one must go to the

periphery,

3. The peripheric end of the branches of the trigeminus nerve is

sensible. This sensibility is somewhat difficult to demonstrate ; still

it exists.

4. The peripheric end of the nerves of limbs is also sensible. The
sensibility may, however, disappear towards the nerve trunks.

5. In any case, the sensibility of the peripheric end is due to the

presence of nerve tubes, the relations of which with the trophic and
perceptive centres have not been interrupted by the section.

6. The absence of these tubes implies sensibility of the peripheric

end.

7. These tubes proceed from the fifth pair, for the facial ; from
neighbouring nerves, and occasionally from nerves of the ojiposite

side, for sensitive nerves ; from neighboui'ing and homologous nerves,

for the mixed nerves.

8. These recurrent nerves rise more or less high in the trunk of

the nerve to which they are connected ; their number diminishes from
the periphery to the centre.

9. The return of these fibres may take place before the termination

of the nerves, but the termination is the part where it is made by
preference.

10. For several reasons, MM. Arloing and Tripier think that the

sensibility of the perii^heric end belongs to all nerves ; and that it

probably exists in all animals of the class mammalia at least.
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The Condition of Heart and Kidney in an obscure form of Disease,

which lately occurred in America, is thus described by Dr. L. Curtis

:

—" The piece of heart presented on the outside simple atheromatous

and calcareous degeneration. The muscular fibres appeared healthy.

The kidney presented a mottled appearance, part being of a cream-

colour, other portions being of a natural colour, except much paler. I

took two small pieces of this kidney and placed them in a weak solu-

tion of chromic acid, to harden. After a day or two, I cut some thin

sections, both in a longitudinal and a transverse direction, and stained

them in an alkaline solution of carmine. On examining the sections

with the microscope, the whole field appeared confused, and it was only

after repeated and prolonged examination that I was enabled to make
out anything at all satisfactory. This was particularly the case over

the greyer portions. The cause of this indistinctness was the infiltra-

tion of the organ with a granular substance. In some places this gra-

nular substance was replaced by round bodies resembling, in size and
appearance, pus corpuscles ; in other places there were collections of

round bodies from one-third to one-half the diameter of the former

;

neither of these collections had well-defined boundaries. The edges

of some of the sections, which were extremely thin, showed, where the

granular material had been washed out, that the connective tissue of

the kidney was somewhat thickened, and contained many more mus-
cular points than in health. The Mali^ighian tufts were, in many
places, contracted down into little compact knots, of cicatricial-like

tissue. The m'iniferous tubules were filled with a granular material

;

the cells lining them had lost their distinctive characteristics, and were

cloudy and opaque. Most of the straight tubules were wasted to mere
irregular, nodulated cords. These appearances do not correspond

altogether with any specimen that I have met before, or with any de-

scription that I have seen published. I should dislike, at present, to

give a decided opinion as to their nature ; they correspond, however,

more closely with what Eindfleisch calls cellidar hypertrophy of the

connective tissue, than anything else with which I am acquainted."

On Tuhe-huilding Amphipoda.—-In ' Silliman's American Journal

'

for June, 1874, Mr. S. I. Smith gives the following account. He
says, " In examining recently an alcoholic specimen of a sjiecies of

Xenoclea, I noticed a peculiar oj)aque glandular structure filling a

large portion of the third and fourth pairs of thoracic legs, which
in most, if not all, the non-tube-building Amphipoda are wholly oc-

cupied by muscles. A further examination shows that the terminal

segment (dactylusj in these legs is not acute and claw-like, but trun-

cated at the tip, and apparently tubular. In this species, a large

cylindrical portion of the gland lies along each side of the long basal

segment, and these two portions uniting at the distal end pass through

the ischial and along the posterior side of the meral and carj^al seg-

ments, and doubtless connect with the tubular dactylus. There can be
no doubt that these are the glands which secrete the cement with which
the tubes are built, and that these two pairs of legs are specialized for

that purpose. A hasty examination revealed a similar structure of the

corresponding legs in Amphithoe maculata, Ptilocheirus pinguis, Cera-
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pus ruhricornis, Byhlis Gaimardi, and a species of Ampelisca. In all

these except tlie last two a very large proportion of the gland is in the
basal segment. In the AmpJiitJioe this segment is thickened and the
gland is in the middle. In the Cerapus it is very broad and almost
entirely filled by the gland, with only very slender muscles through
the middle, and the orifice in the dactylus is not at the very tip, but
sub-terminal on the posterior side. In the Ptiloclieirus the gland forms
three longitudinal masses in the basal segment and is also largely
developed in the meral and carpal segments. The dactylus is long
and slender and the orifice sub-terminal. In AmpeUsca and Byhlis
(which, like Haploops, are tube-building genera) the meral segments
of the specialized legs are nearly as large as the basal, and contain a
proportionally large part of the gland. In these genera the remark-
able elongation of the two distal segments in the thii'd and fourth
pairs of legs is perhaps a special adaptation to enable them to reach
back over the deep epimera.

Retrogression of tlie Graafian Follicle.—M. Slavjansky has re-

cently written a paper in the ' Archives de Physiologic,' which is

thus abstracted in the ' Medical Record,' June 15th :—" 1. The
Graafian follicles are developed from the primordial follicles, and
acquire a greater or less degree of maturity during the whole of life,

from the first month after birth till about the age of 40. 2. The
greater part of the follicles are not ripe, do not burst, and do not
discharge their contents, but undergo atresia, presenting an almost
complete analogy with that of the formation of the corjjora lutea.

3. The development and maturation of the Graafian follicles are not
produced periodically in a regular manner, and no connection exists

between them and menstruation. 4. Menstruation constitutes a
physiological phenomenon, quite independent of the development and
maturation of the follicles. 5. The rupture of follicles more or less

mature always bears a certain relation to congestions of the genital

organs, produced by any cause whatever. 6. There exist certain

maladies (ague, poisonings, &c.) which j^roduce atresia of the follicles

at different periods of their developments, after a parenchymatous
inflammation of the ovary."

Uie Termination of Nerves in the Lips.—Dr. Pallidino {Bull. delV

Assoc, del Natural di Napoli) states that in the lijis of the horse, which
are richly supplied with nerves, many isolated, nou-medullated fibres

run from the subcutaneous connective tissue into the deeper layers of
the epithelium, when they have a straight course and terminate by
free extremities after they have traversed the deepest layer of the
pavement epithelium, occasionally exhibiting a terminal dilatation or

enlargement, Pallidino has not been able to discover any connection
of the nerve fibres with peculiar stellate cells of the rete Malpighii, as
described a year or two ago by Langerhaus.

Distinction hetween Mammalian and Reptilian Blood.—The ' Ame-
rican Journal of Medical Sciences ' says that Dr. R. M. Bertolet, M.D.,
Microscopist to the Philadelphia Hospital, refers to the great difficulty

VOL. XII. H
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wliicli is experienced in determining the kind of blood, by the ordinary

methods of examination in medico-legal cases.

If examined with the microscope, as it is ordinarily found in the

dried state, the corpuscles are shrivelled and deformed. The addition

of water extracts the colouring matter, and though it causes them to

swell up, does not restore them to their original condition. It cau.res

the red corpuscles to lose their bi-coucave shape and approach the

spherical. The oval disks of reptiles, birds, &c., lose something of

their peculiar shape, and become more like mammalian blood.

In moistening such blood he uses a solution of sulphate of soda,

or, bettor still, slightly acidulated pure glycerine. This preparation
" is carefully irrigated with a properly prepared alcoholic solution of

guaiacum resin: then, when a very small quantity of the ethereal

solution of the peroxide of hydrogen (ozonic ether) is introduced

beneath the glass cover," the red corpuscles are changed to an uniform

colour, which varies in the different corpuscles, " from a light sapphire

to a deep indigo blue."

In the nucleated corpuscles of birds, reptiles, &c., however, " the

nucleus is seen as a sliarphj-defined, dark blue body, while the jjrotoplasm

surrounding it assumes a more delicate violet hue." The distinction

between the two kinds of blood, by this means, is so plain as to be

evident even to an ordinary gentleman of the jury.

WJiat Pus is not.—The following interesting paper is contributed

to the ' Medical Examiner ' (Chicago, U.S.A.) for April, by Dr. Lester

Curtis, M.D. :—
" A few years ago Conheim published some observations on the

white blood corpuscle, which confirmed the older observations of

Waller and Beale, and called attention to them ; for previous to this

time they had attracted little notice, especially on the continent of

Europe. These observations showed that, in inflammation, many of

the white blood corpuscles pass through the walls of the capillaries,

and appear outside of them. The corpuscles outside the vessels

continue their amoebiform movements, and possessing the power of

locomotion, were called ' wandering cells.' (?)

" At the time of these observations it was well known that the

fresh pus corpuscle also had an amoebiform movement similar to

that of the white blood corpuscle. Pus occurs as the result of inflam-

mation ; and where there is inflammation there are large numbers of

wandering cells. Conheim concluded, therefore, that pus corpuscles

came from the wandering cells, and, as the wandering cells came from
the white blood corpuscles, therefore that a pus corpuscle was a white

blood corpuscle. He rejected as erroneous the previous opinion that

pus could be derived from any other source than the white blood

corpuscles.
" Conheim's conclusion, that the pus corpuscle and the white blood

corpuscle are identical, has been widely accepted. It is due partly to

the acceptation of this theory that the name ' leucocyte ' has arisen—

a

name which is aj)plied indiscriminately to the white blood corpuscle,

the lymph corpuscle, the wandering cell, and the pus corpuscle.

Some, in publishing their acceptation of the theory, have added the
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saving epithet ' morpJiologicalli/ ' to the ' identical,' evidently implying
some doubt, after all, as to its correctness.

" In spite, however, of the general acceptation of the opinion, it

appears to me to be inconsistent with certain well-known facts. It is

my purpose to jH'esent some of these facts, and show wherein they are

inconsistent with the theory. I shall consider the subject from
Conheim's standpoint : supposing that all j)us originates from white
blood corpuscles, although I consider the proof of such sole origin as

far from complete.
" In the first place, it by no means follows that, because a pus

corpuscle is derived from a white blood corjiuscle, it is identical with

a white blood corpuscle. The white blood corpuscles are mere stages

of growth, just as a chrysalis, or a tadpole, is a stage of growth.

They have no particular function of their own, as, for instance, the

red corpuscles have ; they only exist in order that they may be deve-

loped into something else. If this is the case, it is not only supposable

that, under the changed conditions of nutrition to which the wandering
cells are subjected outside the vessels, they should undergo a change

;

but it is difficult to understand how they should continue to be the

same that they were within the vessels.

" Mere similarity of form and appearance is, as we all know, one
of the least reliable of resemblances ; and the fact that a pus cor-

puscle appears to be like a white blood corpuscle can surely go but a

short way towards establishing their identity. The sporules of fungi

can often be crushed, and the softer, central portion can be freed

from the envelope. When this is done, the central portion of the

sporule may resemble a white blood corpuscle so closely in every
particular, except, perhaps, in size, that even an experienced observer

would be unable to distinguish them apart. Would anyone, on this

account, consider them to be identical ? There must be other resem-
blances between two bodies besides form and appearance merely, to

render them identical. They must correspond in all essential parti-

culars ; and if they differ in any essential particular, they plainly are

not identical. Now let us see if pus corpuscles correspond in all essen-

tial particulars with white blood corpuscles.
" The white blood corpuscles of every healthy person correspond

in every particular with which we are acquainted, with the white
blood corpuscles of every other person ; and while there may be, and
probably are, points in which the corpuscles of every individual differ

from those of every other individual, these differences are so slight

that the corpuscles of one person may be substituted for those of

another, by transfusion of blood, without distiu'bance of function.

If, then, pus corpuscles are the same thing as white blood corpuscles,

all pus which has not a specific origin should be similar. I need
hardly say, however, that this is notably not the case. IS'o one would
sxippose for an instant that the pus from an ordinary abscess, and
that from a purulent ophthalmia were the same. Yet the bland
and unirritating pus from the abscess, and the highly contagious pus
from the purulent ophthalmia, may have had their origin in a simple,

and perhaps similar irritation ; and the white blood corpuscles of h

H 2
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two individuals may preserve their similarity at the same time that

the pus shows such great differences. Can things which differ from
each other both be similar to the same thing ?

" Again, the physiological action of pus differs from that of a white

blood corpuscle. White blood corpuscles may easily, and with safety,

be transferred from the vessels of one individual to those of another
;

but if pus is injected into the vessels, the result is a serious disturb-

ance. The experiment has been tried of injecting pus into the veins

of an animal ; a febrile action, dangerous to the life of the animal, is

the result ; and if some of the blood of this animal is injected into the

veins of a second animal, a still severer disturbance than in the first

animal is set up. If the blood of the second is injected into the veins

of a third, a similar disturbance is set up ; and so of a fourth, and so

on. The introduction of pus into the veins of the animal has given

rise to profound changes in its blood—an effect differing widely from
the harmless result of the introduction of the blood corpuscle,

" Again, the white blood corpuscles can become organized, and
form tissue ; or, at least, the wandering cells outside the vessels can

become organized; and it is a well-known fact, that from these

wandering cells all inflammatory new formations arise. Some, indeed,

maintain that from such wandering cells are produced all the new
growth of connective tissue, and all the new formations in the body.

Pus, however, cannot become organized, as anyone who has observed
the mischief done by a small quantity of pus beneath the periosteum
of a finger can well appreciate.

" If pus, then, originated from a white blood corpuscle, it has lost

the power of organizing ; and w])o can tell how great is the difference

which has resulted from that loss ?

" Again, if the pus from our purulent ophthalmia, which may have
arisen from a simple irritation, be introduced beneath the lid of a well
person, it will, in all probability, set up a disease similar to that in

the eye from which it was taken. If a white blood corpuscle had the

property of setting up disease, what surgeon would be skilful enough
to avoid purulent ophthalmia? The pus from purulent ophthalmia,
then, has not only lost the power of organizing, but has acquired
noxious properties, which render it hurtful to the person in whom it

originated, and dangerous to those with whom it may come in contact.

Can any two things differ more widely than the blood corpuscle and
this pus—the one a useful and necessary part of the body, and the
other a breeder of disease, and an object to be dreaded ?

" In what I have said, gi-antiiig what I do not believe, that all pus
originates from white blood corpuscles, I have tried to show :

—

" 1st. That white blood corpuscles, being in a transition stage, we
have no right to expect that, in the changed condition of nutrition to

which they are subjected, outside the vessels, they would continue to

be the same that they were within the vessels.
" 2nd. That mere similarity of appearance was insufficient evidence

of identity.

" 3rd. That different samples of pus are unlike each other ; which
they would not be if they were white blood corpuscles.
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" 4tli. That pus diifers from white blood corpuscles.
" a.—In the disturbance which it sets up when introduced in these

vessels.

" h.—In the loss of the power of organizing.
" c.—In the frequent acquisition of contagious properties.
" These are some, though by no means all, the reasons why I

consider that pus is not the same thing as a white blood corpuscle.

If I have established the point, it will be something gained; if I
have failed, I would esteem it a favour to be shown my error."

Structure of Boehneria nivea.—The structure of the aerial stem of
Boehvieria nivea, a plant belonging to the nettle family, yielding the
well-known China grass or Ithea fibre, was described by Mr. H.
Pocklington, at a late meeting of the Leeds Naturalists' Field Club,
as follows :—The central pith is peculiarly white and glistening to

the naked eye. This is doubtless due to the excessive tenuity of the
walls of the cells composing the medulla, to their being devoid of all

proteinaceous contents, and to their inclusion of nothing but air when
in the dry state. Most of the light incident upon them when viewed
in situ will be totally reflected from the surfaces of the air within the

cells, and thus give them the appearance of being illuminated by a
clear lunar light from within. The medullary sheath is well

developed, and consists, excluding the ordinary woody fibre, of large

trij)le-si)iral vessels, boldly barred bothrenchyma and long cylindrical

cells containing a yellowish fluid soluble in alcohol. The fil3re of the
spiral vessels is strong, and easily separates from the primal wall of
the cell, and the " barred " vessels are somewhat remarkable for their

coarseness when contrasted with the vessels of the woody zone. The
yellowish oil has not been investigated as yet, but appears to be a

chlorophylloid product. The woody zone is well developed, and is

remarkable for the nature of the cells of which it is composed. The
normal spindle-shaped inactive much-thickened wood fibres are here
replaced by thin-walled prosenchymatous cells containing, beside pro-
teinaceous matter, large quantities of starch granules, and by less

obviously wood-cells, minutely porous and also containing starch.

Starch-bearing wood-cells have been described by Hassall* and myself f
as occurring in certain roots and rhizomes, but they have not, so far as I

know, been hitherto described as occurring in aerial stems. The occur-

rence of them in roots is entirely unnoticed in our text-books, and is

unknown to many botanists of extensive knowledge. The medullary
rays are not evident in transverse section, but may be easily recognized

in longitudinal sections. They are very much longer than broad,

sometimes thickened, and contain little beside sap and starch. The
bothrenchyma is interesting. The pits are oval, sometimes complete
pores, and in the centre of a discoid, rhomboidal, or polygonal ternary

deposit, with an irregular spiral of secondary dej)osit running between
them. These are in fact very good examples of what are known as

bordered pits, but must not be confused with the glandular pleuren-

chyma of conifers. The starch granules are varied in shape. The

* ' Adulteration Detected.' t ' rharniaoeutical Journal,' 187*2-3.
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larger number are round or ovoid, some are semi-mussel shaped, a

few almost bacilliform ; many are compounds of two, most are single

granules. All give a black cross with considerable distinctness by
jjolarized light. The cortical layers are chiefly remarkable for the

liber fibres which constitute the China grass of commerce, and the

small sphferaphides that accompany these linearly. The liber cells

are, as shown long since by Quekett, very much stouter than those of

flax, and are easily to be distinguished from them by means of a power

of 300 or 400 diameters, the transverse markings in the two fibres

being very different. The China grass fibres are very tough, their

walls are considerably thickened, but they have a large central cavity

filled with a mixture of gummy and proteinaceous matter. The result

of this is that when the fibres are exposed to moisture after being dried

then the contents absorb moisture, the fibres expand laterally and

contract longitudinally, so that if they be woven into a fabric the

chances are the fabric puckers in a very disagreeable fashion. This

is certain to be the case if the fibres be mixed with wool as in certain

Bradford manufactures. China grass fibres, however, will doubtless

come into use provided a machine can be invented by which they can

be economically removed from the hard woody stem. This latter will

probably be utilized in the paper manufacture, and some mechanico-

chemical means that will preserve the fibres uninjured whilst preparing

the pleurenchyma for the paper-maker will probably be discovered one

of these days. The other cortical cells do not require any notice.

Their contents are chiefly what Mr. Sorby calls endochrome, granular

matters of uncertain composition, and the small sphaeraphides already

referred to. These latter are almost certainly an impure oxalate of

lime. The endochrome chiefly consists of yellow xanthophyll. Blue

chlorophyll and, probably, small quantities of lichno-xanthine, passing

by deoxidation into a j)inkish-brown chromule, colouring the bark

cells.

The Etiology of Madura-foot.—The 'Indian Medical Gazette'

says it has recently received a pamphlet on this subject from Dr. H.

Vandyke Carter,* but after careful study of its contents has not been

able to alter its opinion in the slightest degree. " This pamphlet and

its accompanying plate may, we presume, be taken as an epitome of

the author's previous writings and drawings in connection with this

malady, doubtless embodying also the experience gained dm-ing the

dozen years or so which have transpired since his views were first

placed before the profession.

" These views are so well known that it is scarcely necessary to

refer to them at any great length. Suffice it to say that Dr. Carter

believes that he has shown that the disease is caused by a distinct

fungus—a peculiar red mould, which has not been seen except in

connection with Madura-foot. This mould was first observed by Dr.

Vandyke Carter in May, 1861, ' upon part of a diseased foot which had
been placed in water for maceration The next occasion of its

* "The Parasitic Fungus of Mycetoma." By H. Vandyke Carter, M.D.—
' Transactions, Pathological Society of London,' 1872-3.
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occurrence was during the following year, in the month of April, in

connection with a specimen of mycetoma preserved in spirits, and
again, also about the same date, the mould was seen on some rice

paste in which some fresh black fungus particles had been placed in

order to ascertain if they could be made to grow artificially.'

" It will be observed that the mould referred to as having developed
under these varying conditions was identified as one and the same
kind of fungus—a fact which per se contains a sufficient refutation of
the whole theory ; for it is a physical impossibility that spores of
fungi which had been preserved in spirits should retain their vitality,

consequently the mould which grew on the spirit-jDreserved specimen
must have been of extraneous origin ; not only having germinated after

the evaporation of the alcohol, but which must have originated from
some source other than the interstices of the macerated tissue. We
are therefore compelled to infer that the red mould, of various shades,

described as having spread over portions of these three and other
Madura-foot specimens, was but some developmental form of our
ordinary pink-tinted moulds, bearing no relation whatever to the
black, yellow, or orange-coloured particles frequently found in diseased

tissues of this nature—no closer relationship, in fact, than a crojj of
various tinted mould on the surface of rice j^aste does to any coloured
l^articles which may chance to be in its substance.

" No mould with which we are acquainted, however, presents the
slightest resemblance to the pink-coloured objects figured in the plate,

purjDorting to represent ' the structure of the red mould found in con-
nection with mycetoma (Cldonyphe Carteri) '—figures, by the way,
differing materially from those appended to the original text in the
' Bombay Transactions,' or any others which we have seen elsewhere,

and which, we presume, must be considered as representing the
Chionyphe Carteri more accurately than the early figures. So long as
the forms here delineated are associated in the mind with the idea of
moulds, one is certainly puzzled to account for their presence ; fortu-

nately, however, a sentence in the descriptive text, attached to the plate,

supplies us with a key : the objects depicted are referred to as repre-

senting 'a fragment of the new growth as this apj^eared upon a
specimen of the foot-disease placed in water to macerate,' and a very
good representation it is of ' fragments ' which may very frequently be
obtained in some specimens of tank water in which, however, no
diseased foot need necessarily have been macerated.

" Looking at tlie drawing, without reference to the text, we should
describe the objects as being, probably, some confervoid growths, and
the ' spore capsule,' filled with pink-coloured globules, as the encysted
gonidium of some Alga, not very unlike the gonidia of Pandorina,
as figured in late editions of the ' Micrographic Dictionary,' or

Pritchard's ' Infusoria.' To the Alga articles and plates of either of
these volumes, or, better still, to some neighbouring tank at certain

seasons of the year, we refer our readers for further explanation con-
cerning the objects figured in this plate.

" It is with much regret that we write in this manner concerning
any of the labours of so industrious and accomplished an observer as
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Dr. Carter is knoTvn to be ; but wheu we find a doctrine, wliicli we
believe to be altogether erroneous—the result of a misinterpretation of

microscopic appearances—used by men of eminence (who themselves

may not have the opportunity or possess the special training necessary

for this i)articiilar branch of study) as a basis ujion which to found the

etiology of other diseases, we feel that the time has arrived for giving

free expression to our opinion regarding it."

On the Smallpox of Sheep.—Dr. E. Klein, Assistant Professor at the

Laboratory of the Brown Institution, in a paper read before the Eoyal

Society in June, 1874, says that Variola ovina, or smallpox of sheep,

is a disease which, although it is not communicable to man, and

possesses a specific contagium of its own, very closely resembles human
smalljiox, both as regards the development of the morbid process and

the anatomical lesions which accompany it. This correspondence is

so complete, that it cannot be doubted that the pathogeny of the two
diseases is the same. The present investigation was therefore under-

taken in the confidence that the application of the experimental method
to the investigation of the ovine disease would not only yield results

of value, as contributory to our knowledge of the infective process in

general, but would throw special light on the pathology of snialli)ox.

The paper consists of four sections. In the first, the author gives

an accoimt of his experimental method, which consisted in communi-
cating the disease by inoculation to a sufficient number of sheep, and

in investigating anatomically (1) the pustules produced at the seat of

inoculation, and (2) those constituting the general eruption. The
lymph employed was obtained by the kindness of Prof. Chauveau, of

Lyons, and Prof. Cohn, of Breslau.

In the second section, the organisms contained in fresh lymph, and
the organic forms derived from them by cultivation, are described.

The author finds that fresh lymph contains spheroidal bodies of

extreme minuteness, which correspond to the micrococcus of Hallier

and to the spheroids described by Cohn and Sanderson in vaccine

lymph. It also contains other forms, not previously described, which

in their development are in organic continuity with the micrococci.

The third section contains a complete anatomical description of

the skin of the sheep with special reference to those particulars in

which it differs from that of man.
The remainder of the paper is occupied with the investigation of

the changes which occur in the integument at the seat of the inocula-

tion, and with tlie anatomical characters of the secondary pustules.

The most imi)ortant results are the following :

—

1. The develojiment of the primary pock may be divided into

three stages, of which the first is characterized by progressive thicken-

ing of the integranent over a rapidly increasing but well-defined area

;

the second, by the formation of vesicular cavities containing clear

liquid (the " cells " of older authors) in the rete Malpighii ; the third,

by the impletion of these cavities with pus corpuscles and other

structures. It is to be noted that the division into stages is less

marked than in human smallpox.

2. The process commences in the rete Malpighii and in the sub-
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jacent papillary layer of tlie corium ; in the former, by the enlarge-

ment and increased distinctness of outline of the cells, and by
corresponding germinative changes in their nuclei ; in the latter, by
the increase of size of the papillae, and by germination of the epithelial

elements of the capillary blood-vessels.

3. It is next seen that the interfascicular channels (lymphatic
canaliculi) of the corium are dilated and more distinct ; that the lining

cells of these channels are enlarged and more easily recognized than
in the natural state ; and that, in the more vascular parts of the

corium, the channels are more or less filled with migratory, or lymph,
corpuscles. At the same time, the lymphatic vessels, of which the

canaliculi are tributaries, can be readily traced, in consequence of their

being distended with a material which resembles coagulated plasma.

4. About the third day after the appearance of the pock, the

contents of the dilated lymphatics begin to exhibit characters which
are not met with in ordinary exudative processes. These consist in

the appearance, in the granular material already mentioned, of

organized bodies, which neither belong to the tissue nor are referable

to any anatomical type—viz. of spheroidal, or ovoid, bodies having the

characters of micrococci and of branched filaments. These last may
be either sufficiently sparse to be easily distinguished from each other,

or closely interlaced so as to form a felt-like mass.

6. The process, thus commenced, makes rapid progress. After
one or two days, the greater number of the lymphatics of the affected

j)art of the corium become filled with the vegetation above described

;

and on careful examination of the masses, it is seen that they present

the characters of a mycelimn, from which necklace-like terminal

filaments spring, each of which breaks off, at its free end, into conidia.

In most of the filaments, a jointed structiu-e can be made out, and, in

the larger ones, the contents can be distinguished from the enclosing

membrane by their yellowish-green coloiu*.

6. At the same time that these ajipearances present themselves in

the coriiun, those changes are beginning in the now much thickened

rete Malijighii which are prej)aratory to the formation of the vesicular

cavities already mentioned. By a process which the author designates

horny transformation, having its seat in the ej^ithelial cells of the

middle layer of the rete Malj)ighii, a horny expansion, or stratum,

appears, lying in a plane parallel to the surface, by which the rete

Malpighii is divided into two parts, of which one is more superficial,

the other deeper than the horny layer. Simultaneously with the

formation of the horny layer the cells of the rete nearest the surface

of the corium imdergo very active germination, in consequence of

which the interpapillary processes not only enlarge, but intrude in an
irregular manner into the subjacent coriiun. At the same time, the

cells immediately below the horny stratum begin to take part in the

formation of the vesicular cavities, some of them enlarging into

vesicles, while others become flattened and scaly, so as to form the

septa by which the vesicular cavities are separated from each other.

7. The vesicles, once formed, increase in form and number.

Originally separate, and containing only clear liquid, they coalesce.
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as they get larger, into irregular sinuses, and are then seen to contain

masses of vegetation similar to those which have been already de-

scribed in the lymjihatic system of the corium—with this difference,

that the filaments of which the masses are composed are of such

extreme tenuity, and the conidia are so small and numerous, that the

whole possesses the characters of zooglaoa rather than of myceliima.

However, the author has no doubt that these aggregations are produced

in the same way as the others, viz. by the detachment of conidia from

the ends of filaments. In the earlier stages of the process the cavities

contain scarcely any young cells. Sooner or later, however, so much
of the rete Maljiighii as lies between the horny stratimi and the papillae

becomes infiltrated with migratory lymph-corpuscles. The process can

be plainly traced in the sections. At the period of vesiculation, i. e. at

a time corresponding to the commencement of the development of the

vesicles in the rete Malpighii, the cutis (particularly towards the

periphery of the pock) is infiltrated with these bodies. No sooner

has the coalescence of the vesicles made such progress as to give rise

to the formation of a system of intercommunicating sinuses, than it is

seen that the whole of the deep layers of the rete Malj)ighii become
inundated (so to speak) with migratory cells, which soon find their

way towards the cavities, and convert them into microscopical col-

lections of pus corpuscles, the formation of which is proved to be due

to migration from the corium, not only by the actual observation of

numerous amoeboid cells in transitu, but by the fact that the corium

itself, before so crowded with these bodies, becomes as the pustulation

advances entirely free from them.

8. The concluding section of the paper is occupied with the

description of the secondary eruption, the anatomical characters of

which closely resemble those already detailed.

On the Morhid Anatomy of Progressive Muscular Atrophy.—In a

very valuable pathological contribution,* Dr. Lockhart Clarke has

described the microscojiical appearances observed in a case of muscular

atroj)hy, accompanied by muscular rigidity and contraction of the

joints. The parts received for examination were a slice of one of the

cerebral hemispheres, the cerebellum, pons Varolii, medulla oblongata,

and spinal cord. The white substance of the brain was rather thickly

interspersed with corpora amylacea, from about twice the diameter of

a blood disk to fourteen times that size. In the grey substance only a

few of these bodies were present, and they were confined chiefly to the

deeper layers. These are thus detailed by Mr. W. B. Kesteven in the
' Medical Eecord,' June 24th :

—

It is here worthy of note that in chronic disease of the brain and

spinal cord the presence of bodies, of varying size and far from uniform

aspect, to which the name of amyloid bodies is generally given, is by'

no means uncommon. At the same time there are forms of degenera-

tion of the neuroglia which give rise to appearances so closely re-

sembling the so-called corpora amylacea that it is an extremely difficult

thing to distinguish between them. Minute spots of miliary sclerosis,

* ' Medico- ClururKical Transactions/ vol. Ivi. 1873.
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and of colloid, are often to be seen in the same sections with the

supposed amyloid bodies. Tlie chromic acid, or other means employed
to harden the nerve substance, so far alters its condition that the

reactions of iodine or other tests for cellulose are controlled or

obscured.

Dr. Clarke notes a dilated condition of the vessels, and in some
parts a disintegration of these to the extent of causing their entire

disappearance, with a consequent production of large, empty, and
smooth-walled tubular sjiaces, which, according as they were cut

transversely or obliquely, presented an appearance of round or oval

vacuities. This appearance was first described by the author in a case

of general paralysis of the insane,* and has since been noticed also by
other observers. It formed the most prominent feature of the lesions

described by Dr. Dickinson in the medulla oblongata from several

cases of diabetes. Dr. Clarke also refers to the dilated condition of

the vessels, in connection with those spaces around them which have
been spoken of as " lymphatic spaces," or " perivascular sheaths "; but

which, the reporter has endeavoured to show, are the results of patho-

logical, or even of merely post mortem changes.

The cells of the cerebral grey substances in this case were not

altogether healthy. Some of them had lost their natural sharj)uess of

outline ; others contained rather more pigment than usual, or were
somewhat granular at their surfaces. The pigmentation of cells was
still more observable in the medulla oblongata. This change is con-

sidered by Dr. Clarke to constitute the first stage in the degeneration

and subsequent disintegration of nerve cells. The medulla oblongata

was one-fifth below the average size, and the diameter of the sj)inal

cord was reduced by at least one-fourth ; so much was it reduced that

when first seen by Dr. Clarke, without any explanation, he thought it

was the cord of a child of fourteen years of age.

The grey matter of the cord presented a variety of lesions. Con-
gestion of the white columns was present. Hypertrophy of the con-
nective tissue, with proliferation of its corpuscles, and aggregation of

these in masses at the angles of junction in the network, are described

by the author, and illustrated in an engraving. Several j)atches of

disintegration were observed. One of large size consisted of small
remnants of partly disintegrated grey substance, irregularly connected
with each other, and forming together a kind of reticular or honey-
comb structure. Several large areas of disintegration and hfemorrhagic
clots existed, involving large portions of the cord in destruction. In
all regions of the cord, the nerve cells had imdergone degeneration
and disintegration. Some were completely, others only partially,

filled with dark-brown pigment granules, which in many instances

enveloped and concealed their nuclei. All the remaining cells were
reduced in size ; many seemed to have been lost by gradual atrophy,

and numbers had wholly disappeared by complete disintegration, or

fallen into granules. The several stages of the process could be
followed.

We have very imperfectly followed Dr. Clarke in the details of

* ' Journal of Mental Science,' January, 1870.
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the changes he records. They are well and clearly shown in the

drawings by which the paper is accompanied. As the author remarks:
" The symptoms in this case are very clearly explained by the morbid
changes that were formed in the medulla oblongata and spinal cord.

Lesions were traced in the nuclei of the facial, hypoglossal, vagus,

and spinal accessory nerves, and exjilained the symptoms of glosso-

pharyngeal paralysis. The extensive loss of substance in the anterior

and lateral grey substance of the cervical and dorsal regions, more
especially of the tradus intermedio-lateralis, explained feebleness of

respiratory movements, while progressive changes of similar character

in the lumbar and dorsal regions of coui'se explained the paralysis of

the upj)er and lower extremities."

Bone-Absorption by means of Giant- Cells.—Mr. Alexander Morison,*

taking up the researches of Kolliker on absorption of bone by means
of giant-cells, finds, says Mr. Klein, in ' Medical Record,' July 8th,

1874, on examination of sections through the jaw prior to the forma-

tion of the tooth-sac, that many giant-cells contain clear round or oval

holes of various sizes. The larger and more distinctly defined ones,

in the centre of which a debris resembling fatty particles is sometimes

to be detected, appear to be originated by a disintegration of minute

portions of the protoplasm of the giant-cell. From this the author

takes it as possible that the giant-cells, after having ceased to exer-

cise their destructive, i. e. absorbing function, become disintegrated.

Morison takes it also as probable that sec[uestra are separated from
living bone by means of giant-cells, for, on examining a fresh seques-

trum, from a case of necrosis of the tibia, there were found Howship's

lacimae covering all aspects of the sequestrum, and the blood and pus

around the preparation containing multinuclear giant-cells floating

about.

As regards the origin of giant-cells, Morison agrees with Kolliker

and others that many of them are in genetical connection with the

osteoblasts, but that others probably develop from embryonic con-

nective tissue ; for there occur bone spaces with here and there a giant-

cell entirely destitute of osteoblasts, but containing the nuclei of

embryonic connective tissue. These nuclei, generally scattered, are

here and there closely aggregated and show an interuuclear opacity,

which, however, has not the distinctly granular appearance of the

opaque cell-substance of a fully developed giant-cell ; but this appear-

ance is in variable degree, even in fully formed cells. It is possible

that the aggregation of nuclei may be the first stage in the formation

of a giant -cell ; one has only to imagine that these nuclei prepare a

cell material each around itself, which, coalescing with that round its

neighboiirs, produces the multinuclear giant-cell.

Morpliology of the Saprolegniei.—The ' American Naturalist,' June,

1874, says that this doubtful family, that seems now finally deposited

in the Algae, has considerable economic interest from the destructive

effects produced upon fish eggs in the hatching trays, supposed to be

caused by Achhja prolifera. The following summary is translated

* ' Edinburgh Medical Journal ' for October, 1873.
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from advance sheets of " Contributions to the Morphology and Sys-

tematic Eelations of the Saprolegniei," by N. Pringsheim.*

The results of my investigations on the Saprolegniei may be con-

densed as follows :

—

1. In all the Saprolegniei the male organs of generation develop

from the well-known antheridia, that are formed near or grow toward

the oogonia.

2. Those in which antheridia or their equivalents are wanting,

are not, as has been supposed, distinct species, with modified organs,

but parthenogenetic forms, whose sporangia ripen and bud without

fertilization.

3. In the Saprolegniei there is but one kind of sporangia ; those

which develop parthenogenetically, and those which are fertilized are

identical, and show no difference originally. The unfertilized zoospores

grow sooner and more readily than those which are fertilized.

4. Several peculiarities in the formation of zoospores, which have

been considered sufficient specific distinctions, are not important as

such, but are merely evidences of a greater or less tendency to di-

morphism, representing various stages of development in the zoospores.

5. Also various sexual forms of growth may apjDcar in the same
species, which are not reliable as specific distinctions.

The Histology of the Brain in the Insane.— Very many physi-

cians who have given attention to this subject are of opinion that the

structure of the brain is not materially, if at all, altered in disease.

Now, however, a different view is expressed in a paper read before the

Chicago Society of Physicians and Surgeons, and reported in the

'Medical Examiner' (a Chicago paper) for June 15. The paper in

question was prepared by Dr. Walter Kempster, of the Northern
Asylum for the Insane, at Oshkosh, Wisconsin, formerly of the New
York State Lunatic Asylum, at Utica, and he had made microscopical

examinations in forty-nine cases. Numerous slides were exhibited of

sections, made mostly through the third left anterior cerebral con-

volution, illustrating the lesions of acute mania ; the large sclerous

patches in chronic mania ; the dementia of syphilitic paralysis ; one
section through the olivary body, and one through the pons Varolii

—

each illustrative of acute mania.

Numerous micro-photographs were likewise shown, illustrating the

lesions of cerebro-spinal meningitis ; of numerous colloid masses in

the medulla oblongata, and large degenerated masses with dense
fibrous investing membrane in the spinal cord, opposite second cervi-

cal vertebra—each illustrative of acute mania. Also, a section through
the olivary bodies, in a case of puerperal mania, showing fibres and
connective tissue in degenerated masses.

After acknowledging the great abilities and researches of Lockhart
Clarke, Virchow, Meynert, Schultze, Deiters, and others, in the study

of the nervous system. Dr. Kempster remarks that, so far as he is

aware, none of them have directed especial attention to the abnor-

malities found in the brains of those who die while insane.

* ' Jahrbuch fiir wissenschaftlicher Botanik,' ix, Bd. 2tr. Heft.
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Eefereuce was made to an article in the ' Edinbui-gh Medical

Journal ' for September, 1868, by Dr. J. B. Tuke, as being the only

exception which Dr. Kempster was able to find.

The student is met with the stereotyped phrase that there^ are

no discernible lesions peculiar to insanity. For a number of years

Dr. Kempster has been making systematic microscopical study of the

brain, and has examined the lesions of all forms of insanity, from

acute mania to dementia, including puerperal and epileptic insanity.

In each and all forms he has found a marked lesion—so that certain

lesions may be grouped together as common to certain forms of in-

sanity, and to which lesions any particular type of insanity is palpably

due. There is a wide difference between the lesions of acute and

chronic mania.

I. In certain forms of insanity, and notably in dementia, the finer

capillaries show marked indications of disease, the perivascular sheath

surrounding the vessel is distended, so much so, that sometimes the

vessel itself appears to lay in a tunnel, its calibre being much less

than the sheath, doubtless due to repeated capillary congestions of the

vessels often diseased—irregular in calibre, suggesting the idea of

aneurismal dilatations, but entii-ely distinct from the miliary aneu-

risms so ably described by Charcot.
• II. Next, there is a degeneration, best studied in cases of dementia

of syphilitic origin, and in the medulla oblongata, in the wall of the

capillary, presenting dark red patches at various points outside its

walls, which gradually thicken, and appear to be due to a fatty meta-

morphosis or atheroma. The description by Meynert, though accurate,

is by no means so complete as could be desired.

III. In 1871, while examining a section taken from the grey

and white matter of the third left anterior convolution, there was a

peculiar appearance of the tissue. Situated in the white substance, but

very closely to the grey matter, there were a number of small luliite

spots, some round, some ovoid, clearly defined, in sharp contrast with

the nerve tissue, varying in size, from 1-50 to 1-200 of an inch in

diameter—these appeared to be of a granular consistence, and much
more dense in structure than the surrounding brain substance ; each

disconnected from the other, and normal white matter intervening.

They did not absorb carmine, and were not connected with the capil-

laries. On the sm-face of some of the spots are fibres of connective

tissue and crystals of margarine. To determine the true character of

these sjjots and the degeneration, certain very elaborate and extensive

micro-chemical manipulations were made, not here necessary to be

stated. On allowing a section to dry, either with or without the nitric

acid treatment, these spots appear to project above the surface of the

section. By teasing, they may with difliculty be removed. None of

these spots have been observed in the grey matter. They are mr st

numerous in the medulla oblongata, and may be found in the white

matter of the spinal cord.

IV. There is another form of degeneracy, one which was found in

cases of acute mania. The spots are less in size ; are far more nu-

merous than in the other variety (3J ; resist carmine staining ; do not
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possess the granular characteristic ; there are no spindle-shaped fibres

of connective tissues about them ; they behave very differently under
the micro-chemical tests applied to the other variety of spots. The
points of resemblance are mainly in colour and apparent density.

Neither of them have any investing membrane.
V. A fifth variety, as large in size as the third, possesses a dense

investing membrane, which resists carmine staining and is less gra-

nular than the third and fourth. It exists in the same brain with the

fourth variety. These spots or masses of the fifth variety are called
" colloid," because of their resemblance to such growth, and are found
in the medulla oblongata and pons Varolii. The last three varieties

of degenerated masses, or spots, have one featui'e in common—a well-

defined edge, a clean-cut margin, easily made out.

VI. A sixth variety, common in cases of dementia, and w^here the

atheromatous capillary is found, is one in which the mass j)asses in-

sensibly into the surrounding normal tissues. This form is larger

and less distinct than the others. It more nearly resembles normal
brain tissites. Sometimes these masses are lobulated. They are

granular and dense, less numerous than in the other varieties, and do
not ajjpear in clusters. They appear to destroy or transform the

tissues, and if surrounding a capillary, destroy its walls. A jwint

of resemblance in common with the third variety is, that connective-

tissue fibre appears in both.

The condition of the cellular structures of the brain, of the nerve

fibres and so-called lymjjh spaces, are all fields rich in results not
here spoken of.

Tlie Development of Bone.—Perhaps the first authority on this

subject at the present moment is M. Eanvier, who lately read a paper
on it before the French Academy of Sciences. This paper forms the

subject of the follomng note, which is communicated by Mr. E. Klein
to the ' Medical and Surgical Recorder ' for July 15th. To study the

growth and development of bone tissue, Ranvier uses the bones of the

embryo, which are placed in absolute alcohol for twenty-four hours,

having previously been freed of the surrounding soft parts (excei^t the

periosteum). After that, they are transferred to a saturated solution of

picric acid, in which fluid they are kept imtil they become soft enough
to be fit for sections. In order to make thin and successful sections,

the softened bone is plunged into a thick solution of giun-arabic for

forty-eight hours, and then into alcohol of forty degrees. Now it is

easy to obtain very uniform sections through all parts of the bone, i.e.

bone matrix, medulla, and periosteum. The sections having been
washed in distilled water for twenty-four hours or more, in order to

dissolve the gum, they are stained with picro-carminate of ammonia,
and finally mounted in glycerine. In a longitudinal section through

a long bone of an embryo of a mammalian animal, passing from the

periosteum towards the axis, it is easy to see a well-marked boundary
between the periosteal bone and the cartilaginous bone. The latter

occupies the centre, and has an hour-glass shape in the longitudinal

section, whereas the periosteal bone forms on each side a semilunar

mass. The long bone at this stage of development may be correctly
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compared to the following scheme : an hour-ghiss shaped cartilaginous

bone is suspended in a cylindrical tube—the periosteum ; that part of

the space of the tube which is not occupied by the former is filled out

by periosteal bone. This arrangement, although not found in all

stages, is always present in a certain stage of the development of the

bone. If one examine in a longitudinal section above mentioned the

line of ossification, which represents at the same time the boundary

between the cartilage and bone, there is found at the extremities of

that line a notch penetrating into the cartilage. It is very easily

understood that this notch represents the transverse section through a

circular groove. From the convexity of this notch (" encoche d'ossifi-

cation "), fibres take their origin, which, at their basis being identical

with the matrix of the cartilage, bend round to the side of the

embiyonal bone and penetrate into the latter. These fibres, which

Eanvier calls " fibres arciformes," become in time identical with those

fibres known as Sharpey's fibres. Amongst the mammalian animals,

the embryonal bones of sheep are best suited for the study of those

fibres. As soon as these fibres have left the cartilage, they appear to

be separated by rows of spherical or slightly polyhedral cells, which

Eanvier believes to be derived from cartilage cells after their capsules

have become opened. These cells gradually assume the characters of

osteoblasts, and they lie all along the arched fibres, the latter becoming

covered with bone substance, and thus representing the first traces of

subperiosteal bone. The arched fibres represent the directing fibres

of the ossification ; they can be recognized in the interior of the bone

in transverse sections, where they appear as small dotted circles in

the systems of the intermediary lamellae.

On the external surface of that part of the cartilage belonging to

the " encoche d'ossification," a primary osseous lamella is formed, which
Eanvier calls the perichondral bone-crust ; it forms later on the

boundary between the cartilaginous and the periosteal bone.

Variation in the Condition of the External Sense Organs in Foetal Pigs

of the same Litter. Mr. Burt G. Wilder, of Ithaca, N. Y.. says that in

comparing foetal mammals of imknown age, it is natural to estimate

their relative age, partly according to the degree of closure of the lids

and the direction of the pinnae ; since it is known that the former are

at first mere folds above and below the uncovered balls, which are

gradually covered by them : and that the pinnae are first formed as

little triangular folds behind the meatus, which at first jDroject dii-ectly

forward, and then, as they increase in size, gradually rise to the erect

position, and only later are retroverted upon the neck.

"While forming a collection of foetal pigs at the large abattoir of

J. P. Squiers in East Cambridge, Mass., during the summer of 1872,

I compared the individuals of the same litter, carefully avoiding any
artificial displacement of the parts.

In the five pigs of the same litter* having an average length from

vertex to anus of "067, mm., and an average weight of ,017*5 grams,

* Marked 296 to 300 on the Catalogue of Neurology and Embryology of Domesti-

cated Animals at the Museum of Ck)mparative Zoology, Cambridge, Mass.
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the direction of the pinna ranges from a slight but decided anteversion,

to an almost complete retroversion.

In the seven pigs of another litter * averaging ' 040, in length,

the lids range from folds covering slightly the upper and lower

margins of the ball, to complete closure. The sizes and degrees of

closure do not exactly coincide. It would be interesting in both these

cases to know the relative position of the individuals in the mother's

uterine cornua ; but these facts indicate the need of far more extended

comparisons than have been made.
I have also observed some striking changes in the form of the

nostril in foetal pigs ; it is in its earliest condition a notch, whose

lower margins then come together forming a hole ; this elongates

laterally and is indented above so as to become more and more cres-

centic ; but at or before birth the circular form is regained and

retained through life.

To icJiat Group is Peripatus related ?—In the very last number of

the ' Proceedings of the Eoyal Society ' is an admirable paper on this

subject by Mr. H. N. Moseley, M. A., of the ' Challenger ' expedition.

Mr. Moseley enters into details concerning certain points in anatomy
which aj)pear to have been wrongly or imperfectly described before.

Thus he describes fully the Intestinal, Tracheal, and Eeproductive

systems, and gives an outlinear sketch of the development. Then he
goes on to say that " in the present state of our knowledge concerning

the structure of Peripatus, the most remarkable fact in its structure is

the wide divarication of the ventral nerve cords. The fact was con-

sidered remarkable, and dwelt ujion in all accounts of Peripatus

before the existence of trachete in the animal was kno^oi, and when
it was thought to be hermaphrodite, but it is doubly remarkable now.
The fact shuts off at once all idea of Peripatus being a degenerate

Myriopod, the evidence against which possibility is overwhelming.
The bilateral symmetry and duplicity of the organs of the body, the

absence of striation in the muscles, of periodical moults of the larval

skin in development, and of any trace of a primitive three-legged

condition, taken in conjunction with the divarication of the nerve

cords, are cor elusive. The parts of the mouth are not to be regarded

as degraded to any great degree ; and homologies for some of them,

at least, may perhaps be found amongst the higher Annelids. The
structure of the skin is not at all unlike that in some worms, especially

in its chitinous epidermic layer, which occasionally strips off in large

pieces as a thin transparent pellicle. The many points of resemblance

of Peripatus to Annelids need not be dwelt upon ; they led to its

former placing in classification ; but it is difficult to understand how
the very unannelid-like structure of the foot-claws did not lead

others, beside De Quatrefages, to draw a line between Peripatus

and the Annelids. In being unisexual, Peripatus is like the higher

Annelids, as well as the whole of the higher Tracheata. To Insects

Peripatus shows affinities in the form of the spermatozoa, and the

elaboration, structure, and bilateral symmetry of the generative organs,

* Marked 303 to 309 iu the same catalogue.

VOL. XII. I
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though thui'o ia a very slight tendency towards the iinilatcrality of

Myriopods in the male organs.
" To Insects, again, it is allied by the five-jointing of the feet and

oral jiapillfc and the form and number of its claws. It should be
remembered that spiders' feet are two-clawed, as are those of some
Tai-digrades, and that some of these latter forms have two-clawed
feet in the early condition even when they possess more claws in the

adult state. In Newport's well-known figure of the young lulus

with three pairs of limbs, the tips of these latter are drawn with
two hair-like claws ; these are not mentioned in the text. To the

ordinary lepidoi>tcrous larva the resemblances of Peripatus are striking

—as, for example, the gait, the glands (so like in their function and
l^osition to silk-glands), the form of the intestine, and the less perfect

concentration of the nervous organs, as in larval insects. To Myrio-
jiods Peripatas is allied by the great variety in number of segments in

the various species, in its habits, and in these especially to lulus.

Tlie parts of the mouth perhaps show a form out of which those of

Scolopendra were derived by modification ; but the resemblance may
be superficial. Our knowledge is not yet sufficient to determine such
points. The usual difficulties occm* in the matter. Segments may
have dropped out or fused, and their original condition may not be
represented at all in the process of development. In structure Peri-
jyatus is more like Scolopendra than lulus, viz. in the many joints to

the antennae (in Chilognaths never more than fourteen), in the form
of spermatozoa, and in being viviparous, as are some Scolopendrce

;

further, in the position of the orifices of the generative glands and in

the less perfect concentration mesially of the nerve cords in Scolo-

pendra.
" Peripatus thus shows affinities, in some points, to all the main

branches of the family tree of Tracheata ; but a gulf is fixed between
it and them by the divarication of the nerve cords : tending in the
same direction are such facts as the non-striation of the muscles, the
great power of extension of the body, the arrangement of the digestive

tract in the early stage, the persistence of metamorphosis, and the
nature of the parts of the mouth, the full history of the manner of
origin of these being reserved.

"There are many speculations as to the mode of origin of the
trachea) themselves in the Tracheata. Professor Hackel * follows
Gegenbaur, whose opinion is expressed in his ' Grundziige der verglei-

chenden Anatomic,' ]). 441. Gegenbaur concludes that tracheae were
developed from originally closed tracheal systems, through the inter-

vention of the tracheal gills of prima3val aquatic insects now repre-
sented as larvse. If Peripattis be as ancient in origin as is here
supposed, the condition of the tracheal system in it throws a very
different light on the matter. Peripatus is the only Tracheate with
tracheal stems opening diffusely all over the body. The Pro-
tracheata probably had their tracheae thus diffused, and the separate

small systems afterwards became concentrated along especial lines

and formed into wide main branching trunks. In some forms the

* ' Biologische Studien/ p. 491.
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sjiiraciilar openings concentrated towards a more ventral line {lulus) 5

in otlierstliey took a more lateral position (Lepidopterous larvae, &c.).

A concentration along two lines of the body, ventral and lateral, has
already commenced in Peripatus. The original Protracheate being
supposed to have had numerous small trachefe diffused all over its

body, the question as to their mode of origin again presents itself.

The peculiar form of the tracheal bundles in Peripatiis, which consists

of a number of fine tubes opening into the extremity of a single short

common duct leading to the exterior of the body, seems to give a clue.

The tracheae are, very probably, modified cutaneous glands, the homo-
logues of those so abundant all over the body in such forms as Bipalium
or Hirudo. The pumping extension and contraction of the body may
well have dra^vn a very little air, to begin with, into the mouths of

the ducts ; and this having been found beneficial by the ancestor of the

Protracheate, further development is easy to imagine. The exact mode
of develoiDment of the tracheae in the present form must be carefully

studied ; there was no trace of these organs in the most perfect state

of Peripatus which I obtained.

", Professor Gegenbaur's opinion on the i^osition of Peripatus* is,

that its place among the worms is not certain, but that, at any rate, it

connects ringed worms with Arthropods and flat worms. The general
result of the present inquiry is to bear out Professor Gegenbaur's
opinion ; but it points to the connection of the ringed and flat worms, by
means of this intermediate step, with three classes only of the Arthro-
pods—the Myriopods, Spiders, and Insects, i. e. the Tracheata. From
the primitive condition of the tracheae in lulus, and the many relations

between Peripatus and Scolopendra, it would seem that the Myriopods
may be most nearly allied to Peripatus, and form a distinct branch
arising from it and not passing through Insects. The early three-legged

stage may turn out as of not so much significance as supposed. If these

speculations be correct, the Crustacea have a different origin from the

Tracheata. Peripatus itself may well be placed amongst Professor

Hackel's Protracheata ; Grube's term, Onychophora, becomes no more
significant than De Blainville's Malacopoda. Some notions of the

actual history of the origin of Peripatus itself may be gathered from
its development.

" In conclusion I would beg indulgence for the many defects in this

paper, due to the hurry with which it was written (all available time,

almost up to the last moment of our sailing for the Antarctic regions,

having been consumed in actual examination of the structure of

Peripatus), and due, further, to the impossibility of referring to original

papers in any scientific library. At all events it is hoped that Peripatus

has been shown to be of very great zoological interest, as lying near

one of the main stems of the great zoological family tree, and that

further examination of the most minute character into the structure of

this animal will be well repaid."

Lesions of the Brain in General Paralysis.—Dr. J. Batty Tuke
gives the following instructive account of recent researches on this

* ' Gruudzugc dor vcrglcicliciKku Aiiiituiiiie,' p. I'jy.

I 2
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subject. He says that Lubimoff's paper, published in Virchow's
'Archiv,' vol. Ivii., 1873, is founded on fourteen carefully reported

cases of general paralysis, which presented themselves in Meynert's
' Psychiatric Clinique.' The full history of each case is given, along
with the post mortem appearances, naked eye and microscopic. Thin
sections were made from specimens hardened in a 2 per cent, solution

of bichromate of potass ; they were coloured with carmine, and set up
in gum Damar. The cortical substance of the frontal lobes was
usually examined, and in some cases that of the parietal, occipital, and
insular lobes, the cornu Ammonis, and other portions of the ence-

phalon. Lubimoff reports one case in which a sort of cicatrix, or

wedge-shaped induration, was found on the right hemisphere of the

cerebellum, implicating two lobules which were glued together by a

substance which unmistakably consisted of connective tissue. The
molecular and nucleated layers were thinned, and Purkinje's cells

almost obliterated. For the normal structure a dense " felt-like

"

substance was substituted, in which nuclei were imbedded, and which
was intimately connected with the walls of the blood-vessels. Around
it the undestroyed cells of Purkinje appeared j^lainly sclerosed.

Lubimoff supports Meynert's obsei'vations as to the intimate relations

of brain lesions with hypertemia, that they never occur apart from it,

and may be regarded as a consequence. In some cases the vessels

showed indications of obstruction during life by means of thrombi,

due to metamorphosis of blood-corpuscles into molecular masses, with

here and there distensions filled with cori^uscles, and in extreme cases

actual rupture of the vascular walls and diffusion of the periphery

(^Zerstreuung im Umkreis) in the parenchyma of the organ. There were

also found, in all the foiirteen cases, on and aroimd the vascular walls,

pigment deposits of various sizes, and sometimes of very considerable

extent, which are taken to be evidences of previously existing con-

gestions. Apart from these consequences of hyperaemia, the walls of

the vessels presented themselves altered and thickened ; their norm al

coats and muscular strife being destroyed, and the thickened walls

appearing to consist of a homogeneous mass, waxy in appearance. On
this Lubimoff bases his term of " waxy degeneration " of the vascular

walls. The nuclei, esj)ecially at the bifurcations, ajjpeared proliferated.

Lubimoff cannot determine whether in general paralysis the vessels

thicken themselves by an absolutely new growth.

The special characteristic of paralytic dementia presents itself in

the changes of the nuclei of the neuroglia, which show themselves in

the brains of such subjects wonderfully increased in quantity, to a

degree which, according to Lubimoff, must be accepted as a patho-

logical product, as preparations of healthy brains and of those taken

from the subjects of other neuroses (e. g. extreme melancholy and
mania), show but a slight amount of neuroglia corpuscles in the cortical

substance. (In the opinion of Boll, who has inspected Lubimoff's

preparations, this observation is of the highest pathological value).

Wliat Lubimoff describes as nuclei of neui'oglia are very fine

Deiters' cells, which are well known thi'ough the works of Golgi,
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Jastrowitz, and Boll ; his description is entirely in consonance with

that of these writers, and he arrives independently of them at the

result, that a peculiar intimate connection exists between the vascular

walls and the Deiters' cells, as in these cases their processes are

peculiarly well pronounced.
LubimofF found the Deiters' cells most abundant in the inner

layers of the grey matter bordering on the medullary substance, and
on the outer layer contiguous to the pia mater ; in which position

they were so numerous, that the normal appearances of the structures

were lost, and their place taken by the felt-like network, which, as in

the case of the cerebellum previously described, can only be ascribed

to the interlacement in various directions of the processes of the

Deiters' cells.

The morbid changes of the nerve cells are placed imder two heads

;

they are liable either to a degree of swelling and subsequent collapse,

or to a tendency to sclerosis. In the first case, the changes of the

nuclei consist in dilatation of the nucleus and diminution of the

quantity of the " surrounding protoplasm "
; occasionally the nucleus

subdivides so that two are found in one cell, and are not readily

amenable to carmine, which Hofl&nan already has shown to be charac-

teristic of the morbid ganglion-cell. Meynert considers that the

protoplasm of such cells shows different degrees of molecular degene-

ration. The sclerosis of the cells changes them into a homogeneous
wax-like mass, in which the nucleus is no longer to be distinguished,

but occasionally the nucleolus. The protoplasm of such cells loses its

normally fine granular ajipearance, the cells appear strongly refracting,

with sharjjly defined dark contours. The changes in the axis-cylinders

found by Lubimoff consist in thickening and hypertrophy.

It is deduced from these anatomical facts that as regards the

pathological processes in general paralysis, the origin of the physical

disturbances is to be sought for in the anomalies of blood- distribution

and its consequences. With the incidence of hyperaemia begin the

changes in the nutrition of the nuclei of neuroglia, which leads to an
increased development of theii- elements, which, in their tiu'n, take on
morbid action. This is proved by the modification of the morbid
appearances, according to the length of time during which the case

has lasted. The treatise concludes with deductions as to how the

clinical symptoms of the individual cases are explicable by their

special anatomical conditions. Lubimoff agrees with Westjihal that

disease of the cord is a constant accompaniment of general paralysis

;

but he differs from him and Simon in holding that the disease can exist

without pathological changes in the brain. On the contrary, he
endeavours to establish a chronic inflammatory condition of the con-

nective tissue of the cortical substance as the anatomical lesion of

general paralysis.—See also ' Medical Eecord.'

Hay-fever, its Microscojjy and Treatment.—This has been very well
discussed by Professor Binz of Bonn in a letter recently addi-essed to
' Nature.' He says, " From what I have observed of recent English
publications on the subject of hay-fever, I am led to suppose that
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English authorities are inaccurately acquainted with the discovery of

Professor Helmholtz, as far back as 1868, of the existence of uncommon
low organisms in the nasal secretions in this complaint, and of the

possibility of arresting their action by the local employment of quinine.

I therefore purpose to republish the letter in which he originally

annoimced these facts to myself, and to add some further observations

on this topic. The letter is as follows :
*

—

" ' I have suffered, as well as I can remember, since the year 1847,

from the peculiar catarrh called by the English "hay-fever," the

speciality of which consists in its attacking its victim regidarly in

the hay season (myself between May 20 and the end of June), that it

ceases in the cooler weather, but on the other hand quickly reaches

a great intensity if the patients expose themselves to heat and sunshine.

An extraordinarily voilent sneezing then sets in, and a strongly

corrosive thin discharge, with which much epithelium is thrown off.

This increases, after a few hours, to a painful inflammation of the

mucous membrane and of the outside of the nose, and excites fever

with severe headache and great depression, if the patient cannot
withdraw himself from the heat and the sunshine. In a cold room,
however, these symptoms vanish as quickly as they come on, and there

then only remains for a few days a lessened discharge and soreness, as

if caused by the loss of epithelium. I remark, by the way, that in all

my other years I had very little tendency to catarrh or catching cold,

while the hay-fever has never failed dm-ing the twenty-one years of

which I have spoken, and has never attacked me earlier or later in the

year than the times named. The condition is extremely troublesome,

and increases, if one is obliged to be much exposed to the sun, to an
excessively severe malady.

" ' The curious dependence of the disease on the season of the

year suggested to me the thought that organisms might be the origin

of the mischief. In examining the secretions I regularly found, in

the last five years, certain vibrio-like bodies in it, which at other

times I could not observe in my nasal secretion. . . . They are very
small, and can only be recognized with the immersion-lens of a very
good Hartnack's microscope. It is characteristic of the common
isolated single joints that they contain four nuclei in a row, of which
two pairs are more closely united. The length of the joints is • 004
millimetre. Upon the warm objective-stage they move with moderate
activity, partly in mere vibration, partly shooting backwards and
forwards in the direction of their long axis ; in lower temperatures
they are very inactive. Occasionally one finds them arranged in rows
upon each other, or in branching series. Observed some days in the

moist chamber, they vegetated again, and appeared somewhat larger

and more consjiicuous than immediately after their excretion. It is

to be noted that only that kind of secretion contains them which is

expelled by violent sneezings ; that which drops slowly does not

contain any. They stick tenaciously enough in the lower cavities

and recesses of the nose.
" ' When I saw your first notice respecting the poisonous action of

* See Virchow's ' Archiv,' vol. xlvi.
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quinine npon infusoria, I determiued at once to make an experiment
with that substance, thinking that these vibriouic bodies, even if they
did not cause the whole illness, still could render it much more un-
pleasant through their movements and the decompositions caused by
them. For that reason I made a neutral solution of sulphate of
quinine, which did not contain much of the salt (1-800), but still was
eflfective enough, and caused moderate irritation of the mucous mem-
brane of the nose. I then lay flat upon my back, keeping my head
very low, and poured with a pipette about four cubic centimetres into

both nostrils. Then I turned my head about in order to let the liquid

flow in all directions.

" ' The desired effect was obtained immediately, and remained for

some hours ; I could expose myself to the sun without fits of sneezing
and the other disagreeable symptoms coming on. It was sufiicient to

repeat the treatment three times a day, even under the most unfavour-
able circumstances, in order to keep myself quite free. There were
then no such vibrios in the secretion. If I only go out in the evening,
it suffices to inject the quinine once a day, just before going. After
continuing this treatment for some days the symj)toms disappear com-
pletely, but if I leave off they return till towards the end of June.

"
' My first experiments with quinine date from the summer of

1867 ; this year (1868) I began at once as soon as the first traces

of the illness appeared, and I have thus been able to stop its develoj)-

ment completely.'
"

NOTES AND MEMOEANDA.

Precious Stones in the Construction of the Microscope.

—

M. H. Brachet addressed a note to the French Academy (June 22nd)
on the employment of artificial precious stones in the comj^ound
microscope. This paper, which has not yet been published, was sent

to the ' Commission du Prix Tremont.'

A Remedy for Phylloxera.— At a meeting of the French Aca-
demy of Sciences, June 29th, a paper, forming a Eeport, was read on
the administrative measures to be taken for the preservation of terri-

tories threatened by Phylloxera, by the Commissioners. It is sug-

gested to the Academy that a special law should be made compelling
proprietors to declare the first appearance of the scourge, that experts

should then be appointed to examine into the state of the infested vines,

and that these should be destroyed when thought necessary by minis-

terial decision, the proprietor receiving adequate compensation. It is

further suggested to destroy the vines surrounding the districts ac-

tually invaded, to disinfect the soil by chemical methods, and to burn
the cuttings, leaves, and roots of the diseased plants as well as the

plants themselves in the same district where the uprooting has taken

place, and finally to prohibit with the utmost rigour the exportation
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from infested territories of anything that might serve as a vehicle for

the insect.

How to make Sections of the Potato showing Structure.— Mr.
Taylor has given the following method in ' Science Gossip ' for July.

He has recently shown that the vascular bundles in a potato may of

course be easily seen by cutting a potato in two through its axis (the

section also passing through some of its "eyes"), and coating the cut

surface, first with a solution of bichromate of potash, and afterwards

several times with a strong tinctiu'c of iodine, which will stain the

starch blue, but leaves the vascular bundles yellow. The air-ducts

will then be seen to extend invariably to the eyes. For microscojiical

study these sections are to be made and treated with a strong acid or

caustic alkaline solution, which will dissolve the starch, but leave the

bundles unaltered. The sections may then be mounted as usual. To
isolate the vascular bundles, place a potato, skinned without wounding
the " eyes," in a solution of sugar and water (two ounces to the pint)

and keep it at a temperature of 72° F. for nearly a fortnight. The
fungus of fermentation will reduce the potato to a pulp, except the vas-

cular bundles, which may be mounted in gum or balsam, and studied

with a power of one hundred diameters.

COEEESPONDENCE.

Immersion Aperture on Objects in Balsam.

To the Editor of the ^Monthly Microscopical Journal^

Sir,—Further discussion with Mr. Tolles on this question is

needless, because by his own work he has settled it to my satisfaction.

He has probably secured some believers in his triumph and demon-
strations, and to theii' congratulations I now leave him. So long

as imaginary diagrams are used evading the true form of an object-

glass, with wrong dimensions and focal distances, futile and endless

arguments may be advanced. Including Mr, Tolles' last illustra-

tions in this category, I do not care to be at the trouble of translating

his text to arrive at his probable meaning, though I perceive that

he is now struggling for a few degrees only. He long ago stated that

in practice he had actually secured the disputed extra theoretical im-
mersion apertures on balsam-mounted objects, with glasses of his own
construction. His recent production having been placed in my hands

by Mr. Crisp, I have shown by actual measurement, and by cutting

oif all false rays by a suitable stop, that such apertures had not been
produced, so that " the fact becomes clear and indisputable."

It is very easy for Mr. Tolles to remark that this stoj) is " a mere
contrivance to express my sensations," and " that the whole seems to

him quite unnecessary." This I might have exiiected. But this stop

always is tlie focal plane of the object, and admitting all rays up to 180°

from that point, will serve as a salutary check against any optician

who may choose to vaunt his glasses on the questionable merits of
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extravagant apertures.* This point might still give rise to long
disputes, but confined to the subject of Mr. Tolles' last communication
on " the optical quality of his (Mr. Tolles') ^th objective," there remains
the singular fact, that the diameter of the front lens compared with
the focal length proves the aperture endorsed on the mount to be
simply impossible. There can be no reasoning against this but to

assert that my dimensions of diameter of front lens, position, and focal

distance are untrue. Then I have no doubt that the challenge will be
accepted, the measurements repeated, and comparisons made by other
hands than mine.

I do not wish to shirk the discussion of the aperture if any further

improvement can result from it, but if I am to be at liberty to select

my antagonist, it will not be one that affirms that 180° is possible, or

that even 179° is practicable.

In justice to Mr. Tolles I will say that throughout all the argu-
ment he has comported himself with exemplary good humour, not even
resenting the chaif that he has endured during the discussion. A con-
trast to the conduct of his acting agent, who, without a ray of science

to enlighten the subject, or to justify his authority, has done nothing
but throw dirt at all opponents, of si:ch an odour, as to cause them to

hurry j)ast on his windward side rather than stop to argiie with him.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

F. H. Wenham.

Eeduction of Aperture in Object-glasses of Telescopes.

To the Editor of the ^Jllonthly 3Iicrvscoj)ical Journal.^

Boston, U.S.A., June 19, 1874.

Sib,—While, substantially, declaring it unlikely that any intelli-

gent reader of the Monthhj would confound contraction of field in an
eye-piece with reduction of aperture in the object-glass (and with
which I fully agree, but must suggest the irrelevance of the allu-

sion to beneficial reduction of aperture in object-glasses of ielescopes'\

as of some sort of parity to this case of the microscopic objective),

Dr. Pigott in concluding his note (your Journal for June, p. 268)
says, " that in a limited field of view the definition ... is superb

;

beyond the central area the definition is very indistinct. This seems
to indicate that the very oblique pencils are not as free from aberra-
tion as the central." While thanking Dr. Pigott heartily for having
discovered that "very oblique pencils" were concerned at all in form-
ing the image with that objective (I) I am bound to suggest that

when we contract the field-bar of the eye-piece, the " central area

"

continues to have all the rays, " very oblique pencils " included, that

reached that central area before contraction. This does not " seem to

indicate," &c. xr xi- n' Yours respectiully,

E. B. Tolles.

* In my diagi'am, p. 114 of Journal (March, 1874), I had " drawn" ray d cor-

rectly, but the final deviation withorrt the normal appeared so small on the
reduced scale that the wood engraver failed to notice it, and continued the line
straight.

t " This everybody knows well enough !

"
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Mr. Tolles' J^th and ^^^th Objectives.

To the Editor of the ^Monthly Microstopical JournaV

Boston, June 23, 1874.

Sir,—The paragrai^li on p. 264 of the Journal for June, current,

and copied from the Boston ' Journal of Chemistry,' in reference to

J^ and -^^ inch objectives is erroneous, in one particular I Jcnow, viz. in

implying that only one ^Lth of 165° angle was constructed, whereas

three were made simultaneously or carried along together to com-

pletion.

In the next place, it is not likely that any comparison with

English objectives of like powers or power had been made, and the

statement implying such comparison was made under misapprehension.

But reported results of separate trial are available, of course, for

comparison.

Yours respectfully,

EOBT. B, ToLLES.

Dr. Pigott's (?) Inventions.

To the Editm- of the ^Monthly Microscopical Journal.^

4, Mylne Street, E.G., June 25, 1874.

Sir,—The invention which Dr. R. Pigott claims as his own in the

Journal for this month, has been public property since July, 1870.

At that time I read a paper on, and exhibited, an apparatus, at a

meeting of the Q. M. C, in every respect but one identical with that

described by Dr. Pigott. Moreover, I then expressly stated that the

plan in question had been foreshadowed by Mr. Sollitt and others.

But I think that I am correct in affirming that no one before my-
self has ever puhltdy described or used it. The employment of an

achromatic objective as a condenser, set ohliquely to the axis of the

microscope, at angles varying with the nature of the object to be ex-

amined, is what I claim. But I am of opinion that my method of

using it is better than that of Dr. Pigott—inasmuch as I added a

graduated circle to the carriage of the objective, in order to measure
the angles of use, so as to repeat them exactly in future observations.

Dr. Pigott may have privately used this apjiaratus before my time,

but then it was scarcely possible for those who, like myself, had not

the advantage of intimacy with him, to be aware of the fact. More-
over, I venture to think that Dr. Pigott does but scanty justice to the

labours of others in the same field, when he bestows upon them such

faint notice as he has done in my case—even after he had his atten-

tion called to them by Mr. Frank Crisj) when his paper was read.

I am. Sir, yours obediently,

John Matthews.
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Mb. Brooke's Eeply to Mr. Pillischer.

To the Editor of the ' Monthly Microscopical Journal.''

16, FiTZRoy Squai^e, W., July 8, 1874.

Sir,—I should have treated Mr. Pillischer's last letter with the
silent contempt that its " schoolboy " tone justly merits, but that my
silence might have been taken as an admission of its misstatements.

" Mr. Brooke's argument that native British optical goods were
wholly uni'epresented at the Vienna Exhibition," is not Mr. Brooke's
argument at all, but a pure and simple development of Mr. P.'s

inner consciousness. Mr. Brooke's argument was (see May number
of Journal, p. 231), that native British ojitical talent was unrepre-
sented ; and I think the proverbial " schoolboy " will tell Mr. P. that
" goods " and " talent " are by no means synonymous terms.

It is very likely I might have said to Mr. P., " I do not care for

your high powers," and the reason of my saying so is obvious ; but
my recollections of what passed between us are utterly at variance
with his. After all, the question is not what A said to B, or B to A,
twelve months since, but whether Mr. Pillischer exhibited at Vienna as

his own manufacture objectives that were not so. We know very well
when, where, and by whom his j objectives were made ; but if he will

satisfy any trustworthy third person (for example yourself, or one of
our Secretaries) when, where, and by whose hands he has ever manu-
factured any power deeper than a ^, I shall be happy to apologise to

him for having entertained any doubt on the subject.

I remain, yoiu's faithfully,

Chas. Beooke.

A Eeply to Mr. Stodder.

To the Editor of the ' Montldy Microscopical Journal.''

Sir,—The purpose of my paper on Immersion is not to establish

the superiority of the method, but to determine the cause of it assumed
as already established. I am sorry to find it has been taken up at the

wrong end, and by the wrong class of persons. As in making my
assumption I go chiefly on the testimony of others allowed to be

authorities, from myself asserting only a desire to be cautious of over-

stating, I should have thought that in this there was nothing in which
the most diligent seeker could find a pretext for controversy. That
whatever its degree the difference is real and to be relied on is all I

asked to be granted ; an assumption, indeed, necessarily involved, and
without which my work would have no meaning. But I cannot go
into controversies about v/hat is not my subject. My paper is on a

question of Theory, and was meant for those who are competent to

follow investigations of that kind.

Mr. Stodder, I observe, has written to charge me with having
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fallen into a great error,—an error so great as to be even called

ludicrous. When commenting on tlie angle of a now celebrated glass

I referred to it as one wbich bad been sold by Mr. ToUes to an

English purchaser. Mr. Stodder writes a special letter to take me
to task ; for it is he who sends out the glasses not Mr. ToUes. And to

have written in ignorance of this makes the writer, in Mr. Stodder's

opinion, ludicrous.

Now that the correction has been made it may perhaps be asked

how is the question affected by it ? How many degrees of the 180^

will it account for ? And is there any just reason for introducing into

the scientific part of a scientific journal a thing which is not scientific

or of public interest but only private and commercial ? No fault had

been found with the sale ; nothing was made to turn upon it ; no

reference was made to its terms about which nothing was known ; the

question concerned not the terms of the sale but the width of the

angle ; and the expression used is the common form always employed

and never misunderstood. Other opticians do not, any more than

Mr. Tolles, make use of their own hands or pens in sending off their

glasses ; but no distinction is drawn—it is always understood and

spoken off as coming to the same thing. An English optician's book-

keeper would no more think of writing to explain that it is he who
sends off the glasses than of writing to explain how the books are

kept. Such details have no interest except for the persons immediately

concerned ; and no other firm, English or foreign, puts them forward

as an element in scientific discussions.

This perhaps was plain enough to require no answer for its own
sake. I have noticed it because it is a typical case ; illustrative of a

practice more common that it ought to be, which may be called

fi'ivolous objecting ;—that is to say the making of objections which do
not in any view of the case or on any supposition touch the question

in hand. Such making of objections for the sake of making them is

much to be deprecated. It is wearisome and can serve no purpose

except obstructing the progress of knowledge.

Yours obediently,

^^ S. L. Brakey,

PEOCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.

Medicai/ Microscopical Society.

Friday, June 19, 1874.—W. B. Kesteven, Esq., F.E.C.S., Vice-
President, in the chair.

Osteo Sarcoma.—Mr. Needham read a paper upon this subject,

taking as a foundation the case of a young man who entered one
of the metropolitan hospitals with what appeared to be an osteo

sarcoma of the head of the tibia. Hard tumours, small in size, were
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felt in the groin, as well as deeply beneath the muscles of the thigh.

The patient eventually died from chest complication, frequent haemop-

tysis being a leading symptom at the post mortem. The growth on

the leg was found, as diagnosed, to be osteo sarcoma, while similar

growi;hs were found on various parts of the body, and especially in

the lungs. Microscopically, the growth on the tibia, which was sub-

periosteal, had the characters of true osteo sarcoma ; but elsewhere only

calcareous material was found instead of bone with lacunae.

Specimens and drawings illustrative of the case were exhibited.

The case will be published fully elsewhere.

Mr. Golding Bird objected to the term osteo sarcoma, since cal-

careous deposit in lieu of bone was found except in one place. He
considered the earthy deposit as accidental rather than essential to

the growth, and as indicating degeneration.

Dr. Pritchard did not consider calcification in all cases a degene-

ration : from its early appearance at times in morbid tissues, he con-

sidered it as much a part of the growth in which it occurred as was
true bone in an osteo sarcoma.

Mr. Needham, in reply, agi-eed with Dr. Pritchard in not consider-

ing the calcification as degenerative ; and was willing to confine the

term osteo sarcoma to the parts of the growth only where osseous

tissue with lacunae could be found.

Imbedding in Elder Pith.—Mr. Golding Bird read a paper on the

method adopted abroad of cutting sections of tissues imbedded in elder

pith and packed in a microtome especially adapted for the purpose.

The various steps in the operation were exhibited and explained at

the same time. The principle on which the process depends is the

expansion of the dried elder pith on the addition of water, so that if

packed in the tube of the microtome in the dried state, and then

allowed to imbibe moisture, anything previously imbedded in it is

firmly gripped.

In the discussion that followed,—

•

Mr. Needham thought the pith would not give sufficient support

on all sides.

Mr. Groves approved of the combined use of pith and wax in the

way that had been shown as overcoming many difiiculties in the use of

wax for imbedding in a microtome, and as rendering the pith more
efficient in some cases. Did not prefer a microtome that had to be

held in the hand.

Mr. Giles thought the small size of the bore of the instrument

might be at times objectionable. Suggested the use of dried carrot if

pith could not be obtained : it would swell and soften, on the addition

of water, like pith.

The Chairman objected to the pith packing in the case of diseased

spinal cord, though in a healthy specimen the pressure exerted might

not be deleterious. On the whole he thought the method described

simple, quick, and one giving comparatively no trouble ; while the

microtome being held in the hand was for some reasons an advantage.

He should certainly adopt the pith process in future.

Mr. Golding Bird, in reply, stated, that if properly arranged equal
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support could be given to tlic specimen on all sides of the pith, or

even the combined use of wax with pith would overcome every diffi-

culty on that point. Thought that carrot on swelling would be too

hard to cut conveniently, or would exert too much pressure. The only

reason for using a microtome with small bore was to save pith ; and

large specimens he did not as a rule imbed, but cut by hand. Had
never used pith with diseased, and therefore softened, spinal cord, but

for fresh nerve tissue had seen it used with the very best results : a

proper degree of hardening in some fluid first was all that was

required.

QuEKETT Microscopical Club.

Ordinary Meeting, June 26, 1874.—Dr. Braithwaite, F.L.S.,

President, in the chair.

Eight members were elected.

The President announced that Dr. Matthews, F.E.M.S., had been

nominated by the Committee as the President for the ensuing year.

The nominations then took place of gentlemen proposed to fill the

vacancies on the Committee.

A promised paper, by Mr. S. Holmes, " On Binocular Microscopes,"

was not forthcoming, and Mr. T. Charters White, in place of it, made
some interesting remarks upon some slides which he exhibited, show-

ing the gritty tissue of pear in a very beautiful manner.

Mr. Ingpen described a form of achromatic prism, designed to

replace the plane, as well as the concave mirror. In this form, the

lens for condensing the light was separate, instead of being cemented

to the prism, and consisted of a plano-convex achromatic doublet, the

flat side of which could be placed close to one of the sides of a plane

right-angled prism, or removed at pleasure, thus getting rid of the only

objection to the ordinary form, viz. that it could not be used in place

of the flat mirror ; while its performance in other respects was

unimpaired.

Various announcements of excursions, meetings, &c., were made,

and several interesting objects were afterwards exhibited.
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On (he Morhid Growths from a case of Osteoid Cancer

of the Left Femur.

By Joseph Needham, F.R.M.S., London Hospital.

{A Paper read hefore the Medical Microscopical Society, June 19, 1874.)

Plates LXXI. and LXXII,

The case from which these growths were obtained is described fully

by Mr. W. J. Smith in the ' Medical Press,' July 8th, 1874.

The specimens presented for examination were ;

—

1st. Portions of the tumour surrounding the lower third of the

left femur.

2nd. Portions of diseased popliteal lymphatic glands.

3rd. Part of mass representing the lumbar lymphatic glands.

4th. Several pieces of lung tissue, in which were imbedded
several morbid deposits varying in size from a millet-seed to a

walnut.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES LXXI. AND LXXII.

All X 200.

Fig. I.—From tumour around femur, matrix of dense uncalcified portion in

transverse section—cellular elements partly brushed out.
a. Radiating fibres.

b. Irregular branching fibres.

c. Blood-vessel partly blocked up.

„ II.—Similar preparation in longitudinal sectionr
a, Radiating fibres.

6, Irregular branching fibres.

„ III.—From tumour around femur.
a. Zone of calcified fibres surrounding.

6, a vessel whose walls are formed of
c, fibres and cells.

„ IV.—From tumour around femur.
a, A large periplieral space filled with
6, masses of cells in difi"erent stages of disintegration.

„ V.—Secondary deposit in lung.

a. Growth invading and distending

6, air-cells of lung.

„ VI.—Secondary deposit in lung.

a, Soft stroma resembling hyaline cartilage.

6, Preserved hyaline cartilage of bronchus,

VOL. xir. K
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1st. The consistence of this mass varies considerably ; the

greater part immediately surrounding the bone is very hard, whilst

the external portions are soft, the density increasing from without

inwards. The matrix of the dense portions consists of large

irregular fibres varying in size from y^Vir to ^^V?7 of an inch in

diameter, arranged in parallel bundles, radiating from the surface

of the femur to the periphery of the tumour, but also presenting in

some parts a dense irregular network, due to those radiating fibres

crossing each other and uniting at various angles ; each of these

fibres gives off at irregular intervals branches, which radiate in

various directions and join other fibres and their branches. The
elements of the matrix in the central portions are so closely im-

pacted that few interspaces can be discerned ; but proceeding from

this position to the circumference the fibres become more and more
separated, so that they form large irregular alveoli varying in size,

in which the cell elements are enclosed. In the softer parts of the

tumour, more especially at the periphery, the bundles of large fibres

are separated by wide intervals ; the large spaces thus formed are

filled by masses of the softer elements. Externally the tumour is

covered by a dense layer of connective tissue, from which processes

representing trabeculae can be traced even into the dense central

calcareous parts ; but these processes are distinct from the fibres

proper of the matrix, and in no place are they observed united.

Tracing the fibres from without inwards, their structure is seen to

be—first, apparently homogeneous, then faintly fibrous, and finally,

calcareous ; but, although this is the predominant arrangement of

their structural peculiarities, yet all the blood-vessels are surrounded

by a zone of calcified fibres. No true lacunae nor canaliculi are to

be seen, objectives up to 4jj inch revealing nothing in the so-called

" osseous tissues," but minute calcareous granules and a few small

badly-formed cavities. The soft elements consist of spheroidal or

elongated oval cells, from ^irVu to ^-sVc of an inch in diameter, each

containing one or two well-defined nuclei. These cells are best

seen in the large alveoli situated in the peripheral portions of the

tumour ; advancing to the centre, the cells become gradually

smaller and more elongated, and are firmly attached to the fibres.

Tracing them still further, their nuclei only are to be seen, whilst

in the central calcified portions nothing approaching the character

of either cell or nucleus is visible : but the cells are scattered

throughout the calcareous zones surrounding the blood-vessels

;

closely attached to the wall, and projecting into the lumen of some
of the blood-vessels, are small collections of such cells. The large

peripheral spaces already described are filled with large masses of

cells in different stages of disintegration; some spaces contain

nothing but granular debris, in which minute oil-globules occupy

a prominent position, while in other sjDaces the cells are very
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granular, but little altered in shape. The tumour is not very-

vascular, the blood-vessels being few in number and rather large

in size ; their walls are very thin, and are composed of fine fibrous

tissue surrounded by round and fusiform cells corresponding to

those found in other parts of the growth.

2nd. Not even a trace of glandular arrangement remains to

indicate the original nature of the mass ; it is extremely dense,

much more so than the primary growth, and consists of numerous
calcareous spicule radiating from the centre to the circumference,

forming long, narrow meshes, wherein are to be seen, closely

packed, numberless round cells, agreeing in character with—but

rather larger than—those of the primary deposit. In no situation

do they show signs of fatty degeneration. The glands are fused

together and surrounded by a capsule composed of loose connective

tissue which is firmly adherent to the mass. The blood-vessels are

more numerous than in the first specimen, and their walls are

calcified.

3rd. In structure these glands are identical with No. 2,

4th. The structure of these masses, small and large, corresponds

to that above described. The calcareous matter is deposited prin-

cipally in the fibres surrounding the vessels, which are here (as in

Nos. 2 and 3) more numerous than in the growth from the femur.

The stroma is more loosely arranged, and in some parts it is soft, and
dimly granular, resembling the matrix of hyaline cartilage ; multi-

tudes of cells are seen filling np the alveoli of the growth and
distending the adjoining air-cells of the lungs ; the growth thus

seen invading the pulmonary alveoli consists of round nucleated

cells without stroma. All that can be discerned in these morbid

masses, of the normal structure of the part, is a beautifully preserved

plate of hyaline cartilage, here and there the only landmark of an
obliterated bronchus. The lung tissue and the morbid deposits

therein are much pigmented.

The appearance of these growths (with the single exception of

the absence of true lacunx) agrees with those usually described

under the name of peripheral osteo-sarcoma, or osteoid cancer of

Miiller, and as such I should regard them.

K 2
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IT.

—

Discussion of the Formula of an hnmersion Objective of

greater Aperture than eorresi^onds to the Maximum possible

for Dry Objectives. By Mr. K. Keith.

Plate LXXIII. (Lower iwition).

De. Woodward having received from Mr. Tolles, and placed in my
hands, the elements necessary for the computation of the angular

aperture of the jo-inch objective, described by him in the number
of this Journal for November, 1873, p. 214, I have made the com-

putation with five figure logarithms. A computation of this kind

is much more satisfactory to mathematicians and more easily re-

viewed than an enlarged drawing.

The objective is composed of seven lenses. The first four, com-

mencing at the back, are united by balsam into one combination, the

next two into a middle combination, and the seventh is a hemi-

sphere of crown glass. I give below the elements in a tabular form,

and annex a figure accurately drawn to a scale. Where distances

are given, the unit is in all cases an inch.
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angles (E) which the ray, before crossing, makes with the axis,

numbered in the same order.

Through the kindness of Dr. Woodward I am enabled to send,

to the care of the Editor,* several photograj^hic copies of the whole
computation for the inspection and review of those having sufficient

interest in the matter.

Surfaces.
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placed at my disposal, in a letter dated January 22nd, 1874, the

details of the construction of both the objectives described in my
jjaper in the November number of this Journal, with permission to

publish so much with regard to either or both of them as might
in my opinion be essential to the demonstration of the matter in

dispute.

Of the two I have selected the Tuth belonging to the Museum,*
both on account of its superb definition (see, for example, the

photographs of Amphipleura i^ellucida sent with my November
paper), and because, as this lens has a simple hemispherical front,

it is an excellent example of the class of objectives with regard to

which the possibility of a balsam aperture of more than 82° has

been most strenuously denied. The data with regard to this objec-

tive I placed in the hands of my friend Professor K. Keith, of

Georgetown, with the request that he would trace the course of

the rays through the combination by the trigonometrical method,

which is of course more rigidly exact than Mr. Wenham's plan of

making an enlarged diagram, and tracing the rays through geome-

trically, and not so much more difficult as he seems to suppose.!

Mr. Keith's engagements did not permit him to undertake the task

at once, and after he commenced the discussion some delay was
caused by lack of information with regard to one or two points,

which could only be supplied by Mr. Tolles, who was absent from

home on account of sickness. But for these unavoidable circum-

stances the results of this discussion would have been ready some
time since. As it is, Mr, Keith has prepared a paper which
accompanies this, and which gives the elements of the objective,

and his results in detail, together with a figure reduced photo-

graphically from an enlarged diagram accurately constructed in

accordance with the computed results.

It will be seen that Mr. Keith obtains in the position of the

screw-collar which gives the maximum aperture, a calculated

balsam angle of 110° 35' 10". Now, it will be remembered, that

in my account of this objective I stated its balsam angle at the

point of maximum, as measured by my method,^ to be only 87°, or

twenty-three degrees and a half less than the calculated angle. A
moment's examination of Mr. Keith's diagram will show the reason

of this, for it will be seen at once that very trifling encroachments

on the diameter of the hemispherical front by its setting, will

produce a considerable reduction of the angle. In fact, Mr. Keith

states that he has found by actual computation an encroachment
of "00162 of an inch (^^^th very nearly) on the periphery of the

front will reduce the calculated to the observed angle.

I desire also to call attention in this place to the fact, that the

* * This Journal, November, 1873, p. 214.

t Ibid., April, 1873, p. 164.

X Ibid., June, 1873, p. 2G8, for the method referred to.
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front discussed in my November paper * was not a complete hemi-
sphere posteriorly, but the curve ceased at 78° from the optical axis,

or 12^ less than the posterior curve of the front lens of the com-
bination discussed by Mr, Keith ; as a consequence the rays pro-

ceeding backwards, after having passed through the front, will

diverge less from the optical axis for any given balsam angle, in

the case of the latter lens, than they do in the case of that figured

in my diagram,

Mr, Keith further states that he has computed the spherical

aberration of the combination, adjusted as above, and finds it prac-

tically nil. This being the case the objective ought to perform well

when adjusted to the point of maximum aperture, if balsam be used
as the immersion fluid in lieu of water, and the thick cover ordina-

rily employed at this position of the screw-collar. Accordingly, in

company with jMr. Keith, I tested the objective in this way on
Grammatophora suhtilissima by lamplight, and we both thought
the definition unmistakably better than with water immersion.

Mr. Keith has not considered it important to discuss the slight

chromatic aberration which this combination is admitted to possess,

because it was constructed with special reference to freedom from
spherical aberration when used with monochromatic sunlight. I

may say, however, that this residual chromatic aberration is not so

great as to interfere in the least with the definition of the objective

when used with white-cloud illumination or lamp.

I have also to record of this objective, that although it was con-

structed for use as an immersion lens only,t yet I have recently

found by trial, that if the screw-collar be turned nearly to the open
point, it performs admirably when used as a dry lens, on objects

mounted dry, as well as on those mounted in balsam, provided the

covers selected are of suitable thickness.^

Let me now remind my friend Mr. Wenham of his recent

promise on the subject of this controversy. " I should have been
glad if Col. Woodward had given us an illustrative figure, having
some relationship to a reality with the rays carried to their final

destination. The passage of all his rays should have careful con-

sideration, and if I saw no error I could not state that there is one,

and trust that I have the candour to admit accuracy." §

With this I dismiss the subject ; nor can I be expected to pay
attention hereafter to the assertions of anyone who may continue to

hold that it is " theoretically impossible " to construct immersion

objectives with a balsam aperture greater than 82° " of image-form-

:ng rays," unless he can show some material error in Mr. Keith's

computations. Before I conclude this paper, however, I feel called

* This Journal, November, 1873, p. 211.

t Ibid., p. 214.

X Sec Mr. Wenham's remarks, ibid., March, 1874, p. 119.

§ This Journal, April, 1874, p. 171.
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upon to say a word or two with regard to certain matters which

have been pubhshed in this Journal during the last few months.

And first, as to the following passage in Mr. Wenham's letter

in the April number (p. 171). " The immersion focus is therefore

the outer one, and the dry focus the nearest to the lens : now Col.

Woodward has drawn the reverse of this, and in his diagram made

the angle for immersion rays the inner one, or closest to the lens."

To this I reply, that the focal point F * of the balsam angle 82°,

corresponds necessarily to a dry angle only a differential less than

180°, in which the radiant must be at a point infinitely near W on

the front of the objective, and that therefore in my drawing the
" immersion focus is," in point of fact, " the outer one, and the dry

focus the nearest to the lens," as Mr. Wenham says it ought to be,

notwithstanding the circumstance that the foci of the correspond-

ing balsam angles occupy precisely the opposite relations.

The next point to which I desire to refer briefly, is Mr, Wen-
ham's new method of measuring apertures t by placing a vertical

slit in the focus of the objective. This method might perhaps be

used without giving rise to material inaccuracy when the objective

is adjusted for uncovered objects ; but when it is closed to the point

of maximum aperture, that is in the very position about which

alone there is any dispute, its spherical aberration is of course no

longer corrected for uncovered objects, and if the attempt be made

to focus upon them, as for instance upon the glass between the jaws

of Mr. Wenham's slit, it is quite possible to make such errors in

endeavouring to approximate the correct focal distance as to destroy

the accuracy of the result, and lead to the unintentional cutting off

of more or less of the actual angle of aperture.

Lastly, I feel compelled to refer to the paper by Mr. Brakey in

the May number of this Journal (p. 221). This writer, whose

peculiar style of wit owes whatever poignancy it may possess to the

ready unscrupulousness with which he misrepresents the views of

those whom he attacks for the purpose of trying to make them

appear ridiculous, devotes four pages to a comic presentation of my
opinions, and of the part I have taken in this discussion, which is

characteristically inaccurate. If I could suppose that he had mis-

understood my former articles, I should feel called upon to explain,

but as it is evident that the misrepresentations are intentional, I

shall accord to the article no further notice than this brief para-

graph.

* See diagram facing p. 213, this Jounial, November, 1873.

t This Journal, March, 1874, p. 112, and May, 1874, p. 198.
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IV.

—

Refracting Prism for Binocular Microscopes.

By F. H, Wenham, V.P.R.M.S.

On June 13th, 1860, before the Microscopical Society, I described

a Binocular Microscope with an achromatic prism of the form of

Fig. 1. My communication

was published in the ' Trans-

actions ' at the time. The
only prism made on this plan

was the one exhibited on that

occasion.

I remarked in my paper

that the drawback to this prism

was " the great difficulty at-

tendant upon its construc-

tion," for it will be seen that

the upper or crown-glass prism

has four facets, which have to

be worked separately with all

the angles exactly parallel to

each other. Having made
this prism myself, I had no

desire to construct another of

this form, and therefore in

order to simplify the arrange-

ment I transposed the components as represented by Fig. 2, in

which the flint prisms are the uppermost. The angles of this

diagram are drawn on the original steel templates.

Messrs. Smith and Beck fitted about a dozen microscopes with
these prisms. The first was for the late Mr. Lutwidge, and the

next for Mr. Janson, of Exeter. The original one, worked by my-
self, is now in the hands of Mr. Crisp, who has made a collection

of the different forms of binoculars. Immediately afterwards the

present form of reflecting prism was devised, which entirely super-

seded the last. This was described before the Microscopical Society

December 12th, 1860. In that paper I state, with reference to the

late refracting prism, as follows :
—

" Having still further advanced
the definition, by a modification in the construction of the (refract-

ing) prism, the performance was so superior to anything preceding

it that several were made for parties who had seen the results,

and which instruments proved satisfactory to their owners."

I find that this was the only allusion made to what I considered

at the time an obsolete contrivance, and not having given a par-

ticular description, it appears to have been twice reinvented ; and as

in a late arrangement of erecting binocular I have only recently de-
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scribed the prism,* I seem to have incurred the charge of plagiarism.

The prism last employed of this form was made fourteen years ago,

as I found that it could be conveniently edged down, so as to be placed

deep in the setting, close behind the back lens of the object-glass.

I have no wish to disparage or criticise forms of binocular

microscopes designed by others, as refracting prisms perform excel-

lently, and perhaps the only condition that has made the now
universal form so popular, is that it leaves the single body of the

microscope intact, not in any way requiring a difference in the con-

struction, or interfering with its ordinary use.

Other known constructions are all more complicated, and as the one

principle appears to be the division or bisection of the object-glass

by using half for each eye, and if in the main tube the direct

image is straightway obtained, I do not see how definition can be

improved by any intervening contrivance. The only question is

whether the image in the inchned tube can be brought to the eye

by any more simple means than the present reflecting prism.

V.

—

On the Value of High Powers in the Diagnosis of Blood

Stains. By Joseph G. Eichardson, M.D,, Lecturer on Pa-

thological Anatomy in the University of Pennsylvania, and

Microscopist to the Pennsylvania Hospital.

{Bead be/ore the Biological and Microscopical Section of the American
Academy of Natural Sciences.)

Plate LXXIII. (Upper portion).

In the pages of the ' American Journal of the Medical Sciences

'

for July, 1869, appeared an article on the detection by the micro-

scope, of red and white corpuscles in blood stains, in which I advo-

cated the employment of high powers in such examination, and
asserted that by their aid I had been able to demonstrate that the

residuum of a dried blood-clot, left after the action of pure water,

so long mistaken by Virchow, Eobin, and their followers, for " pure

fibrin," was composed chiefly of the cell-icalls of the red blood-

corpuscles, and that by proper management these capsules of the

red disks could be brought clearly enough into view to enable me
to measure them accurately, and so distinguish the dried blood of

man from that of an ox, pig, or sheep, with a certainty disputed by
Caspar, Wyman, Fleming, and other previous observers.

This possibility of recognizing blood-globules when dried en

masse, is of course closely associated with, if not actually dependent

upon, their possession of a cell-wall, as maintained in my paper on

tbe cellular structure of the red biood-corpuscle, in the ' Trans, of

the Am. Med. Asi^oc' for 1870 (the theory being mainly deduced

' M. M. J.,' May, 1S73, \\ -^^-
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from experiments upon the gigantic blood-disks of the Menobran-

chus, in which crystals of haemato-crystalhn were seen to prop

out a visible membranous capsule). Indeed, as I have elsewhere

remarked, if the red blood-globules are simply homogeneous lumps

of jelly-like matter, the chance of discovering any individual cor-

puscles in a mass of dry blood-clot, however moistened, seems

almost as hopeless as the search after individual^rain drops in a

cake of melting ice.

Notwithstanding this, however, we find in the third edition of

Prof. A. S. Taylor's work on Medical Jurisprudence,* figures of red

blood-corpuscles of ten difierent animals, as they appear under a

low power, with the statement (strictly accurate in regard to blood-

disks thus feebhj magnified) that " there are no certain methods of

distinguishing, microscopically or chemically, the blood of a human
being from that of an animal, when it has been once dried on an

article of clothing." This declaration seems to show that more

complete and conclusive proof is still needed of the superior advan-

tage derivable from the application of high objectives to the diagnosis

of blood stains.

The a iwiori arguments against the value of this microscopic

test for distinguishing human blood from that of the ox, pig, horse,

sheep, and goat, may be grouped under three heads, viz. :— 1st. It

is objected, as by Taylor, Caspar, and others, that the diflerence

between the red blood-corpuscles of man and of these domestic

animals, is too minute to render their positive discrimination

possible, and too insignificant to admit of its being used as the

means of condemning a fellow-creatm-e to death. 2nd. That even

if the average diameters of these various corpuscles were shown to

be so difierent that we might sometimes by this means distinguish

them, yet the variations above and below the mean diameter are so

frequent and irregular, that they must render the determination of

any such averages by mere micrometric measurement unreliable

;

and 3rd, many mvestigators believe, with Virchow and Briicke, that

no microscopist can "hold himself justified in putting in question a

man's life on the uncertain calculation of a blood-corpuscle's ratio

of contraction by drying."

In reply to the first of these objections, it may be urged that

the blood-corpuscles are just as much characteristics of the difierent

kinds of hving beings in which they occur, as are the coverings of

the body, the shape of the legs, or the number of joints in the

antennae, so that exactly as we may tell, for example, a bird's skin

from an animal's, by the former being covered with feathers, whilst

the latter is furnished with haii', so we may distinguish a bird's or

a camel's blood from that of a man, by the former having oval cor-

puscles, whilst those of the latter are rounded in their outhne.

* Vol. i., p. 548.
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Further, in reg;ird to the red blood-disks of animals with

rounded corpuscles, I can perhaps best illustrate the principles that

guide us in their discrimination by suggesting that these bodies

may be aptly compared to different sizes of shot. Thus, for

instance, the red globules of man's blood are nearly twice the size

of the sheep's, and about four times that of the musk deer's, just as

No. 1 shot is perhaps double the magnitude of No. 5 and quadruple

that of No. 8.

It is obvious, too, that a shot dealer in the latter case, or a

skilful microscopist in the former, would more quickly and surely

distinguish two analogous sizes of red blood, or of leaden globules,

from each other, than could an inexperienced apprentice in either

occupation.

Hence it follows, that whilst we might be in doubt whether the

shot dissected out of the body of a wounded man was a No. 1 or a

No. 2, we could have no hesitation, after measuring it with a gauge,

in declaring it was too large for a No. 5 and a fortiori for a No. 8,

precisely as the corpuscles of man's blood might be confounded with

those of a monkey's, but on measurement are seen at once to be too

large for those of an ox or sheep. Nor can it be disputed that

mere measurement in either instance, when practically correct, is

quite sufficient to decide a doubtful case, as, for example, if I

was to shoot myself in the hand, and tlien assert that it had been

done by some one else, whose gun was known to be loaded with

No. 8 shot, whilst the grains in my flesh were actually of the size

of No. 1.

It must be remembered, too, that whilst the relative differences

between corpuscles of human, ox, and sheep's blood remain the

same, the absolute difference becomes more perceptible in proportion

as the disks are magnified above, for example, those represented in

Dr. Taylor's work, so that when the former corpuscles appear f of

an inch and the latter f of an inch across (as they do under

the 3^(7), they can hardly be mistaken for another, any more than a

12-inch shell could be mistaken for a 6-inch shell, even by a

careless person, who would call a No. 1 a No. 5 shot.

Ordinarily in criminal cases the microscopist is called upon to

determine, not whether a particular specimen is human, as distin-

guished from all other kinds of bloofl, but to discriminate simply

between the blood-corpuscles of a man and an ox, a man and a

horse, or a man and a sheep, and so establish or disprove the

defendant's story as to how his clothing or other articles became

stained with blood. Sometimes the much easier task is imposed

(as in a recent case wherein I was engaged) of diagnosing between

the blood of a human being and that of a bird.* In this instance

Trial of Charles Larribee for tlie murder of Lewis Williams, at Fianklin,

Venango Co., Pa., see ' Oil City Daily Derrick,' May 1st, 1874.
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many of the suspected stains occurred on the prisoner's boots, and
proved upon that article of clothing singularly easy of detection.

Finally, I would remind those who demur at the idea of allowing

a man's life to hang upon such seemingly insignificant circumstances

as a difierence in size of blood-corpuscles, how often the reactions

of arsenic, afforded by a quantity of the metal too excessively trivial

to be accurately estimated by the most delicate balance, have

sufficed to bring out the crime of murder, and to aid in securing

that just punishment for violation of law in which we all have so

deep an interest, because on it all our enjoyment of life and property

depends.

To the second objection, viz. that the variations above and

below the standard size of corpuscles from any particular animal

are too great and irregular to permit us to obtain an accurate result

by measurement, I would answer, that this difference in size is

more especially observable in corpuscles dried in a thin film upon a

glass slide, and is then probably in part a pathological change due

to external violence in spreading and drying. These variations are

comparatively slight in fresh blood, as is proved by the following

experiments, made with my -gV^h inch objective, which gives with

the micrometer eye-piece an amplification of 3700 diameters.

When thus magnified the human red blood-disks appear about one

inch and one-eighth in diameter, so that even shght differences in

their size can be accurately measured. Among one hundred red

corpuscles freshly drawn from five different persons, the maximum,
minimum, and mean diameters were as follows :

—

Twenty from a white male aged 30

>J >5 )> )? ') "'-'

„ „ „ female „ 44

,, „ an African „ „ 50

„ a white male „ 8

The measurement of twenty corpuscles from part of the first of

these specimens dried in a thin film upon a shde gave a maximum
of 2 wo-> a minimum of tot> and a mean diameter of ^^^a of an

inch.

Moreover, if it can be shown that the smallest red disks of

man, as usually met with in mechanically unaltered blood, whether

dry or moist, are larger than the largest corpuscles of an ox, and

a fortiori of a sheep, such an objection, as regards these particular

animals at least, becomes valueless, and that this is the case I pro-

pose to presently demonstrate.

As illustrating the accuracy which some practical experience in

measuring minute objects, hke the red blood-disks, with the cobweb

micrometer enables us to attain, I may instance the following fact,

VOL. xn. L

Max.
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wliicli my friend, Prof. Theodore G. Wormley, M.D., of Columbus,

Ohio, kindly permits me to mention here, but which may appear

more in detail in his appendix on blood stains to the next edition

of his splendid work on ' Micro-Chemistry of Poisons.' During a

recent visit to Philadelphia Prof. Wormley brought with him a

slide of human blood, upon which were seven corpuscles (designated

by numbers on an accompanying drawing), which he had measured

under several different objectives and forms of apparatus. These

corpuscles Dr. W. requested me to measure under my ^V immersion

lens, and after doing so I found that my results agreed very closely

with his own, and that in two or three instances they were precisely

identical. The mean diameter of the seven disks, according to my
computation, was ^i^-^ against ^sVe^ o^ ^"^ i^^ch, the average of his

measurements. There was thus a total deviation from the true size

of only ^"s^oVir^^ of an inch in my results, which were those of an

independent observer, seeing the objects for the first time, and

determining their magnitude under a magnifying power, and by

the aid of apparatus entirely different from those Prof. Wormley
had employed.

Thirdly, the assertion of Virchow, that a man's hfe should not

be put in question on the uncertain calculation of a blood-corpuscle's

ratio of contraction by drying, does not seem to me a fair statement

of the point at issue ; because since the red blood-corpuscles of

oxen, horses, pigs, sheep, deer, and goats are all much smaller than

those of man, no degree of contraction which they could undergo

would render the stains in which they occur more liable to be

mistaken for man's blood ; and if, as is rarely, if ever, the case,

human red blood-corpuscles in a stain were by any means contracted

so as to resemble those of an ox, for instance, in size, the evidence

from microscopic examination would only mislead us into assisting

in the acquittal of a criminal, and could not betray us into aiding

to convict an innocent person.

Had Prof. Virchow worded his statement so as to read, " the

uncertain 'calculation of a blood-corpuscle's ratio of contraction or

expansion by drying," his objection would have been strictly logical,

although, as I believe, it would not have been founded upon fact,

because if a corpuscle of ox blood could expand during the process

of desiccation or of moistening so as to even approximate to the

human red disk in magnitude, it might mislead us into testifying

erroneously to the presence of man's blood, when beef blood alone

had been shed, and thereby endangering the life of an individual

who was entirely guiltless.

But my observations, made upon many different kinds of blood,

and under a great variety of conditions, clearly indicate that the cell-

wall of a red blood-globule is nearly or quite inelastic, and incapable

of any marked expansion by the process of drying or moistening
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with the fluids I recommend for the examination of blood stains.

The sHght increase of size previously mentioned as occurring in the

desiccation of a thin film of blood, forms, I believe, only an
apparent exception, and is probably due to a change of shape taking

place during the complete flattening out of the disks as they lose

their contained water. The experience of Prof. Leidy and Prof.

Wormley accords with mine, in that they have never seen the drying
or remoistening of red blood-corpnscles cause them to expand, and
I therefore conclude we may afiirm that when the corpuscles remain

uncontracted, their indications are perfectly reliable, and if they

shrink (as I believe they rarely do), that being the only serious

modification which they can undergo, the sole danger is that by a

possible, but not probable, mistake in diagnosis of the origin of a

blood stain through contraction of its corjjuscles, we might contri-

bute to a criminal's escape, never to the punishment of an innocent

party.

But all these theoretical considerations are of very secondary

importance in comparison with the positive fact, as to whether
practically we can or cannot discriminate the stains of human blood

from those made by the blood of oxen and sheep, I have therefore

endeavoured to worh out a conclusive answer to this question,

obtaining it by a method which will, I trust, carry conviction to

the mind of every honest seeker after truth.

On the 16th of May, 1874, my friends. Prof. J. J. Keese and
Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, each kindly prepared for me three packages

of dried blood from stains made by sprinkling the fresh fluid from
an ox, a man, and a sheep, upon white paper. The two series were
simply numbered 1, 2, and 3, and a memorandum preserved by each

gentleman, specifying which kind of blood composed each sample.

By this plan it is obvious that I was prevented from having any
clue to the origin of the specimens save that afibrded by the

microscope, and my examinations and measurements were therefore

entirely free from bias.

Some small particles from specimen No. 1, handed me by Prof.

Eeese, were broken up into a fine dust, with a sharp knife upon a

slide, and covered with a film of thin glass. A few drops of the

ordinary three-quarter of 1 per cent, common salt solution were
then successively introduced at one margin of the cover, and
removed from the opposite edge, as they penetrated thither, by a

little slip of blotting-paper, thus washing away the colouring

matter from the tiny masses of dried clot. When these particles

were nearly decolourized, a drop of aniline solution was allowed

to flow in beneath the cover, and, after remaining about half a

minute, was in its turn washed away, and its place supplied by a

further portion of weak salt solution.

On adjusting the specimen as thus prepared, under a ^V immer-
L 2
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sion lens (giving an amplification, with the A eye-piece, of 12"

diameters), a fragment of the blood stain was soon discovered, which

displayed the delicate cell-walls of its component red and white

corpuscles, as figured in my ' Handbook of Medical Microscopy,'

p. 284. Ten consecutive red disks from these, selected simply as

among those which had become but little distorted, were found to

measure as noted below in the first column. The second and third

rows of figures show the result of similar experiments, performed

on samples 2 and 3, all the magnitudes being given in parts of an

English inch.

Specimen No. 1.
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From these results, I of course decided that No. 1 was ox blood,

No. 2 was sheep's blood, and No. 3 was human blood, and on
reporting my conclusions to Dr. Mitchell, I was again very much
gratified to receive a reply informing me that they were perfectly

correct.

It is interesting and important to observe, that in no instance

do the minimum diameters of the human blood-corpuscles closely

approach the maximum diameter of even those from ox blood. It

is true that corpuscles are occasionally to be met with both in fresh

blood and in dry clot, which fall much below the general average
of the specimen, but these are comparatively rare (not amounting
to over one in a hundred), and they so generally in fresh blood
bear such marks of traumatic injury or pathological change, that it

is only fair to disregard them in making up our estimates. If my
views are correct respecting the osmotic processes constantly going
on through the cell-wall of both the red and the white corpuscles,*

alterations in the specific gravity of the hquor sanguinis, surround-

ing the corpuscles, produced by desiccation at the margin of the

thin glass cover, must cause slight changes in the diameter of the

disks. Nevertheless, as these variations necessarily lie between
their normal size (g^^Vs ?)> and their magnitude when dried upon
a slide (axV 2 ?)j they can never lead to confusion in diagnosis even
from ox blood.

In regard to the practical minutiae of the examination of

blood stains, I have little to add to the description given a page
or two back, except concerning the menstrua advised by various

authors.

The saturated solution of sulphate of soda recommended by
Prof. Charles Kobin, and endorsed by numerous authorities, has the

disadvantage of rapidly crystallizing around the specimen, and
must, I think, owe its popularity chiefly to the fact that it often

contains large quantities of a peculiar fungus, the spores of which
closely resemble red blood-corpuscles both in size and general

appearance, and have, I doubt not, frequently been mistaken for

blood-cells. Diluted albumen and solution of hypophosphite of

soda have not in my hands seemed to possess any peculiar ad-

vantages, and the method of Erpenbeck, quoted by Prof. Taylor,

of gently breathing on the fragments of blood-clot until they are

sufficiently moistened to liquefy, will not, I believe, in general

enable us to demonstrate any corpuscles except the leucocytes of the

coagulum. These leucocytes have probably often been mistaken by
observers for " decolourized red disks."

The highly refractive properties of glycerin and its solutions

advised by Dr. Taylor and others, render it in my judgment less

* Vide ' Report on the Structui'e of the White Blood-corpuscle,' " Trans, of
Am. Med. As^oc," 1872, p. 178.
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applicable as a liquid for moistening blood stains and bringing into

view the delicate cell-walls of their constituent corpuscles than the

75 per cent, salt solution. I can, however, fully agree with my
friend, Dr. E. M. Bertolet, that for preservation and prolonged

study of specimens of blood stains, glycerin forms the best medium
at our disposal, although it seems to me that his suggestion, that

we should before mounting them tint the cell-walls and nuclei

of oviparous blood-corpuscles with the reagents employed in the

admirable guaiacum test for blood, will be found in practice less

advantageous than my own plan of using aniline solution. And
this in part on account of the difficulty of procuring the ethereal

proportion of peroxide of hydrogen, and of applying it to micro-

scopic specimens, and partly because it will prove so much harder

to convince the average juryman that a bright blue material (instead

of a crimson-red substance) is actually clotted blood.

In examining spots of blood more than one-tenth of an inch in

diameter, I would advise that fragments should be scraped from the

edges or thinnest parts of the stain, because specimens from the

central portions sometimes exhibit numerous fibrin filatnents which

have appeared before the desiccation of the drop. These of course

interfere with the investigation by forming a more or less complete

meshwork around the cell-walls, and so confusing the delicate

outlines which the latter present when the view is uninterrupted.

As a contribution towards answering the question of how long

after their deposit upon objects blood stains may be detected by
microscopic investigation, I may mention that a fragment from one

of the twenty blood spots used in May 1869 "for estimating the

delicacy of the microscopic test for blood " (determined at raoo o of

a grain, as stated in my paper in vol. Iviii., N. S., oi the ' American
Journal of the Medical Sciences,' p. 57) was recently examined as

above described, and found still at the end of five years to exhibit

multitudes of corpuscles, which could be clearly distinguished from

those of the ox or sheep, as will be seen by the following record of

measurements made May 23, 1874 :

—

1-3572 of
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from age, and as the outlines of the corpuscles appear quite as

distinct now as they did soon after the blood was drawn, it seems
probable that this microscopic evidence of human bloodshed will be

equally unmistakable twenty or even fifty years hence, provided due
care continues to be exercised in its preservation from moisture and
external violence.

In conclusion, I submit, that the results of my experiments

above narrated jorove that, since the red blood-globules of the pig

(4 2V0), the ox (tAt)? the red deer (t32t)j the cat (470^), the horse

(tsW), the sheep (3^bVo)> and the goat (^^^ of an inch), are all so

much smaller than even the ordinary minimum size of the human
red disk, as measured in my investigations, we are now able hy the

aid of high powers of the microscope, and under favourable circum-

stances, to positively distinguish stains produced by human blood

from those caused by the blood of any of the animals just enume-
rated, and this even after the lapse of five years from the date of

their primary production.

No. 1620, Chestnut Street, PHrLADELPHiA.

VI.

—

An Account of certain Organisms occurring in the Liquor

Sanguinis. By William Osler, M.D.

Plate LXXIV.

In many diseased conditions of the body, occasionally also in per-

fectly healthy individuals and in many of the lower animals, careful

investigation of the blood proves that, in addition to the usual

elements, there exist pale granular masses, which on closer inspec-

EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXXIV.

Fig. 1.—Common forms of the masses from healthy blood. (Ocular 3, Objec-

tive 5.)

„ 2.—A mass from healthy blood, in saline solution, showing stages of deve-

lopment; a, at 10 A.M.; h, at 10.30 a.m.; c, at 11 a.m. (Ocular 3,

Objective 7.)

„ 3.—Mass from blood of young rat (in serum) in full development, after two
hours' warming. (Ocular 3, Objective 7.)

„ 4.—Mass (young rat) -with blood-corpuscles about it, to show tlie relative

sizes. (Ocular 3, Objective 5.)

^^
5.—Some of the developed forms as seen with No. 11 Hartnack. (See text.)

„ 6.—Form watched for four hours. (Ocular 3, Objective 9.)

„ 7.—Form watched for five hours. (Ocular 3, Objective 9.)

^^ 8.—Small vein in connective tissue from the back of a yoimg rat, showing

the corpuscles free among the red ones. (Ocular 3, Objective 7.)

^^ 9.—Small vein from the connective tissue of a rat (in serum), showing cor-

puscles and developed forms. (Ocular 3, Objective 9.)
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tion present a corpuscular appearance (PI. LXXIV., Fig. 1). There

are probably few observers in the habit of examining blood who
have not, at some time or other, met with these structures, and
have been puzzled for an explanation of their presence and nature.

In size they vary greatly, from half or quarter that of a white

blood-corpuscle, to enormous masses occupying a large area of the

field, or even stretching completely across it. They usually assume

a somewhat round or oval form, but may be elongated and narrow,

or, from the existence of numerous projections, ofi'er a very irregular

outhne. They have a compact solid look, and by focussing are

seen to possess considerable depth ; while in specimens examined

without any reagents the filaments of fibrin adhere to them, and,

entangled in their interior, white corpuscles are not unfrequently

met with.

It is not from every mass that a judgment can be formed of

their true nature, as the larger, more closely arranged ones have

rather the appearance of a granular body, and it is with difficulty

that the individual elements can be focussed. When, however, the

more loosely composed ones are chosen, their intimate composition

can be studied to advantage, especially at the borders, where only a

single layer of corpuscles may exist; and when examined with a

high power (9 or 10 Hartnack) these corpuscles are seen to be pale

round disks, devoid of granules and with well-defined contours.

Some of the corpuscles generally float free in the fluid about the

mass ; and if they turn half over, their profile view has the appear-

ance of a sharp dark line (Fig. 5, a and h). In water the indi-

vidual corpuscles composing the mass swell greatly; dilute acetic

acid renders them more distinct, while dilute potash solutions

quickly dissolve them. Measurements give, for the large propor-

tion of the corpuscles, a diameter ranging from -g^oVo^^h to roiTroth

of an inch ; the largest are as much as 5 oVo^h, and the smallest

from T5^T7oth to 2400 0th of an inch ; so that they may be said to

be from |th to ^ the size of a red corpuscle. In the blood of cats,

rabbits, dogs, guinea-pigs, and rats, the masses are to be found in

variable numbers. New-born rats are specially to be recommended
as objects of study, as in their blood the masses are commonly
both numerous and large. They occur also in the blood of foetal

kittens.

Considering their prevalence in disease and among some of the

lower animals, they have attracted but little notice, and possess a

comparatively scanty literature. The late Professor Max Schultze *

was the first, as far as I can ascertain, to describe and figure the

masses in question. He speaks of them as constant constituents of

the blood of healthy individuals, but concludes that we know
nothing of their origin or destiny, suggesting, however, at the same

* Archiv f. mik. Auat., Bil. i.
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time that they may arise from tlie degeneration of granular white

corpuscles. Schultze's observations were confined to the blood of

healthy persons, and he seemed of the opinion that no pathological

significance was to be attributed to them.

By far the most systematic account is given by Dr. Eiess, * in an
article in which he records the results of a long series of observa-

tions on their presence in various acute and chronic diseases. His
investigations of the blood of patients, which were much more
extensive than any I have been able to undertake, show that, in all

exanthems and chronic afiections of whatever sort, indeed, in almost

aU cases attended with disturbance of function and debility, these

masses are to be found. He concludes that their number is in no
proportion to the severity of the disease, and that they are more
numerous in the latter stages of an aSection, after the acute

symptoms have subsided. The former of these propositions is

undoubtedly true, as I have rarely found masses larger or more
abundant than I, at one time, obtained from my own blood when in

a condition of perfect health. These two accounts may be said to

comprise everything of any importance that has been written con-

cerning these bodies. The following observers refer to them
cursorily :—Erb,t in a paper on the development of the red cor-

puscles, speaks of their presence under both healthy and diseased

conditions : he had hoped, in the beginning of his research, that

they might stand, as Zimmerman supposes (see below), in some
connection with the origin and development of the red corpuscles

;

but, as he proceeded, the fallacy of this view became evident to him.

Bettelheim % seems to refer to these corpuscles when he speaks of

finding in the blood of persons, healthy as well as diseased, small

punctiform, or rod-shaped, corpuscles of various sizes. Christol

and Kiener § describe in blood small round corpuscles, whose
measurements agree with the ones under consideration ; and they also

speak of their exhibiting shght movements. Eiess,
|]
in a criticism

on a vi^ork of the next-mentioned author, again refers to these

masses, and reiterates his statements concerning them. Birsch-

HirschfeldlF had noticed them and the similarity the corpuscles

bore to micrococci, and suggests that under some conditions

Bacteria might develop from them. Zimmerman ** has described

corpuscular elements in the blood, which, with reference to the

bodies in question, demand a notice here. He let blood flow

directly into a solution of a neutral salt, and, after the subsidence

* Reichert u. Du Bois-Eeymond's AicMv, 1872.

t Vii'diow's ' Archiv,' Bd. xsxiv.

X 'Wiener med. Presse,' 1868, No. 13.

§ 'Comptes Reudus,' Ixvii., 1054. Quoted in ' Centralblatt,' 18(J9, p. 96.

II

' Ccntralblatt,' 1873, No. 34.

II 'Ibid., 1878, No. 39.
** Virchow's ' Archiv,' Cd. xviii.
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of the coloured elements, examined the supernatant serum, in which
he found, in extraordinary numbers, small, round, colourless cor-

puscles with weak contours, to which he gave the name of " elemen-

tary corpuscles." These he met with in human blood both in

health and disease, and in the blood of the luwer animals ; and he

found gradations between the smaller (always colourless) forms

and full-sized red corpuscles. He gives measurements (for the

smaller ones, from joVoth to ^ J-g^th of a line ; the largest, -g-^Trth to

:i^th of a line), and speaks of them also as occurring in clumps

and groups of globules. It is clear, on reading his account, that in

part, at any rate, he refers to the corpuscles above described.

Gradations such as he noticed between these and the coloured

elements I have never met with, and undoubtedly he was deaUng
with the latter in a fpartially decolourized condition. Lostorfer's *

corpuscles, which attracted such attention a few years ago, from the

assertion of the discoverer that they were peculiar to the blood of

syphilitic patients, require for their production an artificial culture

in the moist chamber, extending over several days. They appear

first after two or three days, or even sooner, as small bright cor-

puscles, partly at rest, partly in motion, which continue to increase

in size, till by the sixth or seventh day they have obtained the

diameter of a red corpuscle, and may possess numerous processes or

contain vacuoles in their interior. Blood from healthy individuals,

as well as from diseases other than syphilis, has been shown to yield

these corpuscles ; and the general opinion at present held of them is

that they are of an albuminoid nature.

The question at once most naturally arose. How is it possible

for such masses, some measuring even 4noth of an inch, to pass

through the capillaries, unless supposed to possess a degree of

extensibility and elasticity, such as their composition hardly

warranted attributing to them ? Neither Max Schultze nor Kiess

offer any suggestion on this point, though the latter thinks that

they might, under some conditions, produce embolism.

During the examination of a portion of loose connective tissue

from the back of a young rat, in a large vein which happened to be

in the specimen, these same corpuscles were seen, not, however,

aggregated together, but isolated and single among the blood-cor-

puscles (Fig. 8) ; and repeated observations demonstrated the fact

that in a drop of blood taken from one of these young animals, the

corpuscles were always to be found accumulated together ; while on

the other hand, in the vessels (whether veins, arteries, or capil-

laries) of the same rat they were always present as separate elements

showing no tendency to adhere to one another. The masses, then,

* 'Wiener mod. Presse,' 1872, p. 93. 'Wiener med. Wochenschrift,' 1872,

No. 8. Article in Archiv f. Dermatolog., 1872.
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are formed at the moment of the withdrawal of the blood, from cor-

puscles previously circulating free in it.

To proceed now to the main subject of my communication. If

a drop of blood containing these masses is mixed on a slide with an

equal quantity of saline solution, i to f per cent., or, better still,

perfectly fresh serum, covered, sui-rounded with oil, and kept at a

temperature of about 37° C, a remarkable change begins in the

masses. If one of the latter is chosen for observation, and its out-

Hne carefully noted, it is seen, at first, that the edge presents a

tolerably uniform appearance, a few filaments of fibrin perhaps

adhering to it, or a few small corpuscles lying free in the vicinity.

These latter still exhibit apparent Brownian movements, frequently

turning half over, and showing their dark rod-like border (Fig. 5,

a, I). After a short time an alteration is noticed m the presence

of fine projections from the margins of the mass, which niay be

either perfectly straight, or each may present an oval swelling at

the free or attached end or else in the middle (Fig. 2, 1). It is

further seen that the edges of the mass are now less dense, more

loosely arranged, or, if small, it may have a radiant aspect. Some-

times, before any filaments are seen, a loosening takes place in the

periphery of the mass, and among these semi-free corpuscles the first

development occurs. The projecting filaments above-mentioned

soon begin a wavy motion, and finally break ofi" from the mass,

moving away free in the fluid. This process, at fii'st Hmited, soon

becomes more general ; the number of filaments which project

from the mass increases, and they may be seen not only at the

lateral borders, but also, by altering the focus, on the surface of

the mass, as dark, sharply-defined objects. The detachment of the

filaments proceeds rapidly, and in a short time the whole area for

some distance from the margins is alive with moving forms (Fig. 2,

c, and Fig. 3), which spread themselves more and more peripherally

as the development continues in the centre. In addition to the

various filaments, swarming granules are present in abundance, and

give to the circumference a cloudy aspect, making it difiicult to

define the individual forms. The mass has now become perceptibly

smaller, more granular, its borders indistinct and merged in the

swarming cloud about them; but corpuscles are still to be seen in

it, as well as free in the field. A variable time is taken to arrive

at this stage ; usually, however, it takes place within an hour and

a half, or even much less. The variety of the forms increases as

the development goes on : and whereas, at first, spermatozoon-like

or spindle-shaped corpuscles were almost exclusively to be seen,

later more irregular forms appear, possessing two, three, or even

more, tail-like processes of extreme delicacy (Fig. 5, Jc). The more

active ones wander towards the periphery, pass out of the field.
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and become lost among the blood-corpuscles. The process reaches

its height within 2| hours, and from this time begins almost imper-

ceptibly to decHne ; the area about the mass is less densely occu-

pied by the moving forms, and by degrees becomes clearer, till at

last, after six or seven hours (often less), scarcely an element is to

be seen in the field, and a granular body, in which a few corpuscles

yet exist, is all that remains of the mass. The above represents

a typical development from a large mass in serum, such as that seen

in Fig. 3.*

We have next to study more in detail the process of development

and the resulting forms. Commonly, the first appearance of activity

is displayed by the small free corpuscles at the margins, which,

previously quiescent, begin a species of jerky irregular movement,
at one time with 'their pale disk-surfaces uppermost, at another

presenting their dark linear profiles (Fig. 5, a and h). Not
unfrequently some of these are seen with a larger or smaller

segment of their circumference thicker and darker than the other

(Fig. 5,c).

Earhest, and perhaps the most plentiful, of the forms are those

of a spermatozoon-like shape (Fig. 5, d), attached to the mass
either by the head or tail ; while, simultaneously, long bow-shaped

filaments appear (Fig. 5, e), having an enlargement in the centre.

Straight hair-hke filaments (Fig. 5, /) may also be seen, but they

are not very numerous. The time which elapses before they begin

the wavy movement is very variable, as is also the time when they

break away after once beginning it. Filaments may be seen per-

fectly quiescent for more than half an hour before they move, and
others may be observed quite as long in motion before they succeed

in breaking away from the mass. Commonly it is in the smaller

masses, and where the development is feeble, that filaments remain

for any time adherent. The spermatozoon-like forms appear, at the

head, on one view flattened and pale, on the other dark and linear

(Fig. 5, d) ; consequently the head is discoid, not spheroidal. The
bow-shaped filaments also present a dark straight aspect when they

turn over (Fig. 5, e), and are by far the longest of the forms, some
measuring as much as ^ioth of an inch. Many intermediate forms

between the round discoid corpuscles and those with long tails are

met with in the field, and are figured at Fig. 5, g.

Small rod-shaped forms are very numerous, most of which,

however, on one aspect look corpuscular ; but in others this cannot

be detected, or only with the greatest difficulty ; slight enlarge-

ments at each end may also be seen occasionally in these forms

(Fig. 5, h).

Usually late to appear, and more often seen in the profuse

* The mass from wliich this sketch was taken was seen in full development
by several of the foreign visitors to the British Medical Association last year.
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developments from large masses, are the forms with three or more
tail-like processes attached to a small central body (Fig. 5, k).

Among the granules it is extremely difficult to determine accurately

the number of these processes, the apparent number of which may
also vary in the dijBferent positions assumed by the element. As to

the ultimate destiny of the individual forms, I have not much to

offer; I have watched single ones, with this view, for several

consecutive hours without noticing any material alteration in them.

The one represented at Fig. 6 was watched for four hours, that at

Fig. 7 for five, and the changes sketched. The difficulty of

following up individual filaments in this way is very great, not only

from the ensuing weariness, but from the obstacle the red corpuscles

offer to it.

With regard to the movement of the filaments, this, at first

sight, bears some resemblance to that known as the Brownian,
exhibited by granules in the field, or sometimes by the red

corpuscles ; but an evident difl'erence is soon noticed in the fact that,

while the former (also the small corpuscles) undergo a change of

place, the latter remain constant in one position, or vary but little.

Movements like those of the ordinary rod-shaped Bacteria are

not exhibited by them.

Circumstances which influence the development.—In blood,

without the addition of saline solution or serum, no change ' akes

place in the masses even after prolonged warming. A temperature

of about 37^ C. is necessary for the process ; none occurs at the

ordinary temperature, with or without the addition of fluid. Fresh
serum is the medium most favourable to the process, added in

quantity equal to the amount of blood. Not every mass develops

when placed under conditions apparently favourable ; but for this

no good reason can, at present, be offered.

Fig. 8 represents the corpuscles among the red ones while in

the vessel; and, as is there seen, they appear somewhat more
elliptical on the profile view, and more elongated, than in blood

after withdrawal, but present the same disk-like surfaces when they

roll over. On adding saline solution or serum, and warming the

preparation, development proceeds, but not to such an extent as

from the masses. The individual corpuscles become elongated, some
tailed, and they move about in the ve.ssel. At Fig. 9 they are seen

in the vessel after three hours on the warm stage : the remarkable

form seen at a was rsVo^^ of an inch in length, and had moved up
from the opposite end of the vessel.

It must still be confessed, with Max Schnltze, that we know
nothing of the origin or destiny of these corpuscles ; and once admit
their existence as individual elements circulating in the blood, his

suggestion, and Kiess's assertion that the masses arise from the

disintegration of white corpuscles, becomes quite untenable. We
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must also confess the same ignorance of the reasons of their increase

in disease ; nor do we know at all what influence they may exert

in the course of chronic aflfections.

Finally, as there is no evidence that these bodies are in organic

continuity with any other recognized animal or vegetable form, or

possess the power of reproduction, nothing can at present be said of

their nature or of their relation to Bacteria.

These observations were carried on in the Physiological

Laboratory of University College, and my thanks are due to Prof.

Sanderson and Mr. Schiifer for advice and valuable assistance.

—

A
Pajper read at the last meeting of the Royal Society.
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The MicrograpMc Dictionary. A Guide to the Examination and
Investigation of the Structure and Nature of Microscopic Objects. By
J. W. Griffith, M.D., M.R.C.P., and Arthur Henfrey, F.R.S., F.L.S.
Third Edition. Edited by J. W. Griffith, M.D., M.R.O.P., and Pro-
fessor Martin Duncan, M.B. Lend., F.R.S., F.G.S. Assisted by the
Eev. M. J. Berkeley, M.A., F.L.S., and T. Eupert Jones, F.R.S.,

F.G.S. Parts XI., XII., XIII., and XIV. London : Van Voorst, 1874.

—Of the four parts of this Dictionary now upon our table, those

numbered XI. and XII. have not been issued under the editorship of

Dr. Martin Duncan, who has not appeared among the editorial staflf

till No. XIII. made its appearance about three months since. He
must therefore not be held responsible for the earlier issue, though
we believe he will bear almost entirely the weight of editorship for

all the numbers which complete the work from and inclusive of the

thirteenth part. Of the four parts now under notice it may be ob-

served that but one of them possesses plates. This is the eleventh,

which contains four pages of illustrations, many of them coloured,

and most of them of the Infusoria. We have to observe, however,
that these are, if we mistake not, exactly the same as those issued many
years since, and they are therefore very far behind-hand. We not
only refer to the size of the figures, which is on vastly too small a

scale, but to the fact that our increased knowledge of the structure,

due to the observations of Claparede and Lachmann, and of several

English workers, especially Mr. E. Eay Lankester, is not portrayed as

it certainly ouglit to be. But if these objections be accepted, it must be
admitted that the numbers are in other respects very well -executed.

It is, however, when we come to consider the matter in these four

numbers that we perceive the great difference in many respects

between Nos. XI. and XII., on the one band, and Nos. XIII. and
XIV. on the other. In the first place, we may remark that in the
first two numbers the articles alone which have to do with either

fungi or fossils are unquestionably good ; most of the others are

undeniably behind the time, having been left pretty nearly as they
were when the last edition of the Dictionary made its appearance.

Let us take two or three examples of the part of which we complain.
The paragraph on the eye is by no means sufficiently full, even in re-

gard to the microscopic subjects which the writer proposes to discuss.

The question of the ciliary muscle, for instance, is almost untouched
uj)on ; and as to the question of the nerve supply of the cornea, which
has been so fully dealt with even in these pages, the writer appears to

have no knowledge of it whatever. And many other points might be
alluded to. The article Fermentation, again, is vastly too brief; no
allusion whatever is made to Pasteur's researches, though his name
is mentioned in the bibliography appended to the paper

;
yet of

course chemical readers are aware of the immense extent of Pasteur's

researches, and of their bearing on some of Pouchet's inquiries in the

same direction. Under the heading of Spontaneous Generation also
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we observe a lamentable deficiency of information. This question has
of late years had an amount of attention paid to it by Bastian, Sander-
son, and others, which has given it a considerable interest to the micro-
scopic observer. Therefore it is a subject which ought not to be dealt

with as it was in the old edition, with merely the title of the " Begin-
nings of Life" added. Again, under the heading of Glands, some re-

ference should have been made to the essays in the splendid treatise of
Dr. Strieker, and for this absence the less excuse is to be ofiered, as
the book has been for some years in an English dress. There are other
articles of less importance, which, however, we shall not refer to.

Of the better parts of these two numbers we may particularly refer

to the botanical portions, and especially to those of the numerous in-

stances of fungi. These are, as we might have imagined, invariably
lucid, to the point, and as advanced as possible. There are articles

too of a geological character which are particularly well done. "We
may refer to the article Foraminifera, as one which is thoroughly
well written and arranged. In this the author enters upon their

general history, describes very fully their minute structure, tells

where the recent and fossil forms are each to be found, and finally gives
an ample synoptical list of the genera and sub-genera, with references

to the figures of nearly all those enumerated. Finally, he appends
an admirable bibliographical list of the various works necessary for

consultation, from that of D'Orbigny in 1826, to those of Parker, Jones,
and Brady, in the ' Transactions of the Linnean Society,' 1870.

Now, having said so much about the older numbers, let us examine
what has been done for us in the two latest issues which have been
brought out under the supervision of Dr. M. Duncan, F.R.S. We find

in the first place the conclusion of the article Hydra, which is not
quite as full as it might be, having taken little or no notice of the
more recent Austrian inquiries. This article, too, seems somewhat
hastily written, as the following sentence will show. " On placing the
plants subsequently in a glass jar containing water, they will be found
at the end of some hours with the tentacles fully extended in search of
prey, when they are easily recognized." Of course we have no doubt
that the author means the Hydra, but it is the plant to which he refers.

The article on Hydrodydion is good, as is also the paper on Hypho-
mycetes, which is capitally illustrated. The section devoted to Illumi-
nation is extremely short, and though the editors may make up for it

by increasing the length of Polarization and Test-objects, yet we think
the subject of illumination should have been in itselfmore fully written

;

indeed, we think the writer would have done well not merely to have
referred to one of Mr. Wenham's papers in this Journal, but to have
gone fully into the whole subject, and to have given the results to his

readers. The paper on Inflammation is, we are bound to say, in
every respect worthy of its position. It is a condensed account of the
entire subject, giving even the latest researches, and stating as much
as possible facts to the exclusion of useless hypotheses ; indeed, it is

one of the best contributions to the present edition. Next in order
come the Infusoria, and as these are perhaps the most important groups
with which the Dictionary has to deal, no less than ten pages are
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devoted to tliem. And certainly we think the work is very excellently

done. Doubtless some will say it is not sufficiently minute, but we
venture to think that an article which deals with the entii-e subject

should avoid specialities and deal more with generalizations. And
this is what we find in this contribution. The author first gives a

general account, and then proceeds to deal with the integument in

which the outer cuticle, the carapace, the cortical layer, and its peculiar

thread-cells are minutely described ; then the locomotive organs, under
which heading are detailed thevaiious forms, such as cilia, flagelliform

filaments, retracting cilia, setce, styles, and uncini ; then the nervous

system, under which are related the various indications of a nervous

arrangement, although no traces of it have been yet distinguished

;

and likewise the circulating, the digestive, and the reproductive

systems, especially the last, are minutely described. In the next

place their diffusion is spoken of, and a very full account of the syste-

matic classification is given. Under this latter head the two systems,

those of M. Dujardin on the one hand, and of MM. Claparede and
Lachmann on the other, are given, and finally the bibliography which
concludes the paper is as full as needs be.

The next subject that we may refer to is that of Injection, which is

by no means so novel as we should have anticipated. The part devoted

to the opaque injection fluids is of course very good, but that which
describes the difterent transparent liquids which are now almost

exclusively used for preparations, is meagre and short ; and in the re-

ferences to books on the subject, one of the very best, as well as the

cheapest books, viz. that of Davies, is, we observe, omitted. The descrip-

tion of the method of performing the operation is extremely fully given,

and this is a point of some imiwrtance, for there is no subject in which
the young microscopist is more liable to fall into errors. We observe

that the authors have described an apparatus for injection which per-

forms its own work, thus leaving the hands free for the purpose of

stopping any escai^e of the fluid, &c. This may doubtless prove

useful in some cases, and it can be readily put up by any ingenious

person in the course of half-an-hour. Next in order we come to the

Intestinal Canal, which has not been very much brought up to the

time, although it is very good, and well illustrated. The bibliography,

so far as it refers to Verson and E. Klein, is good, but the succeeding

reference we do not quite understand, the more so, as the title given is

really that which should have followed MM. Verson and Klein. The
other i^apers in the thirteenth part to which we would call attention

are those on Isoetes, on the Kidney, on Lagena, on Lar, which is a little

too brief, and on Lepisma, which, considering the importance of the

Thysanura to the microscopist, is far too shortly given.

In the fourteenth part the best contribiitions are undoubtedly those

on Lichens and on Liverworts. These are unquestionably well and
fully executed, and further the reader has given him a succinct account

of the more modern ideas regarding the supposed algoid and fungoid

relationship of these plants, while in regard to their structure and
development the subject is as recent as possible. Ligaments is a fair

paper, not however extremely recent, and its bibliography, unlike that

VOL. XII. M
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of tlio last-mentioned two gi'oups, is very short and imperfect. In the

paper on the liver the text is indeed very good, and is amply illus-

trated by woodcuts. Still we think that had the author dwelt a little

on the distinction between Haudfield Jones's views and Beale's, and on

the recent foreign development of the former's notions, he would have

given additional interest to the subject. The lungs too are not badly

done, but had there been more space given to the lymphatics we think

it would have been better. However, this is more than made up for

by the way in which the lymphatic system is described. In this

article the author has dealt briefly, but yet clearly, with the entire

subject, and he has entered on a discussion of the views recently put

forward by Dr. Klein. Measurement, too, is not badly done, as like-

wise are " Micro-Spectroscope," " Migration of Cells," " Monera,"
" Motion of Cells," and lastly, " Mosses," which are given at some
length, and with numerous illustrations. The bibliography of mosses
is, however, insufficient, and is erroneous in the fact that the only

reference to Dr. Braithwaite's numerous papers in these pages is to

the ' Quarterly Microscopical Journal.' This should be corrected.

But it will be judged from what we have already stated that the

last two numbers of the Dictionary exhibit a marked superiority of

matter over those previously issued, and we doubt not that the parts

which are yet to be published will be even better. In this way we
may hope that the work will, as a whole, be worth purchasing ; and if

the publisher proposes adding to the plates and improving figures

which require alteration, while the editors continue to supply new
material, we have no doubt that a capital companion to the microscopist

will be supplied. E. H. S.

Microscopic Examinations of Air. By D. Douglas Cunningham,
M.B., attached to Sanitary Commissioner with Government of India.

Calcutta : Superintendent of Government Printing. 1874.—In the work
which Dr. Cunningham has published with the aid of the Government
printer, we have a copious summary of the different views pro and con

which have been held by those who have already considered the

questions concerning atmospheric genus. This constitutes at least

one-half of the volume, and as it is material already before our readers

we need not do more than advert to it. The latter portion of the work
contains the author's own observations, and is illustrated by fourteen

nearly folio plates, exhibiting coloured illustrations of the different

results obtained, magnified 400 diameters. The book is, of course,

altogether most elaborately executed, and would have been utterly im-
possible to produce save as a Government matter, from the very great

expense it must have involved. And, indeed, here we would blame
Dr. Cunningham for extravagance, for it is perfectly clear to anyone
who understands the matter that a single folio page of illustrations

would have been ample, inasmuch as there is no possible difference

between many of his drawings. With this, however, we have nothing

to do. But of the actual value of the results achieved we cannot say
much. In point of fact, the author has not been able to prove that any
season of illness in Hindostan has had anything whatever to do with

the presence of microscopic vegetable matters. Indeed, he has half
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shown that one or two instances of cholera were connected with the

presence of certain organisms in the air ; but on going into the matter
he has been assured that this has not been the case.

Dr. Cunningham has been at considerable pains in carrying out
bis experiments, and indeed on this subject we must say that he has
taken every precaution to avoid failure. Esjjecially would we refer to

the excellent modification of Dr. Maddox's apparatus which he has
employed in his experiments, for this is an instrument which may be
used with excellent results in some future inquiries. We must also

award very high praise to the author for the care and discretion which
he has shown in conducting his experiments, and for the accuracy with
which he has stated the results. Beyond this, however, we have little

to say in his praise ; for it seems to us that he has gone over ground
that ought to have been pregnant with valuable results if the experi-

menter had employed the proper means of research, and those we
think Dr. Cunningham failed to apply. Why, for instance, should he
have used such low powers in his observations ? Surely he did not

expect to find many organisms with objectives magnifying 400 dia-

meters ; the microscopist of the present day would not be so well

employed with such a magnifying power as Leiiwenhoek was with his

lens. And so far as we can see, the author, save in one or two instances,

used no higher object-glass. How he could expect to see everything
that was present with such amjilification is to us perfectly unintel-

ligible. If Mr. Dallinger had had Dr. Cunningham's opportunities, we
doubt not he would have found many organisms, as we may judge by
his published j^apers. So far as he has gone. Dr. Cunningham has
nothing to tell. But may we not say to him, look again ? With a

fV ^^ Toi ^^^ proper arrangements for light, we may expect much
better results than those he has laid before us in his present by no
means uninteresting volume. J. D.

PEOGEESS OF MICEOSCOPICAL SCIENCE.

Dr. Carpenter's Views on the Subject of Eozoon.—In our last

number but one we gave ample space toward an explanation of

Mr. Carter's opinions on the subject of Eozoon ; and it will be

remembered that he takes the same view of this structure as that

held by Messrs. King and Kowney. We have now the opportunity of

laying Dr. Carpenter's views forward, accompanied by an excellent

woodcut of one of the calcareous lamella) of Eozoon, which the editor

of ' Nature ' has kindly placed at our disposal. In Dr. Carpenter's

recent paper in the ' Annals of Natural History' for June (1874),

the subject is very fully gone into, and to that we must refer those

of our readers who are interested in this question. However, with the

aid of the woodcut we may extract some of the author's remarks
which bear on the point of controversy. Dr. Carpenter says

—

" My true ' nummuline wall ' is the representative of that which,

M 2
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in recent Foraminifera,, immediately surrounds the cliambers (sec
Fig. a a). It is not a layer of chrysotilc aciculse, as asserted by Pro-
fessors King and Eowney, but is a calcareous lamella, perforated by

This represents a vertical section of a portion of one of the calcareous lamellre

of Eozoon canndense, showing the tubular "nummuline layer" a a, the "inter-

mediate skeleton " c c, and the relations of the origin of the canals 6 i to the

tubuli of the nummuline layer, the flexures of which are seen along the line

a' a' : 100 diameters.

minute tubuli, which usually lie straight and parallel, but are often

more or less curved. These tubuli, like the chambers and canal-system,

are usually filled with serjientine, which has passed into them from
the chambers in which they originate ; and thus it happens that the

original tubulation is generally obscured, being only represented

microscopically by the difference in refractive index between the

calcareous shelly layer and the serpentine which has filled its tubes,

—

just as in a specimen of fresh bone or dentine mounted in Canada
balsam, the tubuli are only represented by the different refractive

indices of the matrix and the balsam. But in the specimen of Eozoon

figured above, many of the tubuli remain empty ; and tJiey can be dis-

tinguished as tubuli under any magnifying poioer that the thickness of the

covering glass alloivs to be tised. Further, they have the somewhat
sinuous course of the tubuli of organic structures ; and they present,

at what was probably a plane of interrupted growth (a a'), the sharj)

flexures which Professor Owen first pointed out in the tubuli of den-

tine, and which I described and figured twenty-seven years ago in the

hard dentine-like substance of the end of the Crab's claw."*

And after some further remarks a propos of the histological

powers of his opponents, Dr. Carpenter says :

—

" I now pass on to a second probative fact of at least equal

cogency,—the relation exhibited in the same specimen between the
' canal-system ' and the tubuli of the ' nummuline layer.'

* Eeport of the British Association for 1847, i^l. xx., fig. 81.
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" In my original description of Calcarina *—the type to wLicli, as

regards the general distribution of its canal-system and its relation

to the intermediate skeleton, Eozoon has the closest resemblance—

I

gave the following account of that relation (p. 554) :
' The proper

walls of the chambers are uniformly perforated, like those of the

chambers of Rotalice, by foramina of considerable size (averaging

above ^g^o^fth of an inch in diameter) ; with these the canals of the
supplemental [or intermediate] skeleton do not seem to be directly

continuous, for they are of about double the diameter and lie further

apart from one another ; but immediately round the proper walls of

the chambers there seem to be irregular lacunar spaces, into which the

foramina open externally, and from which the passages of the canal-

system originate,' Now, in my ' Supplemental Notes on the Structure

and Affinities of Eozoon canadense 'I I stated that precisely the same
relation is shown to exist in decalcified specimens of Eozoon, by the

implantation of the dendritic models of the chamber-casts in plates

formed by the coalescence of the aciculte that occupied the tubules of

the ' pi'oper wall.' Having now been fortunate enough to meet with a
transparent section wliich exhibits this relation most unmistakably
(see Fig. b b), 1 fearlessly ask the verdict of any Biologist familiar

with microscopic structure, whether any more exact realization could

be presented of the structure I had described in Calcarina,—allowance
being of course made for the different scale of the tubulation of the
' pro2)er wall,' which is here Jine ' nummuline ' not coarse ' rotaline.'

"

We think the verdict of most microscoj^ists will be to the effect

that the structure is unquestionably one of organic origin.

Metrogressive Changes in the Serous Layer of the Babbifs Ovum.—
Dr. Stirling says that Herr K. SlavjauskyJ describes the degenera-

tion, called by him reticular ("reticulare degeneration"), which tlie

epithelial cells of the serous layer of the ovum undergo in their phy-
siological development. During the development of the ovum, the

epithelial cells of the part of the serous layer lying close to the um-
bilical sac become thin and flat, and in the cells themselves some
transj)arent spots are to be observed. By-and-by the protoplasm dis-

aj)pears, and holes are observed in the cells. These holes gradually

enlarge, so that, at last, in place of the epithelial membrane there is

to be seen a reticulum of the remains of the protojilasm of the epithe-

lial cells, containing in some places the nuclei. There is thus esta-

blished a physiological prototyi:ie for the pathological degeneration of

the epithelium, described by Wagner under the name of fibrinous

degeneration, in cases of croup and diphtheria.—See also ' Medical
Eecord.'

The Microscopic Blood-vessels of the Intestine.—In a note in the
' Medical Kecord,' by Dr. Stirling, the writer says that Herr A.
Heller § arrives at the follomng results :— 1. Every villus contains an

artery which runs, as a general rule, to the point of the villus without

branching. In man only does it begin from the middle of the villus

* Thil. Trans.,' 1860. t 'Proceed. Gcol. Soc.,' Jan. 10, 1866, p. 222.

X Ludwig's ' Arbeiteu,' vol. vii. § Ibid.
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to lose itself in a capillary network. 2. The vein begins either in

the point of the villus (rabbit, man) or near to the same (rat), and
generally goes directly into the submucous tissues without receiving

any lateral branches ; or it rises near the base of the villus and re-

ceives more or less numerous lateral branches from the glandular layer

(dog, cat, pig, hedgehog). 3. In none of the animals examined was
there to be found the often cited arrangement of an arterial stem
going to the point of the villus, and of a descending venous stem with
a simple connecting cajjillary network between both stems. This is

of importance with regard to the erection of the villus.

Microscopic Structure of the Cortical and Corky Tissue of Plants.—
Dr. Braithwaite, F.L.S., is now publishing, in the ' Journal of the

Quekett Club,' a series of lectures on vegetable histology, which are

of great interest. From a proof sheet of the last number of that

Journal which he has sent to us, we abstract the following account of

the structui-e of cortical tissue and cork, which are two of the group
of homogeneous or purely cellular tissues. He says of the first, that

it includes that portion of the stem lying between the fibro-vascular

bundles and the epidermis or coi-k, and in leaves between the cuticle

and vascular bimdles of the nerves ; it is therefore most distinct in

parts exposed to the air and light. The primary bark proceeds directly

from the primordial tissue of the growing point, and rapidly increases

by cell division. In annual plants it is completed simply by extension

of these cells, as it is also in perennial plants which cast off their bark

by cork tissue arising under it ; but in those like the holly and the

mistletoe, which do not do so, certain portions of the cortical tissue,

by mother cells, continue to reproduce new tissue of the same kind.

Cortical tissue consists entirely of parenchym cells, which in leaves

usually remain with thin walls, but in the stem are variously modified

and may be divided into an inner and outer rind.

The inner rind is formed of layers of thin-walled spheroidal cells,

with their surfaces only slightly in contact, and thus interrupted by
apertures of various sizes. Lignification of the cellulose case very
rarely occurs, but in a few instances grouj)S of strongly thickened cells

are seen, distinguishable by their size and colourless contents ; the

ash, beech, labm-num, and Hoya afford examj)les. The contents of the

cells of this layer are starch, with the addition of chlorophyll in the more
external, and in some instances crystals are also present. Again in

inilky-juiced plants bast vessels occur, which are connected with similar

vessels of the bast bundle, and single and grouped bast cells are seen

in the inner cortical layer of the leaf-stalk of cycads and the bark of

many palms. Within this layer also occur the resin, oil, and gum
canals peculiar to many plants.

Tlie outer rind, Collenchyma.—The outer layer consists of rounded
parenchyma cells with little or no thickening, but often more or less

elongated, or the cells have all irregular strong thickening of their

walls or angles, and then constitute collenchyma. When the outer layer

of this sub-epidermal tissue consists of thin-walled parenchyma and
collenchym cells, the latter are in grouj)S overlying the bast jiart of

the vascular bundle, while the thin-walled cells reach the ei^idermis,
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and are opposite tlie medullary rays ; in these cases tlie collencliyma is

often greatly elongated. The coUenchyma has no intercellular spaces,

and may take the form of longitudinal strings of cells lying under the

e^jidermis, as in the stem of Equisetum and leaves of Piniis ; or it may
be seen as a connected layer, only perforated by the stomata, in the
stsms and i')etioles of many j^lants, and also in many leaves as a well-

developed layer, e. g. in the vine, elder, and begonia. The cellulose

case is usually soft, but in a few instances ligniiied, as in Angelica
sylvestris, and in others shows porose, netted and spiral thickening, e. g.

Sambuciis, Helleborus. The contents are clear or red sap, and also

starch and chlorophyll.

Of the second, or Cork Tissue, he says, that it is of much more
frequent occurrence in jilants than may be generally supposed, and
moreover it is Dame Nature's jjlaster with which she heals uj) the

woimds left by fallen leaves, or if any soft organ be injured, a fii-m

skin of new cork cells rapidly protects the sound tissues from the

outer damaged structures. The walls of this tissue are highly resistent

to the various reagents, behaving in this respect like the cuticle, being
also elastic and with difficulty permeated by air or water ; the cells

are rectangular without intei'cellular spaces, are arranged in rows at

right angles to the surface, and mostly lose their contents and become
filled with air ; the cell membrane is but moderately thickened, and is

soon altered into cork. Primary cork tissue arises later than the other

elements, and the altered parenchym cells, which become the mother
cells of cork, may be either cells of the cuticle, of the collenchyma, of

the inner rind, or of tlie parenchyma of the bast part of the vascular

bundle ; these mother cells repeatedly divide, and of these newly-
arising cells in each radial series, the inner one remains thin-walled,

filled with protoplasm, and constantly forming new cells by division,

and this is termed the corJc—camhium or phellogen layer, while the

outer becomes suberified and permanent. Generally the cork first

commences at single points, but these gradually coalesce, and the phel-

logen forms a continuous layer, from which constantly new cork layers

are being jjushed outward and constiti;te the periderm. Sometimes the

cork cells become altered in form, and the periderm consists of alter-

nate lamiufe of different shaped cells ; this is seen in the cork of the

cork-oak, and of birch. As examples of cuticular development of cork

we may mention the apple tree, oleander, mountain-ash and Viburnum
Lantana ; here the epidermal cells divide into two daughter cells, the

uj)per of which with the cuticular layers and tertiary cellulose case

become suberified, and the lower becomes the mother cell of the next

cork formation. In the greater jDart of our trees, as in the maple,

beech, oak, elm, plum, horse-chestnut, elder, &c., the collenchym cells

lying next under the cuticle become the mother cells of cork ; and
among the number of plants in which the cork tissue arises deeper

below the cuticle, but yet within the outer rind, Ficus elastica and
Mohinia pseudacacia are well suited for observation ; here the cells

of the second or third row of collenchyma become the mother
cells of the cork. In the bramble and currant bushes the cork tissue

arises in the inner rind, and indeed it is the cells next to the vascular
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bundle; which become the mother cells, so that all the young cortical

tissue becomes pushed off by the cork tissue.

In many cases it is not solely cork cells proceeding from the phel-

logen which give the thickness to the jjeriderm, but parenchym cells

containing chlorophyll are also formed ; these, however, are always
the daughter cells of the phellogen lying on the inner side which
become thus metamori)hosed, and constitute what Sanio terms the

Phellodcrma, very well seen in the ciu-rant tree.

Baric.—After jn'oduction of more or less numerous cork lamcUfe,

the phellogen dies or loses its vital activity, but a development of

secondary cork tissue takes place •within the bast part of the vascular

bundle, in the form of tangential rows of tabular cork cells, which
loosen from the gi'owing outer part of the vascular bundle. The cork
lamellaj, as it were, cut out and force off' from the rind, flat pieces in

form of scales or rings ; all this outer jjart is dead, and the process

oft repeated from the circimiference of the stem, causes the new cork
lamellae to become gradually imbedded more deeply in the gi'owing

cortical tissue, and we get a constantly thickening peripheral layer of

dry tissue separating from the living part of the rind ; this is the

bark. The condition is very evident in the large scales of bark in

Platanus orientalis or sycamore, and in old stems of the Pinus syhestris

or Scotch pine, and in the ring-like bands of the cherry tree. In the
oak, lime, poplar, elder, and horse-chestnut, similar plates of thin-

walled cells arise in the interior of the bast bundles, but the old dried

scales do not fall off, but tear only at the margins in a longitudinal

direction, so that the stem becomes clothed with bark consisting of
several dead scales lying under each other, presenting internally all

the elements of bast, and externally primary cork tissue. In the pine
and larch we have a fissiu-ed periderm, like that of the horse-chestnut,

and in the pine consisting partly of thin-walled and thickened cells in

alternate layers, but the conifers are specially remarkable for the pre-

sence of a sinirious large-celled j^arenchym tissue, which appears
between the periderm layers and separates the elements of the bast

bundle into smaller or larger groups.

Lenticels.—These are due to a peculiar local cork formation, and
appear as little roundish spots on the annual shoots of trees, while the
epidermis continues imiujured, and before the jjeriderm is formed.
In the second summer the epidermis splits longitudinally over the
lenticels, and they form more or less prominent warts, which by a
median furrow frequently become bilabiate ; their sm-face is mostly
brown, and their substance to a certain depth diy and corky. By
growth in thickness of the shoot, the lenticels become expanded into

transverse stria;, then cork or bark fonns and s^^lits the rind beneath
them, the bark scales off, and so they disappear. These and other
structures are very well illustrated in a plate which accomjjanies the
paper.
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NOTES AND MEMOEANDA.

Resolution of Amphipleura pellucida by the 5^ of Mr. ToUes.—
The ' Amoricau Naturalist' for July, 1874, contaius a note by Mr.
G. W. Morehouse on the above subject. A -^^j objective was made for

him by Tolles, and finished on the 12th of March, 1873. The angle
of aperture as invoiced by Mr, Stodder is 165^, From his own
measurements he thinks the objective is correctly named by the

maker. At the extreme open point it is a good 4^(5 th dry. The
screw-collar has twelve divisions ; by turning it eight divisions it is

adjusted for uncovered wet, and four divisions remain to adjust for

cover for immersion work. It works through covering glass of about

20^oth of an inch, but it is better to use thinner glass, or mica, to

enable the observer to focus through sijecimcns. With lamplight

and the 30th the resolution of Ampliijjleura pellucida is better than he
has before seen. Using ordinary daylight, vibriones, bacteria, &c,,

are well defined, especially when a Kelner eye-piece is used as a
condenser. With sunlight and the ammonia-sulphate of copper cell,

Surirella gemma yields longitudinal strias, and, as the direction of the

light is changed, rows of " hemispherical bosses " as described by Dr.
Woodward. With the same illumination specimens of Amjpkijdeura

pellucida, mounted dry, by Norman, were resolved and counted with
j^erfoct ease and remarkable plainness, the strias being still distinctly

visible with No. 3 eye-piece, draw-tube extended six inches, and
power upward of 10,000 times. It is with hesitation that he remarks
further that the 3^*^ ^'^^ resolved the lines of Ampliipleura pellucida

into rows of dots, for the " beaded " structure of the easier test,

Surirella gemma, is still doubted by some experienced microscopists.

But " facts are stubborn things," and the facts are that with Wenham's
parabola as an illuminator the dots are seen, and with either the para-

boloid or the Amici prism longitudinal lines much finer than the

transverse ones are brought out. These lines, which he considers

genuine, count not far from 120,000 to the inch. With a slight

change of the adjustment their place is occujaied by spurious lines

counting generally about 60,000 to the inch. The longitudinal lines

can only be seen when the focus is best adjusted for the transverse

strife. When the transverse lines are examined, they may be shown
smooth and shining, similar to the photograph by Dr. Woodward in

the ' American Naturalist,' but much better. If the mirror is then
carefully touched, a sinuate appearance of the margins of the lines

suggestive of beading is seen. This appearance can be brought out

readily. And finally, after the most painstaking manipulation, and
when without doubt the best work is being done, the separated dots

or beads appear.

A Memoir on the Cyamus or Whale-louse has been published
in the ' Memoirs of tlie Scientific Society of Copenhagen,' by Dr.
Liitkeu. Wo believe it is an interesting paper, but we have not yet
seen it.
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Diatoms on the Surface of the Sea, from Java and also from the

Arctic Sea, have been very admirably figured and described in English
by M. P. T. Cleve, in a couple of pajiers, which were originally j)re-

sented to the Swedish Academy of Sciences last year. With them
has come to us a paper in Swedish, also read before the Swedish
Academy of Sciences about the same time, by M- N. G. W. Lagerstedt,

on the " Diatoms of Spitzbergen." This is illustrated by two good
plates, and though the general observations are in Swedish, the

description of the species found is in Latin.

COEKESPONDENCE.

An Ereor in Mr. Morehouse's Paper.

To the Editor of the ' Monthly Microscopical Journal.'

Ashtabula, Ohio, U.S.A., July 17, 1874.

Sir,—In the article on the " Structure of Diatoms," by Mr. Geo. W.
Morehouse, reprinted in your June number, I notice an error which
occurred in the original text.

The last footnote, p. 23, should read " J. E. Smith," &c.

As many of your readers may not have access to the ' Lens,' I

desire to say that the observations referred to were made by me in

January, 1873 ; the objective used was a superb Tolles' immersion
one-tenth (-Jjj^th)—amplification about 4000 diameters.

These observations were very shortly afterwards confirmed by
Mr. Morehouse.

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,

J. Edwards Smith.

The Pathological Anatomy of the Brain and Dr. Kempster.

To the Editor of the ' Monthly Microscopical Journal.''

Royal College of Physicians, Edinblegh, August 18, 1874.

Sib,—I have this moment seen your notice of Dr. Kempster's

observations on the pathological anatomy of the brain in the insane

;

in it, it is said that Dr. Kempster has only been able to find one
exception to the silence which physicians have maintained on this sub-

ject, and that one paper by me is the excej^tion. 'V\ ere Dr. Kempster
to search with anything like care, he would find that there have been

many workers in the field both in Great Britain and the Continent,

that my contributions are numerous, and that his own observations

have been anticipated by many men and many years.

I am,|^Sir, yours truly,

J. Batty Tuke, M.D., F.E.S.E.
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PEOCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.

Medical Microscopical Society,

Friday, July 17, 1874.—Jabez Hogg, Esq., President, in the chair.

Slin Grafting.—Mr. Golding Bird read a paper on the mode of

growth of the new epithelium after skin-grafting, or at the edge of a

skinning ulcer. Si)ecimens illustrative of the subject were exhibited.

A summary of the changes observed is as follows :—A prolongation of

the epithelium forming the rete mucosum of the adjoining skin, in a

horizontal direction over the surface of the neighbouring granulation

tissue, the vertically placed cells of the rete mucosum losing their

upright position and becoming more and more inclined till quite

horizontal ; the epithelial scales placed more superficially taking no
part in the process, but becoming shed ; so that the new epidermis

was only one-third the thickness of that of the skin from which it

had sprung. He ascribed the adhesion of the new ejudermis to the

underlying granulation tissue to the insertion of the former into the

most superficial layer of the latter, the intercellular material of which
may be seen becoming fibrillated (like the fibrin of blood clot),

coincidently with the growth onwards of the epithelium, the granula-

tion cells disajipearing in great numbers at the same time. He had
never yet been able to find the granulation cells becoming developed

into epithelium ; but he had seen a few of them lying between the

cells of the new epidermis. The granulation tissue beneath the

earliest formed epithelium was the fii'st to become developed into

fibrous tissue.

Mr. Coupland thought the disappearance to the naked eye at times

of a graft, and the subsequent growth of epidermis at the spot grafted

some time after, was a proof of the development of eijithelium from
granulations.

Mr. Schfifer referred to the observed transformation of white

blood-corjiuscles on the recently blistered surface in the frog.

Mr. Golding Bii-d, in reply, denied that a graft that reappeared as

stated had ever in reality disappeared. He believed that the deepest

layer of epithelial cells was always left, though not visible to the

naked eye.

Paccinian Corjfuscles.—Mr. Schafer gave an account of these bodies,

discussing generally the various opinions held regarding them. He
explained the various component parts, and held that the " core " was
the layer of protoplasm described by Eanvier as covering the medullary
sheath of the nerves. He has seen a nerve pass from one Paccinian

body to another.

Dr. Pritchard asked if the Paccinian bodies in the cat's mesentery
were the same as in the skin ? In reply, Mr. Schafer stated he con-

sidered them identical.

Mycetoma.—Microscopic specimens of the " Fungus-foot of India
"

were exhibited by the President.
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Microscopical Socii^ty of Victoria, Australia.

The montlily meeting of the Microscopical Society of Victoria was
held May 28th, 1874, at the coroner's office, Prince's Bridge. The
chair was occupied by Mr. Ealph, and there was a moderate attendance

of members. The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Mr. A. W. Howitt was presented as a visitor. Mr. Robert Robertson,

the hon. secretary, announced the receipt of an ' Extract from the

Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Science of Philadelphia,' from
Mr. Isaac Lea. Dr. Sturt presented ' Baker's Catalogue,' and a

German copy of a list, by B. Sturtz, of fossils and minerals obtainable

at Mr. Strong's, Queen Street, Melbourne. Dr. Bone, of Castlemaine,

a country member, attended, bringing with him an excellent

microscope—one of Negretti and Zambra's, of London, with some of

Ross's powers, and a choice and varied collection of objects. The
chairman also called attention to a neat and useful instrument—one

of Swift's make—which could be put in a small case and carried in

the pocket, so as to make examinations, at the patient's bed-side or

when travelling.

Dr. Stiu't read a paper, on a pearlash deposit at Sebastopol, near

Ballarat. This substance was of a light texture, very porous, and
splitting somewhat easily into horizontal layers of a greyish colour. A
sample of it had been given to him by Mr. Lyons, and he intimated that

the Society would be pleased to receive and report upon any specimens

of a rare nature. Mr. Lyons had been using it as an ingi-edient of

his artificial manixres on account of the amount of potash it contained.

The surface of some of the layers is more or less covered with narrow

linear vegetable workings, and when its substance is broken up under

water these can often be found floating. Under the microscope these

are found to consist of vegetable cells almost coated by a layer of

small oval navicula, and are evidently the remains of narrow filing

fresh-water algae. About ten dilferent diatoms are found in the

deposit, together with spicules of a sponge. The latter was interesting,

as he was not aware of any fresh-water sponge having yet been

discovered in Victoria. No appearance of vascular tissue was ob-

servable, and he had no doubt, from the nature of the shells, that it

was formed in fresh water, probably a pond or lake. Among the

specimens found were one surirella, a few gallionellje, synedra (often

in bundles), gomphonema, and navicula.

Dr. Sturt also read an account of microscopic examinations of air

made by Dr. Douglas Cunningham, of Calcutta. It was as follows :

—

Distinct infusorial animalcules, their germs or ova, are almost entii'ely

absent from atmospheric dust, and even from many sj^ecimens of dust

collected from exposed surfaces. The cercomonads and amoebfe

appearing in certain specimens of rain-water, appear to be zoospores

developed from the mycelial filaments arising from common atmo-

spheric air. Distinct bacterife can hardly ever be detected among the

constituents of atmosj)heric dust, but fine molecules of uncertain nature

arc almost always present in abundance. They frequently appear in

specimens of rain-water, collected with all precautions to secure
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purity, and appear in many cases to arise from the mycelium

developed from atmospheric spores. Distinct bacteria are frequently

found amongst matter deposited from the moist air of sewers, though

almost entirely absent as constituents of common atmospheric dust.

The addition of dry dust which has been exposed to tropical heat, to

putrescible fluids, is followed by a rapid development of fungi and

bacteria, although recognizable specimens of the latter are very rarely

to be found in it while dry. Spores and other vegetable cells are

certainly present in atmospheric dust, and usually in considerable

numbers. The majority of them are living and capable of growth and

development. The amount of them present in the air appears to be

independent of conditions of velocity and direction of wind, and their

numbers are not diminished by moisture. No condition can be traced

between the numbers of bacteria and spores, &c., present in the air,

and the occurrence of diarrhoea, cholera, ague, or dengue, nor between

the presence or abundance of any special form or forms of cells and

the prevalence of any of these diseases. The amount of inorganic and

amorphous particles and other debris suspended in the atmosphere is

dii-ectly dependent on conditions of moisture and of velocity of wind.

Dust washed from exposed sm-faces, or collected by gravitation or dew,

cannot be depended on. The results of the present experiments are

not opposed to the belief in the transmission of these organisms, or

other, by means of the atmosphere ; they only refer to bodies

distinguishable from one another while in the air ; nothing has been

worked out as to their development or action. " What becomes of

them," said Dr. Sturt, " when respired ? Is their vitality destroyed ?

If so, how are they got rid of? Do they develop within the

organism ? Do they then exert any prejudicial influences on the

organism ? " These points were not touched upon by the author cited,

but he (Dr. Sturt) thought any part of the body they could come into

contact with was a secreting or excreting surface, and he could himself

see but little chance of their development.

Dr. Bone, in reply, stated that he had been examining the water in

Castlemaine, and that he found organic forms in his own rain-water

tank underground, and cemented, and from a clean roof, which he

should have thought perfectly pure. He had, however, foimd in it

myriads of bacteria, vibriones, and amoebfe, with other minute forms

that he did not know, and which presented the appearances of white

corpuscles of blood. These, he noticed, while under inspection, split

up and divide, having amoebiform movements. He thought that if

these organisms passed directly into the air-cells of the lungs they

must generate and become a source of poisoning.

Mr. Sydney Gibbons referred to a paper read at a previous meeting,

in which he described these organisms as monadic.

The Chairman thought these organisms must be taken directly

into the system, and in large quantities to cause poisoning effects.

Mr. Sydney Gibbons gave an outline sketch of the organisms

found by him on the bottom of the ' Cerberus,' when docked, besides

numerous oysters of a large size, serving to show what could be grown

in Hobson's Bay if they were only allowed time for development

:
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there were mussels, a large number of the common barnacle and
balanus, but none of the Lepas anatifera (the object of ancient fable).

But the animals most aboimdiug were ascidians, singular creatures,

interesting to microscopists on account of the contents of the stomachs.

Besides these were actiniaB, tubicolar worms, the larvae of cephalopods,

vnih various zoophytes, but few algae. He had some of them now
under the instrument, and hoped to find in them material for a future

paper. He afterwards described the structure of some new and curious

fungi, and the characters by which it was proposed to classify them,

and he exhibited specimens under a powerful monocular microscope.

He also communicated some notes on the rye-grass fungus, on which
Mr. Ralph and himself had reported at a previous meeting, both
agreeing in the view that it was deficient of some of the characters

required to constitute it a clavaria. He intimated that its place had
now been settled by Mr. Bentham and Baron Von Mueller among the

Isariae, with the name of Isarice rjraminiperdcB.

The Chainnan remarked that the subject was a very interesting

one,

Mr. Sydney Gibbons nest exhibited a section of the tooth of a rare

animal, the orycteropus, a burrowing animal of the anteater family,

whose dentition difiered from that of all other known animals. The
creature is devoid of canines and incisors, but has a double set of

molars, one of which it sheds every year. To add to this anomaly,
the structure of the teeth is unique, being composed of a cluster of

pentagonal j^risms, instead of the usual enamel with a bony foun-

dation.

The meeting afterwards spent some time in examining the several

specimens brought by members.
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T.—The Hairs of Caterpillars. By T. W. Wonpor (Hon. Sec.

-Brighton and Sussex Natural History Society).

{Read before the Brighton axd Sussex Natural History Society,
July 23, 1874.)

Plate LXXV.

If either works on the microscope or on entomology be consulted,

very little, if any, information can he obtained on the hairs of cater-

pillars or larvae either as regards their structure or the variety and
beauty of their forms, but here and there a few words may be

found upon the urticating or stinging properties of the hairs of

some caterpillars.

This urticating property was noticed in very early days, for,

according to Pliny,* the Cornelian law, De Sicariis, was extended

to those persons who administered the hairs of the fir moth,

Cn. PityocamjM, and which were supposed to be a very deleterious

poison. Even when applied externally they occasioned a very

intense degree of pain, itching, fever, and restlessness.

Occasionally allusion is made to other members of the same
family as possessing similar disagreeable efiects, viz. Cn. pinivora,

stone pine moth, and Cn. processionea, the processionary moth, the

last named so called on account of the habits of the larvae, when
moving in the evening in search of their food. One caterpillar

leads the way, followed for some two feet by single caterpillars in

Indian file, then come ranks in twos, succeeded, at about the

EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXXV.
Fig. 1.— Garden tiger. C. caja. x 120.

„ 2.—Hop dog. 0. pudihunda. x 120.

„ 3.—Oak eggar. B. quercus. x 120.

„ 4.—Lappet. L. quercifoUa. X 120.

„ 5.—Satin. L. salicis. x 120.

„ 6.—Drinker. 0. potatoria. x 120.

„ 7.—Brown tail. L. Chrysorrhcea. x 210.

„ 8.—Vapourer. 0. antiqua. x 120.

„ 9.—White plume. X 120.

„ 10.—Gipsy. L. dispar. x 120.

.., 11.—Lackey. E. lanestris. x 120.

„ 12.—Sycamore tussock. A. acen's. x 120.

* ' Hist. Nat.,' I., xxxviii., cap. 9.

VOL. XII.
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same distance, by threes, fours, fives, &c., until the main body ad-

vances twenty abreast, in so orderly and compact a manner, that

no human army could move with greater regularity or be more
obedient to the word of command. As soon as the leading cater-

pillar stops, the whole army halts; when he advances, they

advance, until a fresh pasturage has been found, then they all

disperse, until some signal calls them all together again.

Woe betide the luckless individual who approaches them while

on the march, or incautiously handles them, for the tufts of short

hairs, with which they are covered, possess the power of producing

an inflammatory irritation, worse even than the sting of a nettle.

It is reported that in some cases, where persons have been stung

severely, serious and sometimes fatal illnesses have resulted.

Not only when living, but even when dead, the hairs of this

caterpillar possess the same urticating properties. Thus Reamur,
who has written a monograph on this moth, states that he suffered,

after handling the dead caterpillar, for days with an itching, in conse-

quence of some of the short stiff hairs sticking in his skin, and being,

at first, ignorant of the cause, and rubbing his eyes with his hands,

he brought on such a swelling of the eyelids that he could scarcely

open them. Bonnet, too, who lifted some of these caterpillars

from water in which they had been drowned, felt a numbness of

the fingers, followed by an itching and burning sensation.

Fortunately or unfortunately, I have not come across this cater-

pillar, which abounds in France, and in 1865 was the cause of so

much annoyance to promenaders in the neighbourhood of Paris

that parts of the Bois de Boulogne were closed to prevent discom-

fort to those who incautiously approached the trees, where the

larvas were, so that I only know the hairs from published drawings
of them.

We have in this country several caterpillars whose hairs pro-

duce the same or similar effects with some people, and as these

hairs present microscopically diversity of form I will specially

direct attention to them. Among the most notable are L. querci-

folia, the lappet ; 0. Rotatoria, the drinker ; B. neustria, the

lackey ; B. quercus, oak eggar ; E. lanestris, small eggar ; 0. jpudi-

hunda, hop dog ; 0. antiqua, vapourer ; L. dispar, the gipsy

;

L. salicis, the satin; L. aurijiua and L. chrysorrhsea, gold and
brown tails ; together with C. eaja, and G. villica, the garden and
the cream spot tiger. All these with some persons produce, when
handled, either in the living or dead state, itching, inflammation,

and swelling of the parts affected for days.

There is one very extraordinary fact connected with these hairs,

viz. that while some are afiected even if only the fingers touch the

hairs, others can handle some with impunity, and cannot come near

others without experiencing discomfort. I have known cases where
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even the most careful liaudling of the brown tail has caused pain,

and the person so affected, incautiously like Keamur, rubbing the
face, could scarcely see out of his eyes for days after. When the
hairs of this caterpillar are examined under the microscope the
•wonder ceases, as it -will be seen they are admirably adapted to

penetrate, whichever end touches the skin, while the jagged portion,
barbed like an arrow, remains firmly fixed in the wound.

The typical form of hair among caterpillars is cylindrical and
terminating in a sharp point ; the hair itself being composed of

the same chitonous substance as the skin of the animal, generally

hollow and fined with a substance, which seems to resemble cutis.

Many, if not all, hairs, in the living state, contain fluid matter,

possibly of the same nature as the cii'culatory fluid of the animal.

Instead of springing from a bulb, as in mammals, the base of the

hair is inserted in a socket, a ring-shaped projection, from which
the hair easily parts company. Examples of simple hairs of this

character may be obtained from the larv^ of the oak eggar and
lappet, both of which UTitate some persons. The larvae in each
case utilize their hairs in forming their cocoons, as is often pain-

fully evident to some, when handling them. A member of my
family cannot touch a cocoon of the oak eggar, however old it may
be, without annoyance, while I can handle them with impunity.

In the case of the garden tiger, hop dog, and some others,

the hairs are deeply spinous from point to base. In the satin,

sycamore tussock, and some others, the spines are thickly studded
along the whole hair. In the case of the gipsy, the drinker, and
the lackey, all of which, and especially the last named, punish some
very severely, the hairs are very fine and beset throughout their

length by very minute spines. In the brow^n tail, among longer

spinous hairs, are immense numbers of very minute ones jointed

throughout their length, and readily separating into barbs sharply

pointed at one end and trifid at the other. These hairs part from
the caterpillar so readily that persons looking at them, while they
were feeding, have felt annoyance, as though the mere movement of

the caterpillar separated the hairs, which, hke those of the pro-

cessionary moth, were wafted by the wind. Some very peculiar

hairs are found on the vapourer, knobbed and plumed at the end

;

a similar, but more extensive knob is seen on the hairs of a South
American catei-pillar. The hairs on the tortoiseshell and other

Vanessidse are very stout and jointed, w^hile those from the white-

plume moth caterpillar are imbricated and have somewhat the

appearance of wool : sufiicient has been said to show there is so

great variety and beauty among caterpillar hairs as to recommend
them to the notice of microscopists, who have simply studied,

as far as I can gather, those from the larvae of Dermestes and the

pencil tail, which are well known as test objects of great beauty.

N 2
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A question may arise, Whence the urticating power ? In the

hair alone, or some irritating substance within the hair? I am
inchned to the former, because hairs from cast skins kept for years,

and from cocoons two or three years okl, are equally urticating

with those from a living caterpillar, as are also the hairs mingled

with the webs spun by some of the sociable larvae. I look upon it

as a merely mechanical action, similar to that produced by the

hairs of the prickly pear, those from the interior of the fruit of

the wild rose or Cowhage, Doliclios urens, all of which are equally

productive of irritation, inflammation, and feverishness.

To make out their structure caterpillar hairs should be mounted

dry, in fluid and in balsam. Anyone turning his attention to

them and not minding the risk of an occasional annoyance will be

well rewarded for his pains, and possibly wonder why more atten-

tion has not been paid by microscopists to so interesting and

instructive a class of objects. I can only account for the apparent

neglect on the ground that few entomologists work with the

microscope, and that microscopists generally have thought the hairs

of all caterpillars alike, whereas, as with the scales of the lepidoptera,

so with the hairs of their larvae, there is great variety of form and

markings.

Finding so little said about them, and having moreover worked
at them for some years, I considered the subject of sufficient

interest to bring before the Society, with the hope that some
members may be induced to carry it further than I have done at

present, and to show to our lepidopterists that there is much in the

economy and philosophy of their branch of study worthy of being

critically examined.

II.—On Bog Mosses. By E. Bkaithwaite, M.D., F.L.S.

Plates LXXVI. and LXXVII.

] 6. Sphagnum Lindbergii Schimper.

Torfmoose, p. 67, Tab. XXV. (1858).

Plate LXXVI.

Syu._ScHiMPER Synop. p. 679 (I860).—Linuberg Torfm. No. 2 (1862).—
IIartm. Skand. Fl. p. SI (1864).—Kvssow Torfin. p. 54 (1864).—Milde Bryol.

Siles. p. 389 (1869).—ArsTiN Muse. Appalacb. No. 40 (1870).

Sph. cvspidatum /3 fulvum and Sph. /w/tum Sendtneb Mss. Sph. cuspidatnrn

LiNDBEKG in Bot. Notiser 1856, p. 122.

Monoicous, in large dense tufts 6-12 in. high, glossy yellcuish

green, tinged uithferruginous or purplish brown. Stem solid, dark
brown, with 3-4 cortical strata formed of irregular sizecl cells

withoid pores. Cauline leaves crowded, reflexed, broadly Ungulate,

auricled, the apex Inroad, truncate and fringed ; basal cells

hexagonal, in four rows, pale brown, tlien becoming narrow and
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elongated, with a few imperfect fibres in the lateral cells, these

bound a central triangle, the base of which is formed by the apical

margin, and this space is occupied by large loose rhombic cells,

broader and 2-3 partite at the apex of leaf; both fibres and pores

occur sparingly in the auricles.

Fascicles of 4-5 branches, of which 2-3 are arcuate and
divergent, the others pendent, elongated and closely appressed to

stem. Eetort cells of the branches larger, recurved at apex.

Branch leaves numerous, in five rows, not undulated, firm,
brownish or ferruginous green, rather glossy, ovate at base

becoming lanceolate above, toothed and involute at apex ; hyaline

cells elongated, ivith numerous annular and spiral fibres, and
many minute pores at margin ; chlorophyll cells narrow, elliptic in

section, quite enclosed hut nearest to the bach of leaf ; border widest

at base, formed of 3-4 roivs of very narrow cells.

Male inflorescence consisting of few antheridia which are borne
on the pendent branches.

Capsules numerous, seated in the capitulum, moderately elevated

;

perichtetium large, inflated, the bracts yellowish green, lower

elongated oblong, upper broadly obovate—oblong, convolute, trun-

cate and fimbriate at apex, transversely undulate at base, without

fibres or pores. Spores yellow.

Hab.—Deep bogs in the northern region of Europe. Discovered

by Lindberg in 1856 near Lakes Betsetjaur, Skutijaur and Stora-

vaviken in Pitean Lapland, and since found to be pretty generally

distributed in other parts of Lapland as well as in Finland and
the north of Sweden ; Dovrefjeld, Norway (Berggren) ; in the

Kiesengebirge, Silesia (Milde) ; Alps of Salzburg (Sauter). In
this country it was found in 1867 by McKinlay on Ben Wyvis in

Koss-shire, and in America it has been met with in Canada,

Newfoundland, and Greenland. Fr. July.

This fine species closely resembles Sph. intermedium, but is

readily known by the diflferent form of the stem leaves, and the

non-uudulated branch leaves unaltered by drying, as well as by the

glossy reddish brown colour. The species also appears to be

subject to hardly any variation, and will doubtless be found in

other localities in the north of Scotland.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXXVI.
Spbagmmi Lindbergii.

a.—Fertile plant.

1 .—Part of stem and branch fascicle.

3.—Fruit and pericb^tium. 4.— Bract from same.
5.—Stem leaves. 5 a a.—Areolation of apex of same x 60. 5 a b.—Ditto of

basal wing.
G.—Leaves from middle of a divergent branch. 6 p.—Point of same, (ia;,—-

Transverse section. 6 c.— Cell from middle X 200.

7.—Lasal intermediate leaf.

9 .C-.—Part of section of stem.
10.—Part of a branch denuded of leaves.
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17. Sphagnum Wulfii Girgensohn.

Archiv fiir Naturkunde Liv—, Est— und Kurlande, Ser. 2, Band II.,

p. 173 (18G0).

Plate LXXVII.

Syn.

—

Sph. Wnlfianum Gikgensohn 1. c—Bot. Zeit. 1862, p. 247.—Eussow
Torfm. p. 66 (18G4).—Milde Bryol. Siles. p. 385 (1869). „

Austin Muse. Appalach. No. 32 (1870). Sph. pycnocladum Angstrom Mss.

Rabenh. Bryoth. Eur. fasc. XV, No. 709.

Monoicous. Plants robust, 5-10 in. high, yellowish or brownish

green or sometimes deep green, in loosely cohering tufts. Stem

simjjle, or sometimes divided, hlachish hrown, straight, solid, densely

ramulose, iviih two cortical strata of small non-porose cells, the

woody zone 'purple, of 5-6 rows of strongly thickened cells.

Ranndi 7-12 in each fascicle, of which 3-5 are divergent, short,

slightly arched, heeoming clavate upward and then suddenly

pointed ; the rest deflexed and closely appressed to stem, very long

and slender, lax-leaved, usually of a pale rose colour ; the porose

cortical cells short and scarcely differing from the rest. Branches

of the coma short, thick, numerous, forming a large dense

capitidum.

Cauline leaves very small, from a broad base Ungulate-

triangular^ reflexed ; the hyaline cells repeatedly divided, without

fibres or pores, those in the middle rhomboidal, becoming narrower

towards the margin, where they form a border of 3-6 rows.

BamuUne leaves imhricated, erecto-patent, recurved in their

upper half or suhsquarrose, all ivith a border of two roivs of very

oiarroiv cells ; the basal minute ovato-lanceolate, the median ovate,

elongato-lanceolate, ivith the margin involute and shortly 3-4

toothed at apex, the uppermost narrowly lanceolate, scarcely

toothed. Hyahne cells with annular fibres, upper with numerous

small pores on each side of cell, lower lateral with large pores which

become fewer in those at the middle of leaf. Chlorophyll cells

compressed, enclosed by the hyaline in the upper part of leaf, but

in the lower part free both on the inner and outer su/rface, and
rectangular in section.

Male inflorescence purple, at the apex of the divergent branches.

Fruits clustered in the capitulum, but moderately exserted
;

perichaetium straw-coloui'ed or pink, lower bracts ovate acuminate,

concave, recurved at apex, upper elongate oblong, slightly emargi-

nate and somewhat recurved at point, convolute, without fibres or

pores. Capsule small globose, blackish brown, spores pale yellow.

Var. /3. squarrosidum Russow.
Leaves of the longer divergent branches squarrose, with more

numerous pores.

Hab.—Wet pine-woods, rare. Techelfer woods near Dorpat,

fi-equent (Girgensohn 1847) ; Kaddak near Eeval, AUentacken
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and Appelsee (Eussow) ; Jamni—Les near Permeskiill (Gruner).
O

Berglunda near Lycksele, Lapland (J, Angstrom 1864). Belle-

ville, Canada (Macoun, Fowler). Near New York (Howe, Peck,
Austin). Fr. July.

This rare and beautiful species may be readily known by its

clavate divergent branches and the large number of them in each
fascicle, as well as by the small stem leaves and the dense globose

capitulum ; in all other points its affinity hes clearly with Si^h.

aeutifolium.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXXVII.
Sphagnum Wulfii.

a.—Fertile plant.

1.—Part of stem and branch fascicle.

3.—Fruit and perichsetium. 4.—Bract from same.
5.—Stem leaves. 5 a a.—Areolation of apex of same. 5 « b.—Ditto of basal wing.
(!.—Leaves from middle of a divergent branch. 6/».—Point of same. 6x.—

Transverse sections, ' from upper j^art, " from lower part, ti c.— Cells ' from
upper' part, " from lower lateral part x 200.

7.—Basal intermediate leaf.

8.—Leaf from a pendent branch.
9 X,—Part of section of stem.
10.—Part of a branch denuded of leaves.

III.—The Pehrine Corpuscles in the Silkworm, and ivhat they

are analogous to.

In the year 1865, Pasteur was instructed by the French Minister

of Agriculture to specially investigate and report upon the diseases

incident to silkworms. During the interval between the years 1853
and 1865, these disorders had reduced the annual production of

cocoons in France from sixty-five to ten millions of pounds. In
the admirable work which resulted from his laborious researches,*

the author remarks :
" Certain disorders of the human race are ac-

companied by spots upon the skin, which originate in consequence

of various alterations of the intestinal canal. This is not the sole

observation applicable to human pathology which the experiments

detailed in this work will suggest to the intelligent reader."

Diseases of the higher and lower orders of the animal kingdom
are undoubtedly subject to similar conditions, in their genesis,

resolution, or fatal issue. It is more logical as well as more con-

sonant with scientific method, to observe the uniformity of a patho-

logical law in the caries of an elephant's dentine, and the gangrene

* ' Etude sur la Maladie des Vers-a-soie, moyen pratique assure de la com-
battre et d'en pre'venir le retoiu,' par M. L. Pasteur, Membre de I'liistitut Imperial

de France, et de la Socie'te Koyale de Londres. Paris : 1870. This work is the
source from which have been obtained all the facts relative to the contagious
disease of the silkworm, to which reference is made in this paper.
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of a spider's foot, than to seek with Huxley for a community of

protoplasm between the finner whale and the fungus upon a fly.

The cilia3 of the vorticella and of the human bronchi are not

identical in structure, but they move in obedience to a similar

impulse.

A medical friend once remarked to the writer of these pages,

that the periodical visitations and ravages of insects presented a

striking analogy to the recurrence and devastation of ej)idemic

diseases. It is well worth the investigation to inquire if they be

not ahke dependent upon similar hygrometric and thermometric

conditions of the soil and atmosphere.

It is proposed here to point out the analogies which exist be-

tween the pebriue of the silkworm and syphihs in man, not because

these analogies might be so interpreted as to indicate that the two
disorders have, in common, a parasitic origin. It is because the

knowledge we at present possess relative to contagion is so scanty,

that it may be said every new observation of its phenomena
stimulates the belief that that which is UDknown and yet knowable
is largely in excess of that which is known regarding it.

Bumstead, referring to this subject in a recent paper,* says

:

" The fact is, that a new field for investigation and experiment

has been opened, which no one has as yet fuUy explored, and no
one can pretend to understand. The exploration of this field

promises to throw light, not only upon syphilis, but upon other

contagious diseases, and even to add to our knowledge of the

nature of specific poisons in general ; but the work is yet undone,

and any conclusions at this time are only premature."

It is preferable to select syphilis for the study of the analogies

referred to above, first, because it is a disease produced by a tangible

virus ; and, second, because of the multiformity of its results. It

is possible to secure upon the point of the lancet a drop of matter

which we can prove to be capable of producing all the complications

of the disease. This is also true of pebrine. While we have,

however, an equal opjDortunity of isolating the materies morhi in

vaccinia, variola, malignant pustule, and certain other maladies, the

polymorphism of the results produced is not equally marked as a

basis for comparison.

It is, perhaps, proper to admit, at the outset, that the investi-

gations of Professors Strieker and Kobner have completely exploded

the theories of Lostorfer, Salisbury, and others, as to the existence

and causality of cryjyta syphilitica. We have no additional informa-

tion which would warrant us in reviving such dead issues. That
is not the purpose of this paper. It is here intended merely to

exhibit a general agreement between the origin and evolution of

two contagious diseases, existing in two widely-separated orders

* ' Am. Juur. of the Medical Sciences,' April, 1873.
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of animals, in order that tlio classical feature of contagion in an
extended area may be better appreciated.

The silkworm, as is well known, is the larve of the Bomhjx
mori, which deposits an ovum, from which, in turn, the caterpillar

is produced. The latter, after undergoing four (in some races

three) distinct changes of integument, becomes a pupa or chrysahs,

and surrounds itself with the silk cocoon. From this, lastly, the

perfect moth—imago of naturalists—effects its escape. When it

is considered that, in a period of between thirty and thirty-five

days, the caterpillar increases in size till it becomes eight or ten

thousand times larger than the newly-escaped larve, it will be

seen that organic life is displayed with unequalled activity in

its development. Diseases, therefore, cannot but progress, pari
passu, with an intensity proportioned to the energy of the vital

forces.

In the human economy, of what paramount importance to its

conservation are the critical phases of the first and second denti-

tion, the arrival of puberty, and the change of the menopause ! In
the silkworm no less than seven equally important crises occur,

during a comparatively short interval—the cycle of a brief existence,

whose momentous stages ofler unusual facilities for the encroach-

ment of disease.

It is to be remarked, if we begin with the earliest phases of the

two disorders, that,

1. Pehrine and sypHiilis are alike 'producible hy artificial

inoculation. Pasteur produced a liquid capable of inoculation, by
bruising a diseased worm and mixing the mass with a small quantity

of water, A number of worms were selected, carefully examined

in order to ensure their soundness, and thoroughly cleansed by
washing, so that no germs might remain in contact with the skin.

He then made a small puncture in one of the posterior rings of the

body of each, and inoculated the wound by inserting into it a needle

dipped in the infecting liquid. The wounds readily cicatrized, and
nothing but a black or dark-coloured spot was soon visible in the

site of the puncture. Of twenty worms inoculated in this manner,

on one occasion, seven became diseased to such an extent as to

exhibit from fifty to two hundred of the corpuscles characteristic

of pebrine, in one microscopic field. The experimenter explains

why no larger proportion of successful inoculations was made

:

"The blood which escapes from the wound does not invariably

permit of penetration by the corpuscles which are intended to pro-

duce infection." Audoin is said to have observed the same fact in

his inoculations. Many an experienced physician has failed of suc-

cessful vaccination for a similar reason.

It should be stated, however, that most frequently pebrine is

produced by the ingestion of corpuscular germs when the worm is
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feeding upon the mulberry leaf. The corpuscles are then found

distributed over the surface of the leaf in debris; and a single

repast is said to be sufficient to occasion the disease. It is worthy

of note that an intestinal lesion is then produced.

It cannot be doubted that chancres would in like manner result,

if, by any natural process, the secretion from similar sores could be

applied to the mucous surface of the intestines. But it may well

be doubted if this species of infection of the primae rise ever occurs

in the human subject. A vacciniculturist of this city, however,

once informed the writer that he was in receipt of numerous orders

from practitioners of the homoeopathic delusion, who desired to

secure an infinitesimal quantity of vaccine virus, inibbed up with

sugar of milk for internal administration !

2. Pebrine and syj^hilis are alike communicahle by accidental

inoculation. Pasteur discovered numerous cicatrices in healthy

worms, which resulted from wounds. These wounds were inflicted

by booklets attached to the anterior organs of locomotion, in those

cater]3illars with which they had come into frequent contact.

These were never seen in isolated individuals. He remarks that

not infrequently these sharp booklets, by which the caterpillar is

enabled to cling to the leaf upon which it feeds, are inserted into

the faeces or integument of diseased worms, and subsequently into

the bodies of those that are sound, thus serving to propagate the

disease by accidental inoculation. It is evident that there is here

also the possibility of the production of mediate contamination, the

porte-virus (if it be allowable to coin a suggestive word) being

exempt from infection.

3. Pebrine and syphilis alike require a period of incubation,

before the phenomena of general disease appear. Pasteur dis-

covered that after accidental or artificial inoculation, and also after

the ingestion of disease germs, a period of from ten to twelve days
elapsed before external manifestations of pebrine appeared. By
feeding a number of larves with the solution which has been already

referred to, and by killing and carefully examining a fixed number
of bodies at consecutive dates, he was enabled to follow the evolu-

tion of the disease, and to trace its natural history. In every

instance the period of incubation was noted. This is such a con-

stant concomitant of contagious diseases, that it may well be

considered essential to their full development.*

4. The first general indications of constitutional disease in

pebrine and syphilis appear as infegumenta^'y lesions. In the

course of the experiments conducted by Pasteur, whenever a number
of larves were selected for inoculation or infection, a similar number
of the same age and habitat were set aside in a healthy condition,

in order to serve the purposes of comparison. At the exjjiration of

* See 'Nouv. Diet do Med. et dc Chi. Jaccoud,' art. "Contagion."
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the period of incubation previously referred to, a very sensible in-

equality was noticeable in these two classes. Those which were left

uninfected, displayed unmistakable evidence of greater well-being

;

while the diseased worms, when examined by the aid of a lens,

exhibited numerous excessively small spots or maculae, hitherto

unnoticeable, about the head and rings. These lesions did not at

first indicate the presence of the characteristic corpuscles in the

skin. The " extension of the latter from centre to circumference

had not yet affected the external organs. These surface spots,"

says Pasteur, "only occur when the internal skin, if I may be

allowed the expression, is affected to such a degree as to seriously

interfere with the functions of digestion and assimilation."

Subsequently, however, integumentary lesions were produced
which, upon careful examination, were found to contain the pebrine

corpuscles. It is difficult to recognize the distinction here esta-

blished, and not recall the difference between those superficial

syphilides, which disappear readily under appropriate treatment,

and those which contain a specific morbid product. One instinc-

tively recurs to the theory of Jonathan Hutchinson and others, that

the lesions of secondary syphilis are febrile phenomena. These
precede the deposits of tertiary forms, in which the " still-born

"

product of Lancereaux is to be distinguished.

The patches upon the integument in pebrine are generally of a

dark colour, sometimes black (whence the name), some more and
some less clearly defined. The petechial character of this stage of

the disease has given it the name by which it is known among the

Italians (Petechia of the Silkworms). When completely developed,

these stains are surrounded by a yellowish areola, which exhibits

various gradations in colour. Sometimes they constitute the sole

symptoms of the disease.

M. Quatrefages, with whose opinions Pasteur is not in com-

plete accord, declares that the alterations, described above, are

best studied in the skin of the young larves. In these he could

occasionally descry nothing more than a yellowish tint, slightly

obscuring the hyaline transparency of the tissues. Somewhat
later, a darker stain became visible, shading gradually into

brown, until the translucence of the epidermis was lost. Finally,

a brownish-black stigma remained, which was accompanied by a

disappearance of all traces of organization. About this, as a

nucleus, a yellowish areola extended, which, in his opinion,

marked the invasion of the surrounding tissues. This process

generally continued until arrested, either by the death of the

worm, or by the regular replacement of the old by a new integu-

ment. In the course of two or three days, however, the new
cuticle, which at first appeared entirely normal, was in its turn

affected by the disease, "proving," says Quatrefages, "that the
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lesions wore not local phenomena, but signs of a constitutional

malady, dependent upon a profound cause."

Pasteur has noted that the development of the pebrine cor-

puscles proceeds with an unexampled rapidity during these periods

of metamorphosis—a circumstance which our knowledge of the

laws of pathology would lead us to expect. He disagrees with

Quatrefages in the supposition that the integumentary lesions arc

locaHzed foci, from which a quasi-gangrenous process extends to

the invasion of adjacent tissue; but considers each stigma to be

a resultant of corpuscular development, and the changes in the

appearance of the maculae not due to molecular death, but to

neoplastic hyperplasia.

In addition to the symptoms noted above, certain other indica-

tions of disease are described in the adult moth, as, for example,

vesicles, varices, and buUae filled with a sanguinolent fluid, under

or near the wings. Some of these were observed to burst, and

their contents, escaping and drying, were found to form adherent

crusts, black and viscous, of the size of a pea.

5. Pehrine and syphilis are alike productive of a specific

adenopathy. The secretion of the silk-glands of the pupa has

solely contributed to the value placed upon the insect by the com-

mercial world. In a pathological point of view, these glands

possess especial importance from the fact that they are rapidly

affected in pebrine. The large pentagonal cells which surround

the canal where the silk is secreted in a viscous state, exhibit in a

diseased condition numbers of oval corpuscles, crowded together,

and sometimes collected in such masses that they lend an appear-

ance of hypertrophy to the glandular tissue. Viewed with a low

power, they exhibit whitish projections brilliant in colour, of oval

form, and very clear definition. They are, without doubt, evidence

of the extension of the disease to the visceral organs of the worms :

and the total incapacity of the larves to produce cocoons—those of

them, at least, which are profoundly affected—is a proof of the

destructive agency exerted by the glandular neoplasms.

In syphilis, not only are those glands affected which are in the

chain of the great system of lymphatics, but those which are

actively concerned in haematopoesis. There is strong reason to

believe that, aside from the development of hepatic gummata,

usually found in the tertiary stage, one of the earhest symptoms
of constitutional syphilis is dependent upon some disturbance of

the glycogenic function of the liver. Dr. Charles Murchison

has recently concluded,* after reviewing the discoveries of Hoppe
Seyler, Bernard, Lehmann, McDonnell, Hirt, of Zittau, Weber,
and Kolhker, that " the glycogen secreted in the liver cell com-
bines with nitrogen and forms an azotised jjrotoplasm which main-

* 'Laucet,' June, 1874.
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tains the nutrition of the blood and tissues." In this light the

chloroancBmia of early syphilis is most readily explained—a con-

dition which is constant in all but benign cases, and which consti-

tutes an important indication for successful treatment.

6. Pehrine and syphilis are, alike, diseases of the hlood. In
a healthy state the blood of the larve is a transparent albuminous
fluid—colourless in the case of those races which produce white
silk ; and golden yellow in those which produce yellow silk. Under
the microscope, innumerable spherical bodies appear, of various

sizes, the largest of which does not in its gi-eatest diameter exceed
• 0039 of an inch. They seem endowed with individual vitality,

and continually reproduce themselves during the life of the insect.

When the latter is infected with pebrine, the number of the blood-

globules decreases—thus inducing a species of chloroanaemia—and
the albuminous fluid becomes charged with an immense number of

minute animated corpuscles "01 of an inch in diameter, increasing

in proportion to the disappearance of its normal ingredients. These
are the pebrine corpuscles already described, which Pasteur is dis-

posed to regard as the parasitic germs of a species of psorosperm.

They are oval or reniform in contour, destitute of cili^, and move
rapidly, apparently at will, sometimes advancing and sometimes
receding in the vascular channel.

The genus " psorosperm " was first established by Jean Muller,

after his observation of certain anomalous organisms in difierent

varieties of fishes, and especially in the fresh -water pike. But
certain later expressions of Pasteur seem to imply that his mind is

not perfectly clear as to the parasitic character of the germs de-

scribed by him. In some of his communications to the Academy
of Sciences, for example, he uses language from which it might be

inferred that the disease originated in generations of the ancestors

of these worms, whose connective tissue had undergone a pecuhar

cell-metamorphosis

.

It is well known that Beale * adduces very strong grounds for

the belief that contagious disease germs are not parasites, and his

opinions are largely the result of researches upon the subject of the

cattle-plague. Let it be supposed, in accordance with his views,

that the corpuscles described by Pasteur are bioplasts—contagious

living disease germs—that they are the descendants of blood or

tissue bioplasts; that subsequently, either by hyper-nutrition or

retrogression, they have undergone a conversion of energy, and

become powerful to self-multiply indefinitely, and powerless to

build up new and normal structures. This would explain the

amoebiform movement of the pebrine corpuscles, their contagious-

ness, their virulence, and their destructiveness. Not only so, but it

would do away with the need of resorting to a novel species of

* ' Disease Germs ; their Nature aad Origin.' Lionel S. Beale. London : 1872.
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parasite, in order to explain the phenomena. It should be stated

in this connection, that Beale considers the observations of both

Pouchet and Pasteur open to objections upon the ground of their

employment of very low powers. Many of the germs figured by

Beale were viewed with an objective of one-fiftieth of an inch focal

distance, enlarging the dimensions of these organisms 2800 dia-

meters.

In such a field as this, speculation is illusory, and scientific

deductions are alone to be desired. Still the general trend of the

exposed strata is in one direction. They to whom the conservation

and transmutation of forces is an unalterable fact of physics, have

no difficulty in beUeving that there is a similar law to which the

vital forces are subject. Heat, light, and electricity are shown to

be modes of motion—interchangeable and intercurrent. The day

is, perhaps, not far distant, when it wiU be clear that contagious

and other diseases, which betray themselves by structural lesions,

depend upon the mode of motion of the bioplast. This motion is

known to be the measure of its energy. Can we not even declare

that it is the essential condition of its vitality ? Motionless bio-

plasm is dead. The transmutation of a normal to an abnormal

energy should, therefore, produce disease and ultimate death. If

this can be shown, it will be apparent that by an inversion of this

process restoration from disease occurs.

Guerin-Meneville, in a report to the French Agricultural

Society in 1849—mark the date !—gives expression to the same
general thought. " It seems clear to me," said he, " that these

granules (pebrine corpuscles) are the elements of new blood-

globules, normally produced and launched into the vascular cur-

rents of healthy worms ; but in pathological conditions they lack

certain essential elements, and are therefore arrested in the pro-

gress of development,"

Pasteur describes the mature corpuscles as brilliant of refrac-

tion and ovoid in shape. They subsequently become pyriform,

surround themselves with a double envelope, and exhibit a slight

flattening at the narrower extremity. They contain granules,

either free or adherent to the cell-wall, and these, he believes, after

their exit by rupture of the cell-envelope, serve as new centres for

the development of new corpuscles, and thus extend the disease.

The tissue of these organisms was supposed to contain sarcode.

7. Pebrine and syphilis are hereditary disorders. The
transmission of the disease of the silkworm from one generation

to another, has been the most fruitful source of evil in the pro-

pagation of the species. Unfortunately, before the microscope had
been employed in the study of the malady, sericulturists could not

be persuaded to believe that apparently healthy ova from parents
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of equal apparent health, contained the seeds of the devastation

which had blasted their hopes of profit for the preceding year.

Such, however, has been too frequently the case ; and the success

of Pasteur in totally eliminating the disease from those nurseries in

which his method was pursued, was due to his recognition of this

fact. It is not a little remarkable in this connection, to observe
that,

8. In Pebrine, as in si/phiJis, when one parent only is affected

with the disease, healthy offspring may he produced. This general
fact was demonstrated by a great number of experiments upon the

coupling of moths, in which there was undoubted evidence of cor-

puscular disease either of the male or the female. It appeared
also from these experiments, that ova entirely sound were gene-

rated occasionally by males who exhibited very extensive traces of
the malady, when assorted with females who, while they were indu-
bitably infected, yet exhibited very few of the i)athognomonic lesions

of pebrine. The experimenter explained these circumstances by
the conditions incidental to the chrysalis. If the latter became
infected with pebrine so as to exhibit corpuscles very soon after the
formation of the cocoon, the moth and its ova were almost certain

to be similarly diseased. But if this development did not occur

until near the time for the escape of the imago, then the ova of the
moth might be entirely sound. In the case of the syphilitic ovum,
similar results are said to be declared, according as infection occurs

early or late in utero-gestation.

Other analogies between these diseases obviously exist which
might be in turn the subject of comment. Such, for example, are,

the involvement of the nervous system and centres in each—the
infecundity of infected females who are liable to sterility and the

production of blighted germs ; the non-inoculability of the infec-

tious matter obtained during the later stages of each disease, and
the liability of each to complication by the advent of other

maladies.

It should be stated that Pasteur himself is disposed to regard

pebrine as analogous to pulmonary phthisis. But he is careful

to announce that in establishing a resemblance between the facts

which he has observed and those relative to diseases of the

human race, he does not speak as an expert.* The hereditary

influence of phthisis seems to have attracted his attention to this

subject.

But there are many objections to this view founded upon the

clinical history of tuberculosis. This latter disease is neither

* " Je desii-e toutefois que Ton sache bien que je parle en profane, lorsque

j'e'tablis des as3imilatii>ns entre les faits que j'ai observe's et les maladies
humaines."

VOL. XII. O
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infectious, contagious, nor inoculable.* Nor does it produce a

pathognomonic cutaneous lesion.

It is true, as stated by Pasteur, that children born of phthisical

parents may, in some instances, merely become more or less sickly,

while in others tubercle may be developed in different degrees at

various ages. But one has not to consult the statistics of con-

sumption in order to establish this diversity in the evolution of

hereditary disease. Congenital syphilis may infect the ovum, the

foetus at term, and the infant newly born or which has survived for

weeks and months. But this is not the limit of its eflfect. Massa

narrates cases in which the disease was developed between three

and eleven years of age ; Balhug, similar instances at the age of

sixteen ; Kosen, at eleven ; Baumes, at four ; Cazenave, at eighteen
;

Fournier, at twenty-five ; Zambaco, at twenty-six.f Other authors

cite cases which illustrate the same point. In the face of these

observations who will venture to say, " Thus far doth it come, and

no farther"?

In concluding the consideration of the general subject here dis-

cussed, few will refuse to concur with the opinions expressed by
Dr. William Aitken. " The diseases of the lower animals," says

this author, " rarely form any part of the study of the student of

medicine. The diseases of plants are almost entirely neglected.

Yet it is clear that until all these have been studied, and some

steps taken to generalize the results, every conclusion in pathology

regarding the nature of diseases must be the result of a limited

experience from a limited field of observation."

—

The Medical

Examiner, Chicago, July 15th, 1874.

IV.

—

On the Microscojoical Characters of the Sjputum in Phthisis.

By John Denis Macdonald, M.D., F.E.S., Stafi"-Surgeon K.N.,

Assistant Professor of Naval Hygiene, Netley Medical School.

Plates LXXVIII. and LXXIX.

It is a question whether, with all our progress in pathology, we
can satisfactorily diagnose incipient phthisis by the microscopical

characters of the sputum alone. Critically similar appearances are

presented in the sputum of chronic haemorrhagic catarrh, and in a

very frequent sequel of ordinary pneumonia. Indeed there can be

* Bouillaud states tliat " the tuberculous virus is an Jiypotliesis wliich up to

the present time rests upon no exact nor trustworthy observation ; and there does
not exist a single instance of tuberculosis of the lungs, or of any part of the body,
being produced in the human species by means of specific (virulent) inoculation."
As to contagion, the experiments of Erdt, Villemiu, Simon, Herard, and Clarke
have been shown by Lebert, Nyss, Sanderson, iind Fox, to demonstrate merely the
irritative character of subcutaneous injections of putrid matter.

t Lancereaux, ' Traite de la Syphilis.' Paris ; 1866.
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but little doubt that under the designation of Phthisis, at least

several distinct maladies are commonly included; and some of

these even tend to the destruction of the lung tissue in a manner
scarcely to be distinguished from the process of ulceration occurring
in connection with softened tubercle. Nevertheless, the detection

of this tissue in the expectoration is perhaps the clearest diagnostic

mark of phthisis that the sputa can afibrd. Professor Bennett's

case of the discovery of elastic lung tissue under the microscope,

prior to the development of true phthisical symptoms, appears to

have been followed by few, if any, other good examples of the kind.

There is, however, great promise that with improved methods of

examination, as, for instance, the process recommended and so suc-

cessfully practised by Dr. Fenwick,* much may yet be done to

elucidate this important point. It usually happens that at the

time we are able to trace such anatomical elements in the sputa,

the disease has sufficiently manifested its real nature by other

attending signs and symptoms. It seems to be generally admitted

that the characters of the elastic tissue of the air-cells are so dis-

tinctive, that there is little likelihood of anything else being mistaken
for it, and it is quite true that an experienced microscopist may not
confound other fibrous tissues with it. But the tyro must be made
aware that many things of an extraneous nature will be sure to

deceive him, unless he makes himself acquainted with the minute
anatomy of the air-cells, more esj)ecially with the microscopical

appearance and mode of distribution of their supporting fibrous tissue.

The accompanying Figs. 1 and 2, Plate LXXVIII., are selected

for the guidance of those who may not be familiar with the structure

of the air-cells. The first represents a portion of inflated and dried

lung, showing the comparative size and general disposition of the

air-cells, as seen with a half-inch power. The second was drawn
from a small portion of recent lung divested of its epithelium, and
treated with acetic acid to render the investing tissues more trans-

parent, and thus to display the fibrous basis more distinctly (mag-
nified about 300 diameters).

Should tubercular matter be deposited in the cells themselves,

or between the layers of the basement membrane in contact with

the fibrous tissue, the irritation thus induced will sooner or later

lead to inflammatory action and the development of its products,

lymph and pus. With the central softening and ultimate breaking

down of the tubercle, an ulcerative process is set up, by which frag-

ments of pulmonary tissue become detached and are expectorated

with the surrounding pus and mucus from the bronchial membrane.

Such fragments are therefore commonly to be found in the sputa

of persons affected with phthisis, and the credit of having first

discovered them by the aid of the microscope belongs to Professor

* See ' Lancet,' December 5th, 1868.

o 2
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Schroeder Van der Kolk, who in 1846 first published his obser-

vations on the subject, and gave a fresh impetus to the labours of

Dr. Andrew Clarke and others in this country. How soon after

the accession of the malady, portions of lung tissue may be detected

in the sputa, is yet a question to which no definite answer can be

given, but at an advanced stage there is often very little difiiculty

in finding them. Thus Fig. 3 represents some fragments of fibrous

tissue taken from a small quantity of greenish purulent mucus
brought away with a single effort, but supposed by the patient, who
had himself been a nurse, to be of some import, judging from his own
sensations when it was expectorated. Patients frequently direct atten-

tion to particular portions of their sputa under a similar impression.

As to the various modes of discovering the presence of lung tissue

in large or small masses of sj)utum, some remarks may be made here.

First of all, some difiiculty may be experienced in removing

suggestive fiaorsels from the mass, on account of the viscid and ropy

nature of the surrounding mucus, more or less imbued with pus.

For this purpose Mr. Sansom has invented sharp spoon-blade

forceps, which will be found most effective and useful ; with this

instrument small portions may be easily taken from different parts

of the sputum, and separately examined. By careful compression

the mucus and pus corpuscles, young and old epithelial cells, may
be reduced to a thin film having a homogeneously granular appear-

ance, in the midst of which any lung tissue present may be distin-

guished by its continuity and high refractive power as compared

with that of the ground. The addition of a little acetic acid, how-

ever, will, on the principle previously explained, bring it out still

more clearly.

When the quantity of expectoration is large it may not be easy

to make a selection of suitable portions for examination, but by
boiling the whole mass in caustic alkali the ropy plasticity of the

mucus is reduced to a limpid fluidity, with the total destruction of

the mucus and pus corpuscles. Any indestructible tissue present,

such as cotton and linen fibre, the elastic tissue of beef or mutton
used as food, or, what concerns us most, the fibrous tissue, &c., of

the patient's lungs, will be deposited at the bottom of the vessel,

from whence they may be readily removed with a pipette, and placed

under the microscope. Besides the elastic tissue, which exhibits

some slight change in its appearance by this treatment, we often

find portions of the basement membrane of the air-cells and smaller

bronchi, and even fragments of the bronchial radicles themselves,

with unequivocal though faintly marked rings. (Fig. 3 a.) By
pouring the sputum thus reduced into tall conical glasses such as

are used for urinary deposits, all the solid matters will quickly settle

at the bottom, so that some little discrimination may be required
to distinguish true lung tissue from other substances with which it
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is often entangled. Moreover, the sooner the deposit is examined
the better, for by long standing, especially if there has been blood
in the sputum, light cloudy films, which first occupy the upper part

of the fluid, finally gravitate upon the tissue, and obscure it to a

considerable extent when removed with a pipette and placed under
the glass. The remedy for this, however, is shaking and reprecipi-

tation. For the operation here alluded to, a small beaker adapted
to the ring of a retort stand, a glass rod for stirring, a spirit lamp,
a bottle with solution of soda, a tall champagne glass, and a pipette,

are all the apparatus required.

"When the case is complicated with much bronchitis, the first

part of the expectoration with a fit of coughing usually consists of

frothy mucus, after which it gradually becomes more dense and
purulent, and better suited for examination. By receiving the

sputum directly into the beaker at this period, much trouble may
be saved, and there will be less chance of contracting impurities

from without.

The more ordinary components of the sputa in phthisis are re-

presented in Fig, 4, and are particularly noticed in the explanation

of the Figures. — Transactions of the St. Andreivs Medical
Graduates' Association, vol. vi.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES LXXVIII. AND LXXIX.
Plate LXXVIII.

Fig. 1.—A portion of lung, inflated and dried, in order to sliow the general
arrangement and comimrative size of the air-cells, as seen with a
half-inch power.

„ 2.—A portion of recent lung, divested of its epithelium and treated with
acetic acid, so as to show the yellovv elastic element and the nuclei
of the white fibrous tissue more distinctly,

Plate LXXIX.

„ 3.—(a) Lung tissue obtained from the sputum of a phthisical patient, by
boiling in caustic soda, as described in the text. At * are one or

two portions of minute bronchial tulies, with the rings faintly but
unequivocally visible.

(6) Another specimen from the same sputum, with a strip of bronchial
basement membrane and subjacent elastic tissue.

„ 4.—The more ordinary components of phthisical sputa :

—

(fl) So-called exudation cells, filled with fatty granules, and occasionally
speckled with pigment.

(6) The liberated contents of (k), the globules in some instances running
together.

(c) Mucus-corpuscles.

(d) Pus-corpuscles.

(e) Blood-corpuscles.

(/) Epithelial scales.

{g) All the foregoing materials, with a basis of pure glairy mucus, ex-
hibiting a striated appearance ; and an alteration in "the figure of
some of the corpuscles by pressure and traction, showing the plastic

nature of their contents. The mucus, pus, exudation, and epithelial

cells are but modifications of the same essential organism.
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Y.—Blue and Violet Stainings for Vegetable Tissues.

By Christopher Johnston, M.D., Baltimore, U.S.A.

Without questioning the advantage of viewing vegetable tissues,

isolated or in section, in glycerjne or water when fret^hly obtained, I

proceed at once to point out methods by which very useful and
beautiful tinted objects of this class may be prepared and mounted
in balsam.

As in the Bessemer process, iron must be thoroughly decarbonized

and afterwards regularly dosed with carbon for the making of steel,

so all colour must be destroyed in or withdrawn from vegetable

structures before a good staining material can be successfully em-
ployed. Alcohol decolorizes, but its prolonged action crisps the

tender material ; and although the latter might take the dye, it

would not always be possible to display the vegetable web, or, in

many instances, to render it distinctly transparent. But alcohol is

extremely important, indeed, I should rather say indispensable, in

the preparation of the class of objects under consideration. For
whatever may have been the early steps of several processes, alcoholic

saturation must precede balsamic embalming.
With our present intention recent plant structures may be studied

in two conditions, first, in that requiring the section-cutter, and,

secondly, in their natural form. And this, without taking into

account the ultimate dissection accomplished by the knife, by needles,

by acids, or by alkalies. As a preliminary to the first it is only

necessary to keep fresh specimens of plants or parts of plants in

strong alcohol, in which, after the lapse of a month or two, colour

will oftentimes entirely disappear. Whereupon the desired sections

may be made, tinted if they be sufficiently blanched, and mounted
at once.

For tinting such sections I have used the lilac fluid of Thiersch

as given in Frey, a double strength lilac fluid, a dilution of the

hematoxylin staining fluid of Dr. J. W, S. Arnold of New York,

as published in the ' Lens ' of July 1872, and aqueous solution of

aniline blue which I obtained ready made and labelled Blue ink of

F. G. Bower and Co., New York. I much prefer the two latter'

because distinct carmine stainings fatigue the eye when studied at

night, while the lilac of logwood, but especially the delicate blue

purple of the aniline, are most agreeable and not fatiguing at all.

Arnold's fluid is prepared as follows :
—" The ordinary logwood

extract is finely pulverized in a mortar, and about three times its

bulk of alum (in powder) added ; the two ingredients are well rubbed
up together, and mixed with a small quantity of distilled water.

The complete admixture of the alum and haematoxylin is necessary,

and this will require fifteen or twenty minutes' vigorous trituration.
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More water may now be poured on, and the solution, after filtration,

should present a clear, somewhat dark violet colour. If a dirty red

be obtained more alum must be incorporated and the mixture again

filtered. After standing several days add 75 per cent, alcohol in

the proportion of two drachms to one ounce of the fluid. Should a

scum form on the surface of the liquid at any time, a few drops of

alcohol and careful filtering will be all that is required.

This fluid colours very rapidly, requiring but a few minutes,

whereas, if a slower tinting be desired, the fluid may be diluted with

a mixture of one part alcohol and three parts water.*

Aniline blue, of which there are several shades, may be

dissolved in distilled water. A 1 per cent, solution, to which a

small quantity of alcohol and a trace of oxalic acid have been added,

answers admirably. For convenience I use '' Bower's Blue Ink,"

slightly acidulated with oxalic acid. The tint is exactly that of

Eobert Dale and Co.'s Soluble Blue, No. 3.

The hsematoxylin colour will not wash out, but the aniline

blue will do so unless precaution be taken.

Having prepared suitable sections of parts having been kept in

alcohol, place them in a very weak dilution of Arnold's fluid, and
watching the result, transfer the morsel to dilute alcohol for wash-

ing, and afterwards to strong alcohol in anticipation of mounting.

Or immerse the sections in the aniline fluid for five or ten

minutes, or longer; watch the result; wash in strong alcohol, and
drop them into absolute alcohol.

The logwood stainings may be mounted at pleasure ; but the

aniline dyeings ought to be rendered transparent in oil colours

as soon as possible, and mounted speedily in a moderately thin

solution of old hard balsam. If it be intended to display the

general structure let the tint be decided ; but if it be wished to

give prominence to the vessels, for instance, a faint blue only

should suggest the other parts.

A weight of a fourth or half-ounce ought to be placed on the

cover for a week.

The treatment of thin leaves, or of fresh green sections, is

entirely diflerent. Colour must first be removed, or else staining

would be of little service. The bleaching is to be accomplished

through the agency of Labarraque's solution of chlorinated soda, in

which the objects ought to be macerated, and suftered to remain

until perfectly achromatic and transparent. Immediately thereafter

others must be transferred to distilled water for an hour or two,

and then to a 3 per cent, solution of oxalic acid in 50 per cent,

alcohol, which neutralizes the soda and disposes the tissue to accept

the aniline dye.

* Soluble Blue, No. 3, Robert Dale and Co., Hulme, Manchester, Englaud.
Soluble Blue, Simpson and Maulc, Londoa.
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At the operator's pleasure the chlorinated leaves may be soaked

in pure water for an hour, and afterwards in a 3 per cent, aqueous

solution of alum, in preparation for the logivood staining.

If the aniline blue dye be chosen, let the acidulated leaves be

immersed in the blue fluid, and soaked for twenty or thirty

minutes. Upon being withdrawn their colour will be found to be

very intense, but washing in 90 per cent, alcohol for half a minute

will remove superfluous aniline, a,nd a final bath in absolute alcohol

will in a few minutes prepare the object for being soaked in oil

of cloves. With a bent platinum spatula the transparent prepara-

tions must be laid upon a slide, receive a liberal quantity of a

solution of old balsam in chloroform poured upon it, and be covered

with thin glass, on which a small weight is to be placed.

In the course of a month or two the excess of balsam may be

cleaned ofi", but the slide should bear a provisional label before the

specimen is mounted.

The hsematoxylin staining is, perhaps, rather more successful

than the anihne, and its violet tinge is very beautiful indeed. Let the

transparent leaves or sections be transferred from the alum solution,

after a short residence, to Arnold's fluid undiluted. At the end of

five minutes remove one object and wash it in the alum solution

;

if not decidedly or sufficiently tinted return to the fluid and examine

it again at the end of another five minutes ; and when, finally, the

whole of the object shall have been evenly and distinctly coloured,

it must be dropped into the alum solution for a minute or two, and

then into 75 per cent, alcohol, in which the former dull red colour

will change to a lovely violet. In many cases the fluid, diluted

with 25 per cent, alcohol, will make a better staining, but, of course,

the object must have a longer exposure.

For mounting immerse in absolute alcohol, then in oil of cloves,

and finally embalm in the chloriform solution of old Canada balsam.

If the foregoing directions be strictly followed there will be no
difficulty with the logwood stainings ; but to secure good aniline

preparations all the steps of the process must be done completely

but with all possible dispatch, therein lies a secret of success.

It is, perhaps, somewhat out of place in this paper to speak of

stainings of animal tissues ; but I beg to say that my results have

not, hitherto, been very satisfactory as regards aniline colours;

while, on the contrary, carmine has always succeeded perfectly,

and Arnold's fluid most beautifully, with sections of the nervous

centres.
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VI.

—

A Physicist on Evolution : being a part of Peofessor

Tyndall's Address to the British Association at Belfast.

Bishop Butler accepted with unwavering trust the chronology

of the Old Testament, describing it as " confirmed by the natural

and civil history of the world, collected from common historians,

from the state of the earth, and from the late inventions of arts

and sciences." These words mark progress : they must seem

somewhat hoary to the Bishop's successors of to-day.* It is

hardly necessary to inform you that since his time the domain of

the naturalist has been immensely extended—the whole science

of geology, with its astounding revelations regarding the life of

the ancient earth, having been created. The rigidity of old con-

ceptions has been relaxed, the public mind being rendered gradu-

ally tolerant of the idea that not for six thousand, nor for sixty

thousand, nor for six thousand thousand, but for seons embracing

untold millions of years, this earth has been the theatre of life

and death. The riddle of the rocks has been read by the geolo-

gist and palaeontologist, from sub-cambrian depths to the deposits

thickening over the sea-bottoms of to-day. And upon the leaves

of that stone book are, as you know, stamped the characters,

plainer and surer than those formed by the ink of history, which

carry the mind back into abysses of past time, compared with

which the periods which satisfied Bishoj) Butler cease to have a

visual angle. Everybody now knows this ; all men admit it

;

still, when they were first broached, these verities of science found

loud-tongued denunciators, who proclaimed, not only their base-

lessness considered scientifically, but their immorality considered

as questions of ethics and religion : the Book of Genesis had

stated the question in a different fashion ; and science must

necessarily go to pieces when it clashed with this authority. And
as the seed of the thistle produces a thistle, and nothing else, so

these objectors scatter their germs abroad, and reproduce their

kind, ready to play again the part of their intellectual progenitors,

to show the same virulence, the same ignorance, to achieve for

a time the same success, and finally to sufler the same inexorable

defeat. Sure the time must come at last when human natiu-e in

its entirety, whose legitimate demands it is admitted science alone

cannot satisfy, will find interpreters and expositors of a different

stamp from those rash and ill-informed persons who have been

hitherto so ready to hurl themselves against every new scientific

* Only to some ; for there arc dignitaries who even now speak of the earth's

rocky crust as so much buildiug material ]jreparcd for man at the Creation.

Surely it is time that tliis loose language should cease.
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revelation, lest it should endanger wliat they are pleased to con-

sider theirs.

The lode of discovery once struck, those petrified forms in

which life was at one time active, increased to multitudes and

demanded classification. The general fact soon became evident

that none hut the simplest forms of life lie lowest down, that as

we climb higher and higher among the superimposed strata more

perfect forms appear. The change, however, from form to form

was not continuous—but by steps, some small, some great. " A
section," says Mr. Huxley, " a hundred feet thick will exhibit at

different heights a dozen species of ammonite, none of which

passes beyond its particular zone of limestone, or clay, into the

zone below it or into that above it." In the presence of such

facts it was not possible to avoid the question, Have these forms,

showing, though in broken stages and with many irregularities,

this unmistakable general advance, been subjected to no continuous

law of growth or variation ? Had our education been purely scien-

tific, or had it been sufficiently detached from influences which, how-

ever ennobling in another domain, have always proved hindrances

and delusions when introduced as factors into the domain of physics,

the scientific mind never could have swerved from the search for a

law of growth, or allowed itself to accept the antliropomorphisui

which regarded each successive stratum as a kind of mechanic's

bench for the manufacture of the new species out of all relation to

the old.

Biassed, however, by their previous education, the great ma,jority

of naturalists invoked a special creative act to account for the ap-

pearance of each new group of organisms. Doubtless there were

numbers who were clear-headed enough to see that this was no

explanation at all, that in point of fact it was an attempt, by the

introdiiction of a greater difficulty, to account for a less. But
having nothing to offer in the way of explanation, they for the

most part held their peace. Still the thoughts of reflecting men
naturally and necessarily simmered round the question. De Maillet,

a contemporary of Newton, has been brought into notice by Prof.

Huxley as one who " had a notion of the modifiability of living

forms." In my frequent conversations with him, the late Sir Ben-

jamin Brodie, a man of highly philosophical mind, often drew my
attention to the fact that, as early as 1794, Charles Darwin's

grandfather was the pioneer of Charles Darwin. In 1801, and in

subsequent years, the celebrated Lamarck, who produced so pro-

found an impression on the public mind through the vigorous

exposition of his views by the author of ' Vestiges of Creation,'

endeavoured to show the development of species out of changes of

habit and external condition. In 1813, Dr. Wells, the founder of

our present theory of dew, read before the Eoyal Society a paper in
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which, to use the words of Mr. Darwin, " he distinctly recognizes

the principle of natural selection ; and this is the first recognition

that has heen indicated." The thoroughness and skill with which

Wells pursued his work, and the obvious independence of his

character, rendered him long ago a favourite with me ; and it gave

me the liveliest pleasure to alight upon this additional testimony to

his penetration. Prof. Grant, ]\Ir. Patrick Matthew, Von Buch,
the author of the ' Vestiges,' D'Halloy, and others,* by the enun-

ciation of views more or less clear and correct, showed that the

question had been fermenting long prior to the year 1858, when
Mr. Darwin and Mr. Wallace simultaneously but independently

placed their closely concurrent views upon the subject before the

Linnean Society.

These papers were followed in 1859 by the publication of the

first edition of ' The Origin of Species.' All great things come
slowly to the birth. Copernicus, as I informed you, pondered his

great work for thirty-three years. Newton for nearly twenty years

kept the idea of Gravitation before his mind ; for twenty years also

he dwelt upon his discovery of Fluxions, and doubtless would have

continued to make it the object of his private thought had he not

found that Leibnitz was upon his track. Darwin for two-and-

twenty years pondered the problem of the origin of species, and

doubtless he would have continued to do so had he not found

Wallace upon his track.f A concentrated but full and powerful

epitome of his labours was the consequence. The book was by no
means an easy one ; and probably not one in every score of those

who then attacked it had read its pages through, or were competent

to grasp their significance if they had. I do not say this merely

to discredit them ; for there were in those days some really eminent

scientific men, entirely raised above the heat of popular prejudice,

willing to accept any conclusion that science had to offer, provided

it was duly backed by fact and argument, and who entirely mistook

Mr. Darwin's views. In fact the work needed an expounder : and

it found one in Mr. Huxley. I know nothing more admirable in

the way of scientific exposition than those early articles of his on the

origin of species. He swept the curve of discussion through the

really significant points of the subject, enriched his exposition witli

profound original remarks and reflections, often summing up in

a single pithy sentence an argument which a less compact mind
would have spread over pages. But there is one impression made
by the book itself which no exposition of it, however luminous, can

* In 1855 Ml-. Herbert Spencer ('Principles of Psychology,' 2nd edit., vol. i.,

p. 465) expressed " the belief that life under all its forms has arisen by an un-
broken evolution, and through the instrumentality of what are called natural

causes.

t The behaviour of Mr. Wallace in relation to this subject has been dignified

ill the highest degree.
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convey; and tliat is the impression of the vast amount of labour,

both of observation and of thought, imphed in its production. Let

us glance at its principles.

It is conceded on all hands that what are called varieties are

continually produced. The rule is probably without exception.

No chick and no child is in all respects and particulars the coun-

terpart of its brother or sister; and in such differences we have
" variety" incipient. No naturalist could tell how far this variation

could be carried ; but the great mass of them held that never by
any amount of internal or external change, nor by the mixture of

both, could the offspring of the same progenitor so far deviate from

each other as to constitute different species. The function of the

experimental philosopher is to combine the conditions of nature and
to produce her results ; and this was the method of Dtirwin.* He
made himself acquainted with what could, without any matter of

doubt, be done in the way of producing variation. He associated

himself with pigeon-fanciers—bought, begged, kept, and observed

every breed that he could obtain. Though derived from a common
stock, the diversities of these pigeons were such that " a score of

them might be chosen which, if shown to an ornithologist, and he

were told that they were wild birds, would certainly be ranked by
him as well-defined species." The simple principle which guides

the pigeon-fancier, as it does the cattle-breeder, is the selection of

some variety that strikes his fancy, and the propagation of this

variety by inheritance. With his eye still upon the particular

appearance which he wishes to exaggerate, he selects it as it

reappears in successive broods, and thus adds increment to incre-

ment until an astonishing amount of divergence from the parent

type is effected. Man in this case does not produce the elements of

the variation. He simply observes them, and by selection adds

them together until the required result has been obtained. " No
man," says Mr. Darwin, " would ever try to make a fantail till he

saw a pigeon with a tail developed in some slight degree in an

unusual manner, or a pouter until he saw a pigeon with a crop of

unusual size." Thus nature gives the hint, man acts upon it, and
by the law of inlieritance exaggerates the deviation.

Having thus satisfied himself by indubitable facts that the

organization of an animal or of a plant (for pirecisely the same
treatment applies to j)lants) is to some extent plastic, he passes

from variation under domestication to variation under nature.

Hitherto we have dealt with the adding together of small changes

by the conscious selection of man. Can Nature thus select?

Mr. Darwin's answer is, "Assuredly she can." The number of

* The first step only towards experimental demon stration Ims lieen taken.

Experiments now begun might, a couple of centuries hence, furnish data of incal-

culable value, which ought to bo supplied to the science of the future.
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living tilings produced is far in excess of the number that can be

supported ; hence at some period or other of their Hves there

must be a struggle for existence ; and what is the infallible result ?

If one organism were a perfect copy of the other in regard to

strength, skill, and agility, external conditions would decide. But
this is not the case. Here we have the fact of variety offering

itself to nature, as in the former instance it offered itself to man

;

and those varieties which are least competent to cope with sur-

rounding conditions will infallibly give way to those that are com-

petent. To use a familiar proverb, the weakest comes to the wall.

But the triumphant fraction again breeds to over-production, trans-

mitting the qualities which secured its maintenance, but transmitting

them in different degrees. The struggle for food again supervenes,

and those to whom the favourable quality has been transmitted in

excess will assuredly triumph. It is easy to see that we have here

the addition of increments favourable to the individual still more
rigorously carried out than in the case of domestication ; for not

only are unfavourable specimens not selected by nature, but they

are destroyed. This is what Mr. Darwin calls " natural selection,"

which " acts by the preservation and accumulation of small inherited

modifications, each profitable to the preserved being." With this

idea he interpenetrates and leavens the vast store of facts that he

and others have collected. We cannot, without shutting our eyes

through fear or 23rejudice, fail to see that Darwin is here dealing,

not with imaginary, but with true causes ; nor can we fail to

discern what vast modifications may be produced by natural selec-

tion in periods sufficiently long. Each individual increment may
resemble what mathematicians call a " differential " (a quantity

indefinitely small) ; but definite and great changes may obviously be

produced by the integration of these infinitesimal quantities through

practically infinite time.

If Darwin, like Bruno, rejects the notion of creative power
acting after human fashion, it certainly is not because he is un-

acquainted with the numberless exquisite adaptations on which this

notion of a supernatural artificer was founded. His book is a

repository of the most startling facts of this descrij^tion. Take the

marvellous observation which he cites from Dr. Criiger, where
a bucket with an aperture, serving as a spout, is formed in an
orchid. Bees visit the flower : in eager search of material for their

combs they push each other into the bucket, the drenched ones

escaping from their involuntary bath by the spout. Here they rub

theu' backs against the viscid stigma of the flower and obtain glue

;

then against the pollen-masses, which are thus stuck to the back of the

bee and carried away. " When the bee, thus provided, flies to another

flower, or to the same flower a second time, and is pushed by its

comrades into the bucket, and then crawls out by the passage, the
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pollen-mass upon its back necessarily conies first into contact with

the viscid stigma," which takes up the pollen ; and this is how that

orchid is fertilized. Or take this other case of the Catasetum. " Bees
visit these flowers in order to gnaw the labellum ; on doing this they

inevitably touch a long, tapering, sensitive projection. This, when
touched, transmits a sensation or vibration to a certain membrane,
which is instantly ruptured, setting free a spring by which the

pollen-mass is shot forth like an arrow in the right direction, and
adheres by its viscid extremity to the back of the bee." In this

way the fertilizing pollen is spread abroad.

It is the mind thus stored with the choicest materials of the

teleologist that rejects teleology, seeking to refer these wonders to

natural causes. They illustrate, according to him, the method of

nature, not the " technic " of a man-like artificer. The beauty of

flowers is due to natural selection. Those that distinguish them-
selves by vividly contrasting colours from the surrounding green

leaves are most readily seen, most frequently visited by insects,

most often fertilized, and hence most favoured by natural selection.

Coloured berries also readily attract the attention of birds and
beasts, which feed upon them, spread their manured seeds abroad,

thus giving trees and shrubs possessing such berries a greater

chance in the struggle for existence.

With profound analytic and synthetic skill, Mr. Darwin inves-

tigates the cell-making instinct of the hive-bee. His method of

dealing with it is representative. He falls back from the more
perfectly to the less perfectly developed instinct—from the hive-bee

to the humble-bee, which uses its own cocoon as a comb, and to

classes of bees of intermediate skill, endeavouring to show how the

passage might be gradually made from the lowest to the highest.

The saving of wax is the most important point in the economy of

bees. Twelve to fifteen pounds of dry sugar are said to be needed

for the secretion of a single pound of wax. The quantities of nectar

necessary for the wax must therefore be vast ; and every improve-

ment of constructive instinct which results in the saving of wax is

a direct profit to the insect's life. The time that would otherwise

be devoted to the making of wax is now devoted to the gathering

and storing of honey for winter food. He passes from the humble-

bee with its rude cells, through the Melipona with its more artistic

cells, to the hive-bee with its astonishing architecture. The bees

place themselves at equal distances apart upon the wax, sweep and

excavate equal spheres round the selected points. The spheres

intersect, and the planes of intersection are built up with thin

laminae. Hexagonal cells are thus formed. This mode of treating

such questions is, as I have said, representative. He habitually

retires from the more perfect and complex, to the less perfect and
simple, and carries you with him through stages of perfecting, adds
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increment to increment of infinitesimal change, and in this way
gradually breaks down your reluctance to admit that the exquisite

climax of the whole could be .\ result of natural selection.

Mr. Darwin shirks no difficulty ; and, saturated as the subject

was with his own thought, he must have known, better than his

critics, the weakness as well as the strength of his theory. This
of course would be of little avail were his object a temporary
dialectic victory instead of the establishment of a truth which he
means to be everlasting. But he takes no pains to disguise the

weakness he has discerned ; nay, he takes every pains to bring it

into the strongest light. His vast resources enable him to cope
with objections started by himself and others, so as to leave the

final impression upon the reader's mind that if they be not com-
pletely answered they certainly are not fatal. Their negative force

being thus destroyed, you are free to be influenced by the vast

positive mass of evidence he is able to bring before you. This
largeness of knowledge and readiness of resource render Mr.
Darwin the most terrible of antagonists. Accomplished naturalists

have levelled heavy and sustained criticisms against him—not
always with the view of fairly weighing his theory, but with the
express intention of exposing its weak points only. This does not
irritate him. He treats every objection with a soberness and
thoroughness which even Bishop Butler might be proud to imitate,

surrounding each fact with its appropriate detail, placing it in its

proper relations, and usually giving it a significance which, as long
as it was kept isolated, failed to appear. This is done without a
trace of ill-temper. He moves over the subject with the passionless

strength of a glacier ; and the grinding of the rocks is not always
without a counterpart in the logical pulverization of the objector.

But though in handhng this mighty theme all passion has been
stilled, there is an emotion of the intellect incident to the discern-

ment of new truth which often colours and warms the pages of

Mr. Darwin. His success has been great ; and this imphes not
only the solidity of his work, but the preparedness of the public

mind for such a revelation. On this head a remark of Agassiz
impressed me more than anything else. Sprung from a race of

theologians, this celebrated man combated to the last the theory
of natural selection. One of the many times I had the pleasure of

meeting him in the United States was at Mr. Winthrop's beautiful

residence at Brookline, near Boston. Eising from luncheon, we all

halted as if by a common impulse in front of a window, and con-

tinued there a discussion which had been started at table. The
maple was in its autumn glory; and the exquisite beauty of the

scene outside seemed, in my case, to interpenetrate without dis-

turbance the intellectual action. Earnestly, almost sadly, Agassiz
turned and said to the gentlemen standing round, " I confess that
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I was not prepared to see this theory received as it has been by
the best intellects of our time. Its success is greater than I could

have thought possible."

lu our day great generalizations have been reached. The theory

of the origin of species is but one of them. Another, of still wider

grasp and more radical significance, is the doctrine of the Conserva-

tion of Energy, the ultimate philosophical issues of which are as

yet but dimly seen—that doctrine which "binds nature fast in

fate " to an extent not hitherto recognized, exacting from every

antecedent its equivalent consequent, from every consequent its

equivalent antecedent, and bringing vital as well as physical pheno-

mena under the dominion of that law of causal connection which, as

far as the human understanding has yet pierced, asserts itself

everywhere in nature. Long in advance of all definite experiment

upon the subject, the constancy and indestructibility of matter had
been affirmed ; and all subsequent experience justified the affirma-

tion. Later researches extended the attribute of indestructibility to

force. This idea, applied in the first instance to inorganic, rapidly

embraced organic nature. The vegetable world, though drawing

almost all its nutriment from invisible sources, was proved incom-

petent to generate anew either matter or force. Its matter is for

the most part transmuted air; its force transformed solar force.

The animal world was proved to be equally uncreative, all its

motive energies being referred to the combustion of its food. The
activity of each animal as a whole was proved to be the transferred

activities of its molecules. The muscles were shown to be stores of

mechanical force, potential until unlocked by the nerves, and then

resulting in muscular contractions. The speed at which messages

fly to and fro along the nerves was determined, and found to be,

not as had been previously supposed, equal to that of light or

electricity, but less than the speed of a flying eagle.

This was the work of the physicist : then came the conquests

of the comparative anatomist and physiologist, revealing the

structure of every animal, and the function of every organ in the

whole biological series, from the lowest zoophyte up to man. The
nervous system had been made the object of profound and continued

study, the wonderful and, at bottom, entirely mysterious controlHng

power which it exercises over the whole organism, physical and
mental, being recognized more and more. Thought could not be

kept back from a subject so profoundly suggestive. Besides the

physical life dealt with by Mr. Darwin, there is a psychical life

presenting similar gradations, and asking equally for a solution.

How are the different grades and orders of mind to be accounted

for ? What is the principle of growth of that mysterious power
which on our j)lanet culminates in Keason ? These are questions

which, though not thrusting themselves so forcibly upon the atten-
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tion of the general public, had not only occupied many reflecting

minds, but had been formally broached by one of them before the
' Origin of Species ' appeared.

The origination of life is a point lightly touched upon, if at

all, by Mr. Darwin and Mr. Spencer. Diminishing gradually the

number of progenitors, Mr. Darwin comes at length to one " pri-

mordial form "
; but he does not say, as far as I remember, how he

supposes this form to have been introduced. He quotes with satisfac-

tion the words of a celebrated author and divine who had " gradually

learnt to see that it is just as noble a conception of the Deity to

believe He created a few original forms, capable of self-development

into other and needful forms, as to believe that He required a fresh

act of creation to supply the voids caused by the action of His laws."

What Mr. Darwin thinks of this view of the introduction of life I

do not know. Whether he does or does not introduce his " primor-

dial form " by a creative act, I do not know. But the question

will inevitably be asked, " How came the form there ? " With
regard to the diminution of the number of created forms, one does

not see that much advantage is gained by it. The anthropo-

morphism, which it seemed the object of Mr. Darwin to set aside,

is as firmly associated with the creation of a few forms as with

the creation of a multitude. We need clearness and thoroughness

here. Two courses, and two only, are possible. Either let us

open our doors freely to the conception of creative acts, or abandon-

ing them, let us radically change our notions of matter. If we
look at matter as pictured by Democritus, and as defined for gene-

rations in our scientific text-books, the absolute impossibility of any
form of life coming out of it would be sufficient to render any other

liypothesis preferable ; but the definitions of matter given in our

text-books were intended to cover its purely physical and mechanical

properties. And taught as we have been to regard these definitions

as complete, we naturally and rightly reject the monstrous notion

that out of such matter any form of life could possibly arise. But
are the definitions complete ? Everything depends on the answer

to be given to this question. Trace the hne of life backwards, and

see it approaching more and more to what we call the purely phy-

sical condition. We reach at length those organisms which I have

compared to drops of oil suspended in a mixture of alcohol and
water. We reach the frotogenes of Haeckel, in which we have "a
type distinguishable from a fragment of albumen only by its finely

granular character." Can we pause here ? We break a magnet
and find two poles in each of its fragments. We continue the pro-

cess of breaking, but however small the parts, each carries with it,

though enfeebled, the polarity of the whole. And when we can

break no longer, we prolong the intellectual vision to the polar

molecules. Are we not urged to do something similar in the case
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of life ? Is there not a temptation to close to some extent with

Lucretius, when he affirms that " Nature is seen to do all things

sj^ntaneously of herself -without the meddling of the gods " ? or

with Bruno, when he declares that matter is not " that mere empty

caimcUy which philosophers have pictured her to be, hut the uni-

versal mother who brings forth all things as the fruit of her own
womb " ? The questions here raised are inevitable. They are

approaching us with accelerated speed, and it is not a matter of

indifference whether they are introduced with reverence or irreve-

rence. Abandoning all disguise, the confession that I feel bound
to make before you is that I prolong the vision backward across

the boundary of the experimental evidence, and discern in that

matter, which we in our ignorance, and notwithstanding our

professed reverence for its Creator, have hitherto covered with

opprobrium, the promise and potency of every form and quality

of life.

The " materialism " here enunciated may be different from what
you suppose, and I therefore crave your gracious patience to the

end. " The question of an external world," says Mr. J. S, Mill,

" is the great battle-ground of metaphysics." * Mr. Mill himself

reduces external phenomena to " possibilities of sensation." Kant,

as we have seen, made time and space " forms " of our own in-

tuitions. Fichte, having first by the inexorable logic of his under-

standing proved himself to be a mere link in that chain of eternal

causation which holds so rigidly in nature, violently broke the chain

by making natui'e, and all that it inherits, an apparition of his own
mind.t And it is by no means easy to combat such notions. For
when I say I see you, and that I have not the least doubt about it,

the reply is, that what I am really conscious of is an affection of my
own retina. And if I urge that I can check my sight of you by
touching you, the retort would be that I am equally transgressing

the limits of fact ; for what I am really conscious of is, not that you
are there, but that the nerves of my hand have undergone a change.

All we hear, and see, and touch, and taste, and smell, are, it would
be urged, mere variations of our own condition, beyond which, even

to the extent of a hair's breadth, we cannot go. That anything

answering to our impressions exists outside of ourselves is not a

fad, but an inference, to which all validity would be denied by an
idealist like Berkeley, or by a sceptic like Hume. Mr. Spencer
takes another line. "With him, as with the uneducated man, there

is no doubt or question as to the existence of an external world.

But he differs from the uneducated, who think that the world really

is what consciousness represents it to be. Our states of conscious-

ness are mere symbols of an outside entity which produces them
and determines the order of their succession, but the real nature of

* ' Examination of Hamilton,' p. 154. t ' Bestimmung rles Menschen.'
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which we can never know.* In fact the whole process of evolution

is the manifestation of a Power absolutely inscrutable to the intellect

of man. As Httle in our day as in the days of Job can man by
searching find this Power out. Considered fundamentally, it is by
the operation of an insoluble mystery that life is evolved, species

diflferentiated, and mind unfolded from their prepotent elements in

the immeasurable past. There is, you will observe, no very rank
materialism here.

The strength of the doctrine of evolution consists, not in an
experimental demonstration (for the subject is hardly accessible to

this mode of proof), but in its general harmony with the method of

nature as hitherto known. From contrast, moreover, it derives

enormous relative strength. On the one side we have a theory (if

it could with any propriety be so called) derived, as were the

theories referred to at the beginning of this address, not from the
study of nature, but from the observation of men—a theory which
converts the Power whose garment is seen in the visible universe

into an Artificer, fashioned after the human model, and acting by
broken efforts as man is seen to act. On the other side we have
the conception that all we see around us, and all we feel within us
—the phenomena of physical nature as well as those of the human
mind—have their unsearchable roots in a cosmical life, if I dare
apply the term, an infinitesimal span of which only is offered to

the investigation of man. And even this span is only knowable in

part. We can trace the development of a nervous system, and
correlate with it the parallel phenomena of sensation and thought.

We see with undoubting certainty that they go hand in hand. But
we try to soar in a vacuum the moment we seek to comprehend the
connection between them. An Archimedean fulcrum is here required

which the human mind cannot command; and the effort to solve

the problem, to borrow an illustration from an illustrious friend of

mine, is like the effort of a man trying to lift himself by his own
waistband. All that has been here said is to be taken in connection

with this fundamental truth. When " nascent senses " are spoken
of, when " the differentiation of a tissue at first vaguely sensitive all

* In a paper, at onne popular and protbuncl, entitled " Recent Progi-ess in the
Theory of Vision," contained in the volume of letters by Hehnlioltz, published by
Longmans, this symbolism of our states of consciousness is also dwelt upon. The
impressions of sense are the mere siijns of external things. In this paper Helm-
holtz contends strongly against the view that tlie consciousness of space is inborn ;

and he evidently doubts the power of tlie chick to pick up grains of coin without
some preliminary lessons. On this point, he says, further expeiiments are needed.
Such experiments have been since made by Mr. Spalding, aided, I believe, in some
of his observations by the accomplished and deeply-lamented Lady Amberley ; and
they seem to prove conclusively that the chick does not need a single moment's
tuition to teach it to stand, run, govern the muscles of its eyes, and peck. Helm-
holtz, however, is contending against the notion of pre-established harmony;
and I am not aware of his views as to the organization of experiences of race
or breed.
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over " is spoken of, and when these processes are associated with
" the modification of an organism by its environment," the same

parallehsm, without contact, or even approach to contact, is imphed.

There is no fusion possible between the two classes of facts—no

motor energy in the intellect of man to carry it without logical

rupture from the one to the other.

Further, the doctrine of evolution derives man, in his totality,

from the interaction of organiwrn and environment through count-

less ages past. The human understanding, for example—the faculty

which Mr. Spencer has turned so skilfully round upon its own
antecedents— is itself a result of the play between organism and
environment through cosmic ranges of time. Never surely did pre-

Bcription plead so irresistible a claim. But then it comes to pass

that, over and above his understanding, there are many other things

appertaining to man whose prescriptive rights are quite as strong

as that of the understanding itself. It is a result, for example, of

the play of organism and environment that sugar is sweet and that

aloes are bitter, that the smell of henbane differs from the per-

fume of a rose. Such facts of consciousness (for which, by the way,

no adequate reason has ever yet been rendered) are quite as old as

the understanding itself; and many other things can boast an
equally ancient origin. Mr. Spencer at one place refers to that

most powerful of passions—the amatory passion—as one which,

when it fii'st occurs, is antecedent to all relative experience what-

ever ; and we may pass its claim as being at least as ancient and as

vahd as that of the understanding itself. Then there are such

things woven into the texture of man as the feeling of awe,

reverence, wonder—and not alone the sexual love just referred to,

but the love of the beautiful, physical, and moral, in nature, poetry,

and art. There is also that deep-set feeling which, since the earliest

dawn of history, and probably for ages prior to all history, incor-

porated itself in the religions of the world. You who have escaped

from these religions in the high-and-dry light of the understanding

may deride them ; but in so doing you deride accidents of form

merely, and fail to touch the immovable basis of the religious senti-

ment in the emotional nature of man. To yield this sentiment

reasonable satisfaction is the problem of problems at the present

hour. And grotesque in relation to scientific culture as many of

the religions of the world have been and are— dangerous, nay, de-

structive, to the dearest privileges of freemen as some of them un-

doubtedly have been, and would, if they could, be again—it will be

wise to recognize them as the forms of force, mischievous, if per-

mitted to intrude on the region of knowledge, over which it holds

no command, but capable of being guided by liberal thought to

noble issues in the region of emotion, which is its proper sphere.

It is vain to oppose this force with a view to its extirpation. What
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we should oppose, to the death if necessaiy, is every attempt to

found upon this elemental bias of man's nature a system which
should exercise despotic sway over his intellect. I do not fear any
such consummation. Science has already to some extent leavened

the world, and it will leaven it more and more. I should look

upon the mild light of science breaking in upon the minds of the

youth of Ireland, and strengthening gradually to the perfect day,

as a surer check to any intellectual or spiritual tyranny which might
threaten this island, than the laws of princes or the swords of

emperors. Where is the cause of fear ? We fought and won our

battle even in the Middle Ages : why should we doubt the issue of

a conflict now ?
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PKOGEESS OF MICEOSCOPICAL SCIENCE.

The Histology of Leucocythcemia. — In Vircliow's ' ArcLiv ' *

occurs au admirable i)apor by Professor Bolliuger, of Zurich, which
has been fully translated by the ' Medical Record ' (June 3rd), and
which we give here in part. He says that in the spleens of dogs
there occur with unusual frequency—according to his observations,

made alike on healthy and on diseased animals, in at least 10 per

cent, of all dogs—true lymi^homata. It is extremely probable that

tbese form the starting point of leucocythfemia : in the case already

related the splenic nodules were certainly present at the beginning of

the disease. In confirmation of this assumption, he can bring forward
a case observed in a dog, affording an instance of leucocythaimia in

the incipient stage, which rarely comes under observation.

A very large old male dog was brought to the veterinary school in

this place to be killed. It did not show any special signs of disease,

and shortly before death ate abundantly with good appetite. The
body was examined on May 6, 1871.

There were splenic leucocythfemia, and a large lymphoma of the

sjileen. The relation of the white to the red blood-corj)uscles in the

general circulation was 1 to 30 or 40; in the blood of the splenic

vein, 1 to 10 or 15.

The animal was rather thin. The lungs were of normal extent,

rather emphysematous, and strongly pigmented. On the left side

were some subpleural hard bodies as large as pins' heads, which on
microscopic examination were found to be bony deposits. The air-

passages were normal. There was no remarkable change in the heart.

Above the aortic valves, near the mouth of the coronary arteries,

there was a prominence of the size of a lentil, with a rough surface,

and mostly calcified : around it was distinct atheromatous thickening
of the inner coat. On opening the abdominal cavity, a tumour nearly
as large as a child's head was observed ; it was covered by the great
omentum, lay in front of the left kidney, and proceeded from the
posterior surface of the upper part of the spleen. While the spleen
itself was in other i:)arts normal, containing little blood, of a i^ale

flesh-red colour, and moderately firm, the tumour was of soft elastic

consistence, of a shining dark-violet aspect, with the peritoneal invest-

ment much distended and at several points closely adherent to tlie

omentum. On section, the tumour was found to consist of a spleni-

form dark brown-red tissue of slight consistence, having imbedded in

it numerous deposits, mostly miliary, partly whitish, partly grey and
diaphanous ; they differed in no respect from the normal Malpighian
bodies. In some parts towards the interior, these greyish-white de-
posits predominated so much over the remaining tissue as to become
confluent. On microscopic examination, the whole tumour showed all

the elements of the normal spleen ; but in place of the fine Malpighian

* Baud lis., Hcfte 3 aud 4.
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bodies, there were largo masses of lyuiplioid substance of similar

structure. The spleen itself was remarkable for its great richness in

granular blood-colouring matter and cells containing blood-corpuscles,

as well as for a great amount of small and largo fat-drops. The blood
of the splenic vein was fluid, and of a clear red colour, and contained

about one white corpuscle to ten or fifteen red ones. There was a
slighter increase of the white corpuscles in the blood of the coronary-

veins of the heart, where the proportion was about 1 to 30 or 4().

The liver was of a pale coffee colour, of normal size, and rather

anfemic. The kidneys were of usual size ; the capsule was easily

removed, and on the surface beneath it were some cicatricial contrac-

tions. The substance of the kidneys was of a clear brown colour,

and fragile. On microscOi)ic examination, there was found to be
marked fatty degeneration of the epithelium of the urinary tubules.

The bladder was full of clear yellow urine, having a neutral reaction,

and throwing down a flocculent deposit of albumen on being heated.

On microscopic examination, instead of the cylinders that were ex-

pected, there were found numerous round nucleated cells, having the

appearance of colourless blood-corpuscles, and a few spermatozoa.

The mucous membrane of the bladder and urethra was normal. The
stomach and intestine did not present any remarkable change. There
was no enlargement of the lymphatic glands anywhere.

This case of simjjle splenic leucocythaemia, in which, besides the
large lymphadenoma of the sj^leen, there was only a moderate increase

of the colourless blood-corpuscles, can, without doubt, be ajiplied in

the direction indicated above. The disease was seized in its early

stage, before it had gone on to metastasis, and to leucocythasmic

disease of other organs. The remarkable amount of colourless blood-

corpuscles in the urine, while the urinary passages were in a normal
state, may perhaps be attributed to escape of the too abundantly
formed cells into the diseased renal tissue

;
yet the simultaneous

occurrence of spermatozoids in the urine indicates that there might
possibly have been another source for these cells.

A further case of lieno-lymphatic leucocythsemia in the dog has
been observed by Siedamgrotzky, of Dresden ; * so that, in all, three

cases of leucocythaimia in the dog have been fully described. The
essential features of the case referred to were the following :

—

A four-year old spaniel, which had suffered for some time from
loss of appetite and from diarrhoea, died four days after admission
into the veterinary hospital. A large firm tumour had been detected

in the abdomen by palpation. At the necrojisy, the spleen was found
to weigh about 2f lbs. ; it was much enlarged, and was covered with
flat projections on the surface. All the lymphatic glands, especially

the mesenteric, were remarkably enlarged ; as were also the tonsils.

The proportion of white to red corpuscles in the blood was 1 to 15.

There were sanguineous effusions in the spleen, on the pericardium,

in the mucous membrane of the tonsils, and on the gums.

Siedamgrotzky also describes a slight degree of lieno-lymphatic

leucocythfemia as having been foimd in a cat which had died of internal

* Boricht iibcr das Veteriuarwesen im Kouisreich Sacbsen fiir das Jalir 1871.
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bfemorrhage. There was remarkable hyperplasia of the lymphatic
glands, and the spleen was doubled in size.

With regard to other animals, there are observations on the occur-
rence of leucocytbpsmia in pigs and horses, to which he briefly refers.

In the pig, the following three cases have been described.

Leiseriug* relates a case of leucocythaemia in a pig, whose spleen,

liver, mesenteric glands and blood, showed corresponding changes.
Further details are wanting respecting this case, which was the first

observed, and was evidently one of lieno-lymphatic leucocythsemia.

Fiirstenbergl describes a case of leucocythaemia in a pig, with enlarge-

ment of all the lymphatic glands, the spleen, and the liver. The
spleen was more than 2 lbs. in weight ; the liver, which was studded
wth leucocythsemic deposits, weighed more than 8 lbs. There was
deposition of white corpuscles in the marrow of the bones. The
blood was of a clear chocolate colour ; the white corpuscles were
enormously increased, their proportion to the red being 2 to 1.

In the case of splenic leucocythaemia in the pig to which he referred

at the beginning of this article, the spleen was much enlarged, weigh-
ing 3g- lbs. There was remarkable enlargement of the kidneys,

with leucocythfemic infiltration and extensive haemorrhages. Leuco-
cythfemic deposits were found in the liver and lungs. There was
increase of the white blood-corpuscles, their proportion to the red
being 1 to 5. The blood was of a clear red colour and watery.

Whether the lymphatic glands were affected could not be ascertained.

Microscopic examination of the hardened organs gave the following
result. The sjileeu was in a state of hyperplasia, and its tissue

presented exactly the same characters as in splenic leucdcythaemia in

man. Besides the abundant deposit of lymph-cells, there were great

increase and thickening of the normal elements of the spleen. In the

lungs, the chief seat of the leucocythaemic proliferations was the con-

nective-tissue sheaths of the arteries and bronchial tubes. The liver

not only showed a remarkable lymjihoid deposit in the connective

tissue between the acini, but also in the acini themselves there was so

great a deposit of lymphoid cells, that their number exceeded that of

the liver-cells. Finally, the kidneys were enlarged to more than
double the normal size, and were studded with haemorrhages ; they
contained so many lymph-cells that, under the microscope, the organ
presented the appearance of a lymphatic gland, the remains of the'

normal kidney being discoverable at points only in the form of

urinary tubules and Malpighiau bodies.

A number of cases of leucocythaemia in the horse are recorded in

literature ; but I pass them over, as I have not been able to convince
myself that they were cases of idiopathic leucocythaemia. In the
meantime, they all might, with greater justice, be classed among those
symptomatic and transient forms of leucocythaemia which, following
Virchow, we designate leucocytosis. Considering the known irri-

tability of the lymphatic system in the horse, and the corresponding
liability in this animal to inflammatory affections of the lymphatic

* Bericht iiber das Veterinarwesen ini Kouigreich Sachsen, 1865.

t Berliner KUaische Wochenscrift, 1870.
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vessels and glands, it may be supposed that such leucocytoses, which
consist in a temj)orary increase of the colourless blood-corpuscles, are

of frequent occurrence ; and this is indeed observed in a host of

inflammatory and other diseases affecting the horse, such as glanders,

farcy, &c. After large blood-lettings, the increase of white blood-
corpuscles in the horse may go -so far, that the coloured and colouidess

corjjuscles appear nearly equal in number.

Counting the Blood - corpuscles in cases of Transfusion.—
M. Brouardel gives, according to the ' Medical Eecord,' an interesting

report on a case of transfusion of blood in an individual dying of
prostration from incoercible vomiting after swallowing sulphuric
acid. 150 gi-ammes of blood not deiibrinized, taken from his house-
surgeon, M. Landouzy, were injected into the vein of the arm. The
immediate consequences were favourable, but in twenty-six hours a
relapse occurred, and the patient died with hepatization of the lower
lobes of the lung. The necropsy showed ulceration of the pylorus.

This observation showed this important point, that the application of

M. Malassez's new method of numeration of the blood-corpuscles *

has allowed it to be ascertained that a rapid destruction of the
elements of the blood occurs when the individual cannot repair the
incessant losses of the economy ; while, in an individual in good
health, repair is rapidly effected. Thus the jiatient had 3,200,000 red
corpuscles in the cubic millimetre of blood ; after the injection of
150 grammes of blood the figure was raised ; but thirty hours
afterwards it was again at the previous figure of 3,200,000 ; while in

M. Landouzy, who had lost 300 grammes of blood, the number of
blood-corpuscles before the bleeding was 4,300,000, immediately after

it 4,000,000, and twelve hom-s afterwards 4,100,000. M. Dujardin-
Beaumetz related a case of obstinate amemia, in which transfusion
ju-oduced a temporary benefit, as in the above case, and was twice
repeated when that effect had passed off ; the amelioration after the
third transfusion was, however, of very brief duration, and the patient

died on the following day. The results of the enumeration of the
corpuscles mentioned above, give a key to the transitory effects of
transfusion in these cases.

The Development of the Lobster.—A very good paper, which
originally appeared in the Transactions of the Connecticut Academy
(vol. vii.), is abstracted in the ' American Naturalist ' for July,
1874. It is by Mr. S. I. Smith, Assistant in the Sheffield School, New
Haven, U.S.A. It seems that the season at which the female lobsters
carry eggs varies much on different j)arts of the coast. Mr. Smith
states that lobsters from New London and Stonington, Conn., are with
eggs in April and May, while at Halifax he found them with eggs, in

which the embryos were just beginning to develop, early in September.
The writer says that he has seen them in Salem with the embryos
ready to hatch in the middle of May, and has been told by Mr. J. H.
Emerton that they also breed here in November. It is not impossible
that they breed at intervals throughout the year. This is an impor-

* ' Lomlou Medical Record,' January 8, 1873.
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tant point. At any rate tlicrc shoiild bo a close time on the coast of

New England, during April and May, and October and November.
Persons should also be fined heavily for selling lobsters with eggs

attached.

He divides the larval condition of the lobster into three stages.

The first is a little under a third of au inch long, and was found early

in July at Wood's Hole, Mass. In the second stage, the animal has

increased in size, and rudimentary appendages have appeared upon
the second to the fifth segments of the abdomen. In the thii-d stage

the animal is about half an inch long, and has begun to lose its Mysis-
like (Scliizopodal) appearance, and to assume some of the features of

. the adult.

There are probably two succeeding stages before the adult form is

attained ; one is described by our author, while the first of the two he

sui^poses to have existed, but has not yet discovered. After this the

animal ceases to swim on the surface, and late in summer seeks the

bottom. They feed on the young of various animals, the larvaa of

their Crustacea, and when much crow^led in captivity, on one another,

the stronger devoi;ring the weaker. In the first stage of the adult

form, when the animal is about three-fifths of an inch long, it still

difters from the adult so much that it w'ould be regarded as a distinct

genus, " In this stage, the young lobsters swim very rapidly by
means of the abdominal legs, and dart backwards, when disturbed, \\'ith

the caudal appendages, frequently jumping out of the water in this

way like shrimp, which their movements in the water much resemble.

Thoy appear to live a large part of the time at the surface, as in the

earlier stages, and were often seen swimming about among other

surface animals. They were frequently taken from the 8th to the

28th of July, and very likely occur much later." Mr. Smith thinks

the young pass thi-ough all the stages he describes in the course of a

single season. Those in the last stage mentioned he believes had not

been hatched from the eggs more than six weeks, and very likely a

shorter time. How long the young retain their free swimming habit

after arriving at the lobster-like form, was not ascertained.

Specimens three inches in length have acquired nearly all the

characters of the adult. The descriptions of the difierent stages arc

very detailed, and accompanied by admirable figures.

" Of all the larval stages of other genera of Crustacea of which
I have seen figures or descriptions, there are none which are closely

allied to the early stages of the lobster. Astacus, according to Rathke,
leaves the egg in a form closely resembling the adult, the cephalo-

thoracic legs having no exopodal branches, and the abdominal legs

being already developed. Of the early stages of the numerous other

genera of Astacidea and Thalassinidea scarcely anything is known,
but as far as is known, none of them appear to approach the larvfe of

the lobster. Most of the species of Crangonidie and Pala^mouida)

(among the most typical of Macrouraus), of which the development is

known, are hatched from the egg in the zoea stage, in which the five

posterior pairs of cephalothoracic appendages, or decapodal legs, are

wholly wanting, as arc also the abdominal legs, while the two anterior
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pairs of maxillij)cds, or all of them, are developed into locomotive
organs. In no period of their development do they have all the
decapodal legs furnished with natatory exopodal branches. There are

undoubtedly larval forms closely allied to those of Homarus in some of

the groups of Macrourans, although they appear to be as yet unknown.
" Notwithstanding these larval forms of the lobster seem to have

no close affinities with the known larvfe of other genera of Macroiu-ans,

they do show in many characters a very remarkable and interesting

approach to the adult Schizoijoda, particularly to the Mysidte. This
appears to me to furnish additional evidence that the Schizopods are
only degraded Macrourans much more closely allied to the Sergestidje

than to the Squilloidea."

What is a Sponge ?—This seems a more difficult question than
ever it has been. Haeckel has recently confirmed in great measure
Mr. Carter's view, that it is a collection of Amoebfe-like infusoria,

living among a framework of silicious or limestone s^iicules. A little

later than Carter, the lamented Professor H_. J. Clark, of America,
published, in 1866, a i)aper in which he maintained that the sponge
was an aggregation of flagellate infusoria, like monads of the genera
Monas, Anthophysa, Godosiga, &c. The sponge, then, in his view was a
compound protozoan animal. Now Haeckel contends that these

monads of Clark are simply cells lining the general stomach-cavity of
the sponge, each bearing a cilium or thread, and that the sponge is

not a compound infusorian, but a much more highly organized animal
related to the radiates, such as the Polyps (Hydra, &g.). He dis-

tinguishes in them a general cavity or stomach, the walls of which
consist, as in the Acalephs, of two layers (entoderm and exoderm) of
cells. He regards the sponges and Acalephte as having been evolved
from a common ancestor, which he terms Protasciis.

Quite recently the editor of the ' American Naturalist ' has
received a paper by Metschnikoff on the development of a calcareous
sponge (Sycon ciliatum). He clearly proves that Haeckel's view of the
structure of the sponges was correct, but shows that there is no real

relationship between the sijonges and radiates.

Tolcelau Bingioorm and its Fungus.—Dr. T. Fox has given in the
' Lancet ' (Aug. 29) an interesting paper on the above subject. He
says that there is a form of eruption which appears to be very common
at Samoa, the hitherto unknown cause of which he has recently been
able to discover ; and he seeks this oj)portunity of placing the main
facts in regard to it before the profession. The Rev. Dr. Turner, M.D.,
refers to the disease, in liis First Annual Report of the Samoan
Medical Mission, under the term " Tok^lau Ringworm," or " Lafa
Tokelau"; so named from its having recently been introduced to

Samoa from Tokelau or Bovvditch Island. Dr. Turner says, " It is a
scaly disease, much more like ichthyosis in its general aj^pearance
than any other disease with which I am acquainted. The scales, how-
ever, differ from those of ichthyosis, in that they are not disposed in

squares. They run in concentric circles, and may be w-ell represented
by taking a sheet of stout cardboard and shaving the upper layer of it
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in such a way as to make it coil up in circles. The rings of the

desquamated ciiticle are about a quarter of an inch apart. . . . My
impression is that it is a parasitic disease, but as yet I have not

succeeded in discovering any parasite ; nor can I speak definitely of

any treatment which has jiroved successful." It seems that the exist-

ence of the disease was noticed by the officers attached to the United

States' exploring expedition, under the command of Captain Wilkes, in

1841, who noticed it in the Kingsmill group, and spoke of it under

the designation of " Qune," and as, at some of its stages, resembling the

ringworm.
"Dr. Mullen, of H.M.S. 'Cameleon,' has," says Dr. Fox, "been

good enough to forward me some facts about the disease, through the

courtesy of the Director-General of the Navy Medical Department.

He remarks that Dr. Turner has noticed, about three hours after the

application of sidphur ointment to the skin, some winged insects

bursting through the ointment and flying away. ' On scraping the

skin there were perceived dipterous insects, somewhat smaller than

midges, others still smaller, and what appeared to be the dipterous

insects in the pupa stage. Now these are not accidental accompani-

ments, for they have been found in all cases about three hours after

the ointment has been applied ; and the Eev. Dr. Turner has procured
" scrapings " from missionaries of other islands, who, by his advice,

have used the ointment, and has always found the same insects. It is

strange,' Dr. Mullen continues, ' that before applying the ointment no

trace of these insects, nor any pustules, papules, &c., indicating the

presence of such large parasites, can be discovered. Possibly they

may exist as ova in the under surface of the scales, which become
developed on the application of the ointment ; but is not this develop-

ment too rapid even for the insecta?'
" I have received ' scrapings ' from the skin and a number of the

dipterous insects referred to in the above paragraph from Dr. Turner
;

and I now proceed very briefly to summarize the conclusions to which

I have come after a careful examination of them.
" The disease is clearly a form of ringworm (tinea), dependent

upon the growth, amongst the cuticle cells, of a vegetable fungus.

The general features of the disease, in its mode of onset, its progress,

symj)toms, and naked-eye characters, are those of an exaggerated tinea

unquestionably. There are points of difierence, I admit ; but I will

refer to these in a moment. In the ' scrapings ' of cuticle I find

abundant evidence of a vegetable fungus of a most luxuriant kind.

Tfiis fungus exists in great abundance ; but, though so plentiful, its

presence may readily be overlooked, unless a very thin layer of the

' scrapings ' is examined. Of the accompanying illustrations, one of

the figures [which we regret we do not possess] represents the fungus

magnified under a power of 500 diameters, and as drawn with the

camera. It will be noticed that the fungus elements are very large.

They bear, indeed, a resemblance to the parasite of the so-called

Eczema marginatum of the Germans. I am not at present prepared

to say whether the fungus is a modification of the trichophyton, or a

new and special one. I await further experiments, and do not propose
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therefore to give the fungus or the disease a new name. The second

figure shows the fungus as seen under a power of 1500 diameters, and
conveys a very good idea of the structure of the cell-wall of the

conidia, and the mode in which these conidia are developed within

the cell-wall of the mycelial threads. But I purposely omit entering

into any further account of the microscopic history and relationsliip of

the fungus, as my object is a practical one. Suffice it, that I have
discovered the fungus and figured its main features.

" I have been unable to detect any dipterous insects—of which I

have specimens—in the ' scrapings ' which I have examined ; and it is

clear to me that their presence is accidental, and that they are

attracted to the skin, in Tokelau ringworm, by the ointments applied

to it, and in which they become imbedded. They are not, so far as the

microscope enables me to judge, present in the diseased skin until

after ointments have been applied. Further, dipterous insects could

not, I take it, possibly cause such an eruption as Tokelau ringworm

;

and it is impossible to suppose that, in or ujion a skin in which not a

trace whatever of their presence exists, the application of a strong

parasiticide would cause the rapid development, in the space of three

hours, of a host of these dipterous insects from ova supposedly existing

in the skin, and undiscoverable by accurate means of detection. I

presume it is the fact of the non-discovery of the fungus which led to

the supposition that the diptera may be the cause of the disease. But,

now that I have demonstrated the presence of the fungus, and having
regard to the general features of the eruption in Lafa Tokelau, the

aspect of the question of the relationship of the diptera to the disease,

in the light of cause and effect, is altogether altered. I have said that,

as compared with exaggerated tinea circinata, Tokelau ringworm offers

some points of difference. I think these do not refer to essential

features of the eruption, but rather to those which are accidental

—

viz. to the infiltration and the scaliness ; and these differences are to

be explained, I think, by the greater luxuriance and amount of fungus
present, which necessarily cause a greater degree of inflammation. It

is not necessary to suppose that the fungus is a special one ; the

differences referred to will be equally accounted for if it shoufd turn

out that the parasite is a modification—a more luxuriant form than
usual—of the trichophyton."

COEKESPONDENCE.

Gundlach's ^ AND Beneche's No. 7.

To the Editw of the ^Monthly Microscopical Journal.^

Denstone College, August 24, 1874.

Sir,
—"With our brother microscopists and opticians in Germany a

favourite method of testing a i-inch objective is to try if it will show
the lines on P. nngiilatiim with perfectly straight simlight, using, of
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course, as the German fashion is, both mirror and cliaphi'agm ; and
their conclusions as to the quality of the objective under examination

are formed accordingly.

For my own part, I have for some time adopted a proceeding some-

what similar, but infinitely more trying. Instead of straight sunlight,

I employ the straight light of a common comjiosite candle, and
discard both mirror and diaphragm.

My i inch (one of Gundlach's earliest issues) will in this way not

only do all that I have seen German eighths do, with the help of sun-

light, mirror and diaphragm, but do it with greater sharpness and dis-

tinctness. I may mention that, when in the summer of 1872 I visited

Messrs. Scibert and Kraft's establishment at Charlottenburg, and
Herr Seibert showed me the above-mentioned feat with simlight, as a

grand tour de force, I took my own ^ inch out of my pocket, and
requested Herr Gundlach, who chanced to enter the room at that

moment, to try it against Herr Seibcrt's. He did so ; and the result

was a complete victory for my glass, to Gundlach's great delight,

when I informed him that the glass was one of his own manufacture.

So much for eighths.

Well, on Saturday last, L. Beneche of Berlin sent me, as I had
requested him, a specimen of his newly improved No. 7, which
corresponds to a weak English ^ inch.

I tried it the same evening, using straight candlelight and a B eye-

piece, but without mirror or diaphragm. The test aj)plied was one of

Moller's slides of P. angulatum.

Under these conditions it showed the markings on P. angtilatum

with the utmost distinctness, leaving nothing to be desired on that

score. Indeed, I preferred its performance to that of my ^ inch, with

which I compared it.

I then took out the eye-piece, and used as an eye-piece a very

indifferent 1-inch objective. This method, though resxilting in a per-

ceptible loss of light, left the definition as sharp as ever. My ^ inch,

on the other hand, broke down completely under this last test.

Then I proceeded to try Beneche's glass on a variety of other

tests, from P. halticum up to S. gemma, and in all cases with excellent

results. Its performance on S. gemma I shall leave unrecorded, as

the truth here would seem incredible. Meanwhile, its pei-formance on
P. angulatum is- a pretty " big thing " for a ^ inch ; and I shall bo
glad to hear if any of your readers can do the same with (heir

quarters.

I am yoiu's, &c.,

W. J. HiCKIE.
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Supplementary Bemarks on Appendicularia.

By Alfred Sanders, M.E.C.S.

(^Read before the Eoyal Microscopical Society, October 7, 1874.)

Plate LXXX.

At the beginning of this year I had the honour of laying before

this Society some remarks on two apparently new species of Ap-
pendicularia, belonging respectively to the genera Oikopleura and

Frittillaria ; a much larger number of specimens of the former, and

a longer time for examination, have enabled me, during the course

of this summer, not only to correct some misinterpretations of

structure, but also to add several details to my former paper.

I have, unfortunately, not been able to meet with further

specimens of the species of Frittillaria which I then described, so

that my remarks will be entirely confined to the genus Oikopleura

on the present occasion.

The species of this genus, the description of which I am now
about to complete, abounds on the south coast of England ; I have

found specimens in large quantities at Weymouth, Cowes, and
Newhaven, and it is to be presumed that they occur also in the sea

between those places.

They are best caught in a musHn net left for a short time in

the tideway a little before high water, at about the period of the

spring tides ; the plan suggested by Dr. Fol, of bailing them out

EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXXX.

Fig. 1.—Neural view of Oikopleura.

„ 2.—Haemal ,, „
The tail is not represented, and is supposed to be cut off.

A, Anus. I, 1 ; I, 2 ; Intestine.

B, Ae, External branchial aperture. In, Integument.
B, Ai, Internal „ „ M, Mouth.
E, Endostyle. N, Nerve.
G, Ganglion. O, Otolitlie.

G, E, Generative gland. Q5, (Esophagus.
Gl, Glandular bodies attached to the 01, Olfactory organ.

endostyle. R, Rectum.
H, Heart. St, Rl, Right lobe of stomach.
H, G, "Haus" gland. St, LI, Left

VOL. XII. Q
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into a large glass vessel without lifting the net entirely out of the

water, answers very well.

There appears to be some confusion with regard to the nomen-
clature of the position of the body ; Dr. Fol * and also Vogt t

term the side on which the nervous system occurs, the dorsal, and

the side to which the tail is attached, the ventral. This would be

correct in regard to the development of the Ascidia in reference to the

vertebrate type of structure. In Professor Huxley's % paper, on the

other hand, the nervous system is described as being on the ventral

side. In order to avoid this confusion, perhaps it would be better

to call the side on which the ganglion is situated the neural, and

that to which the tail is attached the haemal ; and in speaking of

the direction of any part, whether towards the neural or haemal

side, the corresponding terms § would be neurad or haemad. But
there still remains the necessity, when referring to the right or left

side of the animal, to determine whether the neural side is to be

considered ventral or dorsal ; but as in my last paper I followed Pro-

fessor Huxley's nomenclature in reference to this aspect, I think it

will be preferable still to do so, and in order to distinguish the right

from the left side, to speak as if the nervous system were situated

on the ventral side of the body. This discussion may appear trivial,

but it will be found that the present paper would be unintelligible

without some definite rule on the subject.

It is comparatively easy to obtain a side view of these animals,

because, being narrower in that direction than from the neural to

the haemal side, they naturally fall into that position when they are

slightly confined by the covering glass. But to get a haemal or

neural view is much more difiicult ; in this case it is necessary so to

arrange the covering glass that it does not touch any part of their

body, and being thus free to move about as they please, a good
view is a matter of chance and patience. The plan that I have
found to answer best, is to support both ends of the cover by a

suSicient thickness of paper, to put the animal into a very small

drop of water, and by means of a horsehair to draw this drop of

water into a point ; when this is done they sometimes drive them-
selves into the inlet thus formed, and revolve with great rapidity

round their long axis; but after a time they become tired, and
remain quiet for a few seconds, when it is possible to gain a view of

them in either the haemal or neural position. The specimens that

I examined varied in length of body from 0*24 mm. to 0'72 mm.
Integument.—The whole body, with the exception of the extreme

posterior end, is surrounded by a hyaline membrane ; that this is

* * Mem. de la Societe de Phys. et de I'Histoire Naturelle de Geneve,' torn, xx.,
12""' par tie.

t ' Me'm. de I'lnstitut National Genevois,' torn. ii.

X ' Quar. Jour. Mic. Science,' vol. iv., 1856.

§ Derived from Vertebrate Anatomv-
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not the commencement of the structure known as the " Haus " I

am convinced, because, although I have only met with this struc-

ture in a fully formed condition once or twice, I have frequently

seen what appears to be its beginning, and in each case it was
separate from and covered by the hyaline substance; be that as

it may, all the specimens that I have examined possessed this

glassy covering.

Beneath this, the body is enclosed in thick granular parietes,

which extend from each side of the generative gland forward to the

entrance of the pharynx ; the deficiency of this granular wall at the

posterior end of the body is filled up by a thin membrane, to

which the generating gland adheres. The interior of the parietes is

lined by what appears to be an epithelial layer, which presents the

appearance of variously shaped cells at different portions of the

body, but I am not decided whether this layer is a separate

structure, or whether it is only the optical expression of the

elements composing the thickened parietes, for when an optical

section of the wall is obtained a distinct and separate layer of

epithelium cannot be made out ; surrounding the entrance to the

pharynx, however, these quasi cells have a four-sided appearance

;

as seen from the haemal side there are four rows of them, here

they approach the form of a square ; but on the neural side they

resemble layers of bricks, each element forming a parallelogram

with the angles rounded ; behind these, in that part of the walls

covering the endostyle on the haemal side and the nervous

ganglion on the neural side, they are circular in outline, being

arranged in rows in such a manner that those of the second row
occur opposite the interspaces of the first row, those of the third in

like manner opposite the interspaces of the second, and so on. In
some few cases these cells appear to be hexagonal in shape ; when
this occurs each hexagon is separated from its neighbour by a clear

line when the focus is properly adjusted.

As soon as the process of dying begins to set in, these cell-like

appearances are more distinct, the divisions between them become
more marked, they swell out, and on a profile view project as

rounded eminences into the somatic cavity ; it is this appearance
which perhaps gave Dr. Fol* the idea that the somatic parietes

were composed of a single cellular layer, which he terms the

ectothelium or epidermis ; but in healthy specimens the walls of the

body, as seen in an optical section, present only the appearance of

indistinct molecules imbedded in a granular substance, with the

above-mentioned cells forming an apparent lining membrane.
Belonging to the integumentary system is a large gland, which

Dr. Fol declares to secrete the gelatinous material forming the

so-called " Haus," which interpretation I am inclined to confirm

* Loc. cit.

Q 2
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from my own observations. This gland consists of two jDarts

;

anteriorly there are a pair of oval swellings of the inner sm'face of

the integument, one being situated on each side of the ganghon
and otoKthic vesicle ; these swellings gradually subside to the level

of the integument towards the middle line in front, but more
suddenly behind ; they project nearly half-way across the body, and
are composed of circular molecules imbedded in a matrix which
appears to be composed of sarcode. When deterioration first

begins to set in, a few rows of large hexagonal cells make their

appearance on each side of the central nervous system, which, as

the animal progresses towards dissolution, become more and more
of a rounded form until they represent rows of hemispherical

projections ; it is in this state that Dr. Fol has given a figure of

these glands. That this appearance is abnormal, and the result of

commencing decomposition, is demonstrated by the fact, that it is

not seen in perfectly fresh specimens, that it comes on gradually,

passing first through the hexagonal stage, and that subsequently

other parts of the integument show hemispherical projections

resembling these, but of varying sizes, according to the position

they occupy as mentioned above ; during the farther progress of

dissolution they develop into globules of a highly refracting ap-

pearance, which obscure all view of the interior of the body ; in

extreme cases a hke process goes on in the walls of the viscera

simultaneously.

The posterior portion of these glands presents quite a different

appearance from the anterior ; this part consists of three transverse

rows of square corpuscles terminated anteriorly by a sharp edge

;

each of these corpuscles is divided from its neighbour by a clear

line; this band is finished off posteriorly by a border of finely

granular material, which is obscurely filled in some cases by cor-

puscles of an oval form, with the long axis placed transversely ; it

was this band of square corpuscles that I rashly concluded, in my
last paper, were rows of stigmata, but that they are not openings,

and have nothing to do with such structures, is easily shown by
feeding these animals with indigo.

There is no excretory duct to these glands, but the gelatinous

material of the " Haus " appears to be exuded through the finely

granular portion which is situated between the two in the mid line

on the neural side of the body.

Ihe endostyle, and the glandular body on each side of it, may
be considered as appendages of the integument. The endostyle,

which was briefly described in my last paper, appears on the dorsal

view to be a solid body very nearly divided longitudinally into two
halves by a fissure, which is slightly expanded at its anterior end

;

its posterior extremity projects for a short distance beyond or

posterior to the anus. A minute examination of its substance
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discloses indistinct moleciiles ; in many cases, the addition of aceti

acid, besides giving it a coarsely granular appearance, causes a feM

transverse lines to become visible, as if it were about to divide into

segments.

According to Dr. Fol, this body secretes a glairy mucus, which
mixes with the food as it passes down the pharynx, and, therefore,

belongs to the digestive system. I have not observed this secretion,

neither have I seen the pair of styles with which the same authority .

remarks that the endostyle is provided.

There are two apparently glandular bodies, one on each side of

the endostyle, instead of only one, as I supposed in my last paper,

for reasons which will appear presently ; in structure they so far

resemble the endostyle as to show obscure indications of molecules

in their substance ; it is noticeable that in small specimens these

bodies are larger in proportion to the size of the endostyle than in

large specimens
;
perhaps they have some function in the economy

of these animals analogous to certain foetal structures in the verte-

brata, e. g. the thymus ; their position, also, it may be remarked, is

homologous.

Four openings pierce the integument, but only two need be

noticed at present ; these are the ciliated branchial openings. In
my last paper I mentioned that there existed only one of these

openings; this mistake arose from the circumstance that all the

specimens were examined on the side, this being the position which
the animal invariably assumes when slightly held by the covering

glass, and when this is the case, one branchial opening conceals the

other (the same thing occurs in the case of the glands just men-
tioned). It so happened, in my investigations last year, that

when the creatm-e had been sufficiently examined in this position,

it was out of my power to procure any fiu'ther specimens, so that I

was unable at the time to correct misapprehensions caused by want
of variety in position. The branchial openings are situated on the

haemal side of the pharynx ; they are rather long tubes, having a

direction backwards, hsemad, and shghtly towards the middle line.

The internal openings are larger than the external ; the fonner are

circular in outline, and are provided with a circlet of strong cilia,

which, when in action, gives a figure resembling the engine-turning

on the back of a watch, or the drops of water from a revolving

wheel. The circumference of these openings is enclosed by two or

three strong circular fibres, outside of which a circlet of pentagonal

cells occurs ; each of these cells is pro\aded with a clear spot

resembling a nucleus ; five of them can be counted on the anterior

part of the circumference of the openings, which is all that is visible

on the hfemal view of the animal.

The external openings are quite plain, and unprovided with ciHa
;

they are smaller than the internal, somewhat oval in shape, and are
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situated one on each side of and in close juxtaposition to the com-
mencement of the rectum. These tubes are more visible in the

largest specimens ; indeed, in the smaller ones they are scarcely per-

ceptible : this might account for my having miased seeing them in

my former observations.

I tried feeding some vigorous specimens with indigo, and found

that the particles entered the pharynx through the branchial aper-

tures in a regular stream ; the greater part went out again through
the mouth, but the part which struck against the neural wall of the

pharynx turned back, and were carried by the ciliary current into

the oesophagus and thence into the stomach, and eventually into the

remainder of the intestine ; the indigo followed this course in every

instance in which the experiment was tried.

Digestive System.—This species of Oikopleura is distinguished

by the high development of its alimentary canal. ?

The general description of this tract was given in the former

paper ; I will content myself, therefore, in this place with adding

some further details to that account.

The mouth looks towards the neural surface ; it is heart-shaped,

being provided with a rounded anterior lip.

The stomach is a complicated organ ; it consists of two flattened

disk-like lobes, one of which lies parallel to the right side of the

body, the other lobe is situated at right angles to this on the neural

side ; it is this latter part that I termed the first portion of the

intestine, from the fact that faeces begin to be observable therein ; but
as most authorities appear to consider it to be a lobe of the stomach,
I shall adopt that view|in future. The two lobes in A.jlahellum are

described by Professor Huxley * as being parallel, and not at right

angles, as in this specimen. The right lobe of the stomach, which
corresponds to the left lobe in Dr. Fol's nomenclature, is provided
with two different species of cells in the hning membrane ; one sort

are large, and form hemispherical projections into the cavity of the
stomach ; these are arranged in a crescentic form, and occupy that

part (about half) of the mucous membrane which is situated towards
the haemal side of the body ; the space between the right and left

walls on this side is occupied by four or five cells much larger than
the remainder.

The other portion of the mucous membrane of the right lobe of

the stomach is formed of flat irregularly polygonal cells, which
occupy the spaces between the above-mentioned rounded cells, and
also spread over that wall of this lobe which is directed towards the
neural side ; these flat cells vary in shape and size ; they line the
whole of the right lobe not occupied by the rounded cells. The
transition between the right and left lobes is marked by a longi-

tudinal ridge at the angle which they form together, but the

* Loc. cit.
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neural wall of the two parts is continuous, without any mark of

transition.

The left lobe is also Hned by flattened cells, which form a

tesselated or pavement epithelium. These cells are polygonal in

shape, like the flat cells of the right lobe, but differ in each, con-

taining a clear round spot resembling a nucleus, the rest of the cell

contents being coarsely granular. The shape of these cells varies

in different specimens; in some the prevalent form is elongated,

pointed at one end and broad at the other, at which part the clear

spot is present; but in the greater number they are irregularly

polygonal, with the clear spot at or near the centre.

A profile view of this part of the stomach shows that these

cells are slightly elevated above the level of the walls of this viscus,

so that the separation between them is formed by a series of

channels, which are indicated in a fi'ont view by clear lines of

demarcation.

The colour of these cells is generally darker than in those of the

right lobe and of the intestine ; in a few specimens they were of an
orange tint, and in one only of a deep purple, the second part of

the intestine being of a lighter shade of the same colour.

The pylorus is placed at the posterior wall of the left lobe,

close to the angle between it and the right lobe, so that the greater

part of this left lobe forms a cul de sac, which perhaps might be

considered as a rudimentary liver; if so, this animal presents

another point of resemblance to the amphioxus, inasmuch as it pos-

sesses a hver constructed in the form of a blind sac.

The last-mentioned organ being considered as belonging to the

stomach, there only remain two chambers and the rectum as form-

ing the intestine ; the first and second of these (which I termed
second and third portions of the intestine in my last paper) are oval

chambers, which present no apertures except when the fasces are

passing; both of them are lined by an epithehiun formed of flat-

tened cells, like that of the left lobe of the stomach ; the cells of

this epithelimn differ, however, in not containing a clear spot in

the centre, or when this is present, as happens in a few cases,

it is so indistinct that it is easily overlooked and soon disappears

entirely.

The rectum continues forwards from the second chamber and

ends in the anus, which is situated on a distinct papilla in front of

the insertion of the tail. This part of the intestine is lined by
round cells which project into the cavity.

That part of the right lobe of the stomach which is lined by

flattened epithelium is ciliated, as also is the whole of the left lobe,

together with all the intestinal canal except the rectum.

Nervous System.—The nervous system of these animals is very

highly developed, more so even than in their aUies the ascidia.
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The principal ganglion is situated to the left of the conspicuous

otohthic vesicle, half the circumference of which it embraces

;

anteriorly it is prolonged by a continuation of the same substance,

which on arriving at the posterior border of the mouth divides, in a

fork-hke manner, into two branches, which half surround the

mouth between them. I did not see in these specimens the nerve

which Dr. Fol declares unites the two ends of these branches over

the haemal edge of the mouth ; the posterior end of this main
ganglion terminates in an enlargement, which contains a body

resembling a nucleus. The whole of this may be looked upon as

one ganglion, as the nature of the material is the same throughout.

Three principal nerves are given off from the posterior end of this

ganglion, the external one on each side supplies the branchial

apertui'es ; the middle nerve passes down towards the posterior end

of the body, first outside the pharynx and then between the cesopha-

gus and the stomach, and reaching a depression between the two

lobes of the stomach it turns towra-ds the haemal side of the body

and joins the first ganglion of the tail ; this ganglion is larger than

any of the remaining ganglia of that appendage ; it is elongated

and fusiform, composed of several elements, and gives off several

nerves to the muscles adjacent. The number of ganglia in the tail

varies from nine to twelve ; they are all of small size in comparison

to the first, containing not more than two or three elements, and in

some cases only one, which looks like a mere swelling of the com-

missural nerve.

I noticed a curious mode of termination of the nerves in the

muscles of the tail in some specimens, which is also mentioned by
Dr. Fol ; each branch of some of these nerves, when it reaches the

muscle, terminates in a little swelling. Whether this swelling was
on the outside or the inside of the muscle I did not determine

;

according to Dr. Fol it was on the latter. They reminded me of

the terminations of the nerves in Tardigrada, as described by Dr.

Greet',* except that they were not prolonged along the surface of

the muscle.

The organs of sense are two in number ; first, the otolithic

vesicle, which is a conspicuous spherical body containing one
otolithe ; secondly, a pyriform diverticulum situated immediately

in front of the last ; this is a hollow sac attached by its smaller

end to the chief ganglion. It is hollow, and strongly ciliated

within, the motion of the cilia resembling the flickering of a candle-

flame. Dr. Fol describes it as the organ of' smell, antl mentions

that it opens into the pharynx, but Vogt t did not see this aperture.

Vascular System.—The only part of the vascular system that

is visible is the heart. The blood being colourless and totally

* Max Schultze, ' Archiv. fiir Mic. Auat.,' Ertter Band, Er^tir Heft,

t Loc. cit.
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devoid of corpuscles, unless some extraneous matter, such as zoo-

sperms, becomes mixed "with it, the vessels which convey it are

invisible.

The heart is situated between the right lobe of the stomach and
the second part of the intestine. It is composed of several longi-

tudinal fibres which are attached anteriorly along a transverse fibre,

which, passing immediately in front of the right lobe of the stomach,

is fixed to the parietes of the body. Posteriorly they join together

to form a single fibre, which passing behind this lobe is in like

manner attached to the parietes at that point. "When the genera-

tive gland increases in size it pushes between the right lobe of the

stomach and the first part of the intestine, giving the appearance

as if the posterior end of the heart were fastened to its enveloping

membrane. I am rather uncertain whether these fibres are united

together by a membrane, but appearances are more in favour of the

idea that it is not present in this species ; at all events, the wall next

the stomach is deficient, neither is there a cell present at either end

;

Mr. Eay Lankester's opinion, therefore, that the heart is a mere
churning organ is so far confirmed.

Generative Organs.—None of the specimens that I examined

were sufiiciently advanced to show fully-developed generative

organs ; in a few of the largest (0 • 72 mm. in length of body) this

gland contains in its substance spherical bodies of a granular aspect,

which only wanted a nucleus and nucleolus to resemble cells. They
can be squeezed out, and then float about in the surrounding liquid

;

I should think that they are not ova, but rather sperm-cells.

In this paper I have given a figure of the neural and one of the

haemal side of the animal ; I did not consider it necessary to repeat

the figure of the side view given in my last paper, as it is quite

correct, with the exception of the omission of a tube from the

branchial aperture slightly backward and towards the haemal side

immediately in front of the stomach.

If one may judge from published figures, the animal which

I have just described difiers a good deal from all the other species

of this genus ; but I have refrained from giving it a special name,

because, until we know to how much variation each species is subject,

it would perhaps be rash to assume that the difierences which this

particular specimen shows are sufficient to form a true species.

These difierences from Dr. Fol's 0. Dioica* which presents the

nearest approach to my specimens, are seen in the sbape of the

integument, which is not so angular, in the shape of the stomach,

which is more rounded, and in the shape of the tail, which is more

pointed at the extremity.

* 'Mem. de la Socie'te de Phj's.,' &c., pi. iv., figs. 1-C.
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New Diatoms. By F. Kitton, Norwich.

{Read ln-fore the Royal Miceoscopical Society, October 7, 1874.)

Plates LXXXI. and LXXXII.

Thkough the kindness of my friend Captain Perry, of Liverpool,

I am enabled to introduce to the notice of the Fellows of this

Society some new and rare forms of Diatomacese which I have

detected in a dredging made by him off Navy Bay, Colon, Panama.

This gathering is one of the most interesting it has ever been

my fortune to examine : in addition to the many fine forms of

Diatomaceae, Foraminifera and Polycystina are not of unfrequeut

occurrence. Silicified casts of the borings of some species of Cliona,

the chambers of Foraminifera (often with the pseudopodal apertures),

fragments of Ecliinus spines, and Bryozoa may be found among
the heavier debris after the calcareous matter has been destroyed by
acids.

The species of Diatomaceae are numerous and fine ; those which

I am about to describe are, I believe, new.

Perrya, N. Gr., mihi.

Free, elongated, frustules compressed, sometimes slightly con-

stricted, extremities rounded, striae transverse moniliform. Marine.

This genus is distinguished from Nitzschia, its nearest ally, by

the absence of a keel, and also by its very much compressed valve.

P. pulcherrima, F. K.—Valve in f. v. linear, inner or ventral

margin straight or very slightly concave, outer or dorsal margin

straight, suddenly rounded at the apices, markings, distant monili-

form dots, in transverse series, not reaching ventral margin, between

which are fine moniliform striae, s. v. narrow, linear, suddenly taper-

ing towards the acute extremities, a central line of large moniliform

dots dividing the valve. Length • 0090" to • 0200", breadth • 0015".

Navy Bay, Colon, Panama ; Campeche Bay. = Nitzschia imlcher-

rima Grrunow, m. s. Herr Weissfiog, in litt. PI. LXXXI., Fig. 1,

valve f. V. ; 2, frustule ; 3, ideal section of ditto.

This form somewhat resembles Nitzschia, but the compressed

valve and absence of keel indicate that the resemblance is only

DESCRIPTION OF PLATES LXXXI. AND LXXXII.

Fig. 1.— Perrya jyulchcrrimx, valve.

„ 2.— „ „ frustule.

„ 3 — „ ,, ideal section of ditto.

„ 4.

—

Surirella contorta, valve.

,, 5.

—

Nitzschia grandis.

„ 6.— „ „ outline of frustule.

,, 7.— Tricerntiiim fitvus, var. yc2it-itnijulatutn.

„ 8.—Portion of inner surface showing the punctate film.

All X 400 diameters.
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superficial. It resembles Amphiprora iu the f. v., but the absence of

the sigmoid keel and central nodule distinguishes it from that genus.

I have detected two or three other species in the Colon and
Campeche dredgings, which I hope to describe in a future paper.

Nitzschia grandis, n. sp., F. K.—Frustule Knear, ends rounded,

valve linear, suddenly tapering to the acute and incurved extremi-

ties, keel subcentral, costate punctate between the costae, remainder

of valve marked with distinct moniliform striae in transverse series.

Costs? 10 in -001, strife 25 in -001 ; length from -0100" to -0200".

Navy Bay, Colon, Panama. PI. LXXXIL, Fig. 5, valve; 6, outline

of frustule, shaded portion the cingulum ; the dotted line shows
ventral margin of lower valve.

This form is perhaps one of the finest of the genus, and I know
of no species with which it is hkely to be confounded. N. Bright-

wellii equals it in size, but differs in the position of the keel and
also in the striation.

Triceratium favus, var. sept-angulatum, F. K.—Valve large

with seven shghtly concave margins, processes produced, cells hexa-

gonal somewhat irregular in size, centre of valve turgid, marginal

cells elongated, margin with large moniliform granules, inner surface

of valve punctato-striate, radiant, about 20 in '001 ; extreme breadth

of valve • 0200". PI. LXXXIl., Figs. 7 and 8. Navy Bay, Colon,

Panama.
I have little hesitation in referring this magnificent form to

the above-named species, the number of sides, like the number of

nodules on Eupodiscus or Aulacodiscus, being of no specific value.

All forms of Triceratia with conspicuous hexagonal cells are, I

believe, only varieties of T. favus. The radiating punctae on the

inner surface are not always present, and are really not on the

inner surface of the valve ; they indicate the presence of a thin

silicious film, possibly the rudiment of a new valve ; if a valve is

crushed between the slide and cover, fragments of the film are

detached.

In the first volume of the ' Lens,' a good Woodbury-type
of T. fimhriatum (from a photograph of Dr. J. J. Woodward's)
will be found, in which the punct» are very distinctly shown.
T. Jimbriatum is rightly referred by Ealfs to T. favus.

Dr. M. Edwards (' Lens,' vol. ii., p. 105) mentions a six-sided

form which agrees very well with my seven-angled variety, and
which he calls T. ponderosum, but from the absence of any spe-

cific characters I am unable to decide upon their identity with

certainty.* I have given the breadth of my largest specimen, the

smallest I have seen measured about •0120"; size is, however, of

little or no value, even if this form had occurred in sufficient quan-

* His specimens were found in the Monterey deposit, in which he said a three-

sided valve was also detected.
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tity to have afforded means of estimating its variation ; in the type

form this variation is considerable. In a gathering from Sierra

Leone I found a frustule of the type form scarcely exceeding

0020" from angle to angle.

Surirella contorta, n. sp., F. K.—Valve elHptically or slightly

ovate, canaliculi fine, numerous, alae inconspicuous, narrow median

elevation terminating in short sj)ines, surface of valve obscurely

striate, valve in f. v. contorted. Sub-peat deposit, Maunawata,

Welhngton, and Wangarei, Auckland, New Zealand. PI. LXXXL,
Fig. 4. This fine species of Surirella is undoubtedly distinct from

any form of this genus with which I am acquainted. The valves

in the Wangarei are more robust than those in the Mannawata
deposit, and of a yellowish brown colour, whilst those in the Man-
nawata material are hyaline, but differing in no other respect ; the

surface of the valve is blistered or puckered. The spines with

which the elevated ends of the median space terminate form a very

acute angle with the surface of the valve, and point in opposite

directions.

I may here remark that the forms associated with the above are

those usually found in sub-peat deposits, viz. Epithemia, Navicula,

Himantidium, Cocconeis, Stauroneis, &c. Navicula ( = Pinnularia)

cardinalis is very fine in the Wangarei deposit, and differs from the

typical form in the greater distance of the costae and the broadly

cuneate ends.

Stauroneis acuta is rare but fine in the above-named material.
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III.
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Final BemarJcs on Immersed Apertures.

By F. H. Wenham, V.P.K.M.S.

In closing tliis discussion I have to thank Col. Woodward for

ohligiugly furnishing a diagram. When I requested this I did not

expect the forthcoming tangible proof by direct measurement of the

angles of the |th belonging to Mr. Crisp, made by Mr. Tolles ; this

having decided against the alleged extra aperture, the argument
may also end with him. Some, however, still follow and uphold

these ultra rays on theoretical grounds, and caU for a notice which

may be brief.

Mr. Keith's illustration in the September number of this Journal

refers to a xV^^- -'- ^^^^ ^^^t raise any question of its accuracy as a

mere diagram, as I doubt the first position taken, and the direction of

the rays that follow. I could give in diagram a dry lens admitting

the largest pencil possible, that when immersed would fall within the

theoretical limit, and so argument might be continued ad infini-

tum, and quite uselessly, as we have the object-glass referred to in

this controversy to settle the point by measurement.

It will be seen in the diagram that while the back lenses may
assimilate for a roth, the front is of small radius and diameter,

magnifying sufficiently for a xV or xV- This is very different in size

from the " unfortunate " tenth previously sent also to prove the extra

immersion rays. I am not prepared to allow the front to be correct

in size or position with its radiant point " assumed" as stated.* If

it were moved into the position necessary for a dry object the focus

would fall on or within the front surface, and in any position there

will be no air focus. If the diagram is made up of uncertain

measurements, what is the use of it ? Mr. Tolles, from whom all

dimensions come, has repeatedly supplied diagrams to suit his

theory. On page 14 of this Journal for July last he assumes that

in all conditions of the combined lenses an angle of 60° can be

obtained from the back systems. He there places the hemispherical

front in this angle just where it fills it best, and at an exceedingly

long distance from the middle. On the other hand, in Mr. Keith's

illustration it is brought very close ; a contrast indeed to the former

case, where the increase of aperture is to be obtained by actually

separating the lenses.f

Of course Messrs. Woodward and Keith are not responsible for

data, but the former gentleman tells us it is " a diagram accurately

constructed in accordance with the comjputed results": X having,

therefore, been drawn to suit the proposition, it may be dismissed.

Referring back to Mr. Keith's correspondence, I find he first

* ' M.M. J.,' Sept., 1874, p. 124. t Ibid., July, 1874, p. 14.

X Ibid., Sept., 1874, p. 126.
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figures an an'angement for obtaining full apertures in balsam—the

same in principle as that described and carried out by myself more
than twenty years ago, and yet " wonders that I cannot see it."

He next appears as an advocate of the correctness of Col. Wood-
ward's diagram,* wherein he assumes his immersion radiant points

close, and yet closer, in order to show that rays of any degree

of obliquity can be got through a hemisphere, regardless of the

destination of all of them to the focus at the eye-piece, thus carry-

ing the argument round again to its commencement. On this

Mr. Keith gives his verdict that Col. Woodward is right and I am
wrong ; and I may state, in reference to his last communication,

that I do not think that it is possible to discriminate and decide in

such a complicated optical arrangement as a microscope object-glass,

that the spherical aberration is " practically nothing by computa-

tion "
t and—on paper. It would be a great boon to the makers of

object-glasses if this could be done.

It is still a matter of surprise to me that these gentlemen

cannot see or will not admit that if an object-glass, whether made
by Mr. Tolles or anyone else, be set at the immersion adjustment,

and the angle considered as near Mr. Tolles' 180° as anyone may
have the temerity to venture, till it occupies the whole of the front

lens (for in dry lenses of lariie aperture the rays nearly fill the

hemisphere), and with the focus close to the glass, that on dipping

it into balsam, whatever the including aperture may have previously

been, the cone immediately falls within 82'^ by the first law of

refraction, the back focus remaining the same in both cases. But
the bias of the discussion has been to show myself wrong by Mr.

Tolles presumably getting some extra immersion rays, if only to

the extent of 10°, 5°, yea, even half a degree. For the decision of a

scientific fact, glasses besides Mr. Tolles' might be referred to in

support, as immersions are made in other countries quite unsur-

passed ; but it is a triumph for him only.|

Finally, a few words concerning the slit in focus of object-glass,

for cutting off" all these disputed or false rays. It is difficult to anni-

hilate this by theory. Having given the death-blow to Mr. Tolles'

extra apertures, it may be treated with but little notice, but cannot

be got rid of as a thing of no account or a mere sensational afiair.

Col. Woodward says, " This method might be used without giving

rise to material inaccuracy when the objective is adjusted for un-

covered objects ; but when it is closed to the point of maximum

* 'M.M.J.,' Nov., 1873, p. 212.

t Ibid., Sept., 1874, p. 124.
' % " One maker havin": made a myth of the limit, it is probable that the rest

will soon follow. But Mr. Tolles richly deserves high praise from all who use
microscopes, and all who make them, for perseverance in the mechanical expression

of his correct perception of the case, in opposition to high theoretical authority."

—

R. Keith, ' M. M. J./ June, 1874.
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aperture its spherical aberration is of course no longer corrected for

uncovered objects." In measuring varying angles of aperture by
the usual method, we take them at all points of the adjusting collar,

and do not place in front a thickness of glass suitable for that cor-

rection, because with a parallel plate of glass there is no perceptible

difference. The angle at the crossing point of the rays is the same
whether it is there or not. I stipulate that the edges of the stop

shall be in the crossing point. If anyone thinks proper to intro-

duce an intervening j)late of glass, serving no purpose, he must
focus through it, so as still to get the stop in the focal plane.

Further, if the collar is set for an object immersed in balsam, for

the purpose of testing its reduced aperture therein by the means I

have described, the slit must be set in focus, whether air, water, or

balsam is the intermedium. In Mr. Tolles' ^th the immersed aper-

ture was found to be the same with all three, simply because they

are parallel plates.

The question has now been so well ventilated that there is no
use in wearying readers with further theories and counter-theories,

perhaps only noticed by those engaged in the controversy, which
few care now to read. Anyone free from prejudice, and recognizing

the importance of cutting off all false rays within the focal point,

would use a suitable stoj) for the purpose, and throw all controversial

papers aside in favour of the practical proof in which the whole

question must culminate at last. All this voluminous correspond-

ence has arisen from a very small beginning, in which I pointed

out an optical error of Mr. Tolles in the direction of rays, and
which he unwisely chose to deny. In his last production of 180°

he has gone ahead of all others ; no one has surpassed him in that,

and perhaps argument will not be wanting to prove by diagrams

that he is right.

There I leave him, not without some amusement at the gro-

tesque fatuity that induced his colleague to select the chaste and

Christianlike motto, " A blunder is worse than a crime !" *

* See ' M. M. J.,' May, 1874, p. 228.

VOL. XII.
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IV.

—

Tlie Filaria immitis. Amended Anatomical Details.

By F. H. Welch, F.E.C.S., Assistant to Professor of Pathology,

Army Medical School, Netley.

In my i^aper* descriptive of the thread-worm, F. immitis, the Canine

Haematozoon, among other anatomical details of the parasite two

conclusions are arrived at which subsequent dissections have proven

to require modification ; I refer (a) to the assumed coecal termination

of the intestine and consequent absence of anal aperture,t and (h) to

the merging of the two uterine channels diverging from the vagiua

into one membranous tube continuous with the convoluted ovarian

tubes at the tail end of the female worm4
Further examination of more recent specimens has shown me

that these details do not correspond with the facts since brought to

light, and as they are important points in the anatomy of the worm
I hasten to correct them.

Termination of the Alimentary Canal.—Plate XXX., Fig. 2,

female worm, and Plate XXXII., Fig. 16, male worm, illustrate a

coecal termination of the canal. However, on getting rid of the

cucaneous envelope of the tail end of the parasite by maceration and

dissection, and taking away most of the muscular parietes with the

contained ovarian coils, I have traced the intestinal canal, contracted

from the average 4^^th inch to yoVoth inch in diameter, from

beyond the assumed coecal termination of the delicate tube to within

T^oth inch of the terminal end of the worm, and when tension was
brought to bear on this short unexplored portion the canal separated

invariably from the inside of the muscular tip with a ruptured end

and dimpling in of the external surface. The walls of the intestine

are so thin that when collapsed it is easy to overlook the ^ube,

which is mainly indicated by its dark contents ; and when these stop

abruptly, accompanied by a reduction in calibre of the canal, it is

not difficult to be misled in favour of a coecal termination. The
presence of much dark granular material in the peri-visceral cavity

at the tail end prevented the tracing of the delicate tube through it

with absolute certainty, yet considering that up to within xio^h inch

from the tail end it could be unquestionably followed, and that a

ruptured end invariably ensued on tension being applied to this

short obscured portion with indrawing of the outer surface, I think

that a bhnd ending to the alimentary canal may be fairly negatived.

Hence I conclude that an anal aperture is present in this blood

parasite, and to make the sketches in accordance with these details

it becomes necessary to extend the tubes, marked a and jp respec-

tively in Plate XXX., Fig. 2, and Plate XXXIL, Fig. 16, to the

extreme tip of the tail.

* 'Monthly Microscopical Journal,' Oct. 1st, 1873.

t Ibid., p. IGO. X Ibid., p. 161.
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I will also add here that careful examination of the guinea-

worm [F. medinensis) has led me to conclude that in this congener
worm also the intestine terminates in an anal oritice a little within
the concavity of the curled tail, and so in this anatomical point the
worms are in unison.

Merging of the two Uterine Channels or Horns into one common
Tube.—It is quite clear that this is incorrect. The two canals,

diverging from the vagina, do not coalesce, but continue separate

throughout, though placed in close apposition and hound one to the
other by numerous fibres. When within a distance of the tail

varying from 3 to 1|- inches, each uterine horn merges into an
ovarian tube, as detailed at p. 161 and illustrated in Plate XXXI.,
Fig. 7. The ovarian tube is coiled upon itself, but when extended
averages 5 inches in length ; it is continuous from one uterine horn
to the other, and varies in diameter from o-ioth inch at its junction

with the uterine channels to xio^th inch midway, becoming again
reduced to the smaller measurement at the extreme loop. The
remarkably close binding of the one horn of the uterus to the

other in their course from the vagina to the ovarian tube, and
the difficulty of unravelling them without tearing their delicate walls

and so obscuring accuracy of observation, led me to regard these

tubes as one, but the tracing of the ovarian coils upwards has ren-

dered clear these amended details of the generative system.

With these modifications I believe that the anatomy of the

Filaria immitis, as detailed in my former paper, is substantially

correct.

V.

—

How to prepare Specimens of Diatomacese for Examination

and Study hy means of the Microscope.

By A. Mead Edwards, M.D., Newark, New Jersey, U.S.

[The Author having kindly forwarded to us early proofs of the following

article, we have much pleasure in giving it insertion.]

Having accumulated a number of gatherings of rough material,

which, a cursory examination has shown, contain specimens of

Diatomacese, and which, it is judged, it will answer to clean and

otherwise arrange and put up, or, as it is technically termed,
" mount, " for future study, the intending diatomist requires to be

informed how he may best set about preparing his specimens in the

most advantageous manner. The author of the present sketch has

published, in the seventh volume of the ' Proceedings of the Boston

(Mass.) Society of Natural History,' certain directions for collecting,

preparing, and mounting Diatomacese for the microscope ; and as

that paper contains a large part of the information he desires to

R 2
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impart at the present time, he will draw upon it pretty freely,

supplementing it to such a degree as later investigations warrant,

or as may seem desirable.

Although most of the published treatises on the use of the

microscope in general profess to give directions for mounting objects

in such a manner as to preserve them for almost any length of

time, and at the same time exhibit their characters to the best

advantage, and although we have in the English language at least

three books treating specially of this subject of the preparation of

microscopic objects, yet hardly any one of these volumes gives

any concise, practical, and at the same time reliable descriptions of

the best methods of collecting, preparing, and mounting specimens

of Diatomacefe. In books, generally, when the preparation of these

organisms is treated of, it is usually the fossil deposits which are con-

sidered, and even such directions as relate to these are for the most

part meagre and unsatisfactory : and, when the specific and special

directions are, as is often the case, copied from one book into the

other without having been tested by the copyist, any faults they

may have possessed, as originally written, are merely repeated and

not eliminated. To prepare and mount specimens of Diatomaceae,

for the purpose of sale alone, is one thing, and to prepare and mount
them, so as to preserve and exhibit their natural characters and fit

them as objects of scientific study, is another and very different

thing. The latter can only be attained after considerable practice,

and to do it properly a considerable amount of knowledge of their

natural bistory is plainly necessary.

The Diatomaceae should always be prepared and put up for a

special purpose,—that of exhibiting characters peculiar to genera

and species ; and to do this those characters must of course be

known. Muds, guanos, dredgings, and gatherings of that descrip-

tion can seldom be used for the purpose of exhibiting such charac-

ters, and when they can, in exceptional cases, be so employed, it is

when the forms they contain are selected out in the manner to be

described hereafter. Gatherings, likewise, which contain many
species in a mixed condition, should, as a general thing, be rejected,

unless there be present something of special importance, such as

rare species, or some large and fine or distorted forms of common
species. l)ut even in such cases it will be found best not to mount
the gatherings as collected, but to select out the forms desired and
place them upon slides by themselves, and in such media as will

exhibit their peculiarities to the best advantage. Of course it may
be desirable to study the geographical distribution of the Diatomaceae

;

and then mixed gatherings become of value as exhibiting the

number of forms occurring at a particular station. Then, again,

the fossil as well as the semi-fossil deposits and guanos may be

cleaned and mounted as obtained ; but even then it may become
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desirable, if space can be spared in the cabinet, to have the various

species found in each gathering separately mounted, so that they

may be at any time studied in comparison with similar forms from
other localities.

General directions for collecting Diatomaceae have been already

given in part seventh ; but it will be desirable to again allude to a

few points in connection with this portion of our subject. Some
years since, an article entitled " Hunting for Diatoms " was pub-
lished in a London journal called ' The Intellectual Observer.' The
author's name was not given, but internal evidence would seem to

indicate that it was penned by a deceased botanist of note, who was
a decided authority oq this branch of biology. This paper contains

some valuable hints respecting the places in which to look for

diatoms, and some of the suggestions contained therein I have
ventured to transfer to these pages, as they will be found of value

to the intending diatoraist. Thus, the exquisite Arachnoidiseus,

Triceratium Wilhsii, and Aulacodiscus Oregonensis, may be looked

for on logs of wood which have been floating in the sea, and imported

from New Zealand, or Vancouver's Island. So, on logs from Mexico
and Honduras may be found the curious Terfsinse musica. The
nets of fishermen, especially from deep water, may yield algae bearing

such forms as Rhahdonema arcuatum ovAdridtium,Grammato2Jhora
serpentina and vnarina, various Synedras, and otLer fine forms.

On oyster shells may be found algae bearing upon their fronds

Biddulphia regina, Baileyii or aurita. PJiizosolenia styliformis

is said to be almost sure to be there likewise. After a ship is

unloaded, and as it floats higher in the water, its sides may be

searched for treasures of the diatom world, and Achnanthes longipes

and hrevipes found, or even Diatonia hyalinum and Hyalosira

delicaiula. The sea-grass, or Zostera marina, growing along our

coast, often bears upon its waving ribbons fine forms of diatoms,

and that used for stufling chairs, and lounges or mattresses, and
imported from abroad, will yield foreign species to the collector.

There is a plant known in England as " Dutch rushes," which is

imported into that country from Holland, and which is used for

chair bottoms. These plants grow in the brackish water of the

marshes, and hence upon them are to be found the delicate Goscino-

dismis suhiilis, Eitpodiscus Argus, and Triceratium favus. Both of

these two last-named forms occur commonly on our Atlantic

coast, and muds from Charleston, S.C, and Wilmington, Ga., have

provided me with them in plenty. Cargoes of bones, which present

green incrustations from having lain in the water for some time, are

said to yield diatoms, some of which may be rare, as coming from

foreign ports. The state of New Hampshire has not yet been

sufficiently gone over for it to be said what the characteristic

forms of Diatomaceae growing within its boundaries are, but yet we
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may safely predict that the lakes, ponds, streams, and sea-coast of

that state will yield to the searcher ample material of beautiful

forms.

If the microscopist wishes to mount a few slides of recent

diatoms just to show what diatoms are, nothing is easier. It is

only necessary to boil a small mass of them in strong nitric acid in

a test-tube over a spirit lamp, and, when the acid has ceased to

emit red or yellowish fumes, wash them thoroughly with clean

water, allowing them to settle completely. Then a little of the

clean sediment, consisting almost entirely of the shells of the

diatoms, is taken up by means of a " dip-tube," and placed upon

the central portion of a glass slide. Here it is dried, and the.slide

warmed over a lamp ; then a drop of Canada balsam is permitted to

fall upon the diatoms. As soon as all bubbles have cleared ofl' from

the balsam, a warm cover of thin glass is carefully laid upon it and

permitted to settle into place. When cool, it is ready for examina-

tion by means of the microscope, any balsam which has exuded

around the cover being washed off with alcohol. In this way rough

and tolerably clean specimens may be obtained ; but such would not,

or, at all events, should not, satisfy the student of the Diatomaceae.

For him more elaborate methods are necessary, and these we will

now proceed to consider.

Apparatus and Chemicals necessary.—A chemist's retort-stand,

which is a heavy iron plate with an upright rod projecting from

one side of it. Eunning on this rod, and so arranged that they

may be fixed by set-screws at any height, are a series of rings of

various diameters, which are to be used to hold the vessels in which
the specimens are to be manipulated over the source of heat used.

Mr. C. (Jr. Bush, late of Boston, Mass., who has had considerable

experience in cleaning Diatomaceae, tells me that he uses a lamp
burning petroleum oil, as cheaper than a spirit lamp, and, to

support the vessels he employs, has a little metal arrangement on
the top of the chimney, such as is supplied for the purpose of

holding a small tea-kettle and the like. The only objection to the

oil lamp is, that, unless the wick be well turned down, we are liable

to have our vessels blackened. However, the heat given off by burn-

ing petroleum is very great, and I have often used such a lamp
with advantage. If desired, of course, the source of heat used may
be gas, burned in a Bunsen's burner, or a spirit lamp ; and this

last, especially if it be sujoplied with a metal chimney to cut off

draughts, is, all things considered, the best, as it is very cleanly, not

being liable to smoke the bottom of the glass or porcelain vessels

used. If we are going to work with large quantities of material,

we shall require a small sand-bath to heat the glass vessels upon.

In small quantities, the diatoms may be boiled in test-tubes, when
some sort of holder will be required. The metal ones, sold by
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dealers in chemists' apparatus, are extremely handy; but I have
found that we can make very good ones out of old paper collars.

One of the kind called " cloth-lined " may be cut into strips about
three-quarters of an inch wide and three inches long. Such a strip

is folded around the test-tube near the top, and the ends, brought
together, are held between the forefinger and thumb. In this way
the tube is firmly grasped, and can be held over the lamp without
much danger of burning the hand, as the paper collar strip is a

bad conductor of heat ; or the paper strip may be grasped in an
" American clothes-peg," which has a spring to force its parts

together. Large quantities of diatoms are best boiled in porcelain

evaporating dishes, glass flasks, or beaker glasses. The last-men-

tioned vessels are also by far the best things for washing them in.

A few, say three or four, glass stirring-rods will be found useful ; and
one or two American clothes-pegs to take hold of hot evaporating

dishes with. Then there will be required a few dip-tubes, made of

small glass tube, drawn out over a flame, so that the opening is con-

siderably diminished. The mode of making these cannot be given

here, but will be foimd in books on chemical manipulation ; and it

will be well for the student to learn to make his own dip-tubes, as a

number will be required first and last, and they are easily broken.

Of course there will be required a number of glass slides of the

usual dimensions of three inches by one. These should be of as

white glass as possible, and it will be found best to procure those

with ground edges, as they are the neatest in appearance. Only such

as are free from scratches or other blemishes in the central square

inch should be used ; and although even such as have bubbles or

scratches near the ends only will not look ornamental in a cabinet,

we should remember that microscopic objects are not generally

mounted to look well in a cabinet, but to be useful out of it ; so that

if the central and useful portion of the slide be perfect it need not

be rejected. Some persons make their own glass slides, but I have

never found it answer to do so, as it is difficult to get the right

kind of glass, not at all easy to cut it or grind the edges, and it is

Hable to be scratched while cutting or grinding. Thin glass, such

as is made on purpose for microscopic use, will be required ; and
this, also, it will be found best to buy ready cut than attempt to cut

it for one's self. The thin glass used for covers may be of different

thicknesses, but the thickest made will not do for diatoms, and a

certain a,mount of the very thinnest will be required for small and
delicately marked forms, on which very high power objectives will

have to be used. The covers must be perfectly clean, which may
be ensured by soaking in caustic potassa solution, and then washing

thoroughly in clean water. The thinner kinds of glass are rather

difficult to clean ; but with a httle extra caution it may be accom-

plished, the last polish being given to it by a piece of an old and
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well-worn cambric handkercliief. The covers, always round,

sliould be separated into sizes and thicknesses, so that the exact

kind of cover required can be found without having to search for it

by turning over a number, scratching or breaking them, and losing

much valuable time. We shall also require a pair of forceps for

holding the slides over the lamp ; and such as are sold at house-

furnishing stores and by grocers, under the name of American

clothes-pegs, and which have been already mentioned, are by far

the best I have ever seen or heard of. A small pair of brass forceps

which close with a spring will be needed, and they are best set in a

wooden handle so as to protect the fingers from the heat; and

another pair, which spring open and may be closed by means of

the finger and thumb, will be wanted for taking hold of and adjust-

ing the thin covers. I do not advocate the use of paper covers for

slides, but labels of some kind will, of course, be required, and I

have found the plain circular white ones to look the best. There

are very jDretty square labels sold by dealers in these things that I

have used and liked. For making cells to hold specimens put up in

a fluid, a turn-table and brushes and some cement will be necessary.

The cement I use and prefer above all others is good old gold size

used warm.
The chemicals required are nitric acid, sulphuric acid, hydro-

chloric acid, bichromate of potash, caustic potash, alcohol, and,

above all, a plentiful supply of clean, filtered water. The water

should be such as leaves hardly any residuum when a quart

of it is evaporated to dryness ; and it must be filtered just before

use, to remove any minute organisms, diatoms especially, which it

may contain. A certain amount of washing soda will be wanted,

if guanos are to be cleaned.

We will now proceed to consider the manipulations necessary

to prepare the various kinds of gatherings, always remembering
that these methods will have to be modified to a certain extent for

each specimen.

Recent Gatherings.—If there be sand in the gathering, it will

be well to remove it before using acid, by shaking it in clean water

and pouring ofi" before the diatoms, which are lighter than the

sand, settle. The water holding the diatoms in suspension may be

poured into a test-tube, or beaker, the diatoms allowed to settle,

and as much of the water poured ofi" as possible. The diatoms are

now covered with nitric acid to about the height of half an inch,

and allowed to stand for a few minutes. Usually some chemical

action takes place, and it will be well to wait until it subsides. The
test-tube or beaker is then held over the lamp and carefully heated

until the reaction of the acid upon the organic matter of the

diatoms ceases. Thereafter, and while the liquid is still hot, I have
found it often advantageous to drop in one or two fragments of
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bicliromate of potash. The organic matter is more thoroughly
destroyed in this way than when the acid is used alone. Thereafter
it is well to pour the acid and diatoms into a capacious beaker of
clean water, washing the tube or smaller beaker out with a little

water, and adding this to the other. After the diatoms have all

settled, which will often require hours, the supernatant fluid is

carefully poured off, and a fresh supply added ; and this must be
repeated several times until all of the acid and coloured chromium
compound has been removed. When this point is arrived at can
only be ascertained from experience. In this way the valves and con-

necting membranes of the diatoms are usually separated and cleaned

ready for mounting, which process will be described hereafter.

Muds will have to be treated in a somewhat different manner
from recent gatherings. If the mud is dry, it will have to be
broken down by boihng for a few minutes in a solution of caustic

potassa, the strength of which must be apportioned to the particular

specimen under treatment. After it has been broken down into a

soft mud, all of the potash is thoroughly washed off by means of

clean water, and replaced by nitric acid, as in the case of recent

gatherings. This is boiled, and a little bichromate of potash added
as before, and the whole washed. It very seldom happens that the

diatoms occurring in mud will be sufficiently cleaned by this process,

so that it has to be supplemented by another. The sediment is

therefore washed into one of the evaporating dishes and allowed to

settle, and as much of the water poured off as possible. Then
sulphuric acid, in quantity to a little more than cover them, is

poured in, and the vessel gradually and carefully heated. As soon

as the liquid shows signs of boiling, bichromate of potash is added,

a very little at a time, until the green colour first formed by its

reaction upon the organic matter begins to assume a yellowish tint,

when no more is dropped in ; but a few drops of hydrochloric acid

are permitted to fall in, and the liquid is allowed to cool. Of course

it will be best if the person undertaking to clean diatoms is some-
what versed in the use of chemicals ; but at any rate care must be

taken not to drop any of the acids upon the clothes or skin, and
great caution must be exercised in not inhaling any of the vapours
given off. Those evolved after the addition of the hydrochloric acid

are especially irritating and dangerous, and must be avoided. As
soon as the liquid has cooled a little, water should be added
cautiously, as great heat will be generated thereby, and there will

be danger of its boiling over. Thereafter it may be poured into a
large beaker-glass of water and thoroughly washed as in the former
case. If it be found that the precipitate is not quite white, it will

be necessary to boil it again in sulphuric acid, with bichromate of

potash and hydrochloric acid, until it is quite clean. If, on examina-
tion by means of the microscope, it is found that there is much
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flocculent matter present besides the diatoms and sand, this can be

removed by boiling for a few seconds in a weak solution of caustic

potash, and washing quickly' and thoroughly with plenty of clean

water. When we have recent gatherings of filamentous or stipitate

forms of Diatomaceae, which we desire to preserve in the natural

condition, they should be immersed for about twenty-four hours in

alcohol to dissolve out the endochrome. If this does not answer, it

will be well to soak the mass of diatoms or plants upon which they

are adherent in a solution of hypochlorite of soda, an impure variety

of which is sold in the shops under the name of Labarraque's disin-

fectant, for about the same length of time. This will generally

destroy all coloui', and leave the specimens transparent. It is best,

however, in many cases not to remove the endochrome, but leave it,

and mount the specimens in such a way as to show them in as

natural a condition as possible. How this may be done will be

described hereafter.

Guanos.—The preparation of these substances, so as to obtain

the microscopic organisms they may contain, is rather difficult,

tedious, and dirty, and should only be undertaken by a person

somewhat versed in chemical manipulations, and in a proper room
as a laboratory, where there is no danger of harm resulting from
the fumes evolved. As the ammoniacal guanos are those which
contain the most diatoms, and consequently which answer best to

clean, we will begin with them, and take as a type that which comes
from the islands on the coast of Peru. As it comes into commerce
this guano is a moist powder of a light iron -rust colour, smelling

strongly of ammonia, and having scattered throughout its mass
lumps of ammoniacal salts of a more or less solid consistency. The
guano should be thinly spread out upon a stiff piece of paper and
exposed to the air, and, preferably, to a moderate heat for several

days or even weeks. In this way most of the moisture and much
of the ammonia wall evaporate, and less acid will be required to

clean the guano. It will now have become mucli lighter in colour,

and crumble to a dry powder. A tin pan is now about half filled

with a solution of common washing soda in clean filtered water,

and placed over some source of heat, as on a stove. The strength
of this solution is not a matter of any great moment, and must vary
with the guano manipulated. As soon as it begins to boil, the
guano is dropped gradually in, a httle at a time, while the Hquid is

stu-red with a glass rod or stick of wood. Considerable efiervescence

takes place, ammonia being given off, and therefore it must be kept
continually stirred, and care exercised to prevent its boiling over.

After a while it is poured into a plentiful supply of clean water and
•washed therewith several times, care being taken to permit all of
the diatoms to settle. As soon as the wash-water is only slightly

coloured, the guano is transferred to a good-sized evaporating dish,
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and covered with nitric acid, and boiled. While it is boiUng, a few
crystals of bichromate of potash are dropped in, and the material

washed as in the case of muds. Thereafter the diatoms are boiled

in sulphuric acid with bichromate of potash and hydrochloric acid,

as before described.

Phosphatic guanos, as that from Brazil, are somewhat more
difficult to treat. They are generally drier than the aramoniacal
kind, and must be boiled in a large quantity of hydrochloric acid as

many as three times, and the acid must be poured off while still hot.

Thereafter nitric acid and sulphuric acid and bichromate of potash

must be employed, as in the other case.

Lacustrine Sedimentary Deposits.—For the most part these

are pulverulent, and easy to clean. Some, as found in nature, are

so pure that they require no cleaning except washing in clean water.

Burning on a plate of platinum or mica will often serve to clean

some specimens ; but it will, in general, be found best to boil in nitric

acid with a little bichromate of potash, and subsequently in sulphuric

acid and bichromate of potash, with the after addition of hydro-

chloric acid. Occasionally a certain amount of flocculent matter
will be left, which it wiU be necessary to remove with very careful

heating, not boiling, in a weak solution of caustic potash, and
immediately pouring into a large quantity of clean water and
thoroughly washing.

Marine Fossil and Suh-Plutonic Deposits, being stony, and
possessed of very much the same physical characters, are manipu-
lated in the same manner. A small lump of the deposit is placed

in a test-tube, and covered with a strong solution of caustic potash.

It is then boiled for a few minutes, and usuaUy it immediately begins

to break up and fall down in the shape of a soft mud-hke material.

At once the liquid, with the suspended fine powder, is poured off

into a large quantity of clean hot water, and if the whole of the

lump has not broken down into a powder, what remains has a little

water poured over it in the test-tube, and it is again boiled. It will

be found that a little more will now crumble off. This is added to

the rest in the large vessel, and if the lump has not now broken

down, it is again boiled in the alkaline solution and in water alter-

nately, until it has all been disintegrated. It is then all permitted

to settle for at least three hours, when it is thoroughly washed and
boiled in hydrochloric acid for about half an hour. There is then

added an equal amount of nitric acid, and the boiling continued for

a short time. It is then washed and heated in sulphuric acid, with

the addition of bichromate of potash and hydrochloric acid.

All mixed gatherings of Diatomaceas, and particularly all muds
and deposits, should be separated into densities, so that for the most

part the larger forms are collected together, free from sand, and

separate from the smaller species and broken specimens. This is
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done by using a number of beaker glasses, of various sizes, in the

following manner :—Into a 1-ounce beaker the cleaned diatoms

are placed, and the vessel filled with water. It is then well stirred

up by means of a glass rod, and, after resting about five seconds,

poured off carefully into a 6-ounce vessel so as not to disturb the

sand which has settled. Again the vessel is filled up with water,

stirred, allowed to settle for the same length of time, and poured

into the same vessel. This is repeated until it has been done at

least six times, when we shall find all of the sand, free from diatoms,

in the small beaker. This can be thrown away, and as soon as the

material in the large beaker has settled it is returned to the small

one, and the same process gone through with, only extending the

time of settling now to about ten seconds. The next density is

that which settles in twenty seconds ; and so on, five or six densities

may be obtained, and if carefully prepared they will be found to

contain forms varying very much one from the other. The large

species of Triceratiiun, Aulacodiscus, and the like, will be found in

the coarsest density, and the broken diatoms in the lightest.

Preserving and Mounting Sj^ecimens so as to have them in a
condition for study at any future time.—Of course, when possible,

Diatomacese should be studied in the Hving condition. But there

are many forms which have not been as yet found living, and these

can only be studied as dead skeletons; and, in fact, it is in the dead

skeletons of the Diatomacese that many of the most marked charac-

teristics are to be found; and on such characteristics sj)ecies have

been founded. Besides, the most beautiful sculpturing of the valves

is only to be seen after everything has been removed but the

silicious cell-wall I have termed the skeleton. Therefore I advocate

the cleaning of a portion at least of every gathering in the manner
described, so that nothing will be left but the clean silicious cell-wall.

If we desire to keep specimens in a state as near that they

present when living as possible, we have to put them in some
preservative fluid in which they will not decay, and in which the

softer parts will be preserved. Unfortunately these soft parts do

not keep well ; but the fluid which I have found to be the best for

the purpose is distilled water, which has to every fluid ounce two
or three drops of wood creosote added, and thereafter a sufficient

number of drops of alcohol, which will be about double the number
of the drops of creosote, to make the creosote soluble in the water,

which it is only to a very slight degree under ordinary conditions.

I do not advocate any fluid containing glycerine, or, in fact, any of

the preservative fluids described in the books treating of the pre-

paration of microscopic objects. The vessels in which the fresh

specimens of Diatomacese are put up are what are known to micro-

scopists as " cells," but how these are made cannot be gone into

here, as the description would occupy too much space and time.
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Suffice it to say that I prefer cells made of old japan gold-size,

which can be procured of dealers in microscopic materials. Within
such a cell, of sufficient depth and immersed in the preservative

fluid, a few of the diatoms, or a scraj) of the plant upon which they
are growing, is placed, and the glass cover fixed over it in the
manner described in the books upon manipulation. The filamen-

tous forms are thus preserved almost in their natural condition

;

but, on account of the presence of the endochrome, the sculpturing

of the silicious cell-wall is almost invisible. To show this

character, while the filamentous form is preserved, another method
of mounting is employed. A thin, clean covering glass is selected,

and laid upon a clean piece of paper. A large drop of distilled

water is then allowed to fall upon it, and in this drop the filamen-

tous diatom is thinly spread out. Then the cover is taken up by
means of a pair of forceps and held over the flame of a spirit lamp,

which has been turned down so as to be quite small and steady.

The cover is held some distance above the flame, and judiciously

manipulated, so that the heat is evenly distributed over it, and it

does not crack. As soon as all the water has been driven ofl" with-

out the formation of bubbles, the glass is brought gradually down
almost in contact with the flame, and held at that point for a few
minutes. Then the diatoms will be seen to turn black, on account

of the charring of the organic matter contained in them. After a

while this black carbonaceous matter will burn off, and they will

become quite white. If, however, there seems to be any difficulty

in burning off the last portion of carbon, the cover is lowered once

or twice to come in contact with the top of the flame, and then

raised again. In this way it will become red hot for a moment

;

and everything will be burned off except the silicious portions of

the diatoms. Now the cover is removed slowly from over the

flame, and held in the forceps until it is cold, but by no means laid

down upon any sui-face until it is quite cold, otherwise it will fly

into pieces. Then it can be laid upon an ordinary glass shde, and
examined to see if it is worth preserving, which may be done in

one or two ways : first, the glass cover is warmed, and a drop of

good spirits of turpentine let fall upon it, covering the diatoms.

Just before the spirits evaporate, a small drop of thin Canada
balsam is added, and a slide taken, warmed, and a drop of balsam

placed upon the centre part of it. Then the cover is brought down
upon the slide, the two balsam-covered sides together, in such a

way, by tilting the cover shghtly, that no air is allowed to come
between them, and the cover permitted to fall gradually into place,

driving a wave of balsam before it. In this way we have the

filamentous diatoms arranged as they grow, but with [endochrome

removed which would obscure the markings, and in balsam, which
renders them transparent. Some forms, as some of the
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Fragillarise, become too transparent if put up in this way, and
therefore another method of mounting must be adopted with them.

They are burned upon the cover, as just described, but mounted
dry in air ; that is to say, a cell of gold size is made, the glass

cover slightly warmed, and then placed upon the cell, with the side

upon which the diatoms are fixed, downwards. The warmth
slightly softens the gold size, and the cover becomes fixed.

Other forms besides the filamentous species may be mounted in

fluid, or burned upon the cover and subsequently put up in balsam,

or dry. But the commonest way of treating such forms is to clean

them by means of chemicals, as already described, and then,

previous to mounting them, divide the clean gathering, consisting of

a white sediment of large and small diatoms along with fine sand,

all mixed up together into densities. Of course, if some of this

sediment were to be mounted in this condition, extremely unsightly

slides would be procured ; so it is best to separate the finer from
the coarser diatoms, and these in turn from the sand. This is

accomplished by what is known as elutriation, or, separating into

densities after the manner already described. Then slides may be

mounted from each of the densities in the following manner. A
slide is thoroughly cleaned, and a good-sized drop of water placed

upon the centre portion. A little of the diatom sediment is then
taken up in a dip-tube, and the point of the tube brought just into

contact with the drop. As soon as a few diatoms have run out of

the dip-tube, it is removed. Then a small splinter of wood or stiff

bristle is used to disseminate the diatoms through the drop of water
in such a way that they will be pretty evenly distributed and not
overlie each other. The water is then driven off by heat, a drop of

thin Canada balsam placed upon the dry diatoms, and a cover

placed on them in the usual manner. In many cases, especially

when dealing with the smaller forms, it will be found desirable to

mount them upon the cover in this same way, instead of upon the
slide, as they will then be brought as near as possible to the

objective of the microscope. Single or remarkable specimens of

diatoms may be picked out and mounted by themselves ; but the

manner of accomplishing this would occupy more space than it has
been thought desirable to devote to this portion of our subject, and
the reader is referred to the books on mounting microscopic objects

for the particulars of the process.

The main principles of preparing and mounting Diatomaceae

for preservation and study have been given, and the intending

student will be able to devise modifications and improvements for

himself, so that he will be able to put up specimens in as finished

a manner as any to be procured from the dealers.

—

From the

Beport of the Geological Survey of New Hampshire, vol. i.
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NEW BOOKS, WITH SHOKT NOTICES.

Tlie Anatomy of the Lymjiliatic System. By E. Klein, M.D.,
Assistant Professor at the Laboratory of tlie Brown Institution,

London. I. The Serous Membranes. London : Smith, Elder, and Co.,
1873.—Some of the results of the observations described in this

memoir were published in 1872, in the January numbers of the ' Cen-
tralblatt fiir die Medicinischen Wissenschaften,' Dr. Klein has since

that time carried his observations farther, and is of opinion that the

anatomy of the serous membranes, so far at least as their lymphatic
system is concerned, may be regarded as complete. The present

work deals with the minute structui-e of the omentum, the centrum
tendineum of the diajihragm, and the mediastinal pleura, both in their

normal and pathological conditions.

It is almost impossible to criticize a book of this nature. The
Teutonic carefulness, which insists on a knowledge of all contemporary
w^ork on a given subject, precludes almost any farther inquiry into

facts and arguments adduced on one side or the other, where the only
possible proof is a repetition of the writer's work and experiments.

And it is only the careful histologist who can verify or pull to pieces

such work as Dr. Klein's. Mere bibliographical research, with the

addition of one or more presumably new facts, not necessarily sup-
porting, or even antagonistic to, some stated text, is certainly too

common a characteristic of authors in German " Archive " and " Zeit-

schriften." But no such fault is visible here. The facts observed are

stated plainly and severely ; the opinions of others put forward with
fairness, whether they agree or differ with those of the writer ; the

conclusions of the observer hinaseK offered modestly, though with no
lack of firmness.

In his first chapter he points out that on the serous membranes
in certain regions there is normally to be seen a germinating endo-
thelium. For instance, the fenestrated portion of the omentum in

various animals shows numbers of cells which are raised from the

general surface by means of a stalk, and which possess in their peri-

pheral spherical portion two nuclei or a nucleus in a state of division

;

and besides the appearance of constriction, and division of these poly-

hedral or club-shaped endothelial cells, there are always numbers of

smaller spherical lymphoid elements which are detached from the

surface, that is to say, which have become perfectly separated. The
same character is possessed by the endothelium of the surface of

certain nodular or cord-like structures, which are either isolated or

in connection with the chief trabeculpe of the fenestrated part of

the omentum, in which larger blood-vessels or fat are contained. In the

second chapter, in which he discusses the cellular elements of the

ground-substance (matrix, basis-substance), he shows that the knots

and cords are not exactly to be regarded as pre-existing adenoid
tissue, nor as collections of lymph-corpuscles, but that they are

developed for the most part out of the ordinary branched cells of the
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tissue—in fact, as " peri-lymphangial nodules and tracts ;" and that

the farther the develoj)ment is advanced the more numerous are the

lymph-corpuscles at the spot—the more does the cellular network

assume the character of an adenoid network. From their topo-

graphical arrangement they are analogues of the fat tissue of the

omentum ; and the writer considers at length their conversion into fat

nodules and tracts. In the third chapter he describes the lymphatic

vessels of the serous membranes, their relation to the surface of the

latter, and the development of lymphatic capillaries. He distinguishes

two kinds of stomata on the surface of the serous membranes, stomata

vera and stomata spui'ia or pseudo-stomata, the former rej^resenting

either the mouth of a vertical lymphatic channel, or a discontinuity of

the endothelium of the surface. He points out also that normally

in the omentum and the mediastinal pleura, knots and cords originate

by the outgrowth of the endothelium of the lymphatic capillaries as a

network of branched cells from which young cells spring. The fourth

chapter is taken up with the distribution of blood-vessels in the

lymphangial nodules and cords, and the development of blood capil-

laries. The principle according to which the latter takes place he

finds to be similar to that which was first pointed out by Strieker in

the new formation of blood-vessels in the tadpole and in inflammation,

and confiiTQcd in every j^articular by Arnold afterwards. In a patch

in which there is a considerable number of young vessels one capillary

may easily be found which ends ccecally. At the ccecal end the proto-

plasmic character of the wall may be recognized very clearly ; the

lumen becomes more or less suddenly narrowed, the wall finally

becomes solid, and passes into a perfectly ordinary nucleated branched

cell of the matrix. In the second section he sketches briefly the views

of different writers on inflammation and artificial tuberculosis, and
shows that they are all, more or less, borne out by his own descrii)tion

of the normal serous membranes. For instance, Eanvier and Kundrat
confirm the germination of the endothelium in inflammation of these

tissues, and the latter considers the miliary nodules on the serous

membranes in tuberculosis to be derived from the same soui'ce.

Sanderson holds that there is a pre-existing adenoid tissue in the

omentum, in the form of nodules and cords, which increases to an
extraordinary extent in chronic inflammation, so that the nodules and
cords of tubercle found in artificial tuberculosis are nothing but

hyperplastic adenoid tissue. Knaufi"s views on the same subject are

precisely similar ; while Klebs declares that in the same affection the

lymphatic vessels play a most important part, their endothelium pro-

liferating, and thus composing the tubercle-knot. The book closes

with the observations of the author himself on the changes found in

these serous membranes in acute and chronic peritonitis; and in an
interesting, though somewhat abrupt tailpiece to a most interesting

volume, a fact is mentioned which has bearings somewhat difierent to

the intended scope of the book, the occui-rence, namely, of the ova of

certain entozoa in the lymphatics of the omentum and mesentery of

rabbits and cats.

For reasons stated at the commencement of this article, we have
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purposely contented oiu'selves with abstracting, as far as possible in

tbe words of the author, the matter of this work. The Government
Grant Committee of the Eoyal Society are able to congratulate

themselves on having furnished the means for the execution of the

numerous plates, which to our eyes are better, as being less hard,

than the engravings attached to ' The Handbook for the Physiological

Laboratory.' It seems almost a pity—though it may be cavilling

about a minor matter—that so handsome a volume as that under
notice should be somev/hat spoiled by certain faults of idiomatic

style, which no one, we are sure, would more willingly have overcome
than the writer himself. To the same absence of careful sujiervision

on the part of a friend are probably due one or two obvious misprints,

perhaps scarcely worth mentioning. But the work adds one more to

the numerous causes of self-congratulation with which the English
scientific world rejoices over the connection of Dr. Klein with the

Bro^\^l Institution.

PKOGEESS OF MICKOSCOPICAL SCIENCE.

Tlie Egg-peduncles of certain Worms.—Professor Moebius figures

and describes a new genus of chfetopod worms with external ovaries

from the eighteenth segment onwards ; they are situated below the

branchife, and at the boundary between the two segments. Within the

body-wall in the Same segments are also eggs. The worm is named
Leipoceras uviferum. Moebiiis has discovered that another worm
(^Scolecolepis cirrafa Sars) carries its eggs in pouches like a swallow's

nest, along the hinder segments of the body. Many Polychfetous

worms bear their eggs in sacs attached to the ventral surface of the

body (e. g. Autohjcus prolifer Miill.). One {Syllis pulUgera Krohn)
carries them in the shorter dorsal filaments of its feet, while in

Spirorhis spirillum the eggs are carried in folds of the skin, developed

in the peduncle of the operculum, with which it closes its tube.

Tornaria, the young of a Worm.—It is stated in the 'American Na-
turalist ' for Jiily, that Mr. Alexander Agassiz has discovered that the

Tornaria, an immature microscopic floating animal, which he in common
with other naturalists had thought to be a young starfish, is really

a young worin. The parent is a remarkable worm, found at different

points on the American coast and that of Eiu'ope, burrowing in sand,

and described by the celebrated Italian zoologist Delle Chiaje. The
history of Balanoglossus as given by Agassiz " while showing great

analogy between the development of Echinoderms and the Nemertian

worms, by no means proves the identity of type of the Echinoderms
and Annuloids. It is undoubtedly the strongest case known which

could be taken to prove their identity. But when we come carefully

to analyze the anatomy of true Echinoderm larvfe, and compare it with

that of Tornaria, we find that we leave as wide a gulf as ever between

VOL. XII. S
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the structure of the Echinoderms and that of the Annuloids." Now
the young of certain Echinoderms have a form very similar to larval

worms. " On this chiefly Professor Huxley, misled by the names given

by J. Miiller to some of these larva?, has revived the old opinion

of Oken, and associated the Echinoderms with the Articulates ; but as

he based his opinion entirely upon the figures of Miiller, and not

upon original investigations, his conclusions, which have been adopted

by the majority of English naturalists, do not appear to Mr. Agassiz

as tenable. The hypothetical form to which Huxley reduces these

larvsB, to make his comparisons and to draw his inferences, is one

which has never been observed, and as far as we now know does not

exist." Mr. Agassiz's paper, with many beautiful figures, appears in

the ' Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.'

The Structure of the Cornea.—This has been very well investigated

by Dr. Thin, who has communicated a paper on the subject, through

Professor Huxley, to the Royal Society. The paper appears in the

last number but one of the ' Proceedings of the Royal Society.' The
author says, referring to his former paper,* that in " order to

corroborate the results yielded me by the nitrate of silver, I

availed myself of the well-kno^\Ti property which haematoxylin pos-

sesses of specially staining the nuclei of cells. I allow the cornea

to remain in the solution until it is perfectly saturated. Subsequent

maceration in acetic acid removes the haematoxylin from the fibrillary

substance before it bleaches the nuclei. On comparing a cornea so

treated with successful preparations of the cornea-corpuscles as

obtained by chloride of gold, it is found that the number of cells

demonstrated by the haematoxylin exceeds by several times that found

in the gold preparation, affording direct proof of the existence of other

cells in the cornea than those known as the cornea-corpuscles. If a

vertical section of the cornea is so treated by hnematoxylin and acetic

acid, in many of the clefts of the fibrillary substance, in which, as is

well known, the cornea-corjiuscles are situated, several nuclei are seen,

proving in another way the existence of a greater number of cells than

those hitherto accepted by anatomists. But in addition to the proof

aftorded by staining the nuclei of the cells, I have, by the application

of a new method, been able to isolate (and thus demonstrate beyond
all further possibility of doubt their existence in the cornea) a large

number of cellular elements, the varied size and shape of which
distinguish them not only from the cornea-corpuscles, but from any
anatomical structures that have been as yet described. K a cornea is

placed in a saturated solution of caustic potash, at a temperature

between 105° and 115^ Fahrenheit, it is reduced in a few minutes to

a white granulated mass of about a fourth of its previous bulk. In a

small piece of the diminished cornea, broken down with a needle and
examined under the microscoi^e in the same fluid, it is found that the

only visible elements are a great number of cells. If the conjunctival

epithelium of the cornea has not been previously removed, the cells of

that structure can be recognized amongst the others ; and if the mass
under examination has not been too much broken up in maiiipiilatiug,

* ' Lancet,' February 14.
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groups of them may bo seen in direct anatomical continuity with long
narrow flat cells, which belong to the elements that have been for the
first time brought to light by the i^otash solution. But the cells of
the anterior or surface epithelium form a very small proportion of the
number. The smallest piece that can be removed by the needle from
a cornea which, before being put into the solution, has had this

epithelium scraped off and Descemet's membrane removed, shows
under the microscope a multitude of cells. Of the branched cor-
puscles, the fibrillary substance, and nerves, not a trace is visible.

The form of these cells is so various that it would be difficult to con-

struct a series of types under which every individual cell could be
brought. They seem in their development to have assumed any modi-
fication of form that is necessary to enable them to fit accurately the
cavities and fibrillary bundles to which they are applied. Those
whose outlines do not permit their being accurately described as

belonging to a strictly defined type, are many of them somewhat
quadi'angular or triangular in form, or club-shaj^ed, with a short or
long projecting process. Of fixed and definite types are long narrow
rods, ending obliquely at the point, and oblong cells intersected at one
end by a notch, which receives the extremities of two of the long cells

that lie parallel to each other. I do not attempt to give an exhaustive

account of the various forms assumed by these cells. A better idea

than can be given by any description will be got by an examination of
figs. 1, 2, 3, plate viii., in which many of them are represented ; but
an examination of the first-j)repared cornea will show that there are

many forms and modifications which have not been drawn. The cells

are granular in appearance, with sharp clear outlines. The terminal

surfaces of the long cells can often be seen to be finely serrated ; and
so closely do they fit each other at these points, that sometimes a high
magnifying power is necessary to discover the suture-like line by
which the junction is indicated. The nuclei of all the cells have
nearly the same length, but in the narrower cells the nucleus is often

much compressed transversely. The long cells are many of them
0'09 millim. long, and from 0*006-0 -003 millim. broad ; the shorter

cells are broader. Those 0*06 millim. long are generally about
0*009 millim. broad. A length of 0*36 millim. with a breadth of

about 0*015 millim. is common; others are 0*03 millim. long and
0*012 millim. broad. I have chiefly examined the cells in the cornea

of the ox, sheep, and frog, and have found no important differences

either in shape or arrangement. In examining portions of the cornea

which have been as little disturbed as is consistent with the main-
tenance of transparency, grouf)s of cells are foitud massed together

in situ, as they have been left by the dissolving out of the fibrillary

substance by the potash: these are found chiefly in two forms.

Transverse masses of the anterior epithelium are foimd sutured to

long narrow cells, which sometimes seem to join them at an angle.

Further, flat quadrangular masses of a single layer of cells are found

formed in the following manner :—Of two opposite sides the external

rows are formed of more or less rounded and angular cells, to which
are joined long narrow cells that lie parallel to each other. Those

s 2
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from eacli side respectively meet in the centre, where they join. The

remaining sides of the quadrangle are formed hy a side view of these

various cells, where they have been detached from the adjoining ones

in the breaking down of the cornea mass. The coincidence between

the breadth of the long narrow cells and the fibrillary bundles of the

cornea-substance, as seen when prepared by the ordinary rnethods, is

evident, the continuous planes formed by their junction indicating

that they form layers between which it is enclosed. According to this

view, the ground-substance is everywhere encased in a sheath of

cellular elements. Bowman's corneal tubes I believe to include both

the straight canals described in the paper above referred to and the

spaces between the long cells widened by injection, chiefly the latter.

Although I have nothing to add to the description of the mode of pre-

paration which I have already given, I must- state that there are con-

ditions of success, as to the nature of which I have not yet come to a

definite conclusion. Sometimes the same solution, applied at the same

temperature to diiierent cornefe, succeeds in one and fails in another,

and sometimes a solution prepared with every precaution has failed to

afford me any result. The two essential conditions to success are

complete saturation and temperature. I have never succeeded with a

temperature above 120°, nor with one below 102°; and so sensitive is

the solution to moisture, that preparations sealed in it with asphalte

seldom keep longer than one or two days, except in very dry weather.

On a damp day I have known a successful preparation left on the

object-glass disappear in six hours. The corneal mass may be kept

unaltered for at least some weeks in the solution by running sealing-

wax round the stopper of the bottle. A perfectly successful prepara-

tion shows nothing but the cells. Unsuccessful preparations, especially

those prepared with too hot solution, show globular masses unlike

any anatomical element ; others, especially those prepared at too low

a temperature, or with imperfect saturation, show masses of hexagonal

crystals like those of cystin. To sum up, I believe that there exists

in the cornea :—I., the fibrillary ground-substance, which is pierced

by straight canals and honeycombed with cavities; II., flat cells,

which everywhere cover the fibrillary bundles of the former and line

the entire system of the latter ; III., the cornea-corpuscles of Toynbee

and Virchow ; and IV., the nerve-structures of the tissue. The
cornea-corpuscles and the nerves lie free in the canals and cavities,

and between them and the epithelium there is a fluid-filled space

which permits the passage of lymph-corpuscles. It is therefore proper

to regard the canals, cavities, and interfibrillary spaces as forming a

continuous and integral part of the lymphatic system, the latter

having to the former the same relation that blood-capillaries have to

the veins. The junction of the flat cells of the fibrillary substance

with the epithelium of the surface justifies the inference that the

intercellular spaces in the anterior epithelium of the cornea commu-
nicate with the lymph-sjjaces in the ground-substance, and that the

position of nerve-fibrillfe between the epithelium is a continuation of

the similar relation that has been demonstrated in the substance of the

structure."
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A Special Mode of Development in Batrachia.—In a late number of

the ' Academy ' appeared a notice of some importance on this subject.

It says that in a letter printed in the ' Kevue Scieutifique,' M. Jules

Garnier communicates some remarkable observations that have been
made by M. Baray on certain Hylodes which exist in large numbers
in the ish^nd of Guadaloupe. These animals are widely distributed

over the island, being found not only near the sea, but in the higher

lands of the interior, and after rain their ci'oak makes the air resonant.

The physical features of Guadaloupe, a volcanic island, the soil of

which is com2)osed of tufa, pozzuolana, and similar material, are so

peculiar and so very unfavourable for the maintenance of tadpole life,

which is essentially piscine, that M. Baray was led to expect the

existence of some peculiarities of development. The ova were easily

procured, as they were everywhere present under moist leaves. No
tadpoles could be discovered, but many of the frogs were of an extra-

ordinarily minute size. The eggs were spherical, with a diameter of

from 3 to 4 millimetres, and were each provided with a small spheroidal

expansion resembling a hernia of the gelatinous mass through a pore

in the envelope. In the centre of the sphere the embryo was visible,

lying on a vitelline mass of a dirty white colour, and having a thin

body, a large head and four styliform members with a recurved tail.

When the egg was touched the embryo moved rapidly and changed
its position. A day later the embryo was perfect, with a tail as long

as the body, translucent and like that of a tadpole. The limbs

imme liately formed, and at the expiration of a few days little frogs of

a dark greyish brown colour, and without a vestige of a tail, escaped

from the egg. M. Baray's observations have established the following

facts :—(1) That this Hylodes Martinicensis commences life by a

rotatory movement of the future embryo. (2) The fully formed
embryo performs the rotatory movements more rapidly, but in a

horizontal plane. (3) The brauchia; make their appearance, and
again vanish sometime afterwards. (4) The larva in the ovum is

provided with a tail and limbs. (5) The tail of the larva not only

facilitates the movements of the imj)risoned auimal, but also aids

respiration by the numerous and minute vessels which ramify in this

highly develojied appendage. (6) The animal issues from the egg in

the form which it preserves throughout life. As M. Garnier observes,

these observations seem to constitixte a starting-point for a special

investigation of great importance, and have a close relation to the

question of the adaptability of sjiecies to surrounding conditions. It

may be asked in this case whether the frog has been created with

special modifications adapting it to live in an island destitute of

marshes, or has it in course of time acquired a new mode of develop-

ment enabling it to survive under the excej)tional conditions under

which it has been placed.

Discovery of the Position of the Bees Sting.—Mr. A. S. Packard, jun.,

makes the following observations in a late number of the ' American
Naturalist,' and as they have an important claim to priority of discovery,'

they deserve a place here. He says that in '' Siebold and KoUiker's
' Journal of Scientific Zoology ' for July, 1872, containing an account
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of tlie Proceedings of the Zoological Division of the third meeting of

the Russian Association of Naturalists, at Kiew, is an abstract of a

paper by Ouljanin on the development of the sting of the bee. The
author describes but two j)airs of imaginal disks, while three were

discovered and described by the undersigned in 1866. The author

homologizes the elements of the sting with the feet, as had already

been done by me in 1871. Soon afterwards Dr. C. Kraepelin pub-

lished an elaborate article on the structure, mechanism and develop-

mental history of the sting of the bee. In speaking of the origin of

the sting,* he only refers to Ganiu's observations made in vol. xix. of

the same Joui'ual (1869). Dr. Kraepelin seems to have overlooked the

writer's papers t on the origin of the sting of the bee and ovipositor of

other insects (^schna and Agrion) published in 1866 and 1868, the

observations and drawings having been made in 1863."

The Mouth of the Dragon-fly.—Mr. Packard has also the following

note in the same number of the ' American Naturalist ' as the above

paragi'aph is taken from :
—" An important article on the mouth jjarts

of the dragon-fly, Perl^e and allied forms {Orthoptera ainphihiotica), is

published by Dr. Gerstaecker, in the memorial volume of the Cen-
tennial Celebration of the Society of the Friends of Science in Berlin,

1873. The author describes and figures the palpi of the dragon-flies.

They possess a one-jointed maxillary palpus, and 2-jointed labial

palj)us, which are not however in the maxillas palpiform, but con-

stitute a simple lobe (galea of Burmeister, Erichson and Eatzburg).

In Hagen's ' Synopsis of Neuroptera of North America ' (1861) it is

stated ' mouth not furnished with palpi.' This statement, which is

morphologically inexact, was copied in the ' Guide to the Study of

Insects.' It will be corrected in the fifth edition of the latter, as it

was unfortunately too late to correct the statement in the fourth

edition, now passing through the press, except in a few words in the

preface."

The Plan of Descent of the Animal Kingdom.^The following is

given as a rude outline of the plan sketched out by Professor Haeckel.
Regarding the sponges as consisting of two layers of cells, surround-
ing a body cavity, somewhat as in the Hydra, Haeckel comjjares the
sponge to the embryos of the higher animals, both vertebrate and
invertebrate. In his view the germ of all animals, and the adult of

such a simple form as Hydra, may be reduced to the simjjle form of

the young of a calcareous sponge which he calls Gastrula. " The
* P. 320, vol. xxlii., 1873.

t " Observations on the Development and Position of the Hymenoptera, with
notes on the Morphology of Insects," ' Proceedings Boston Society, N. H.,'

published May, 1866. " On the Structure of the Ovipositor and Homologous
Parts in the Male Insect," ' Proceedings Boston Society, N. H.,' vol. xi., published
in 1868. 'Guide to tlie Study of Insects,' 1869, pp. 14, 536. " Eml)rjological
Studies on Diplax, Perithemis, and the Thysanurous genus Isotoma," ' Memoirs
Peabody Academy of Science,' 1871, p. 20. Here the spring of the Podm-idaj is

homologized with a pair of blades of the ovipositor of the bee, &c., and the
ovipositor regarded as homologous with the si^inuerets of sjiiders and abdominal
feet of myriapods.
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Gastrula I consider as the truest and most significant embryonal form
of the animal kingdom." It leads in his view to the sponges, to the

Acalephfc, to the worms, to the echinoderms, to the mollusks, and to

the vertebrates, through Amphioxus. Embryonal forms which may
easily be traced from Gastrula, occur among the Arthropods (Crustacea

as well as Insects). In all these representatives of different stocks of

animals, the Gastrula always maintains the same structiu'e. From
this identity in form of the Gastrula with the representatives of the

different animal stocks (or sub-kingdoms), from the sponges up to the

vertebrates, he imagines an unknown stem-form of animals, typified

by Gastrula, which he calls Gastrcea.

Recent Deep-sea DreJgings hy the ' Challenger.'—The following

extremely interesting letter which was sent from Professor Wyville
Thomson to Admiral Richards, has been j)ublished by the latter in a

late number of the ' Proceedings of the Royal Society.' The Professor

says:—" I have the j)leasure of informing you that, during our voyage

from the Cape of Good Hope to Australia, all the necessary observa-

tions in matters bearing upon my department have been made most
successfully at nineteen principal stations, suitably distributed over

the track, and including Marion Island, the neighbourhood of the

Crozets, Kerguelen Island, and the Heard group.
" After leaving the Cape several dredgings were taken a little to

the southward, at depths from 100 to 150 fathoms. Animal life was
very abundant ; and the result was remarkable in this respect, that

the general character of the fauna was very similar to that of the

North Atlantic, many of the species even being identical with those on
the coasts of Great Britain and Norway. The first day's dredging was
in 1900 fathoms, 125 miles to the south-westward of Cape Agulhas;
it was not very successful.

" Marion Island was visited for a few hoiu's, and a considerable

collection of plants, including nine flowering species, was made by
Mr. Moseley. These, along with collections from Kerguelen Island

and from Yong Island, of the Heard group, are sent home with

Mr, Moseley's notes, for Dr. Hooker's information.
" A shallow-water dredging near Marion Island gave a large

number of species, again representing many of the northern tyj)es, but

with a mixture of southern forms, such as many of the characteristic

southern Bryozoa and the curious genus Serolis among Crustaceans.

Off Prince Edward's Island the dredge brought up many large and
striking specimens of one or two species of Alcyonarian zoophytes,

allied to Mopsea and Isis.

" The trawl was put down in 1375 fathoms on the 29th December,
and in 1600 fathoms on the 30th, between Prince Edward's Island

and the Crozets. The number of species taken in these two hauls was
very large ; many of them belonged to especially interesting genera,

and many were new to science. I may mention that there occurred,

with others, the well-known genera Enplectella, Hi/alonema, Umbellu-

laria, and Flabellum ; two entii-ely new genera of stalked Crinoids

belonging to the Apiocrinidee ; Pourtalesia ; several Spatangoids new
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to science (allied to the extinct genus Ananchytes) ; Salenia ; several

remarkable Crustaceans ; and a few fish.

" We were unfortunately unable to land on Possession Island on

account of the weather ; but we dredged in 210 fathoms and 550

fathoms, about 18 miles to the S.W. of the island, with a satisfactory

result. We reached Kerguelen Island on the 7th of January, and
remained there until the 1st of February. During that time Dr. v.

Willemoes-Suhm was chiefly occupied in working out the land fauna,

Mr. Moseley collected the plants, Mr. Buchanan made observations

on the geology of those parts of the island which we visited, and

Mr. Murray and I carried on the shallow-water dredging in the

steam-pinnace. Many observations were made, and large collections

were stored in the different departments. We detected at Kerguelen

Island some peculiarities in the reproduction of several groups of

marine invertebrates, and particularly in the Echinodermata, which I

have briefly described in a separate paper.
" Two days before leaving Kerguelen Island, we trawled off the

entrance of Christmas Harbour ; and the trawl-net came up, on one

occasion, nearly tilled with large cup-sponges belonging to the genus
Bossella of Carter, and probably the species dredged by Sir James
Clark Ross near the ice-barrier, Mossella antarctica.

" On the 2nd of February we dredged in 150 fathoms, 140 miles

south of Kerguelen, and on the 7th of February off Yong Island, in

both cases with success.

" We reached Corinthian Bay, in Yong Island, on the evening of

the 6th, and had made all arrangements for examining it, as far as

possible, on the following day ; but, to our great disapj)ointment, a

sudden change of weather obliged lis to put to sea. Fortunately

Mr. Moseley and Mr. Buchanan accompanied Captain Nares on shore

for an hour or two on the evening of our arrival, and took the oppor-

tunity of collecting the plants and minerals within their reach. A
cast of the trawl taken in lat. 60° 52' S., long. 80° 20' E., at 1260
fathoms, was not very productive, only a few of the ordinary deep-sea

forms having been procured.
" Our most southerly station was on the 14th of February, lat.

65° 42' S., long. 79° 49' E. The trawl brought up, from a depth of

1675 fathoms, a considerable number of animals, including Sponges,
Alcyonarians, Echinids, Bryozoa, and Crustacea, all much of the

Tjsual deep-sea character, although some of the species had not been
previously observed. On February 26th, in 1975 fathoms, Umhellu-

larice, HolothuricB, and many examj)les of several species of the

Ananchyfido} were procured; and we found very much the same group
of forms at 1900 fathoms on the 3rd of March. On the 7th of

March, in 1800 fathoms, there were many animal forms, particularly

some remarkable starfishes, of a large size, of the genus Hymenaster ;

and on the 13th of March, at a depth of 2600 fathoms, with a

bottom temperature of 0"'2 C. Holotlmrke Avero abundant, there were
several starfishes and Actinice, and a very elegant little Brachiopod
occurred attached to peculiar concretions of manganese which came
lip in numbers in the trawl.
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5
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" In nine successful dredgings, at depths beyond 1000 fathoms,

between tlie Cape and Australia :

—

Sponges were met I Balanoglossus were met
with on .. .. 6 occasions,

j

with on 1 occasion.
Anthozoa Octactinia 7 „ |

Cirripedia 4 occasions.

„ Polyactinia 6 „
j

Ostracoda 1

Crinoidea .... 4 „ |

Isopoda 7
Asteroidea .... 8 „ i Amphipoda .. .. 3
Ophiuridea .... 9 „
Echinidea
Holotliuridea .. ..8 „
Bryozoa 6 „
Tuiiicata 5 „
Sipnnculacea . . .

.

3 „
Nematodes .. ,. 1 „
Annelida .... 8 „ 1 Cephalopoda .. .. 3
(^Myzostomurn) .... 2 „ j

Teleostei 6 „

" It is of course impossible to determine the species with the books
of reference at oiar command ; but many of them are new to science,

and some are of great interest from their relation to groups suj^posed

to be extinct. This is particularly the case with the Echinodermata,
which are here, as in the deep water in the north, a very prominent
group.

" During the present cruise special attention has been paid to the

natiire of the bottom, and to any facts which might throw light ui)on

the source of its materials.

" This department has been chiefly in the hands of Mr. Murray
;

and I have pleasure in referring to the constant industry and care
which he has devoted to the preparation, examination, and storing of
samples. I extract from Mr. Murray's notes :

—

" ' In the soundings about the Agulhas bank, in 100 to 150 fathoms,
the bottom was of a greenish colour, and contained many crystalline

particles (some dark-coloured and some clear) of Foraminifera, species

of Orhulina, Glohigerina, and Pulvinulina, a pretty species of Uvigerina,

PlanorbuUna, Miliolina, Bulimina, and Nuinmulina. There were very
few Diatoms.

"
' In the deep soundings and dredgings before reaching the

Crozets, in 1900, 1570, and 1375 fathoms, the bottom was composed
entirely of Orhulina, Glohigerina, and Pulvinulina, the same species which
we get on the surface, but all of a white colour and dead. Of Forami-
nifera, which we have not got on the surface, I noticed one Botalia

and one Polystomella, both dead. Some Coccoliths and Ehabdoliths
were also found in the samples from these soundings. On the whole,
these bottoms were, I think, the i)urest carbonate of lime we have ever

obtained. When the soundings were placed in a bottle and shaken up
with water, the whole looked like a quantity of sago. The Pulvinulince

were smaller than in the dredgings in the Atlantic. We had no
soundings between the Crozets and Kerguelen.

" ' The specimens of the bottom about Kerguelen were all from
depths from 120 to 20 fathoms, and consisted usually of dark mud,
with an offensive sulphurous smell. Those obtained farthest from
land were made up almost entirely of matted sponge-spicules. In
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tliese soundings one species of BotaUna and one other Foraminifer

occiuTed.
" ' At 150 futlioms, between Kerguelen and Heard Island, tlie

bottom was composed of basaltic pebbles. Tlie bottom at Heard
Island was much tbe same as at Kerguelen.

" ' The sample obtained from a dejjth of 1260 fathoms, south of

Heard Island, was quite different from anything we had previously-

obtained. It was one mass of Diatoms, of many species ; and, mixed
with these, a few small Glohigerince and Eadiolarians, and a very few
crystalline particles.

" ' The soundings and dredgings while we were among the ice in

1675, 1800, 1300, and 1975 fathoms, gave another totally distinct

deposit of yellowish clay, with j)ebbles and small stones, and a con-

siderable admixture of Diatoms, Eadiolarians, and Glohigerince. The
clay and i^ebbles were evidently a sediment from the melting icebergs,

and the Diatoms, Eadiolarians, and Foraminifera were from the

surface-waters.
" ' The bottom fi'om 1950 fathoms, on our way to Australia from

the Antarctic, was again exactly similar to that obtained in the

1260-fathoms soundings south of Heard Island. The bottom at 1800
fathoms, a little farther to the north (lat. 50^ 1' S., long. 123" 4' E,),

was again pure " Glohigerina-ooze," composed of Orbulince, Glohigerince,

and Pulnnulince.
" ' The bottom at 2150 fathoms (lat. 47° 25' S., long. 130° 32' E.)

was similar to the last, with a reddish tinge ; and that at 2 GOO fathoms

(lat. 42° 42' S., long. 134° 10' E.) was reddish clay, the same which
we got at like depths in the Atlantic, and contained manganese
nodules and much decomposed Foraminifera.'

" Mr. Murray has been induced, by the observations which have
been made in the Atlantic, to combine the use of the towing net, at

various depths from the surface to 150 fathoms, with the examination

of the samples from the soimdings. And this double work has led

him to a conclusion (in which I am now forced entirely to concur,

although it is certainly contrary to my former opinion) that the bulk
of the material of the bottom in deep water is, in all cases, derived

from the surface.

" Mr. Mm'ray has demonstrated the presence of Glohigerince,

Pulvinulince, and Orhulince throughout all the upper layers of the sea

over the whole of the area where the bottom consists of ' Globigerina-

ooze ' or of the red clay produced by the decomposition of the shells

of Foraminifera ; and theii" appearance when living on the surface is

so totally different from that of the shells at the bottom, that it is

impossible to doubt that the latter, even although they frequently

contain organic matter, are all dead. I mean this to refer only to the

genera mentioned above, which practically form the ooze. Many other

Foraminifera imdoubtedly live in compai-atively small numbers, along
with animals of higher groups, on the bottom.

" In the extreme south the conditions were so severe as greatly to

interfere with all work. We had no arrangement for heating the

work-rooms; and at a temperature which averaged for some days
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25° F., the iustruments became so cold tliat it was unpleasant to

handle tliem, and tlic vai^our of the breath condensed and froze at once
upon glass and brass-work. Dredging at the considerable depths
which we found near the Antarctic Circle became a severe and some-
what critical operation, the gear being stiffened and otherwise affected

by the cold, and we could not repeat it often,

" The evening of the 23rd of February was remarkably fine and
calm, and it was arranged to dredge on the following morning. The
weather changed somewhat during the night, and the wind rose.

Captain Nares was, however, most anxious to carry out our object,

and the dredge was put over at 5 a.m. We were surrounded by ice-

bergs, the wind continued to rise, and a thick snow-storm came on
from the south-east. After a time of some anxiety the dredge was got
in all right ; but, to our great disappointment, it was empty,—pro-

bably the drift of the ship and the motion had prevented its reaching
the bottom. In the meantime the wind had risen to a whole gale

(force = 10 in the squalls), the thermometer fell to 21°* 5 F., the snow
drove in a dry blinding cloud of exquisite star-like crystals, which
burned the skin as if they had been red hot, and we were not sorry to

be able to retire from the dredging bridge.
" Careful observations on temperature are already in your hands,

reported by Captain Nares. The specific gravity of the water has
been taken daily by Mr. Buchanan ; and, during the trip, Mr. Buchanan
has determined the amount of carbonic acid in 24 different samples

—

15 from the surface, 7 from the bottom, and 2 from intermediate

depths. The smallest amount of carbonic acid was found in surface-

water on the 27th January, near Kerguelen; it amounted to 0"0373
gramme per litre. The largest amount, 0'0829 gramme per litre,

was found in bottom-water on the 14th February, when close to

the Antarctic ice. About the same latitude the amount of car-

bonic acid in surface-water rose to the unusual amount of 0*0656
gramme per litre ; in all other latitudes it ranged between • 044 and

• 054 gramme per litre. From the greater number of these samples
the oxygen and nitrogen were extracted, and sealed up in tubes.

" The considerations connected with the distribution of tempe-
rature and specific gravity in these southern waters are so very com-
plicated, that I prefer postponing any general resume of the results

until there has been time for full consideration.
" While we were among the ice all possible observations were

made on the structure and composition of icebergs. We only regretted

greatly that we had no opportunity of watching their birth, or of
observing the continuous ice-barrier from which most of them have
the ai^pearance of having been detached. The berg- and floe-ice was
examined with the microscope, and found to contain the usual Diatoms.
Careful drawings of the different forms of icebergs, of the positions

which they assume in melting, and of their intimate structure, were
made by Mr. Wild, and instantaneous photographs of several were
taken from the ship.

" Upwards of 15,000 observations in meteorology have been
recorded duriug the trip to the south. Most of these have already
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been tabulated and reduced to curves, aud otherwise arranged for

reference in considering the questions of climate on which they bear.
" Many sj)ecimens in natural history have been stored in aboiit

seventy packing-cases and casks, containing, besides di-ied specimens,
upwards of 500 store-bottles and jars of specimens in spirit.

" I need only further add that, so far as I am able to judge, the
expedition is fulfilling the object for which it was sent out. The
naval and the civilian staff seem actuated by one wish to do the utmost
in their power, and certainly a large amount of material is being
accumulated.

" The experiences of the last three months have of course been
somewhat trying to those of us who were not accustomed to a sea-life

;

but the health of the whole party has been excellent. There has been
so much to do that there has been little time for weariness ; and the
arrangements continue to work in a pleasant and satisfactory way."

The Enemies of Difflugia.—Professor Leidy remarks* that in the
relationship of Difflugia and Amceha we would suj^pose that the
former had been evolved from the latter, and that its stone house
would protect it from enemies to which the Amoeba would be most
e xi)osed. The Difflugia has many enemies. " I have repeatedly ob-
served an Amceha with a swallowed Arcella, but never with a Difflugia.

Worms destroy many of the latter, and I have frequently observed
them within the intestine of Nais, Prlstina, Cluetogaster, and ^solo-
soma. I was surprised to find that Stentor polymorjyJms was also fond
of Difflugia, and I have frequently observed this animalcule containing
them. On one occasion I accidentally fixed a Stentor by pressing
down the cover of an animalcule cage on a Difflugia, which it had
swallowed. The Stentor contracted, and suddenly elongated, and
repeated these movements until it had split three-foui-ths the length of
its body through, and had torn itself loose from the fastened Difflugia.
Nor did the Stentor suifer from this laceration of its body, for in the
course of several hours each half became separated as a distinct

individual."

On the Bevivijication of Botifer vulgaris.—In a paper before the
Academy at Philadelphia, Professor Leidy observes that during the
search for Ehizopods, having noticed among the dirt adhering to

the mosses in the crevices of our pavements many individuals of the
common wheel-animalcule, Botifer vulgaris, he had made some obser-

vations relating to the assertion that they might be revivified on
moistening them after they had been dried up. Two glass slides,

containing beneath cover glasses some dirt, exhibited each about a
dozen active living Eotifers. The glass slides were placed on a
window ledge of my study, the thermometer standing at 80°. In the
coui'se of half an hour the water on the slides was dried up, and the
dirt collected in ridges. The next morning, about twelve hours after

drying the slides, they were placed beneath the microscope. Water
was applied and the materials on the slides closely examined. On
each slide a number of apparently dried Eotifers were observed.

* 'Pioc. of Acad, of Sci., riiilaaolphia,' p. 75, 1874.
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These imbibed water and expanded, and some of them in the course

of half an hour revived and exhibited their usual movements, but
others remained motionless to the last. The same slides were again

submitted to drying, and from one of them the cover glass was
removed. They were examined the next day, but several hours after

moistening them only two Eotifers were noticed moving on each slide.

He next prepared a slide on which there were upwards of twenty actively

moving Rotifers, and exposed it to the hot sun during the afternoon.

On examination of the slide the following morning, after moistening

the material, all the Rotifers continued motionless, and remained so

to the last moment. From these observations it would appear that

the Rotifers and their associates became inactive in comparatively dry
positions and may be revived by supplying them with more moisture,

but when the animals are actually dried they are incapable of being
revivified. Moisture adheres tenaciously to earth, and Rotifers may
rest in the earth, like the Lepidosiren, until returning waters restore

them to activity.—See also ' Silliman's Amer. Journal,' Sept.

Neio Fresh-water Ithizopods have been recently observed by Pro-
fessor Leidy, who, in a jjaper before the Philadelphia Academy,
remarked that besides the ordinary species of Amceha, which he had
observed in the vicinity of Philadelphia, he had discovered what
he suspected to be a new generic form. It has all the essential

characters of Amoeba, but in addition is provided with tufts of tail-

like appendages or rays, from which he proposed to name the genus
Ouramoeha. The rays project from what may be regarded as the back
part of the body, as the animal always moves or progresses in advance
of the position of those appendages. " The rays are quite different

from pseudopods, or the delicate rays of the Actinophiyens. They
are not used in securing food, nor is their function obvious. The
Ouramoeha moves like an ordinary Amoeba, and obtains its food in

the same manner. The tail-like rays are not retractile, and they are

rigid and coarse compared with those of Actinophryens. They are

simple or unbranched, except at their origin, and they are cylindi'ical,

of imiform breadth, and less uniform length. When torn from the

body they are observed to originate from a common stock attached to

a rounded eminence. Several forms of the Ouramoeha were observed,

but it is uncertain whether they pertain to one or to several species.

One of the forms had an oblong ovoid body about ith of a line long
and xVth of a line broad. The tail-like rays formed half-a-dozen
tufts, measuring in length about the width of the body. The latter

was so gorged with large diatoms, such as Navicula viridis, together
with desmids and confervas, that the existence of a nucleus could not
be ascertained. The species may be distinguished with the name of
Ouramoeha vorax. A second form, perhaps of a different species,

moved actively and extended its broad pseudopods like Amoeba prin-

ceps. When first viewed beneath the microscope it appeared irregu-

larly globular and about -j^jth of a line in diameter. It elongated to

the ^th of a line, and moved with its tail-like appendages in the rear.

These appendages formed five tufts about aVth of a line long. The
interior of the body exhibited a large contractile vesicle and a discoid
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nucleus. This second form may bo distinguished with the name of

Ouramoeha lapsa. Another Ouramoeba had two comparatively short

tufts of rays, and a fourth, of smaller size than the others, had a

single tuft of three moniliform rays. It is possible that Ouramoeha is

the same as the Plagiophrys of Claparede, though the descrij)tion of

this does not apply to that. Plagiophrys is said to be an Actino-

phryen, furnished with a bundle of rays emanating from a single

point of the body, but the rays are described as of the same kind
and use as those of Adinophriis. Plagiophrys is further stated to be
provided with a distinct tegument like Corycia of Dujardin, or Pam-
phagus of Bailey, but the body of Ouramoeba is as free from any
investment as an ordinary Amoeha, and the rays are fixed tail-like

appendages, with no power of elongation or contraction. The species

of Ouramoeba were found among desmids and diatoms, on the surface

of the mud at the bottom of a pond, near Darby Creek, on the Phila-

deljihia and West Chester Railroad. Two of the commonest sjjecies

of hifflugia of our neighbourhood I had until recently confounded
together as D. proteiformis, and, perhaps, the two forms may be
included imder the latter name in Europe. In one the mouth is

deeply trilobed, and the animal is usually green with chlorophyll

globules. In the other the mouth is crenulate, usually with six

shallow crenulations, and the animal is devoid of chlorophyll. The
former is usually the smaller, and may be distinguished with the

name of D. lohostoma ; the latter may be named D. creniilata. In
an old brick pond, on the grounds of Swarthmore College, Delaware
County, among Difflugia pyriformis, D. spiralis, D. corona, D. acumi-

nata, and others not yet determined, there occurs an abvmdance of

a large species, apparently undescribed. It is sometimes the fourth

of a line in length, and is compressed pyriform, but is quite variable

in its relation of length to breadth, and in the shape of the fundus
of the shell. This is often trilobate, but from the non-production

of one or more or all the lobes, differs in appearance in different

individuals. The animal is filled with chlorophyll grains, from
which it might be named D. entochloris. Another large Difflugia,

allied to D. lageniformis, is not unfrequent about Philadelj^hia.

The shell is beautifully vase-like in shape. It has an oval or sub-

spherical body with a constricted neck, and a recurved lip to the

mouth. The body of the shell opposite the mouth is acute and often

acuminate. The animal contains no chlorophyll. One shell measured
^th of a line long by -|th of a line broad ; another measured itli of a
line long by -|^th of a line broad. The species may be named D. amphora.

A Difflugian, found in a spring on Darby Creek, is interesting, from
its transparency, which allows the structure of the animal to be seen
in all its details. The investment is membranous and apparently

structureless. The soft granular contents occupy about one-half of

the investment, and are connected with this by long threads. The
pseudopods are protruded in finger-like processes. The form of the

animal is compressed ovoid, with the narrow pole truncate and
forming the transversely oval mouth. It is probably the siiecies

Difflugia ligata, described by Mr. Tatem, of England. Its length is

about ^Vrd of a line. The character of the investment is so different
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from that of ordinary Difflugians that the species may be regarded as

pertaining to another genus, for which the name of Catharia would
be appropriate."

The Anatomical Changes in ITydrophohia Oanina.—A good paper
on this subject appears in a late number of the ' Medical Eecord '

(Sept. 30), which says that the long-continued epidemic of last winter
has, through the assistance of his colleagues of the Imj)erial Veteri-
nary School in Vienna, furnished Dr. Benedikt* with numerous
preparations from the brain and spinal cord of different animals that

had been attacked with rabies. Before describing these, the author
discusses the difference presented by the disease as seen in man and
in dogs, which has also a sjiecial significance with reference to the
anatomical appearances. In both the disease begins with a restless

melancholia. In the dog this passes into raving madness, while in

man this form of mental affection is wanting. In man illusions and
hallucinations take but small share in the symjjtoms, while in dogs
they are plainly a prominent feature. In man there is the greatest

degree of hyperaesthesia, with highest possible susceptibility for con-
vulsions ; in dogs, diffused paralysis and aphonia are among the
earliest and characteristic symptoms. In the human being there is

the most extreme reflex excitability in the movements of deglutition,

so that not only the raising a glass to the mouth, but even the sight of

fluids, will induce violent spasmodic action in those organs ; whereas
in dogs there is a paralysis of deglutition for fluids. In man the

severest spasms of the respiratory mtiscles are present, so severe as

sometimes to cause asphyxia. Such spasms are not observed in dogs,

which die generally from exhaustion.

Dr. Benedikt has studied the pathological changes by making
seven separate vertical sections through the hemisi^heres in dogs, and
has observed such plain and striking pathological changes as could, he
observes, only have been previously overlooked by reason of an imper-
fection of the methods of investigation.

In the first place, there is noted an abnormal distention of the

meningeal vessels, and the accumulation around them, and in the

meshes of the pia mater, of inflammation corpuscles, together with a
nucleolated exudation. This exudation is strongly refractive of light,

is colourless, and under high magnifying powers is seen to consist of

pxmctiform nuclear substance (granular disintegration). Striking

changes are observed in the grey matter of the convolutions, and in

various parts of the nervous centres. One of the coarser changes
observed was the presence of numerous holes, or spaces, which, when
magnified eighty or ninety diameters, were seen to be filled with a

material which also refracted light. This mass, under the high
powers of the microscope, consisted of a granular or nuclear substance,

in which were single hyaloid and colourless corpuscles, of the size of

a distended nucleus of a blood-corpuscle. Inflammatory corpuscles

were to be seen in both these masses. In the larger spaces, nerve-

cells also were found. Dr. Benedikt further describes what he calls a

peculiar condition of the hardened brain, especially in the finer sections.

The slightest pressure forced out upon the surface shining masses,

* ' Wiener Mediz. Presse,' June, 1874.
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which under the microscope proved to be myelin (colloid? Hep.).

These masses were often foimd lying detached on the surface of the

section, and presented a greenish lustre. The author states that he

has seen the same in the spinal cord of a horse that had suffered from
rheumatic tetanus, and that he had regarded it as a softening and
chemical alteration of the substance of the spinal cord.

The signs of inflammation are not presented everywhere in the pia

mater, but only in certain parts. The distribution of these in the

grey matter and in the central white substance throws a new light,

according to Dr. Bonedikt, ujion the nature of the " granular disinte-

gration." (A diagram intended to illustrate this point is given.) From
what he has noted, it is concluded that the j)athological process in

this disease consists in acute exudative inflammation, with hyaloid

degeneration, which doubtless arises from the exudative infiltration of

the connective tissue. It is characteristic with reference to these

inflammatory products that the attack, in man at least, is ushered in

with rigors. The hyperemia and nuclear proliferation is concurrent

with that form of diffused inflammation which Lockhart Clarke has

designated as " granular disintegration," and so far, the author con-

siders, the anatomical obscurity of this disease is disjielled. The
morbid process, in man, is doubtless essentially the same. The usual

post mortem appearance is congestion and softening, which may have
no especial value except as following asphyxia.

Dr. Benedikt states that there are in literature only two trustworthy

reports, viz. by Meynert, who found much the same appearances as the

author. The spaces, or holes, are regarded by Meynert as being the

result of the hardening of the brain-substance. In two other cases

Meynert found hypertroj^hy of the connective tissue in the posterior

columns, with molecular and amyloid degeneration in the anterior

columns. The nerve-cells of the cortical matter had also undergone
jiartly molecular and partly sclerotic change.

NOTES AND MEMOEANDA.

The Method of Measuring Angular Aperture.—The 'American
Naturalist ' (August) states that Mr. Wcnham, in order to gain accu-

racy in measuring the angular aperture of dry objectives, would like

to cut off all stray light that might enter the lens without being

callable of forming an image, by placing over the objective a conical

nozzle having a small aperture in its apex. This aperture would
correspond to the focus of the lens, and the nozzle would just include

the cone of rays capable of forming an image, and would exclude all

false rays of any considerable angle. This method would be inconve-

nient, however, and as the angle is measured by a horizontal move-
ment, a vertical slit will be a satisfactory substitute. For high powers
the slit must have thin edges ; and it must be caj)ablc of adjustment
to the width of focus of the lens. His arrangement is easily made and
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used. A plate three inches long and one inch wide has a central

aperture nearly one-half inch wide, the edges of this opening being

bevelled away below so as to admit a large angle of light. Upon this

plate lies a glass slip about 2 in. x i in., pressed against at one end

by a spring, and at the other end by a screw, so that it can be easily

slid backwards and forwards under the two staples (one inch apart)

which hold it upon the surface of the plate. The slip is formed by

the edges of two slips of platinum foil (-001 thick) one of which is

cemented with Canada balsam upon the glass slip, while the other is
_

fastened under one of the staples so as to lie on the glass slip but not

'

move with it. These platinum slips never overlap ; but their edges

may be brought in contact, or may be separated as widely as desired

by means of the set-screw pressing against one end of the glass slip

which carries one of them. In measuring angles the usual method of

rotating the instrument horizontally is employed ; only this apparatus

lies upon the stage with its slit in focus of the objective, and adjusted

in width so as barely to include the whole breadth of the focus. If

the stage of the microscope is too thick to admit full angle of light,

the apparatus may be arranged below the stage, and the objective

focussed down to it.

A New Microscopical Society has, we are glad to perceive, been

established at Memphis, Tenn., U.S.A. Its bye-laws bear date

August 28, 1874, and are terse and to the point. It numbers about

twenty-six members, Dr. Cutler being its President, and Mr. S. F. Dod
its Secretary and Treasurer. We wish it every success, and hope to

have some contributions to our Society from its members.

The Leeds Public Library.—We have much pleasure in acceding

to the Librarian's wishes—making known to those of our readers who
may reside in the neighbourhood of Leeds the fact that the Leeds

Public Library contains an admirable and considerably large selection

of Natiu'al History and Microscopic works. It is a public, and there-

fore a free, library, and its catalogues are published in separate

sections ; that which we have seen being devoted to natural history,

or biology in its widest type. We notice in it some few errata, which

we hope to see removed as soon as possible. Who, for instance, is

E. Lambert, who is stated to be one of the Editors of the ' Quarterly

Journal of Microscopical Science '?

COERESPONDENCE.

Beneche's No. 7 Objective.

To the Editor of the ^Monthly Microscopical Jouryml.'

Norwich, October 8, 1874.

Sir,—Having recently obtained one of Beneche's No. 7 objectives

and submitted it to one or two sharp trials, I am able to confirm Mr.

Hickie's report of the performance of these glasses. Mr. Hickie says

the one he tried was equal to a " weak English \." Mine I should call

VOL. XII. T
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a strong English quarter ; on comparing its magnifying power with a

^ incli made in 1843 by A. Ross (of 75^ angular aperture only, but a

most excellent glass), and using a B. ocular, I found the y^^- division

on the micrometer (when x 'lOO diameters) was exactly i of an inch

longer when magnified by the No. 7 than when the quarter was used.

The angular aperture of Beneche's lens is certainly not less than 95°.

And now for what I have been able to do with it.

Pleurosigma anrjulatum mounted by Moller (which by the way is

much more robust than the species w^e find in England), stri« resolved

by direct light ; with oblique light and D. ocular, the peculiar arrange-

ment of the terminal strife were well shown.

P. intermedium, striae easily seen by oblique illumination.

Nitzschia sigmoidea, transverse strife very fairly distinct.

Cymhella Ehrenhergii, the costse were easily resolved into com-
pressed beads, as were also the transverse markings on Synedra

robusta. Pinnularia peregrina, the fine transverse lines on the costsB

were plainly visible (the last three specimens were in balsam). This
glass also performs well with the binocular, both tubes being well

illuminated.

The admirable performance of these glasses is remarkable, as they

have no adjustment, and the price in Berlin is 10 thalers ! !

!

Yours truly,

Fred. Kitton.

Powell and Lealand's |^th and ^th with straight
Candle-light.

To the Editor of the ' Monthly Microscopical Journal.^

York, October 7, 1874.

Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr. Hickie, desires to know if any of

your readers can do with their ^th objectives what he can do with his,

that is, whether they can resolve the markings on ^^Pleurosigma

angulatum " in a perfectly satisfactory manner under certain severe

restrictions which he mentions. If, therefore, you will allow me, I

will briefly state how a ^th in my possession has behaved under these

limitations.

But since he speaks of the performance of his Gundlach's ith, it

may be as well to inform you first how a similar power, likewise in

my possession, fared under the ordeal to which both were subjected.

My glasses were obtained from Messrs. Powell and Lealand, the eminent
London makers.

The slide of " P. angulatum " selected was one covered dry for

^'^g^th inch. This I placed upon the stage, and then brought the flame

of a composite candle to an exact level with it, and precisely in a line

with the tail of the compound body, mirror and diaphragm being both

discarded. The first frustule that appeared now stood out with such

clearness, and was so beautifully defined, that the whole proceeding,

when viewed as a testing operation, looked to me to be little better

than child's play.
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Afterwards I brought the ith to bear upon the same object, illu-

mination and everything else remaining precisely as before, except

that the B eye-piece now became almost a necessity. On proper
focussing the resolution of the strife quite surpassed my expectations

:

the definition was crisp and little short of brilliant.

As Ml*. Hickie does not state what his Berlin ^th has done with

" S. gemma," comjmrison is of course impossible; but if he means
that it has detected the longitudinal lines of that diatom, it would be
a real favom" to microscopists to tell them of the feat. He is doubt-

less too experienced an observer to be misled by the deceits of

diffraction.

I am, Sir, youi* faithful servant,

R. Gobbet Singleton.

PEOCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.

EoYAL Microscopical Society.

King's College, October 7, 1874.

Charles Brooke, Esq., F.R.S., President, in the chair.

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read and confirmed.

A list of donations to the Society since the last meeting in June
was read by the Secretary, and the thanks of the Fellows were voted
to the donors.

Mr. H. J. Slack called special attention to some of these donations,

consisting of some curious old microscopes and optical apparatus
presented to the Society by Dr. John Gray ; amongst which were an
ancient microscoj)e of unknown date, and an elaborately made instrument

by TuUy, for Robert Brown, also some sjjectacles, with a series of

lenses of different powers, which were used by the great botanist in his

researches.

Mr. Hembry, introduced by Dr. Braithwaite, was presented to the

President and formally admitted as a Fellow of the Society.

A paper by Mr. Alfred Sanders, entitled " Suj)plementary Remarks
on the Appendicularia," was read by the Secretary. The paper was
illustrated by drawings, and aj)pears at p. 209 in the present number
of the Journal.

Mr. Slack said that a few months ago Mr. H. R. Webb of Lyttleton,

N.Z., one of the Fellows of their Society, sent over some samples of earth

containing diatoms, &c. These were placed in the hands of Mr. Kitton,

and that gentleman had discovered amongst them a new species of

Surirella, which he had described as S. contorta. A paper by Mr.
Kitton, descriptive of the forms found in these deposits, and also

amongst some di-edgings sent by Capt. Parry from Colon, Panama, was
then read by the Secretary, and the illustrative drawings were handed

T 2
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round for the inspection of the Fellows. The paper is printed at

p. 218.

Votes of thanks to Mr. Sanders and to Mr. Kitton for their com-
munications were unanimously passed.

Mr. Slack remarked that the danger of naming objects upon insuffi-

cient information received fresh illustration from the paper, in which
mention was made of a species of TBiceratium having seven points.

Mr. Slack said he had brought to the meeting some films of silica

prepared from a solution containing a mixture of one part of water and
four parts of glycerine. Some of them were exceedingly delicate, and
it was not possible to get good definition of them with high power
objectives of large angles. When seen with a glass of large angular

aperture there were so many false images that the true effect of what
ought to be seen was entirely lost. He had, however, been able to

obtain some good definitions with an object-glass, ^th, 60^ aperture, used
in conjunction with Mr. Wenham's dark-ground illuminator. It was
of interest to know that in searching for minute particles of a highly

refractive nature they could not always be detected with a high-angled

lens. Most microscopists would still persist in using these objectives

for all purposes, in spite of what had been pointed out by Dr. Carpenter,

Mr. Brooke, and others. By using a small-angled glass they would
often see much more, and when Mr. Wenham's illuminator was also

used, effects would be obtained which seemed to be unattainable in any
other way.

Mr. Charles Stewart called the attention of the meeting to a very
curious living organism which was exhibited in the room by Mr.
Badcock. He then drew it upon the black-board, and gave a general

description of its appearance, expressing a hope that all who were
present would avail themselves of the opportunity of seeing it. He
was quite unable to say what it was, but from its general appearance
he thought it was something like an entozoon.

Mr. Badcock, in reply to a question from the President, said that

the creature was developed in his aquarium in the month of June last.

He thought at first that it must be the larval condition of some other

form, but it did not seem to have undergone any change in the course

of four months. The only suspicious thing in the aquarium was a
fresh-water mussel, he did not know whether that had anything to do
with it. He had brought some sketches of it, which were placed upon
the table for inspection.

The President invited information upon the subject from the

Fellows present, who he hoped would examine it and say if they
thought it to be a larval condition, or a perfect animal, or what ?

Mr. Slack said that in its extraordinary jjower of changing its

shape it resembled JBucephalus iwlymorjiilms* an entozoon found in

fresh water, but then it was unlike it in other respects.

The President directed the attention of the Fellows to a remarkable
collection of photographs of animal tissues and morbid conditions of
the same, which had been jjresented to the Society by the Army
Medical Department, Washington.

* Prof. Reay Greeue has since seen the animal, and considers it a Bucephalus.
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The proceedings then terminated, and the meeting was adjourned
to November.

Donations to the Library, &c,, since June 3, 1874 :

—

From
Nature. Weekly The Editor.

Athenseum. Weekly Ditto.

Society of Arts Joiirnal Society.

Traiisactious of the Linnean Society. Two parts . . .

.

Ditto.

Journal of the Linueau Society, No. 76 Ditto.

Popular Science Keview, Nos. 52 and 53 Editor.

Journal of the Geological Society, No. 119 Society.

Smitlisoniau Report for 1872 Institution,

Bulletin de la Socie'te' Botanique de Fi-ance. Three parts Society.

The Toner Lectm-es. By Dr. J. J. Woodward. lUustrated'l The Surgeon-General,
with seventy-four Photogrnphs / U.S.A.

A simple microscope and set of powers by Tully
A single microscope by Dollaud
An ancient microscope and some spectacles that were used'* Dr. John E. Gray,

by the late Mr. Kobert Brown j E.JR.S., 4-0.

One slide of silica film II. J. Slack, Esq.

Walter W. Eeeves,

Assist.-Secretary.

QuEKETT Microscopical Club.

Annual Meeting, July 24.—Dr. Braithwaite, F.L.S., President, in

the chair.

The Ninth Annual Eeport of the Committee was read, giving

details of the work accomplished by the club during the past year, and
testifying to the continuance of its prosperity, and successful progress

in the course marked out by its founders. The President read the

Annual Addi-ess, in the course of which he made some interesting

remarks upon the function of the various organs of plants, tracing the

chemical and physiological changes which took place during the

germination of the seed and the development of the plant, thus adding

a sujiplement to the valuable and interesting series of papers " On the

Histology of Plants," written by him for the club.

Officers for the ensiling year were elected, the President being Dr.

John Matthews, F.E.M.S., who was duly inducted by the retiiing

President.

Dr. W. Sharpey, F.R.S., &c., was unanimously elected an honorary
member of the club, and four ordinary members were also elected.

Ordinary Meeting, August. 28.—Dr. Matthews, F.E.M.S,, Presi-

dent, in the chair.

Three members were elected.

Extracts were read from a letter written by Mr. S. Green, of

Colombo, to Mr. T. Curties, giving further details of his methods of

mounting insects without pressui-e, so as to preserve their natui-al

appearance, and a further communication on the subject was promised.

There being no paper, Mr. Ingpen made some remarks upon two
gatherings of Volvox, both obtained on the 1st of January last, one of
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which furnished good specimens as late as the beginning of April.

The other gathering was slightly frozen in February, shortly after

which Statospores were found in most of the conditions described by
Dr. J. Braxton Hicks, in the ' Quart. Journ. Mic. Science,' vol. i., N.S.,

p. 281.

The President announced the excursions and meetings for the en-

suing month, and the meeting closed with the usual conversazione.

Sept. 25.—Ordinary Meeting. Dr. Matthews, F.E.M.S., President,

in the chair.

The President brought to the meeting for distribution a quantity

of infusorial earth from several localities in Barbados, which promised

to be rich in Polycystina.

Mr. T. Charters White read a paper " On the Salivary Glands of the

Cockroach," illustrating the subject by coloured diagrams and beauti-

fully prepared specimens. He first spoke of the structure and functions

of glands in general, and then showed the method of dissecting the

salivary glands from the cockroach, which he very minutely described,

and added the reasons which confirmed him in his ojiinion as to their pos-

sessing the nature and functions of true salivary glands. Mr. T. Curties

read a letter which he had received from Mr. J. G, Tatem, accompany-
ing a slide of the same object for ijresentation to the club. In this

letter Mr. Tatem adopted the opinion advanced by Mr. HoUis in a

recent number of ' Nature ' that the sacs are not reservoirs for saliva,

but air-sacs only, and probably capable of inflation as an aid to flight.

He could not exactly comprehend in what way the sacs could be filled

with air from without, but thought that they might possibly be inflated

from time to time with " secreted air," as in the case of the bladders,

having no ducts, of some fishes.

In the discussion which followed, Mr. Lowne suj)ported Mr. "White's

view, and suggested staining the preparations with chloride of gold,

for the better demonstration of the network of nerves. He spoke at

length on the different kinds of salivary glands in vertebrate and
invertebrate animals, and stated that there was no evidence of the

sacs being tracheal tubes, or of their ever being filled with air. The
President read Dr. HoUis's letter in ' Nature,' and said that he did not

regard the presence of trachea as conclusive of the argument, and
thought that on the whole the reasoning was inconclusive.

Mr. Loy felt quite sure that the tubes were not tracheal, and
thought that the sacs were reservoirs in which the saliva was stored

until j)umped by the tube into the stomach. He had never found any
evidence of air in any insect's salivary glands. In answer to a question

from the President, Mr. Loy made some remarks upon the irritating

nature of the saliva of some insects, and afterwards suggested different

ways of killing the cockroaches, which Mr. White proposed to dissect

at the next conversational meeting for the instruction of the members.
After the meeting, several beautiful prej)arations of the disputed organ

were shown, as well as other objects of interest, by various members.
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Continued Besearches into the Life History of the Monads.

By W. H. Dallinger, F.Pt.M.S., and J. Drysdale, M.D.,

F.E.M.S.

(Read before the Royal Microscopical Society, Nov. 4, 1874.)

Plates LXXXIII., LXXXIV., and LXXXV.

The prosecution of our inquiries as to the developmental history

of the minute monad-forms found in macerations of fish was con-

tinued during the past summer. Our methods were precisely the

same as those previously described ; so also was our mode of work,
everything being mutually accepted as a correct interpretation.

Prolonged work with infusions has led us to make observations

DESCRIPTION OF PLATES LXXXIII., LXXXIV., AND LXXXV.
Fig. 1.—Typical specimen of the monad described.

„ 2.—Shows the different positions taken by the enlarged bases of the flagella
when the latter are in motion.

„ 3.—The peculiar structure a, b, intimately connected with the bases of the
flagella c, indicates a probable organ of locomotion ; of which b may
be muscular.

„ 4.—The earliest condition of change of state, showing hyaline investment
more clearly.

„ 5.—First constriction within the hyaline.

„ 6.—Constriction more developed.

„ 7.—The first division into two complete; but the forms are still within
the hyaline.

„ 8.
—

'R'ansverse constriction ensues in each of the preceding.

„ 9.—Division into four has taken place, and the flagella of some of the
enclosed ones are protruding.

„ 10.—Further multiplication has ensued, and the first of the new forms is

escaping from the hyaline investment.

„ 11.—The hyaline enveloiae after all have escaped.

„ 12.— The same when one or more has aborted.

„ 13.—A specimen of the granular form from which parthenogenetic elements
are emitted.

„ 14 and 15.—The emission of the above.

„ 16, 17, and 18.—The condition of the monad after emission.

„ 19 and 20.—The germinal points seen in the granules of sarcode emitted, as
discovered in the process of development, x 10,000 diam.

„ 21.—Sexual contact.

„ 22.—The earliest result of the blending.

„ 23.—The still condition which follows.

„ 24 and 25.—The cyst bursting and emitting a cloudy mass containing germs.
„ 26 and 27.—Represent the " clubbed " condition.

VOL. XII. U
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concerning them wliich, altliougli without explanation or apparent

bearing at present, seem to us of sufficient importance for note.

Our first maceration was a cod's head ; it was freely exposed to

the air, but excluded from the light. For two months nothing

at all remarkable presented itself. Abundance of Bacteria termo,

B. lineola, and Amoebae were found. But at the expiration of the

twelfth week the form to be described in this paper gradually

appeared—survived for three months and two weeks, to the almost

complete exclusion eventually of other forms—and then was sup-

planted by other monads, some of which have been described by us

in former papers.

This maceration was made from ordinary water supplied by the

company on the Cheshire side of the Mersey. The same year, in

the same place, another cod's head, and the head of a salmon were
macerated in separate vessels. It was later in the year, and the

production of vital forms was slower
;
yet in the course of four

months the same phenomena as those described above took place

;

the only difference being that the form that we are about to describe

did not persist so long.

In tlie autumn of the same year another cod's head maceration

was made in Liverpool from the ordinary water supplied to the

town. This up to the spring of the following year showed no
trace of the form in question, nor indeed of any monad, but

swarmed persistently with gigantic specimens of the Spirillum
volutans. After this several other macerations were made, in the

same place, and the form we desired appeared, but no spirilla could

be discovered. While a maceration of salmon's head made in April,

1873, under the same circumstances at the same place (viz. on the

Lancashire side of the Mersey), was found in April, 1874, to swarm
with the peculiar monad form in question ; but another infusion of

herring made at Eock Ferry (on the Cheshire side) late in the

summer of 1873 has not yet shown the monad we hoped for.

What determines their appearance or non-appearance we have no
data even to surmise; but it is a subject which is securing our

attention.

Another incident in our last summer's work may be mentioned.

We always work from a small quantity of the large vessel of

decaying matter which we can keep at hand. During the early

summer the intense and continued heat evaporated all the fluid

from the salmon's head infusion without our knowledge. The form

at which we were working had been in it in great profusion. It

was growing less abundant in our small working tank, and we
feared that we must wait another year to finish our inquiries. But
we led a forlorn hope, and took the hard, porous, dried, papier-

mache-like mass which formed the dry residuum of the infusion,

and determined to put it into an exhausted maceration of the same
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kind at Eock Ferry, whicli at the time showed only very feehle

signs of any hfe, and certainly no monads. We watched the

result; and, to our great surprise, in three days the required

monad appeared in remarkable vigour and daily increasing abun-

dance, enabling us to complete our researches into its cycle of

development. Whilst at the same time another, and remarkable

form, whose history we have since completed, and which had only

very feebly shown itself before the drying up of our infusion, now
showed great vigour, and eventually survived and predominated,

evidently very much at the expense of the former.

This may be accounted for in two ways at least. First, the

germs—which we have proved to exist in the development of this

form—gave origin to new monads when the caked mass was
broken up by solution and set them free in normal conditions ; and

second, we are strongly inclined to believe that hundreds of milhons

of the adult forms were only desiccated by the drying up, and

were resuscitated when the fluid was restored; an opinion which

subsequent experiment has done much to confirm.

With reference to the immediately asserted, and eventually

absolutely secured ascendency of the new form above referred to,

after the remoistening of the dried maceration, it is evident that

some new conditions had arisen in consequence of the drying up
of the pabulum, and its subsequent remoistening, which in the

struggle for existence made it the fittest to survive.

The form we now describe has occupied our attention for at

least three years, but some points of difficulty each year presented

themselves, and we have delayed any reference to it until we had
learned as much concerning it as we deemed possible. It is in fact

the form incidentally referred to in our first paper,* and drawn, in

various positions, at a, a, &c., Fig. 1, PI. XXIV., vol. x,, of the
* Monthly Microscopical Journal.'

It is a form possessed of more distinctive and distinguishable

structure than any other so low in the scale of life with which we
are acquainted. Its most marked peculiarities may be summarized
with the aid of Fig. 1. The sarcode is invested with a distinct

hyaline envelope, perfectly structureless to our best appliances, and
sharply distinguishable from the protoplasm of the body ; two flagella,

inserted into what appears like a special organ of locomotion ; a
large central disk or nucleus-like body, a ; numerous protoplasmic

granules, h, the function of which we shall shortly explain ; a pair

of "snapping" eye-spots, c;t and occasionally some remarkable
club-like appendages to the anterior part of the body, the nature of
which we have failed to ascertain ; and to which we shall again refer.

The body is oval, the pair of flagella with which it is furnished

* ' M. M. J.,' vol. X., p. 53.

t Ibid., vol. xi., p. 8.

u 2
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being placed anteriorly. The average lengih of the long diameter

of the body is the 1100th of an inch. The flagella are about twice

the length of the body, very fine, and intensely rapid and graceful

in their movements. They are inserted into a couple of pear-shaped

bodies, with their thickest ends in contact with the investing mem-
brane. They are shown as they generally present themselves in

Fig. 1, d, but they also assume the conditions drawn in Fig. 2,

being intimately connected with the motion of the flagella ; this

may be distinctly seen when the motion of the monad becomes

slower, a, h, e, and d show some of the positions assumed, and their

relations to the movements of the flagella.

The motion of this monad when in complete activity is ex-

tremely graceful, almost swallow-like ; but there is no question left

upon our minds that it is wholly accomplished by means of the

flagella. They are usually thrown out in the manner of a swim-

mer's arms, and made to meet at the posterior end of the monad

;

but they can also be used in all directions, either singly or together,

giving either a rolling forward motion, or a gyrating horizontal

motion, or even a longitudinal revolution. They can also move
backwards, by uniting the flagella and making a sculling motion.

To attempt to give anatomical explanation of their movements
as produced by what appears to be a mere mass of structureless

sarcode would be waste of space. But we are constrained to indi-

cate what was seen twice by both of us, and three times by one, as

indicating something that suggests structure. We were observing

once with the Ath, and once with the 2Vth, when we perceived by
careful focussing what is drawn in Fig. 3, where the rod a seemed

to run longitudinally through the monad as if for support ; the

bulbous part h was closely connected with the knobs c, which give

actual support to the flagella.

The posterior part of the sarcode is always filled with granular

masses of protoplasm to nearly the extent of half the body, as seen

in Fig. 1. These, as we shall subsequently see, play an important

part in the life history of the creature. Immediately above this

granular mass is situated a nucleus-like body ; it is without struc-

ture, and large in proportion to the size of the monad, always

occupymg the same position, a, Fig. 1. Beside these peculiar

features this creature possessed almost constantly the snapping eye-

spots which we have shown to belong to other monads, and have

fully described in earlier communications,* but the function of

which we have failed to discover.

We may now consider the phenomena attending the develop-

mental history of this form, which is divisible into three chief

features.

(1.) By continuous observation on the normal form, with a

* 'M. M. J.; vul. xi, p. 8.
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power of from 1200 to 10,000 diameters, the fine hyaline invest-

ment in the initial stages of development is perceived more clearly,

enveloping the monad, but no change of shape or motion ensues,

Fig. 4. In about forty minutes to an hour a hne suddenly appears

across the short diameter of the oval, which soon develops into a

very marked constriction, as seen in Fig. 5. This constriction

continues rapidly to increase within the hyaline membrane, which
throughout the process preserves its normal form, until it reaches

the condition drawn in Fig. 6. During the whole of this time the

motion of the monad is unaffected ; and in about two hours from
the first* a total division takes place. Just before division, however,

in some way not made out, two short ciha appear in the place of the

future flagella, as seen in a. Fig. 6 ; but directly actual division takes

place the separated monad turns over, and occupies the position

seen in a. Fig. 7. After swimming freely in this condition for not

less than ten minutes an indentation may be observed in the long

axis of the divided bodies within the hyaline, and in from seven to

twenty minutes a constriction longwise ensues,t as seen in Fig. 8,

where a and h show the lines of constriction. After this the divided

bodies remain within the hyaline envelope, sometimes dividing into

eight and even into sixteen, although rarely, and swim about with

an elegance and ease certainly not surpassed by the pregnant Volvox

globator. Generally this compound mass is dependent for motion

on the original flagella of the original monad, which persist through-

out ; but at times, determined by conditions we have not discovered,

the flagella of each new form protrude beyond the hyaline envelope,

as seen in Fig. 9, but these always move in concert, and apparently

obey a common impulse. After swimming in this way for a length

of time, varying from ten to one hundred minutes, or more, one of

the forms within the hyaline investment protrudes itself, as seen in

Fig. 10, and shortly escapes a perfect monad like its parent. This

is repeated in each case until in the majority of instances all escape,

leaving the fragment of a pellicle or sac behind with the old flagella

attached, as drawn in Fig. 11. But in many cases there appears to

be incapacity to throw ofi" the last one or two, and it remains

apparently dead, as seen in Fig. 12. This is the usual method
of increase, and goes on with great rapidity ; the multiple forms

in a fresh field, always bearing a large proportion to the other

forms. This process does not terminate with the first generation

so produced, but may be continued for many generations in

succession with no congress of any kind and no visible modifica-

tions.

(2.) But the attentive and patient observer will soon find

* Sometimes it is much quicker, and at otlier times much slower than this,

t This is not invariable : sometimes the constrictions are all along the short

diameter.
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himself arrested by another kind of phenomenon. Some of the

normal forms become extremely granular at their posterior or non-

flagellate end, so that the granules give the protruding effect

of an acorn cup. These swim with great freedom, and are gene-

rally larger than the other forms. One of them is represented

at Fig. 13. Suddenly, and without warning, these swiftly moving
bodies shoot out almost the whole mass of granules, and deposit

them, as seen in Figs. 14 and 15, leaving the monad almost entirely

destitute of granules, and with the hyaline membrane still retaining

its shape, but the sarcode within much altered in form and

position. This is shown in Fig. 15 ; but also other modifications

attending the emission are drawn at Figs. 16, 17, and 18. At
certain stages of development thousands of these granular forms

are visible in every " dip " of the fluid. At first the extruded

granules seem to have no significance ; and they were for a long

time a source of great perplexity to us. But we confined our

attention at length wholly to these for some time, and by the use

of our best appliances were enabled to discover their nature.

When deposited, the granules are amorphous, more or less agglo-

merated, and perfectly transparent. Watching them attentively

with the highest available powers of the ^Vy we at length saw spots,

or minute points or dots, appear in the granules, as seen in

Fig. 19. These under constant observation increased, and in one

of them, as many as seventeen were counted. In this condition

they are drawn at Fig. 20. They remained like this for from two

to three hours, only slightly increasing in size. At the expnation

of this time a vibratory motion of the internal points was per-

ceived, which very rapidly increased, and in the course of forty

minutes intense internal activity was visible, the minute dots Within

the sarcode mo^^ng upon each other in all directions. This lasted

from ten to fifty minutes, when they all escaped and at once swam
freely as minute bacterial-like bodies, but no trace of any organs of

locomotion could be discovered. After they began to move they

rapidly increased in size, so that in from four and a half to five

hours they were of normal size, and endowed with all the powers

of the original monad. This was seen again and again, in all its

stages, and the new forms were followed up to the condition of

multiple fission, as before described.

Other phenomena presented themselves, but nothing that we
could explain or correlate ; and we were for two years inclined to

think that this must be the entire process of development. But
commencing again wath fresh working power, we were this last

summer enabled to find what gives completeness to this history.

(3.) We had occasionally seen during the whole period of our

researches on this form a coming together of two of the monads

;

but from its infrequency and occasional abortiveness, as well as
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from tlie prominence of otlier phenomena, we did not with any

continued intensity follow it up. This past summer we made it a

specific object, and by dint of close application found that, in

comparison with other phenomena, very occasionally two of the

monads, at times in no way distinguishable from each other, met
and touched each other at their anterior ends, swimming freely

together, as seen in Fig. 21. The normal flagella rapidly dis-

appeared, and the bodies melted into each other ; another stalked

double flagellum appearing at one end in a manner never in any

way understood by us. The nuclear bodies a, h, Fig. 21, blended

also into one ; the whole thing in this stage being shown at Fig. 22,

where also an intensely granular state peculiar to this condition is

shown. This body preserved its freedom of motion for a long time

—occasionally for ten or twelve hours—but during this time it lost

slowly the line of juncture, and became oblong and then rounded
;

after which its motion was more sluggish, and it eventually

became quite still. Fig. 23 represents it in this condition. It

remained in this state sometimes as long as twenty-four hours ; but

generally, from four to six hours was the time occupied before any

changed ensued. The uncertainty, however, made constant watch-

ing absolutely necessary. The whole sac showed as the first

symptom of change a slight vibration or wave-like motion, and

then, with no further premonition, its edges broke up and a cloudy

mass poured out, in which with competent powers it was compara-

tively easy to detect myriads of minute points. Fig. 2-1 depicts

this ; and by following up rigorously these emitted poiats, we found

that after a short period of inactivity they became motile, and

rapidly grew, acquiring flagella, and becoming perfect monads of the

parent type. Not only so, but these very forms were persistently

followed, and were seen to increase by multiple fission, and to

deposit granules as before described. At times the globular con-

dition was not taken, but the emission took place in the condition

shown at Fig. 25. It will be seen that this, and another form

which we hope to describe in a subsequent number, gave us more

trouble and perplexity than any we had worked at. But after

working the whole life cycle out it now appears to us that this

monad primarily multiplies sexually by the congress of the genetic

elements. This, however, is comparatively a very rare occurrence,

and serves for many (probably) hundreds of generations. But a

kind of parthenogenesis, or internal budding, follows—resulting in

the emission of the sarcodic granules which contain minute monad-

germs—this being by far the more frequent and rapid m.ode of

increase ; while at the same time multiple fission is taking place in

all directions.

Thus we have the minute germ sexually produced; the bud

produced in large quantities within the unfertilized form, both
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of which grow to the parent size ; and the perfect series of monads
produced directly by multiple fission.

From the peculiar manner in which the parthenogenetic pro-

ducts are deposited—in a clear investing sarcode —the capacity for

desiccation so remarkably shown by this monad may be understood

on the principle pointed out by Mr. Henry Davis.*

There is one condition of this monad which, in spite of most

constant and assiduous research, has defied all our attempts to

discover its meaning. We have called it the " clubbed " stage, for

in this special condition the monad was vested with one or two
peculiar knobbed stalks either supplanting or associated with

the flagella. The ordinary clubbed condition is shown at B,

Fig. 26, where h, c appear to have taken the place of the ordinary

flagella. Almost as frequently the condition seen at A is assumed

where there is one flagellum and one knob'; but instances have often

occurred in which both flagella and two knobs exist together as at e.

"We have endeavoured for three years to find the meaning of

this, but have entirely failed. We persisted in our efforts, because,

so far as we could discover, this anatomical phase seemed to coincide

with certain stages of development. But wider and closer observa-

tion has enabled us to abandon this idea. Our first impression was
that this phenomenon had a sexual significance, and this arose from

the fact that we had frequently observed coj^ulating forms, as at c,

Fig. 21, in which one of the monads was clubbed. But from the

large number of cases subsequently watched with all conceivable

care, in which no such a phenomenon presented itself, we are obliged

to abandon this also. That it is without significance in the creature's

development we are unwilling to think; the more because of its

occurrence each year, and with greater or less persistence throughout,

as well as on account of the occasionally observed method of its

production. In Fig. 27 the mode of origin is shown. At first

two disks were seen within the sarcode, as in a,h, A ; these would

slowly push out, as in c, d, B, and the stalks would appear, and

eventually they would be wholly and permanently thrown out, as in

But in spite of this we have failed to correlate it with any step

in the developmental history, which appears complete without

it ; and we can only record the facts, and hope that some more
fortunate workers may be able to interpret them.

In the course of our work on this and other forms we have

been more than ever strongly impressed with the danger of hasty

conclusions. It animates our diaries to comment from time to time

on the probable meaning of certain observed phenomena—to specu-

late on their relation to what we had fully ascertained and what

we had yet to discover. At times, indeed, our inferences, ivhen

* ' M, M. J.,' vol. ix., pp. 20G-209.
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made, seemed inevitable. But nothing is more interesting to us

than to see how facts slowly and unceasingly pursued and ascer-

tained and collated, showed the inutility of our surmises. In

investigations of this kind we are convinced that sequences must be

made hj the facts themselves. Inference, however plausible, may
vitiate a whole train of observation; and, amongst other things, we
are bound to perceive the liability there must be to infer heterogeny

if observations be not long continued, and every transitional step

in the process be not demonstrated with the severest accuracy.

To complete our work on this form we conducted a series of

heating experiments in precisely the same way as before. It will

suffice, therefore, to give the results of one series, which may be

taken as typical.

Six slides were taken : a drop of the fluid put on and covered

with a thin cover. This was carefully examined, and if found to

contain what was needed was allowed slowly to evaporate. The
whole selected six were next slowly heated up to 250^ Fahr,, kept

at this heat for ten minutes, and then allowed slowly to cool. When
cold, they were carefully remoistened with distilled water—the

water flowing readily under the cover by capillarity—and they were

again examined and reported upon,

Before they were put into the heating apparatus in each case

it was discovered that the elements required were there.

On examination after heating, and immediately after fresh

moistening, nothing was visible but a baked amorphous mass. Two
hours after this no motion of any sort was visible, save in two,

where, with -^z^\ excessively minute points were seen to be in a

state of activity, which was translatory and not Brownian,

Twelve hours after minute bodies— almost certainly known to

us as the very earliest motile form of the monad above described

after development from the germ—were seen in four of the fields.

These in two of the instances were traced up to full-sized monads

of the form and with the developmental history of the form at

which we were working ; whilst the other two on the second day

had many of the same in full maturity and complete action. The
other two were wanting in this form.

From this it is clear that whilst in one condition this monad
can survive desiccation, in another—the true sexual-germ-state—it

can survive a temperature of 250° Fahr.

We now heated another set of six under precisely similar con-

ditions up to 300° Fahr. But in this whilst some forms with

which we were acquainted survived by means of their germs, this

form was whollij destroyed, and not the trace of one in any form

could be discovered in any of the slides.
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II.

—

On some Microscopic Leaf Fungifrom the Himalayas.

By Joseph Flemeng, M.D., F.E.C.S., Surgeon Army
]\Iedical Department.

{Bead he/ore the Eotal Microscopical Society, Nov. 4, 1874.)

Tlate LXXXVI.

Some years ago, wlien the supposed fungoid origin of disease drew

the attention and observation of many practical physicians and

scientific men to that subject, more so perhaps than at the present

time, I was led—no doubt as many other observers were—in the

course of certain special investigations in India to make the

acquaintance, though shght and for the first time, of that inter-

esting and not generally known department of cryptogamic botany.

Though not at any time successful in associating for certainty the

presence of undoubted fungi with constitutional or epidemic disease,

it frequently happened, as other observers both at home and abroad

have noted, that certain forms were seen both in the human subject

and in some of the lower animals while in perfect health.

However, in the present state of the question I would not

pretend to affirm that many specific and constitutional diseases in

man and animals are not caused by the presence of fungi or their

sporidia in the body ; and I cannot but believe that as our know-

ledge of them increases, and with the assistance of the higher

magnifying powers, in conjunction with a careful co-relative

analyses of symptoms, secretions, excretions, &c., we ultimately

shall be able to say to what extent certain diseases may be owing

to the lower forms of animal or vegetable life. I know the subject

is a difficult one, and nowadays it must be confessed there are few

men qualified for such investigations, simply because there are less

material inducements than there ought to be, and hence men specu-

late and invent new theories, which are often more convenient and

DESCKIPTION OP PLATE LXXXVI.
Figs. 1 and 2.— Uromyces ambiens, on leaf of Himalayan box.

Fig. 3.— Trichobasis sp.

„ 4.—Lower corner of leaf.

Figs. 5 and 6.—Probably Urcdo clematidis.

Fig. 7.—Part of leaf, with Uredo jnmctoidea.

„ 8.—Spores of Uredo punctoidea.

„ 9.—Cells of Septotrichum.

„ 10.—Probably Volutella or Vermicularia.

„ IL—Spores of Coleosporium pingue [?].

Figs. 12 and 13.—Part of leaf, with spores of Pucdnia dissiliens.

„ 14 and 15.—Part of leaf, with spores of Puccinia criiciferarum.

Fig. 16.—Spores of P. vmhcUifcrarum.

„ 17.—Erincum [deformed cells].
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satisfactory, rather than putting their shoulders to the wheel, and
by experiment and observation trying to ehminate the truth.

It happened that for a period of two months in the autumn of

1870 I obtained leave to visit the Himalayas north of Deyrah
Dhoon, and employed most of my time there in shooting game and
large animals, especially bears, which are very plentiful in many
parts of those truly magnificent mountains. In my search for

sport, sometimes in places most difiicult of access, I frequently

observed fungi on the leaves or stems of living plants, and as

opportunities permitted I made collections of the affected leaves,

and preserved them for examination, which I regret to say has

never been done until the present time.

During the space of four years many have changed their colour,

and others cannot now be detected on the leaves, and some, indeed,

have been lost ; nevertheless I have endeavoured to collect a few,

some of which no doubt are rare or even unknown in this country.

I am not aware of the existence of any work on the fungi of the

Himalayas, otherwise I should have consulted it prior to writing

the present paper, and thus have saved myself from useless repe-

tition and a little anxiety lest I should be imperfectly performing a

labour which has already been well done by another. Since my
return to England I have had the advantage of Mr. M. C. Cooke's

opinion of the objects figured in Plate LXXXVI., which he has
kindly named. Judging from what I observed in September and
October, 1870, 1 should say that fungi are very common throughout
the whole range of the Himalayas, and it is probable that all the

English species, and maybe many new ones, are to be found with
little trouble to any energetic and adventurous mycologist who may
be fortunate enough to traverse those regions.

On some banks and sunny slopes of the hills the wild straw-

berry and raspberry are to be found in abundance, and on the under
surface of the leaves of many will be noticed black spots, which on
microscopical examination are proved to be the Aregma (Phrag-
midium) oUusuni and Aregma (P.) gracile respectively, and difier-

ing in no way from the English species.

On the under surface of the leaves of the thistle (Cardmis
lanceolatus) the Puccinia syngenesiarum was frequently noticed,

and so was the Puccinia variabilis on the upper and under surface

of the leaves of the dandelion.

The blackberry brand, the Aregma (Phragmidium) hulbosum,
was quite common on the under surfaces of the leaves of the black-

berry bushes, and occasionally a white, tough, cotton-like fungus was
met with, growing either from the under surface of the venation of
the leaf or from the petiole, or both. This fungus will be referred

to farther on.

The Aregma (Phragmidium) mucronahcm was found on the
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under surface of the leaves of the wild rose, and another form which
was also common on oak leaves, laurels, and other species, and
which will be referred to presently,

Peridermium ])ini was plentiful on the leaves of the silver fir

and other pines, which grew in abundance in every direction, and a

similar fungus was commonly noticed on the pine leaves about
Dalhousie, more than a hundred miles from the hills north of

Deyrah Dhoon.
The various grasses as well as the leaves of Mudwa (a species of

millet) and the leaves of the rice plant, which is cultivated in many
of the valleys, appeared to possess their share of fungi.

In the accompanying Plate the portions of leaves have been
drawn the natural size from the actual specimens, and the spores

are magnified about 320 diameters.

In a valley about twenty miles from the military station of

Landour, between Deyrah Dhoon and Dunooltie, but close to and
behind a high hill at the latter place, there is a considerable

extent of forest, principally composed of a species of boxwood tree

(Buxus), from 20 to 30 feet high, and with wide-spreading

branches and with stems averaging from a few inches to 1-^ feet in

diameter. During my travels of many hundred miles through the

Himalayas I never happened to come across a single specimen of

box tree except in the place mentioned, and in which they appeared

to grow well.

The under surface of most of the leaves contained a dark-brown
fungus, resembling in outward appearance an ^cidium, varying

in diameter from ^ to more than a ^ of an inch, and frequently

two or three of these orbicular patches may be found on one leaf.

The peridium bursts regularly in circular patches and the

margins become irregular and recurved, exposing the dark-brown
spherical spores. The spores appear to be peculiar and to belong

to the f^enus Uromyees, having short peduncles, a thick cell-wall,

and a light amber-coloured endochrome, which communicates exter-

nally by a funnel-shaped orifice on the side opposite the attachment

of the peduncle, i. e. the upper part of the spore. This description

will be better understood by referring to Fig. 1, which represents

a box leaf with the fungus in situ, and Fig. 2, which shows three

of the spores magnified. [ TJromyces ambiens, Cooke.]

Fig. 3 represents spores from the under surface of the leaf

of a plant which I fail to recognize, and which exhibits small light-

brown spots made up of an aggregate collection of oval yellowish

spores attached by short peduncles to the epidermis of the leaf

(Trichohasis). Tlie plant apparently belongs to the order Convol-

vulacea, is herbaceous, about 2 feet in height, and the stem, &c.,

contains a milky juice as well as the roots, which are used by
the natives as a purgative. A species of clematis (probably the
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Traveller's Joy) is common on the hills and in the valleys, and
sometimes a beautiful orange-red fungus may be observed on the

under surface of the leaves. This fungus on the fresh leaf emitted

an odious smell— the smell of a recently killed bug— and was
quite unbearable, but now both the red colour and the smell have
disappeared. When the leaf is examined with a low power the

spores are found to be arranged in little button-like clusters

(Fig. 5) firmly packed side by side and of yellow colour (Fig. 6),

and growing from the cellular dermis of the leaf almost at right

angles. [IJredo clemcdidis* Berk.]

Fig. 7 shows the appearance of the leaf of a species of mimosa
with a fungus on the under surface, and Fig. 8 the spores with

three sporidia above. [ TJredo punctoidea, Cooke.]

I found also a leaf of an unknown shrub with rust spots irregu-

larly distributed on the under surface. The spores are many-celled,

irregular, elongated, yellowish, and easily separate as a yellowish-

brown dust without any traces of mycelium, vide Fig. 9. [This is

a SeptotricJium formerly included with fungi, but now discarded

as a diseased condition of the tissues.—M. C. C]
On the leaf of a species of willow, I observed on the upper and

under surface a number of black spots, which were easily scraped

off. On microscopical examination, these black spots were found to

be made up of a number of bodies like that depicted in Fig. 10.

They consist of a circular, yellow-coloured matrix, with an interior

dark-brown-coloured nucleus, made up of fine mycelium, and inter-

spersed throughout the latter there are numerous small cells.

Outside the central nucleus, and arranged in a radiating manner,
there is a number of jet black spine-shaped processes, apparently

very brittle, as they are easily broken by pressure under the covering

glass. [No fruit : probably a Volutellal]

Fig. 12 represents the appearance of a portion of the under
surface of a leaf resembling the Rumex aeetosa, on which raised

circular reddish-brown spots of fungi are observed. The spores

(Puccinia) are shown in Fig. 13, magnified, the cells being nearly

separate, and attached to long, tapering peduncles. [^Puccinia

dissiliens, Cooke.]

On the leaf of the common dock, which differs in no way from
that seen in this country, the upper and lower surfaces were studded

with rusty minute fungoid spots, which appear to belong to the

order ^cidiacei. The spores are circular, tuberculated, and of a

yellowish colour. {^Mcidium ruhellum, P.]

Fig. 14 represents the appearance of a piece of the under
surface of the leaf of a cruciferous plant, very common in the

* On the leaf I find Uredo clematidis, but not the structure indicated in the
drawino^. If this is manifest in its fresh state, then the Uredo would be a
Coleospormm.—[M. C. C]
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Himalayas, and whicli is frequently found covered with dark-brown

spots of fungi. The spores are septate, with short peduncles

(which are liable to be easily detached), oval in shape, and with a

comparatively transparent, nipple-like projection on the upper part,

vide Fig. 15. [Puccinia cruciferarum, Cooke.]

Fig. 16 shows the appearance of the spores of a Puccinia found

on the upper and lower surfaces of the leaves of an umbelliferous

plant. [Puccinia umhelKferarum, D. C]
Fig. 17 represents the magnified appearance of bodies which

form patches on the under surfaces of the leaves of the oak, species

of laurel, wild rose, &c. They resemble the agarics in shape, are

hollow, or filled with a pink fluid, which, when pressure of the

covering glass is used, exudes through the lower part of the stipe

or stalk. [An Erineum, not a fungus, but diseased tissue.—M. C. C.]

Fig. 11 illustrates two of the sporangia which form the tough,

cotton-like fungus met with on the under surface of the briar leaves,

or on the petiole. The conceptacles which contain the spores are

bi- and tri-partite, and terminate in long filiform appendages. Two
of the nearly colourless tuberculated spores are depicted to the

right of the sporangia. [I have seen no specimen of this. The
figures might belong to Coleosporium jpingue, but the description

is rather that of some Erineum.—M. C. C]
I feel that an apology is necessary for writing on a subject with

which I am so little acquainted ; but as I had collected the

materials many years ago, I considered it better that they should

be made public at once, rather than be lost. Perhaps others more
competent may be induced to pursue the subject more fully than I

have been able to do, as it is one of great interest, and not without

some advantage, and indeed, at all events, the small collection of

leaves now before me recalls to my memory many pleasant days

spent amidst most beautiful scenery in one of the finest climates of

the world.*

* The technical descriptions of such of the foregoing fungi as are new to

science are published in the current number of ' Grevillea.'

Netley, September, 1874.
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III.

—

The Sphmrai^hides in British Urticaceee and in Leonurus.

By Professor George Gulliver, F.E.S.

The sphaeraj)liicles in the leaf-blade of some Urticaceae are well

known, and have been described on tlie Continent as " crystal

glands " and " cystoliths." But there is another kind of sphaera-

phides in these plants which has hitherto escaped notice; and
though Mr. Eoj^er, in a late number of ' Science Gossip,' has made
some good observations on the sphseraphides in the leaf of the

wall-pelletory, the chemical composition of the two kinds of them
in all the British Urticaceae requires investigation. Nor have

we yet any descrij)tion of such crystals in Leonurus and other

Labiate©.

In TJrtica dioica, U. urens, and Parietaria diffusa, the leaf-

blades are studded with sphaeraphides, each about ai^nd of an inch

in diameter, globose, smoothish or granular on the surface, and all

composed mainly of carbonate of lime. In the fibro- vascular

bundles of the leaf are chains of much smaller sphaeraphides, each

about ToVoth of an inch in diameter, rough from projecting crystal-

line points on the surface, and composed of oxalate of lime ; and in

the pith these small rough sphaeraphides are still more abundant.

Both the leaf and pith of Humuhis hipuhis abound in like manner
with the two kinds of sphaeraphides. In the leaf-blade these are

crystalline concretions, made up of glassy granules, consisting of

carbonate of lime. In the leaf-nerves, and in the pith of the stem,

are thickly-set strings of rough sphaeraphides, in shape and che-

mical composition like those in the same parts of the nettles and
pelletory.

The sphaeraphides in Leonurus cardiaea seem to have escaped

notice, though they are very distinct. In other Labiatae 1 have
not yet met with similar crystals, much less raphides. The leaf-

blade of this plant is thickly dotted with globose granules, each

about o^oth of an inch in diameter, rounded in form, and contained

in a closely fitting cell, which is often tipped with a short uni-

cellular hair ; the globose crystalline matter consists chiefly of

carbonate of lime. In the fibro-vascular bundles of the leaf are a

lew much smaller rough sphaeraphides, each about aVooth of an
inch in diameter, and composed of carbonate of lime ; but the pith

of this plant contains no sphaeraphides.

In all these examples the value of boiling the parts in a solution

of caustic potass is so great, that the crystals are exposed more clearly

than they appear before such treatment ; and sometimes, when not

easily found at first, the potass discloses them admirably, as may
be proved in the leaf of Ficus carica. Though this species is so

VOL. XII. X
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nearly allied to the hop and nettles, the crystals in its leaf-blade

are composed chiefly of oxalate of lime, without any appreciable

trace of the carbonate, and the pith is devoid of sphseraphides.

Some practical applications of these facts appear obvious. They

afford good examples of two kinds of crystalline concretions, differ-

ing as well in form as in chemical composition, existing in one and

the same plant ; that one use of the pith may be as a repository

and laboratory of sahne crystals, ready to be restored as manure

to the soil ; and that nettles and hop-bines should be thus utihzed.

Besides, the sph^raphides are so very beautiful, so easily examined

and preserved, as to afford an abundance of excellent materials, ever

at hand, for the employment of the microscope, and for preparations

to enrich the microscopic cabinet.

Canterbury, Nov. 12, 1874.

IV.

—

The Encystment of Bucephalus Haimeanus.

By M. Ai.r. Giard.

Von Baer pointed out long ago (1826) a peculiar parasite of the

Anodon, which he called Bucephalus polymorphus. This parasite

was later more fully described by Steenstrup and by Siebold, who
gave it its true place in classification.

In 1854 M. Lacaze-Diithiers made known another species of the

same genus, the Bucephalus Haimeanus, which he had found in

the Mediterranean, and which lived parasitic in the genital glands

of the oyster (Ostrea eclulis), and also on the cockle (Cardium
rusticum), which it renders sterile. The sporocysts and the cer-

caria form of this Trematode have been very carefully figured in an

excellent paper in the ' Annales des Sciences Naturelles.'

Claparede has since found this curious Trematode at Saint-Vaast-

la-Hogue, on the coast of Normandy.* It was in fishing in the

open sea with a very fine meshed net that he caught the Bu-
cephalus very frequently. The specimens drawn by Claparede differ

a little from those represented by M. Lacaze-Duthiers ; but this

difference, which bears principally on the form of the lamellar

appendages, did not appear important enough to the Genevese

savant to necessitate the creation of a new species, Claparede no

more than his predecessor has been able, in spite of his active

researches, to succeed in making known the final destiny of Cer-

caria Haimeana.

* Claparede, Beobaclitungen uber Anatomie u. s. w. an der Kiizte von Nor-
maudi», 1863.
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Tlie Bucephalus of Haime is to be found both .it Etaples and

in the neighbourhood of Boulogne-sur-Mer. Guided by certain

theoretic views, the result of researches followed out upon the para-

sitic Crustacea, I have been more fortunate than jnj two skilful

predecessors, for I have proved the encystment of this Bucephalus.

It is upon the garfish (Belone vulgaris) that I have made

this observation. This fish (at Boulogne the onaquereau cVete, at

Abbeville the hecasslne de mer) occurs commonly in the market of

Boulogne during the months of May, June, and the beginning of

July. The viscera of this fish, especially the liver, the genital

glands, and the peritoneum are frequently filled with minute cysts

having the form of cylinders, terminated at one of their extremities

by a bulb hghtly drawn to a point, like a thermometer in construc-

tion. By opening cautiously a certain number of these cysts, one

finds in some one of them the Bucephalus as yet untransformed.

My anatomical researches, interrupted in July, were not pushed

so far as I should desire. However, I should say, in accordance

with Claparede, that it is impossible to arrive at the opinion of

M. Lacaze-Duthiers, when he says, in speaking of Bucephalus,
" One observes in it a general cavity, that may be considered a

digestive cavity." The position of the openings and their phy-

siological purposes appear to me to be worthy of being studied

anew.

What becomes of the encysted Bucephalus ? Does it arrive at

maturity in the body of the garfish, or does it undergo another

migration ? In this latter case, which is the more probable, is this

migration active or purely passive ? This it is which remains for

discovery. Cla23arede has many times found the Cercaria Haimeana
fixed upon the Sarsia and the Oceania. On one occasion the

cercaria had lost its two long appendages, but it still wanted the repro-

ductive organs. Claparede concludes that this fact was accidental,

and that the medusae were but momentary hosts of the Bucephalus.

I myself have met an adult Trematode in the coelenteric cavity of

Cydippe pileus, which in spring is sometimes cast up in abundance

on the shore of Wimereux : but I have no serious reason for sup-

posing a genetic relation between this Trematode and Bucephalus
HaimeavMs.

According to Siebold, Bucephalus polymorphus is transformed

into Gasterostomum fimhriatwn in the digestive tube of Perca

fiuviatilis and P. lucioperca. We also find it encysted in the Cypri-

nidae. It seems, then, very probable to suppose that Bucephalus
Haimeanus, encysted in Belone vidgaris, is metamorphosed into a

species of the genus Gasterostomum in the intestine of some large

fish which the garfish is the prey of. In fact, Lacepede assures us

that when the garfish quits the deep waters to go to spawn near the

shore it often becomes the prey of sharks and large species of

X 2
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Gadus, or otlier voracious and "well-armed fisb. Finally, as one

has met Bucejjhalus in the liver of Paludinse and Gasterostomae,

in the intestines of the pike, the eel, and of other fish, and even in

the duck, I am compelled to think that the fresh-water species of

this group of Trematodes are more numerous than is at present

believed. The difierences already pointed out between the marine

Bucephalus of the ocean and that of the Mediterranean Sea will

probably have a greater importance when we shall have made a

more complete and comparative study of these animals.

—

Comptes

Bendus, p. 485, August 17, 1874.
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The Decomposition of Eggs.—In a paper lately read before the

British Association at Belfast, Mr. "William Thomson said that

researches on this subject were commenced by the late Dr. Crace Cal-

vert and himself about the beginning of October, 1870, and extended
over the following year and a half. From numerous experiments ho
drew the conclusion that whole eggs could only be attacked by one,

two, or all, of three different agencies of decomposition. The first,

which he termed putrid cell, is capable of being developed within

some eggs, no matter how effectually their shells be jjrotected by var-

nished coverings from the spores floating in the atmosphere. It is

generated from the yolk. In some cases the yolk begins to swell and
absorbs most of the white ; in others the yolk bursts, and its whole
substance becomes thoroughly mixed up with the white ; and in others

again it begins to change slightly, and then gives off minute cells

into the white, rendering the white turbid; but in all cases where this

takes thorough hold of the contents of the egg, true putrefaction com-
mences, and the albumen emits a putrid smell. The minute granules

or cells of the healthy yolk, when this decomposition commences,
assume a morbid vitality ; they grow large, and become filled with
small cells ; each large cell then bursts, and the smaller cells take

independent existence. These cells are the bioplasm of the yolk,

which, had the egg developed into a chicken, would have gone to form
its flesh, bone, and tissues. These cells, under their morbid vitality,

absorb oxygen, and liberate carbonic acid gas. Two eggs had their

shells well varnished over with shellac, and were set aside on a shelf

for one year, and both then opened. One appeared as fresh as on
the day when it was set aside, but when the other was struck with the

point of a knife to open it, the pressure of gas contained within the

shell burst out, and scattered part of its contents in all directions.

The next germ ofdecomposition—the vibrio—appears under the micro-

scope like a small rigid worm which swims about. These animalcules

are constantly found floating about in the atmosphere, but never pene-

trate into the contents of an egg if the shell be kept dry, but if the

shell be moistened or wet, the dried bodies of these animalcules

develop in that water, assume much vitality, and then penetrate the

shell and set up putrefaction. Eggs were placed in fluids swarming
with different animalcules, some like corkscrews, which swam by
quickly turning round ; others which appeared under the microscojje

like flukes, but which really had the form of an egg ; some with one,

some with two feelers, which swam by switching those feelers into a

quick serpentine motion in front of them. These, however, were not

able to penetrate the shell of the egg. The third is the fimgus decom-
position. The spores of this fungus are found everywhere floating in

the atmosphere. They settle on the shells of eggs placed in stagnant

atmospheres, and send myriads of filaments through the shell in all

directions, sometimes binding all sides of the shell together, in all
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cases converting the white into the consistency of a strong jelly, and
often the filaments grow in such immense numbers as to make the

whole contents appear like a hard-boiled egg. This fungus acts on
the air exactly like animalcules, absorbing oxygen and liberating

carbonic acid gas.

—

The Medical liecord, Sept. 9th.

Effects of Section of Motor Nerves on 3Iuscle.—Bizzozero and
Golgi* give an account of an experiment they made upon a rabbit

when six months old. On the 10th January they cut out a con-

siderable piece of the sciatic nerve. The tibio-tarsal joint of the side

operated on became thickened, and an ulcer formed upon the surface

in the course of a month. The lymphatic glands swelled. The
animal, however, retained tolerable health till the 20th August, when
a portion of the cruial nerve was excised on the same side. The
rabbit remained pretty well till the 9th November, when the ulcer

began to increase and assume an imhealthy aspect, and in December
it died, having previously become exceedingly thin. On post-mortem

examination the connective tissue of the whole lower extremity was
found to be infiltrated with serum, ulcers had formed at various

points, and beneath these were cheesy deposits, each of which was
surrounded by a dense caj^sule of connective tissue. The stumi)s of

the divided nerves were separated from each other by a considerable

interval. The superficial muscles of the thigh presented a j^ale-rose

colour, whilst the deeper ones were of a yellowish red. The suj)er-

ficial muscles of the lower leg were in general greyish red, but in

parts yellowish ; they felt hard and were easily torn. The deep

muscles had undergone some thickening, and had a iiniform yellowish

colour ; on section they appeared smooth and uniform, the surface of

the section resembling bacon-fat. Microscopical examination showed
that in the superficial muscles of the thigh there were scattered

groups of fat-cells arranged in linear series, which apparently corre-

sponded with the course of the nerve-fibres. The muscular fibres of

the deep muscles of the thigh were thinned, the transverse strise

scarcely visible, and between the muscular fasciculi of the first and
second order were numerous and very well defined fat-cells. In other

parts the muscular substance of the several fibres was partly torn into

fragments and partly replaced by fat-cells. The superficial muscles
of the lower leg presented in a very marked manner the usual con-

sequences of nerve section—namely, proliferation of nuclei in the

muscle-corpuscles, atrophy of the muscular fibres themselves, increase

of the interstitial connective tissue, and numerous fat-cells between
the muscular fibres. Lastly, in the deep muscles of the lower

extremity, where the muscles were yellowish and like bacon on
section, no trace of muscular fibre was visible ; the tissue appeared
to be altogether converted into adipose tissue, comparable to the

I)anuiculus adiposus. In transverse sections the fat-cells were
rounded or polyhedric, and fcjrmed a kind of mosaic. In longi-

tudinal sections they were serially arranged in correspondence with

the direction of the fasciculi.

—

The Lancet, Aug. 30th.

* Strieker's ' Jahrb.,' 1873, Heft 1.

1
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The Original Distinction of the Testicle and Ovarii*—This paper

is of the utmost importance, as it bears so tliorouglily upon Haeckel's

theory. It is by M. Van Beneden, of Liege, and we quote the

following translation of part of it from the ' American Naturalist

'

of November, 1874 :

—

" Huxley was the first who demonstrated that the entire organi-

zation of the zoophytes, meduste, and polypes, hydroids and Siphon-

ophores, can be reduced to a sac formed of two adjacent cellular

layers, the ectoderm and endoderm (Allman), and who considered

this proposition as expressing the general law of structure in the

zoophytes. I Although one did not dream at this period of seeking

homologies between the vertebrates and lower animals, Huxley took

in all the bearings of his discovery. He recognized and formulated

in clear and precise language his opinion on the homology which he

believed exists between the ectoderm and endoderm of the Coelen-

terata, and the two primordial cellular layers of vertebrates. See in

what terms he expresses this idea :
—

' The peculiarity in the structure

of the body-walls of the Hydrozoa, to which I have just referred,

possesses a singular interest in its bearings upon the truth that there

is a certain similarity between the adult state of the lower animals

and the embryonic conditions of higher organizations.
" ' For it is well known that, in a very early state, the germ, even

of the highest animals, is a more or less complete sac, whose thin

wall is divisible into two membranes, an inner and an outer ; the

latter, turned toward the external world ; the former, in relation

with the nutritive liquid, the yolk The various organs are

produced by a process of budding from one, or other, or both of

these primary layers of the germ.'
" He seeks likewise to establish a parallelism, from a histological

point of view, between the ectoderm of zoophytes and the external

layer of the embryo of vertebrates on one hand, and the endoderm
and internal layer on the other. He concludes by saying, 'thus

there is a very real and genuine analogy between the adult Hydrozoon
and the embryonic vertebrate animal.' All the embryological researches

made in late years, in the first phases of the embryonic development

of animals of all branches, have tended to confirm, extending it to

the whole animal kingdom, the opinion of the illustrious English

naturalist. And in the first rank of work done in this direction may,

without fear of contradiction, be cited that of Kowalevsky ; in showing

the identity of development of Amphioxus and of the Ascidians, he

closed with a single stroke the abyss, thought to be impassable, which
separates the branch of vertebrates from all the lower organisms. The
important publications of the same author on the other types of

organization, added to those of Gegenbaur, Haeckel, Eay Lankester,

* ' De la Distinction originelle du Testicule et de I'Ovaire ; Caracture sexuel

des deux Feuilkts primoidiaux de rEmbiyon ; Heimaphrodisme morpholo-

gique de tonte Individualite animale ; Essai d'une The'orie de Ja Fe'condation.'

Bruxelles, 1874. 8vo, pp. 68.

t " Observations upon the Anatomy of the Diphydfe and the Unity of Organi-
zatiou of the Dipbydte and Siphonophorre." ' Proceedings of Royal Society,' 1849.
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Kleinenberg, and some others, have resulted in extending to the entire

auimal kingdom this grand conception that all the parts of the animal

organism are formed from the two primordial cellular layers, and

everywhere homologous.
" These ideas have just been developed in detail and brilliantly

defended in two essays of a high philosophic import. Haeckel has

proposed in his brochure ' Die Gastrjea theorie, die phylogenetische

Classihcation des Thierreiches und die Homologie der Keimbliitter,'

a theory which he had first announced in his monogragh on the cal-

careous sponges. Some analogous ideas, and in several respects

almost identical, have been published in England in the Annals and

Magazine of Natural History, under the title, " On the Primitive

Cell-layers of the Embryo as the Basis of the Genealogical Classifica-

tion of Animals," by my friend E. Kay Lankester.
" All the pluricellular animals, in which the development begins

by the segmentation of the cell-egg, pass through in the com-se of

their evolution a similar embryonic form, that of a sac whose thin

walls are constituted of two adjacent layers, the endoderm and ecto-

derm. The first surrounds a cavity which is the primordial digestive

tube ; the second limits exteriorly the body of the embryo ; it alone

can be impressed by external causes. The digestive cavity commu-

nicates with the exterior by a single orifice which serves both as

mouth and anus. The embryo is reduced to a digestive cavity, which

is but a simple stomach; Haeckel has proposed to give to this

primordial form the name of Gasirula. As this embryonic form

occurs in the vertebrates as well as the mollusks, arthropods, echino-

derms, worms and polypes, it is clear that the ectoderm is homologous

in the different types of organization ; that the endoderm has in all

the same mori^hological value ; that the primordial digestive cavity of

vertebrates and that of all other types of organization have the same

anatomical signification. The existence of this common form in the

course of evolution of all the metazoal animals allows us to refer

them to a common source ; there is a convergence of the great

types of organization and not a parallelism as had been urged by

Cuvier and Von Baer. Finally, we can infer the existence at a

geological epoch far back, of organisms like the Gastrula form;

these organisms, probably varied in a thousand ways in their form and

in their external characters, have been the common source of verte-

brates, arthropods, mollusks, echinoderms, worms, and zoophytes

;

they constitute the very numerous group of Gastrseades (Haeckel). If

the endoderm and ectoderm are homologous in all the Metazoa [i. e.

all animals except Protozoa], we then have a right to suppose that

these two cellular layers have in all the same histological value, and

that the same systems of organs are developed in the different types

of organization from the same primitive layers. This induction

has been already freely confirmed in that which concerns the cen-

tral nervous system, which is developed in all animals from the

ectoderm.
" Consequently, it makes no difference if we should wish to know

the origin of an organ, whether we seek for it in one or another type
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of organization ; the results can be extended to the whole animal
kingdom, and receive a general signification.

" However, of all the types of organization, that which serves best
for research on this capital question of the origin of organic systems,
is that of the polypes, still called zoophytes or Coelenterates. In
them, in short, the ectoderm and endoderm persist with their embry-
onic characters during their entire life ; all the organs of the zoophytes
are only a dependence of one or the other of these layers, sometimes
of the two layers united.

" The polype form may be traced back with the greatest facility

to the Gastrula, all the jjarts of which are preserved without under-
going any great modifications during all the course of existence.

" Conclusions.—In the Hydractiniee, 1. The eggs are developed
exclusively from the epithelial cellules of the endoderm. They remain,
up to the time of their maturity, surrounded by the elements of the
endoderm.

" 2. The testicles and spermatozoa are developed from the ecto-
derm; this organ results from the progressive transformation of a
primitive cellular fold formed by invagination.

" 3. There exists in the female sporosacs a rudiment of the tes-

ticular organ ; in the male sporosacs a rudiment of an ovary. The
sporosacs are then morphologically herma2)hrodites Fecunda-
tion consists in the union of an egg, a product of the endoderm, with
a certain number of sj^ermatozoa, products of the ectoderm. This act
has no other end than to unite chemical elements of opposite polarity,

which after having been united an instant in the egg, separate again

;

for in most animals those in which the division of the vitellus into two
occurs, the elements from which the ectoderm are formed are already
separated from those which are to form the internal layer of the
embryo.

" The new individuality is realized at the instant when the union
between the elements of opposed polarity has taken place, as abso-
lutely as a molecule of water is formed by the union of atoms of
hydrogen and oxygen."

The Origin of Typlio'ul Fever.—In the beginning of the month of
November a very imj)ortant letter of some length on this subject
appeared, from the pen of Dr. Tyndall, F.E.S., in ' The Times ' news-
paper. We would commend the letter to the attention of those of our
readers who are interested in the subject. We difier from one of our
contemporaries in the view we take of this letter ; for, unquestionably,
although its facts are not novel to the scientifically educated medical
man, still, to the mass of surgeons, and to the whole of the non-
medical community, it is absolutely and completely novel. And it

seems to us that a certain amount of ci-edit is due to Professor Tyndall
for thus manfully coming forward to discuss, in a purely popular form,
facts which he, of course, knew were well enough known to certain

professional minds. He has at once spread throughout the country
views which, had he not come forward, might have remained where
they had been till the next half century.
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The South African Diamonds.—Mr. G. C. Cooper, who may be said

to be " to the manner born," as he comes from the African diamond-
fiehls, has an interesting paper in the last volume of the ' Proceedings

of the Geologists' Association' (Oct., 1874), on this subject. Besides

other matters of non-microscopical interest, he says:—"I have
recently received a piece of what is termed ' chalk ' by the diggers,

which, from microscopic observations, I would infer to be in all

essential jjoints the same as the tufa that is so abundant, with this

exception, that this has been broken u]), disintegrated, as on a beach,

and thus made into a softer form, after its deposition as tufa. It gives

the same white streak as ordinary chalk. It has imbedded in its

surface some sand granules,j and black crystals, resembling, and, as

I think, the same as occurs in a sample of stuff lately given to me,

from 80 feet depth. Its component particles are crystalline and trans-

lucent, and from odVo ^^ toVo" ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ diameter. Dissolves in

dilute muriatic acid, with some flocculent deposit. Upon evaporation,

star-like masses of crystals form. I look upon this specimen as of

importance in helping to substantiate what I advance in relation to

water and ice in producing the diamond deposit."

27(6 Structure of the Testicle.—A good paper on this subject is that

done by Dr. Victor v. Mihalkovics, and the results of his researches

appear in the last part of the ' Arbeiten,' or " work done " in the

Physiology Laboratory of Ludwig, at Leipzic, in 1873. The conclu-

sions at which Dr. Mihalkovics has arrived, which j)artly agree with

and in part differ from those of jDrcvious observers, aie given in the

following manner by the ' Lancet ' (Oct. 10) :—In the first place, he
finds, in ojiposition to the greater number of authors, as Miiller,

Krause, Beale, Sappey, Kolliker, v. Luschka, and Lavalette St. George,

that the tortuous terminal or j^eripheric portion of the tubuli semi-

niferi forms a plexus by the anastomoses of their numerous dichotonous

divisions. The ultimate branches appear to be connected by looj^s.

In man, the canals in the cortical layer present small bead-like pro-

jections of the wall, and never begin, as most of the above-named
authors contend, by closed free extremities. In regard to the structure

of the walls, he believes Henle is most exact in stating that it consists

of a series of laminae, or membranes with flat nuclei. The size of the

tubuli bears no relation to that of the testis, since in the guinea-pig

it is 0*10; the cat, 0*11
; in the cock, 0'12; mouse, 0*15; rabbit,

0-20; goat, 0-20; man, 0-21; dog, 0-25; bull, 0-26; and rat, which
is the largest of all, 0*40 of a millimetre. Secondly, the straight

portions of the tubes, or vasa recta, are not direct continuations of the

tortuous portions, but are of very much smaller diameter, and are

lined by a much shorter columnar epithelium. They run in the con-

nective tissue of the corpus Highmorianum or in the lowest parts of

the septa. Thirdly, the supporting cells, described by v. Merkel, and
germ plexus are, he thinks, artificial products, which owe their exist-

ence to the coagulation of a tenacious albuminous substance occupying
the interspaces between the seminal cells. Fourthly, certain inter-

stitial cells are constituents of the testis, the analogues of which are

discoverable in many other organs, as the supra-renal capsules, the
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sacral and carotidean glands, the coi'idus luteum, and pituitary body.

Fifthly, the connective tissue of the testis consists of various-sized

trabeculae of connective tissue, which form a network, and are covered

by an endothelial layer of cells, which last is continued from them on
to the seminal tubules and blood-vessels. Sixthly, the lymphatics
commence in the inters2)aces of the fasciculi of connective tissue

invested by endothelium, and partly in the lacunae of the lamella of

the walls of the seminal tubules. No true tubular lymphatics with
defined walls exist in the testis at all. Lastly, the tubuli seminiferi

are closely surrounded by a layer of capillary blood-vessels, intimately

connected with the membrana j^rojn-ia.

NOTES AND MEMOEANDA.

Cell-culture in the Study of Fungi. — Ph. Van Tieghem and
G. LeMonnier in their published researches on the Mucorini give

a good working account of their method of cell-culture which is

applicable not only to the smaller fungi but to many other plants.

I'he method is as follows, according to the 'American Naturalist,'

Nov., 1874 :—A glass cell i or ^ inch is cemented upon a glass

slide, and a suitable cover glass is kejjt in place by three minute drops
of oil placed on the edge of the ring. The contained air is kept moist
by a few drops of water placed in the bottom of the cell, while a very
small drop of the nutritive fluid is placed on the lower surface of the
cover glass, and in this drop the sj^ore to be cultivated is sown. The
whole drop, and indeed the entire contents of the cell, can now be
examined with suitable powers, and the germination and development
of the plant traced hour after hour from any given sjjore, with the
greatest certainty and ease. Extraneous spores will sometimes be
introduced, but they are easily detected.

American Opinion on Angular Apertures.—An anonymous writer

in the last number of the ' American Naturalist ' makes the following
remarks on this subject :

—
" It is not yet forgotten that at the London

examination of the ^-inch lens sent to demonstrate the possibility of
obtaining an excessive angular aperture in immersion work on balsam
objects, the lens was measured at an adjustment of which nothing to

the point was known except that it was not a position of immersion
work at all, nor a recognized maximum position for any kind of work

;

the plain fact being that the accomplished committee were so bent
upon teaching ns the familiar fact of reduced angle that they seem to

have forgotten to look for any other possibility in the case. Nor is it

likely to be forgotten as long as Mr. Wenham so far forgets his usual
and admirable caution as to allude to the correction of this pal23able

mistake as an ' after quibble,' nor while the eminent President of the
Royal Microscopical Society utters in his formal Address such an
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astounding statement as the following :—
' The lens in this instance

was properly corrected as a dry lens, and then after measurement in

air it was measured in water and then in very fluid Canada balsam
without alteration of the adjustment. It may be quite possible

that if the lens had been readjusted so as to give the best image for

immersion in balsam, a slightly greater angle might have been ob-

tained ; but this would not have been a fair way of making a com-
parison, as it is not the mode in which the glass would ever be employed
in actual practice.' By not saying squarely, It is probahlij true that

if the lens had been readjusted so as to give the best image for immersion

in water, a greater angle tvould have been obtained ; and this loould have

been the fair way of making the measurement, as it is the mode in ivhich

the glass would he employed in actual practice, Mr. Brooke lost a rare

opportunity to do a noble if not a generous act. As he is well known
to be incapable of an intentional soi)histry which by adroitly worded
phrase should suggest a doubt where none is felt, belittle the conces-

sions which are called for by manifest truth, and say one thing which
is true but has no relation to the case at issue, and at the same time

imply another thing which does not relate to the case but is un-

qualifiedly incorrect, there is no choice but to conclude that his extra-

ordinary statement, notwithstanding its tone of judicial coolness, was
made without that deliberation which the official character of the

Address demanded.
" On-the other hand, a still more recent lens by the same maker,

claiming still more excessive aperture, has been examined by Mr. Wen-
ham by his method of cutting ofi" false light. By this method, which
would seem incapable of excluding any image-forming rays, he suc-

ceeded in obtaining a clear and distinctly limited angle for the lens

whose light, when not thus protected, was vague and uncertain ; the

angular aperture at the same time being reduced from ' 180°
' to

' 112^,' which corresponded within a few degrees with the aperture

computed trigonometrically fi'om the width of the front lens and the

length of the working focus. To this it is answered, that with a dry

object on the cover there is no distance involved and the triangle is

impracticable : while accurate focussing upon a stop which is feasible

at ' uncovered ' adjustment, is liable to error from spherical aberration

when adjusted for maximum angle. Mr. Tolles' method of demon-
strating the utilization of extra-limital rays is by placing a central

stop upon the posterior surface of the back system of lenses, so large

as to cut oif all light when the objective is used dry; so that by no
trick of illumination can the light be made to pass through the narrow

ring of clear ajDerture remaining around the stop ; but if water be

flowed in both above and below the balsam-mounted object, convert-

ing both the objective and the illuminating semi-cylinder into immer-
sion arrangements, a well lighted and defined image is immediately

produced. With regard to extreme angles in connection ^dth dry

objects, Mr. Tolles claims that his much-disjiuted ^ inch does actually

form an image with the most oblique rays that can imjunge upon the

slide, all other rays being cut oft' by a card or shutter which can be

moved up close to the bottom of the slide."
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The Microscopic Structure of Ancient and Modern Volcanic
Rocks is the title of a most valuable paper read before the meeting
of the Geological Society, on Nov. 4th, by Mr. J. Clifton Ward, F.G.S.
Uufortunately we have not space for a sufficiently long abstract in

the present number, but we nevertheless call the attention of our
readers to the subject. We shall give a full account of it in our next
number.

Eow to Make exceedingly Thin Glass Covers.—The following

exceedingly interesting paper we quote in full from the ' Quarterly
Journal of the Quekett Club,' Oct. Mr. G. J. Burch, who is the

author, says:—"Take a piece of glass tube of about ^ inch bore, seal

up the end with the blow-j)ipe, and continue the heat until the glass

is so soft tbat it will fall out of shape, unless you keep turning it

round ; remove it from the flame, and blow into it with all your
strength. It will be seen to swell, at first slowly, and then suddenly
to a large bubble of very thin glass. Supposing the tube to have
been sealed up with as little glass as possible, it may be blown
out to about 4 inches diameter. When cold, break it up, and cut

the pieces to shape with a ' writing diamond.' The glass in this

state is of course convexo-concave
;

practically this is of little con-

sequence unless the objects are to be mounted dry, when it is liable

to be broken. In order to flatten it, place a piece of the thin glass on
a perfectly flat piece of platinum foil, and dejiress it for a moment into

the Bunsen flame ; as soon as it is red hot, it will sink down to the

flat foil. This also has the eifect of annealing it. On measuring a

piece of this glass with the micrometer, I found it to be = 270 o i^^ch

= • 0004 inch. In the ' Monthly Microscopical Journal,' vol. viii.,

page 270, Dr. Eoyston-Pigott says :—
' The thinnest glass in my

possession measures 2^ thousandths.' Now 2^ thousandths = -0022,

and
: ^^|f =5-5. So that his thinnest glass is 6^ times the thickness

of mine."

CORKESPONDENCE.

EOSS AND CO.'S iTU AND BeNECHE's No. 7.

7'o the Editor of the ' Monthly Microscopical Journal.'

MiNSTEE Court, York, November 7, 1874.

SiRj—Until of late years England stood unquestionably at the head

of all other nations in the production of object-glasses for the micro-

scope, but now Paris, Vienna, Berlin, Munich, and Boston dispute the

palm with London ; and there is no denying that they are very

formidable rivals.

There are, of course, great difficulties in the way of estimating

the relative merits of objectives so long as they are handled by
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different persons ; differences in tlie skill and eyesight of the observers,

differences in the modes of illumination, differences in the same
nominal subject of examination, differences of angular aperture, and
so on. These, it is plain, are more or less unavoidable; but there is one

source of embarrassment, which, though it has often been mentioned
before, can never be mentioned often enough, for evils are never

remedied unless a loud outcry is raised against them. I allude to the

total absence of any standard of magnifying power from which we
are now suffering. I know of ^ths which amplify much more than

•|-ths, of -gths which exceed -j^ths, of yVths which are equivalent to

-jigths. In fact, matters have now come to such a pass, that an inex-

perienced purchaser can sehhmi know much more about what he is

buying than that it is an object-glass. It would be a great boon to

the world of microscopists if the Royal Microscopical Society could

put forward a standard measure of linear dimensions for a given fociis,

and that our great makers would at least try to approximate to it

;

for the present system is an affront to common sense and common
honesty.

But, notwithstanding these difficulties, comparison between English
and foreign objectives is going on, slowly but surely, sometimes
noisily, oftener silently, yet still going on, searching for facts, and
awaiting a final verdict. As yet our country does not appear to

have been worsted in the trial, although Mr. Mayall would probably
think that the case has already gone against her, and that foreigners

are of his mind.* There is one circumstance, however, that English
opticians would do well to kcei) continually before them, that Europe
has secured an immense advantage over her in the matter of price, and
that nothing but quality can ever make head against cheapness.

As bearing upon this question, and with a full sense of the

embarrassments which siirround it, I would venture to make a few
remarks in connection with the interesting note from Mr. Kitton in

your last number.
As far as I am able to judge, I should say that Ross and Co.'s

patent ^th is about a match for his Beneche's No. 7 in magnifying
power, though it may exceed it in angular aperture. On applying this

objective to the examination of the diatoms which he has named, I

found that with perfectly direct candle-light, mirror and diaphragm
being both excluded, the B eye-piece revealed the striae on P. angu-
latum most beautifully, and without the smallest change of the condi-
tions brought out the arrangement of the terminal striae perfectly well.

With the help of lamp and condenser, and using the C eye-piece,

the checker-work of P. intermedium was exhibited most distinctly, and
the costfe of Cymhella Ehrenhergii plainly seen to be composed of
flattened beads.

Pinnularia peregrina is a more difficult object than Cymhella Ehren-
hergii, but in one frustule the transverse lines upon the costae were
shown almost vividly ; while those on Nitzscliia sigmoidea stood out
quite distinctly for all their closeness.

The transverse markings of Synedra rohusta were distinctly re-

* See 'M. M. J.,' Feb. 1869, p. 90.
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solved into beads, but ai^parently not so compressed as those of
Cymhclla Ehrenhergii.

In all the above observations the adjusting collar of the glass
remained unaltered, just midway between " covered" and " uncovered."
May I add that this objective contains in itself an adaptation for

immersion use, and while it performs so well on lined objects, it gives
a superb figure of Lepidocijrtus curvicollis.

I am, Sir, your faithful servant,

E. Corbet Singleton.

On Mr, Singleton's Observations.

To the Editor of the ' Monthly Mi'croscojncal Journal.^

Denstone, November 9, 1874.

Sir,— While I am much obliged to the Eev. E. Singleton for his

readiness to ventilate the question of straight candle-light illumina-
tion, I must confess I am disaj)pointed at the general tone of his

letter, and the covert vein of sarcasm which runs through it. This
has been the more surprising to me, as I am conscious of having
taken unusual pains to avoid giving offence, and to write nothing that

might rouse up any of the genus irritabile microscopicormn.

Indeed, it would be well for all of us, when we have to remark
upon the jierformanccs of another, of which we have before us only a
brief printed account, to exercise a certain amount of caution, lest,

while criticising, we ourselves fall into mistakes. With nothing but
an abstract to guide us, and in the absence of the writer himself, we
are not always certain what is the strength of the point we would
attack ; nor do we know but that our opponent may have an awkward
trick of keeping back his strongest troops in the reserve.

Mr. Singleton must himself by this time regret the peculiar turn
he gave to his last sentence.

" If he means that it has detected the longitudinal lines of that
diatom, it would be a real boon to microscopists to tell them of the
feat."

Indifferent persons who take up his letter will read between the
lines something of this sort :

—

" S. gemma is a test * of prodigious difiiculty. Mr. Hickie seems
to hint that he has resolved it with a 7} inch. Either he has so
resolved it, or he has not ; he declines to say which. I will force

* The Germans, in spite of the Grundlichkeit we are in the habit of ascribing
to them, are in these matters pretty much as we are ourselves, and quite as much
given to copying one from another. See Dr. Hager's 'Das Mikroskop,' p. 36.
An exception may be made in favour of Dr. E. Hartnack, of Potsdam, as his
blunders are usually original. But the Herrschaft zu Waisenstrasse, though great
opticians, are by no means great manipulators, as I know by experience. Some-
thing of the same kind appeared also in an early number of this Journal ; but the
writer has since, in my hearing, candidly retracted his error. To those who have
no opportxmity of judging otherwise, I would recommend a glance at Dr. Wood-
ward's photograph of this diatom.
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him to speak out plainly ; and if he says he has, I am prepared

beforehand to disbelieve him."

I have no right to assiune—what certainly does not appear from
Mr. Singleton's letter—that he has given any special attention to

diatoms as tests ; but those who have done so know well that, when
once they have fully succeeded in mastering such a test with a

moderate power—say a ^V ii^ch—a little practice and perseverance

soon enable them to overcome it with a weaker objective, and that a

little further practice generally resolves it with a weaker power still.

Resolution turns not so much upon objectives as upon the manipu-
lator's own fingers.

My use of the words " up to S. gemma " was an intentional con-

cession to the frailty of human nature, in order not to oifend the

prejudices of those who persist in classing that diatom as a very high

test.

In my own practice, I know only four first-class tests : (1) Amphi-
pleura pelliicida, (2) Sfaiironeis spicula, (3) Navicula crassinervis,

(4) Frustulia Saxonica, as it is found in Eastern Prussia. In some
of these latter, especially in those mounted by C. Rodig, of Hamburg,
the lines are so amazingly fine, as to render this kind of Frustulia a

more difficult test even than the acus. The second mentioned may be

found on almost any slide of P. macrum. It is a small lanceolate

species of Stauroneis, somewhat like two dagger-blades placed hilt to

hilt. I recommend it to the notice of the readers of this Journal.

But with regard to S. gemma itself, I attach no sort of value to

this diatom ; and I have often wondered how such a thing ever got

voted into a test.

Its deficiencies are obvious. It almost never presents an even

surface ; there is no uniformity in the same gathering in respect of

difficulty, some specimens, especially those of a whitey-brown colour

with almost black ribs, being troublesome enough, while many of

those with a greenish tinge are scarcely a test for an ordinary ^ inch.

For instance, I have one such slide so easy of resolution, that I can

resolve six out of every seven of those that lie perpendicularly,

taking them just as they come. In some the interspaces between the

ribs are twice or thi-ee times as wide at one end as they are at the

other. In others, again, some of the ribs run only half-way, leaving

a wide space ; and though the longitudinal lines almost invariably,

instead of forming straight vertical lines, slope somewhat from right

to left, I have sometimes met with instances to the contrary.

In short, S. gemma seems made for the express purpose of

upsetting all our theories as to the uniformity of structure and
regularity of marking of Diatomacefe, and, like many Christian men
and women, is consistent only in its inconsistency. I think, therefore,

I am justified in discarding it as a standard test.

Now, if I can produce satisfactory evidence that I have shown,

clearly and distinctly, the longitudinal lines with an antiquated

\ inch, it will, I suppose, render it somewhat probable that I might
" detect " them with a remarkably good \ inch of latest date, espe-

cially if the latter have the advantage of illumination so helpful as,
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according to Mr. Singleton, to render testing thereby " little better

than child's play," to say nothing of the peculiar arrangement I used
instead of an eye-piece, which Mr, S. somehow overlooks.

" Sandicroft.

" I certify that I saw the longitudinal stripes on Surirella gemma
with Mr. Hickie's ^-inch objective, with the utmost distinctness.

This was on the evening of the 23rd day of November, 1871.

" H. P. Steadman."

This gentleman could not possibly make any mistake about the

lines he speaks of; for I had just previously let him see the very
same lines on the very same shell with a ':^ immersion. I showed
them also to Dr. Eales, of Dresden, who made a drawing of them then
and there.

I am sorry I cannot in the same way quote chapter and verse for

what I have seen with Beneche's No. 7 ; so the following must pass

for what it is worth.

In a private letter to my friend, Mr. Kitton, of Norwich, in which
I gave him a detailed account of the performance of Beneche's No. 7

on a variety of tests, the following passage occurs, which Mr. Kitten's

kindness in returning me my letter has enabled me to extract :
—

" I then put on S. gemma. I was able fairly to bring into view
the longitudinal lines."

But after all, I am not the only person who has seen these

longitudinal lines with a ^ inch. Mr. Jabez Hogg, who is the fortu-

nate possessor of a Beneche's No. 7 of rare excellence, has done the

same with Ms glass ; and did so in my presence, though I do not

recollect the illimaination he employed.
Unfortunately the microscope is a solitary instrument ; and

Mr. Brown finds it hard to believe that Mr. Smith has seen anything
which he (Mr. Brown) cannot see. Hence come strife and debate.

Readers of this Journal will be at no loss for instances. I have also

to thank Mr. Singleton for his caution about " diffraction." In return

let me caution him against a much more besetting sin of these

times—" slowness of heart to believe."

Yours faithfully,

W. J. HlOKIE.

Eeport of Quekett Microscopical Club, Sept. 25th.

To the Editor of the ^Monthly Microscopical Journal.^

Gareick Chambers, November 17, 1874.

Sib,—Will you kindly allow me to correct a slight inaccuracy
that appeared in the November number containing the above report ?

I am there made to say I never found evidence of air in any insect's

salivary glands. It should read

—

" In a large number of insects examined he had never found any
evidence of tracheal or air sacs forming part of their salivary glands."

I remain yours very truly,

William T. Loy.
vol. XII. Y
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EoYAL Microscopical Society.

King's College, November 4, 1874.

Charles Brooke, Esq., F.E.S., President, in the chair.

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read and confirmed.

A number of donations to the Society were announced, and the

thanks of the meeting were voted to the donors.

The Secretary said that Mr. Suffolk, a Fellow of the Society, had
presented them with an ingenious little apparatus, known as me-
chanical fingers, and which had been modelled after the plan of

Professor Smith.

The President observed that it was for the purpose of picking up
minute objects, such as diatoms, by means of a bristle held by some
forceps. It was a very ingenious contrivance, and was worth the

examination of the Fellows.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Suffolk was imanimously passed.

The President announced that the Council purposed holding

another scientific evening on Wednesday, December 9 ; this arrange-

ment was of course subject to the consent of the authorities of King's

College,* and due notice would be sent to all the Fellows of the

Society in the usual way.

The Secretary said they had received a paper " On Microscopical

Leaf Fungi from the Himalayas," by Dr. Joseph Fleming. The paper
and the drawings which accompanied it had been shown to Mr. Cooke,

who had found amongst them a number of genera and species which
were apparently identical with European species. The paper was one
which he thought would be more interesting to Fellows when they

could read it for themselves ; he would therefore only mention the

fungi discovered. It would be printed in full in the Journal, with

the di*awings and the remarks of Mr. Cooke upon them. The paper
will be found at p. 270.

The thanks of the Society were voted to Dr. Fleming and
Mr. Cooke.

The Secretary then read a paper by Dr. Drysdale and the Eev.

W. H. Dallinger, entitled " Continued Researches into the Life His-
tory of the Monads." The paper was illustrated by numerous
drawings, which were enlarged upon the black-board by Mr. Charles

Stewart. The paper will be found at p. 261.

The President, in proposing a vote of thanks to the authors of the

paper, remarked that there were several points in it which were

* Since obtained.
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matters of great interest. The twofold mode of reproduction men-
tioned—fission and impregnation—was remarkable. One of the pro-

cesses might prove to be the same as parthenogenesis, which was
known to exist in the case of the aphis. Another great point was the

bearing of some of the observations npon the important question of

spontaneous generation ; because if the germs alluded to had been
found by experiment to survive after exposure to a temperature of
250*^ or 300^ Fahr., it was quite clear to him that the observations of

Dr. Bastian must be looked upon as wholly inconclusive.

Mr. H. J. Slack said he would just call attention to the excessive

minuteness of some of these " moving points," as they were called in

the pajjer ; for if a skilled observer, using a power so high as -^^ inch,

can only describe them as moving points, the actual objects themselves
must be almost infinitely small, and it could only be from the difier-

ence of their refractive power that they could be seen at all. The
impression given was, that if they were only a little smaller or were
nearer in refractive index to that of the fluid in which they moved,
though there might be myriads of them there, they would be utterly

invisible. They also found from the paper that they must not conclude
that even a high temperature would desti'oy life. They had usually

supposed that the process of heating organisms produced similar eifects

to the coagulation of the albumen in a boiled hen's-egg ; but it was pro-

bable that a jii'oteine substance which was not changed in that way
might survive any temperature which failed to actually disintegrate

it, and in the case of a hydro-carbonaceous compound it could not be
destroyed by anything short of actual burning. If carbon had only
been known to them in its combustible forms it would have been
received with much doubt that there might be conditions under which
it was difiicult to burn it, but they knew that a piece of graphite could
not be burnt in a candle, or a diamond with a lucifer match. These
things showed them how very careful they should bo not to rely

upon any merely negative evidence as to organisms and germs being
destroyed by heat.

A vote of thanks to the authors of the paper was carried

unanimously.

Mr. Charles Stewart called attention to some living organisms
exhibited in the room by Mr. Wood, and which bore a very strong

resemblance to the one shown there at the last meeting, and which he
thought to be allied to Bucephalus polymorphus.

Mr. Wood said that one of the Fellows of the Society had men-
tioned to him that an object had been exhibited at the last meeting
very much like the one which he now exhibited, and he had therefore

endeavoui'ed to bring his specimens there for inspection. The objects

were, he believed, the larvte of the cockle. He also exhibited some
drawings taken from his note-book showing the other stages of its

development. He at first had supposed that these organisms did not

belong to the cockle at all, but further observation showed that they
were really the larvaj, and he had traced them up through all their

forms.

Y 2
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The tlianks of the meeting were voted to Mr. Wood for his

interesting communication.

Mr. Charles Stewart said he had been afforded an opportunity of

looking at this supposed larva, and, so close was its resemblance to

the Bucephalus exhibited at the last meeting, that he could not help

thinking if that was an entozoon this must also be something of the

same kind. It was so unlike the larval forms of the lamellibranchiate

mollusca that he thought it might after all turn out to be really a

parasite, and its position in the ovary would not negative this notion.

The resemblance between the two was really so very close that he

could not help thinking that the position of both in the animal kingdom

would prove to be the same, though, of coiirse, he did not say that it

was not the young of the cockle. Mr. Stewart then drew upon the

black-board the object exhibited by Mr. Badcock at the previous

meeting, and also a copy of Mr. Wood's drawing of the one he had

brought that evening, and pointed out the similarity between them.

Mr. Wood said that he had never found anything else than these

creatures in the ovary of the cockle.

Mr. Stewart thought it might be worth while to institute some -

further comparisons between the two objects in their earlier stages
;

he did not say, of course, that the two were really the same thing,

but he was quite disposed to bracket them together as being of the

same genus.

Dr. Moore said that he had been for some time examining both the

cockle and the mussel, and had traced out the development of the cockle

in the same way. He believed that these objects were the larval forms

of the cockle, and in the marine mussel he had also traced out the

development. He found that these long arms consisted of striated

muscular tissue.

Mr. Stewart said he had examined the arms under -j^, but had

foimd no trace of striated muscle—it might, however, perhaps require

a higher power.

The President observed that the fact of such analogous organisms

having been found in so many instances as described would lead one

to suppose that they might be the young of the cockle instead of

Entozoa.

Dr. Moore inquired what proof there was that the Bucephalus was

an entozoon.

Mr. Stewart said it was considered so by some who were thought

to be authorities.

Dr. Moore said he had been able to trace the rudimentary shell

both in the cockle and in the mussel.

Mr. Stewart mentioned that in the last number of the ' Annals of

Natural History' there were a number of references to Bucephalus, and

perhaps they might throw some light upon it. He must say also that

when he first saw a drawing of Bucephalus polymorphus he fancied that

it might possibly be the young of some lamellibranchiate, but did not

think so after examining the creature itself.

Perrya pulcherrima (Kitton) and some other new species of

diatoms were exhibited under one of the Society's instruments.
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Donations to the Library and Cabinet since Oct. 7, 1874 :

—

Nature. Weekly Yvom The Editor.

Atlieua3iim. Weekly „ Ditto.
Society of Arts Journal. Weekly „ Society.

Journal of the Linnean Society. No. 77 „ Ditto.

Journal of the Quekett Club. No. 27 „ Club.

Bulletin de la Socie'te Botanique de France „ Society.

Marvels of Pond Life. By H. J. Slack. 2nd Edition .. „ Author.
The Protoiihismic Theory of Life. By John Drysdale, M.D. „ Ditto.

Mechanical Finger „ W.T. Suffolk, Esq.
Four Slides of Diatoms „ F. Kitton, Esq.

The following gentlemen were elected Fellows of the Society :

—

John Eailton Williams, Esq. ; James Wallinger Goodinge, Esq.

Walter W. EeevES, Assist.-Secntary.

Medical Microscopical Society.

October 16, 1874.—Jabez Hogg, Esq., President, in the chair.

At the first meeting of this Society, for the session 1874-5, a

paper communicated by John Gorham, Esq., of Tunbridge, " On a New
and Expeditious Method of Micrometry," was read by the President.

The principle of the instrument described, depended upon the

measurement of lines drawn parallel to the base of an isosceles

triangle—the bass of the latter being given—by means of the sides,

which are divided into a known number of parts. The triangle is

obtained by dividing through the centre a disk of brass, about 1^ inch
in diameter and half an inch thick, and bevelled at the edge, so as to

allow of its being embraced by a stout india-rubber ring, by which
means the two portions are held in perfect apposition at the edges
of the section. The line of section, for the distance of 1 inch from
the circumference, is marked out into fractions of an inch—at least,

into 32 parts—a less number being insufficient to obtain accurate
results. A piece of paper of known thickness is now inserted between
the halves of the disk, and moved along till its edge touches the
commencement of the marked inch, the elastic band retaining it in its

place, and thus an isosceles triangle, or gap, is left, with a base the
thickness of the slip of paper, and with an edge of 1 inch, divided, as
stated, into 32 equal parts. If a hair or cobweb be passed along the

slit from base to apex, it will be arrested somewhere, and by reading
off the number opposite which it stops, a simi)le matter of multiplica-

tion, the base of the triangle being known, will give the diameter
required. For microscopic purposes the instrument is jilaced on the

stage, and the object to be measured, placed on a thin glass cover, is

slid over the aj)erture till it exactly at one point spans it. The
diameter is then read off. To obtain still greater accuracy, Mr.
Browning has added a screw of known value, to separate the halves of

the micrometer in lieu of the slip of paper.

In answer to some questions by members of the Society, the Presi-

dent replied that the instrument was specially designed for unmounted
objects, the thickness of an ordinary glass slide being rather an objec-

tion in the case of mounted ones. A thin glass cover might be in all

cases employed for placing the specimen, e. g. blood, or pus, upon.
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Eeading Microscopical Society.*

October 13.—Captain Lang exhibited mounts of webs of three

kinds of spider ; the first that of Epeira diadema ; the second of

an undetermined species, as unfortunately he coukl never find the

owner at home (though the web was renewed each night, after being

destroyed) ; and the third also unknown, being an old bought slide.

All three were furnished with the viscid beads so well known on
the concentric threads of Epetra ; but those on the third slide were
much larger, and the threads appeared to be not spiral or concentric

;

whilst the arrangement of beads on the second was very difi"erent and
peculiar. This web was not geometrical.

Till lately it was generally considered that the spider, after form-

ing its web, went over it again, adding the viscid drops or beads ; but

the late Richard Beck exploded that fallacy, by simply watching

(under a microscope) an Epeira making its web, when he saw that the

thread, after emission, ran into beads by molecular attraction.

Captain Lang, however, though accepting this general fact, con-

siders that two of the three pairs of spinnerets are employed in the

formation of the thread; the simple line issuing from one pair whilst

tlie other pair varnishes it with a viscid secretion running into beads by
molecular attraction, as saliva will on a hair passed between the lips.

The second slide seemed to prove this ; for, whereas in the Epeira web
the beads were seen to be arranged singly along the line, and might,

therefore, be produced according to Mr. Beck's theory, in that par-

ticular slide the beads are grouped in grape-like bunches on a firm

thread. The threads of both species are perfectly dry, and not viscid

between the beads. If the web of an Epieira is caught on a slip of

glass its form is entirely destroyed ; the fluid viscid drops being as it

were blotted out, whilst in the second kind of web the threads, with

their harder grape-like bunches, will remain distinct and uninjured.

In Epeira the four external sj^innerets are arranged in two pairs,

each pair containing tubuli differing from those of the other, so that

though the glands of these two pairs of spinnerets are similar, it

seems reasonable to suppose that they are used for different purposes.

Captain Lang thinks that but one pair of these exterior spinnerets

is employed in forming the concentric line, which is varnished over,

as it runs out, by the third interior pair of spinnerets, fiu'nished with

a viscid secretion from a totally different set of glands. There are

other offices for which the other pair of exterior spinnerets with their

different tubuli may be needed, and also where no viscidity of thread

may be required, as in the formation of the radial lines, which are

thicker and more elastic ; or for that of the web with which the insect

victim is swathed in a mummy-like shroud.

From slides showing the attachments of the Epeira's radial thread

it would appear that the spider uses its spinnerets as a painter does

his brush ; the very delicate threads issuing from each tubule being

dashed against the surface, formed into an entangled mass of loops, and
then drawn out into one compound, though practically simple thread.

Report supplied by Mr. B. J. Austin.
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Further proof of the reasonableness of Captain Lang's explanation
was affurded by the fact that when the web is tightly stretched with-

out touching the glass the thread may be seen, with a y*^ object-glass,

running through the viscid beads, which appear as if transparent and
strung on a thread. This would not be the case in a single viscid line

running by molecular attraction into beads or drops. The conclusion,

therefore, seems inevitable that as it is only the sj^iral or concentric
lines which are strung with these beads, they must be furnished from
the secretion proceeding from the single inner pair of spinnerets

;

the glands differing so materially from those of the two outer pairs

which have so much more work to perform.

QuEKETT Microscopical Club.

Ordinary Meeting, October 23.—Dr. Matthews, F.E.M.S., Presi-
dent, in the chair.

Mr. E. Packenham Williams read a paper " On Cutting Sections
of the Eyes of Insects, and on a New Instrmnent for that purpose."
The method of preparing the head for cutting was first described ; the
most successful plan being first to shake the insect gently in a phial

of benzine—then to soak it in alcohol 60° over proof for a time vary-
ing from four to forty-eight hours— this was considered to be the most
difficult part of the operation, some specimens becoming hard sooner
than others; and it was suggested that the best preparations might
possibly be made from insects just on the point of emergence from the
chrysalis. The head, after being hardened, was to be imbedded in a
mixture of butter of cocoa and bleached beeswax, with the addition
of a little new Canada balsam. This compound melted at about 120''.

The head was to be placed in the wax so that the cut should be at

right angles to the chord of the segment forming the outline of the
eye, the most satisfactory section being that in such a direction as to

show the structure of both eyes. The cutter was to be wetted with
sjjirit of turpentine, and one cut having been made, a little wax of a
lower melting point was applied to the cut surface, so that the next
section might be supported by a thin film of wax, and the cavities of
the head were also to be filled with wax so as to give more effectual

support. For the same purpose a piece of tissue paper laid on the
face of the section was often advantageous. The wax was to be re-

moved by warming gently in turpentine, and the specimen could then
be mounted in new balsam.

The instrument used was then minutely described. This con-
sisted essentially of a rotating circular cutter, and a contrivance
similar to the slide-rest of a lathe, by means of which the thickness
and direction of the sections could be adjusted, and the object advanced
against the cutter while rotating. The cutter was extremely thin,

and moved with great accuracy in an exact plane. This was possible,

because it could be ground, polished, and sharpened on the pivots and
in the position which it would permanently occupy. The slide regu-
lating the thickness of the section could be adjusted to the -j- ^^^^
of an inch, while that which advanced the object against the cutter
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moved -^^ of an incli to three revolutions of the cutter, and, as the

latter was nearly ^ of an inch in diameter, this was equivalent to a

straight draw of three inches for every ^J^ of an inch cut : this relation

was attained mechanically. Great speed was not recommended. The
object was supported on a little ebonite block capable of motion round

an axis for the adjustment of the object to be cut in a vertical plane.

The machine was of very diminutive size and delicate construction.

A paper was read by Dr. D. Moore " On the Generative Processes

of the Cockle {Cardium edule), Mussel {Mytilus edulis), and the Oyster

{Ostrea edulis)." He first drew attention to the difference of opinion

on the subject, by contrasting Professor Owen's statement of twenty

years ago with Professor Eolleston's more recent statement in 1870
;

Professor Owen asserting that all Lamellibranchs had the sexes in

distinct individuals, Professor EoUeston excluding Ostrea and Cyclas,

which had the sexes united in one individual. He stated that his

observations had led him to the conclusion that the cockle and the

mussel were also truly hermaphrodite, having the sexes united in one

individual. He then proceeded to give an outline of the minute

anatomy and general distribution of the generative gland in the

cockle, mussel, and oyster, stating that all the steps from a gland

containing immature sperm cells to one containing perfect eggs in the

oyster, and eggs and young in the cockle and mussel, could be

clearly traced—the glands containing spermatozoa being only a stage

in the history of the gland containing eggs or young. He then drew

attention to some diagrams enlarged from camera-lucida di-awings,

showing three principal stages in the history of the gland :—1st,

when the gland contained imperfect spermatozoa ; 2nd, when it con-

tained perfect spermatozoa and clear cells, the entrance of the sper-

matozoa into the clear cells, which he had observed in the cockle,

constituting the impregnation, which led to the 3rd stage of well-

formed and easily recognizable eggs. In the case of the cockle and

mussel, the eggs were hatched inside the animal, and the young were

brought to maturity in a system of tubes, which were much more

developed in the cockle than in the mussel. In these tubes the

young were found in all stages of growth, with a number of yelk

balls which doubtless supplied them with nourishment. The young

were figured in the diagrams, special attention being directed to

the stage at which they were extruded from the parent, when they

constituted a true larval form, and possessed a rudimentary shell. In

the oyster the eggs were extruded from the generative gland into the

buccal pouch, between the palpi and the layers of the branchiae,

where they remained surrounded by a gelatinous substance, until they

were developed into freely moving ciliated young, when they were

puff'ed out from the parent shell a small number at a time. Dr. Moore
concluded by stating some general considerations which he thought

pointed in the same dii-ection as his observations on the generative

processes in these animals.

This paper was further illustrated by various preparations, which

were exhibited at the close of the meeting.
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